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PREFACE

INTRODUCTION

George W. Morrow
Goddard Space Flight Center

This year the format of the Workshop has remained as it was in the past with the exception that each presenter was required to furnish a camera ready copy of the paper to be presented. This change took place for reasons of economy, not for the purpose of formalizing the conference. We have encouraged questions and comments from the audience and will continue to do so although the discussion periods following each presentation will no longer be included in these proceedings.

The first session, Multikilowatt Power System Strategies, deals with a topic new to the Workshop. It was included in the agenda to give the battery community insight into the Energy Storage Technology schemes being considered for future applications.

The second session, Lithium Cell Technology and Safety, filled out the first day. The sessions of the second day addressed Nickel-Cadmium Technology and Testing and Flight Experience. Nickel-Hydrogen Technology was the topic of the third and last day.

We hope that the 1984 Battery Workshop was as informative and enlightening as those in the past.
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SESSION I
MULTIKILOWATT POWER SYSTEM STRATEGIES

Chairman: F. E. Ford
Goddard Space Flight Center
What I want to share with you is Goddard’s enthusiasm and our pleasure of being a part of Space Station. I started working with the Task Force down at Headquarters in trying to sell this, and we had a big year in January when the President decided to go with the Space Station, and Goddard had an even bigger year in May when we found out what our work package was, and I’ll try and share that with you. I think this one here tells you why Space Shuttle has been in development over 10 years, it’s going operational as we can see now, we have about one launch per month coming up in the following year. And so what’s next? . . . what’s next is the Space Station. This is what our present configuration looks like and you have to realize that this configuration is really just what we at NASA have come up with. We will have contractors that will support us in this, we’ll have two contractors per center (there’s four centers involved) and their proposals are due in on Friday, so we are going to be very busy for the next two months. We hope to be under contract in April next year. This is a view of what we call the power tower. I figured you might be interested in power. It’s a gravity gradient pointing down with the solar arrays articulated to track the sun. . . . We have this end where we can attach payloads, we have this end with an attached payload looking at the earth, we have laboratories and living quarters, and we have heat rejection panels. This over here by itself is one of the platforms as a co-orbiting platform and there’s a polar platform using the technology derived from these subsystems. This view will give you an idea of the size. Here we have a person free-flying and this is an articulated arm. These little circles are docking places for maintenance and repair and this is an enlarged antenna showing assembly in space.

The way we arrived at this configuration, and I won’t go into a lot of detail on this, is that we did an iterative process. We took the base requirements from the NASA Centers, iterated these against other requirements, and came up with the unmanned platform on the right, and what our growth potential is on the left. And we really want to be able to have this to be technology transparent. So one of the key things we’d like to be able to do in the area of power for example, is as power technology changes and advances, we’d like to be able to change the power capability and technology in this facility. We’re trying to come up with a proper mix of man and machine on Space Station. That’s one of the challenges that we see for NASA, in that we’re trying to blend the man culture, and what we call the unmanned or the free-flyer culture. We’ve been doing what we call free-flying spacecraft with robotics where they automatically control the power, and we’re in the process on Space Station of unifying NASA in this approach. I found that working with the Task Force and working with the other centers is really a culture exchange and not a culture shock.

One of the functions of the Space Station is to provide an on-orbit laboratory. We’ll have two laboratories involved, one for science and application technology (that is life sciences, plants, animals). Goddard has a responsibility for outfitting that Laboratory. The technology laboratory is the area of manufacturing zero G activities, crustal growth, etc., and Marshall has responsibility in their work package for outfitting that laboratory. We will have permanent observatories that are in orbit that we want to maintain; it’s going to be a transportation node. The interesting thing in the logistics is to have a single point in space for the shuttle to go every flight. You can send it up with a constant payload. We plan to have a logistics module like a containerized shipping. You
load it, take it up, drop off a full one, bring back the empty with the refuse in it. The Space Station will be service and repair facility for free-flyers and platforms Goddard is involved with and has a responsibility for servicing. We have the responsibility for servicing all of the users on Space Station in addition to the free-flyers.

The manufacturing facility I mentioned previously is for commercial users. It is the driver for the size of the power system. They're talking about kilowatts of power, 70 kilowatts to be exact; now whether that's what actually falls out in our design has to be determined. But the power that we're talking about is being driven by the manufacturing facility. The assembly facility, again this is Goddard pushing in the area of trying to be able to design and assemble on-orbit things that we cannot presently do on-orbit. In other words, things that are larger than the Shuttle bay itself. If you look at that power tower, that's 500 feet long, and that means you cannot get that whole thing into a single bay; it's going to take about seven shuttle loads to get that up, which means we're going to have to learn how to assemble in space. We're going to have to be able to do servicing in space, we're going to have to learn to assemble large arrays. This view shows an antenna, we have the idea that you might also want to be able to polish glass, you might want to be able to do optical alignments, recuring, cleaning of telescopes, etc. So this is the kind of activity we're talking about. As a goal we're trying to assure our leadership in the free world in space. We want to stimulate advanced technology. Internationally, we are talking about having a full laboratory, that will be an integral part of this Space Station.

Commercialization was one of the key topics in the President's announcement. We want to encourage commercialization. But in order to do that, most of you know that we have to provide the right environment. It's very important for us to provide a policy for what it's going to cost him to get on board (what we're going to charge for power for example); NASA has established an office at Headquarters under Ike Gillum for commercialization. Our commercial policy that we're worried about is a financial risk, institutional risk, and what technology we're going to work at or is going to be done there. We're trying to develop some seed money to encourage this. We expect these customers to be domestic and international, and international is one of the areas that we're really keenly interested in. We have a program under advanced development that came out of the planning for Space Station. For example: electrical power and thermal management are technology areas that have high potential of being able to grow with the Space Station. What we're trying to do is provide a scheme for focus technology, which is technology that is focused directly to the Space Station, prototyping, test beds of power, and thermal. We have a test bed for data systems, and in-flight experiments on shuttle which will verify whether it works or not.

The management of Space Station starts out with Level A being NASA Headquarters, they do policy and overall program direction. Level B, Johnson Space Center has been announced as the program management for technical control.

Something that we're excited about, and we're hoping to be able to provide in the future, is being responsible for this maintenance of free-flyers, we're going to want a bay of some kind so that we can bring free-flyers in for servicing and maintenance. Here is an indication of a guy pulling off a module to put here, that module is stored in this area. Ultimately, what we would like to see is the capability of having a service department or service station inside.
This is about all I wanted to share with you, Goddard's role. We are very excited about it, we're participating in the concept design, we're anxious to get started, and we're off and rolling.
The first paper this morning was to be presented by Bob Robinson of JSC, and his topic was going to be on Power Management and Distribution Workshop that was held at Johnson back in April of 1984. Unfortunately, Mr. Robinson could not make it. The technical outcome of that workshop is so keyed to our deliberation and discussion that I'm going to present a quick overview of the outcome of that workshop. Most of you probably have seen the proceedings on it, there is set of proceedings that was published. If you don't have a copy, you can contact Bob Robinson.

The workshop was two-and-a-half days long with the second half of the third day devoted to a panel-type discussion. The objective of that panel was to try to identify key technology issues related to a large multikilowatt power system. In this case, it was specifically geared towards the space station. As results of the deliberations of those people that took part, there were seven items that were identified out of that workshop. These items were documented in the proceedings of the workshop. The seven top issues were presented to the Johnson Management people and also to those people that were at the Johnson Space Center at that time, working on what became known as the skunk-works committee. I'd like to go briefly into the rationale. The first overall conclusion was that there were no major technology obstacles identified that would prevent us from doing the space station. And what you saw in that power tower is basically a solar array and some type of battery system that says 'yes' it can be done with existing technology. But in order to make it a more viable vehicle it said that quite a bit of advanced development is required, and there were four areas identified under the item one. In the first one no major technology issues were identified, but advanced development is required. The rationale that goes with item one is listed in this viewgraph, and basically says that solid-state devices and other electronic component technology for power conversion and switching exists for systems. Transmission line technology exists, and the automation and management technology exists, but it also recognized that for advanced development items, it would take three or four years for certain components to reach acceptable maturity. So, the baseline (and it's important to keep this perspective) is that we can do a large multiple-kilowatt power system with existing technology.

The second item which says conventional 28-volt bus power should not be considered for the main distribution. And the rationale for that was (some of it is very obvious) at 28 volts the magnitude of the current would be prohibitive, and for most of you that are working on a large system in the range of two to five kilowatts you very quickly realize how big a harness gets and how much loss you take through $I^2R$, losses, which also says that the transmission line and the distribution weight would be prohibitive. So basically the ground rule is don’t do another 28-volt system for high power. Let's go to a higher voltage, which leads us to item three which said the voltage level should be as high as practical, consistent with local environment. And, the local environment being not well defined at this point, but the objective of that is you want to get the current levels to a manageable value, and that existing system components are compatible with the voltage levels. And, I might point out that at this workshop there were quite a few representatives from the aircraft industries, and it was one of my first exposures to that side of the technology house in terms of what
they had done with large high power buses for aircraft. And it's interesting that quite a bit of that technology will be applicable to large kilowatt systems in space.

Item C just says that the 200-volt range (there's nothing magic about 200 volts, I don't think the exact voltage has been determined and won't be determined until all the work from the Phase B effort is in) seems a viable compromise to all the problems on the environmental interaction that have been contemplated and discussed. Item four, which deals with the question of AC versus DC, what the group said is that they could not see any real discriminating cost factors in making a selection between AC and DC high voltage distribution. And, for the reasons given here, is that the cost drivers are really not in the selection but in the component development and the engineering required to achieve the high power level. Power conditioning component technology requirement is the same for both systems and the selection for the AC and DC high voltage for primary distribution has to be evaluated and studied, so if not all conclusive. What it all says is that 'yes' high voltage is the way to go, but we're not sure what the exact voltage range should be and there's a lot of effort that has to be focused on this during the study phase.

Item five, which says an AC sine wave at a standardized TBD frequency, and voltage should be provided at the user (meaning the payload). And, these were the two underlying rationales supporting that, mainly that supplying every user with a condition-regulated power would not be cost-effective. In terms of the space station environment of large platforms, where the ground rules are changing on us is the fact that we don't know who all the users are going to be at this time. At the top of that power tower that Jerry showed earlier, is going to be an attachment for a lot of payloads. Some of those payloads have not been defined at this point, and when you envision a mission that is defined to last for 10 to 20 years, we have to back up and say 'we've got to maintain maximum flexibility in order to be able to accommodate the payloads that we don't know what they're going to be.' And it was felt that an AC sine wave at the interface is the most cost-effective, and could be done basically with available technology. It was interesting that there was a lot of discussion on the frequency (400 cycle, 2 kiloHertz, 100 kiloHertz) no one seemed to want to bite that bullet and say 'well this would be the best.' Everyone did say this should be a sine wave, and that's for obvious reasons, because it's easy to keep a sine wave fairly clean in terms of EMI problems.

Item six said utility power, or utility-type regulations should be provided for the space station at the interface. And to get back to the point that I was making earlier, is that if you don't know what the user requirements are, it's hard to know how to regulate, and this goes back to some experiences we've had at Goddard as we've grown into high power systems. Goddard came out of an era where we design typically 28-volt regulated systems plus or minus 2 percent. But invariably by the time you got around to half a kilowatt, one kilowatt, or 2 kilowatt spacecraft, we found that the user had to put a pre-regulator in, and it's not because he can't live with a 2 percent regulation, it's because when you threw all the other has on the bus (turn-on transits, disturbances on the bus, EMC requirements) you find out in order for him to be able to survive those type of electrical disturbance he's got to put additional regulation in anyway. So, it is consensus of the group that attended the workshop at JSC that you really didn't want to try to give him very tightly regulated voltage at that interface.
And then, finally, in Item Seven, which deals with automation. There are two rationales listed. Functional requirements for automation of the power systems control and management must be developed. What it says is ‘well we’ve been automating power systems to a large degree for some years now, but the automation was to the extent that you would usually put the power system in a failsafe mode, and then allow man intervention to reconfigure, or to perform the diagnostic functions that had to be done to know what caused you to go into failsafe mode. Basically in a system as versatile as the space station power system must be, you really have to be able not only to do the diagnostic, but you have to reconfigure, automatically, and that really is what this is addressing (the overall strategy of how you do that, how you provide the necessary protection in reconfiguring the power system, and how to ensure that you don’t switch yourself into a short circuit). So this is in a very simplified form, the seven items that came out of the workshop at JSC.

In summary I’d like to (let me find the viewgraph) put up what I feel are the three biggest technical challenges we as power system people face with multiple-kilowatt power systems, more specifically with power systems in the 25-50-100 kilowatt class. Provisions for large power growth from the initial station. Jerry mentioned that the first element will be somewhere in the 50-75 kilowatt, but it had to be designed to grow to the neighborhood of 250 kilowatts over some timeframe. That’s new to most of us, we usually design a system from scratch saying we know what it’s going to do, we know what the requirements are, and we go build it that way. In this case, we’re going to be asked to make considerations for growth, in terms of power level and power qualities, that we can’t even define at the time we start cutting the first hardware. The second part, which is also a real big one, is accommodate new technology as it evolves. Jerry mentioned a term called ‘focus technology,’ which is within NASA a program that is geared towards the technology for the next generation of space station (not meaning as the space station evolves) what technologies can we enhance it with).

This morning you’re going to hear about solar dynamics, you’re going to hear about fuel cell, electrolysis fuel cell, you’re going to hear about nickel hydrogen batteries. All these are in contention for the initial station, but also you can envision that with growth, particularly to the 250 kilowatt class, you’re going to need to be able to take advantage of technology that comes into acceptability in that timeframe. And finally, the third one, which I feel as a major challenges is build Jerry mentioned it too . . . is that you’re talking about a very large structure and very large system that has to be integrated in orbit. They have to be verified and maintained. We have to change our payloads as a normal course of action. SMM recovery went up and replaced a module, that was one time. If you look at the top of that power tower where the payloads are going to sit, and say ‘well the scientists are going to be wanting to put different types of instruments up there over a 20-year period, (if you’re talking about an electrical connector,) you can envision that connector being mated and demated at least in the neighborhood of twice a year (maybe more) depending on what the scenario is for the particular science involved. So, over a 20-year period, you’re going to envision a lot of wear and tear on connectors. And, how do you replace a connector that’s part of the initial design. In summary, I think we have lot of challenges facing us; I see it as in the next several years, quite an exciting time.
POWER MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION WORKSHOP
HELD AT NASA/JSC APRIL 24-27, 1984

OVERVIEW
BY
FLOYD E. FORD
GSFC
SUMMARY OF PMAD WORKSHOP

1. No major technology obstacles were identified, but advanced development is required.

2. Conventional 28-volt power should not be considered for the main distribution bus.

3. Voltage level should be as high as practical with local environment considerations.

4. There is no significant cost discriminator between AC and DC high voltage distribution.

5. An AC sine wave at a standardized TBD frequency and voltage should be provided at the user (payload) interface.

6. "Utility"-type regulation should be provided by the space station PMAD to the interface.

7. Functional requirements for automation of the power system control and management must be developed.
ITEM 1.

A. SOLID STATE DEVICE AND OTHER ELECTRONIC COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY FOR POWER CONVERSION AND SWITCHING EXIST.
B. TRANSMISSION LINE TECHNOLOGY EXIST.
C. AUTOMATION AND MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY EXIST.
D. THREE TO FOUR YEARS IS REQUIRED TO DEVELOP COMPONENTS TO AN ACCEPTABLE QUALITY, RELIABILITY, AND COST LEVEL.
ITEM 2.

A. MAGNITUDE OF CURRENT AT 28-VOLT PROHIBITIVE.

B. SYSTEM LOSSES UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE OF $I^2R$ LOSS.

C. TRANSMISSION LINE AND DISTRIBUTION WEIGHT WOULD BE PROHIBITIVE.

D. TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION WIRES ARE UNACCEPTABLY COMPLEX.
ITEM 3.

A. REDUCES CURRENT MAGNITUDE TO A MANAGEABLE RANGE.

B. EXISTING SYSTEM COMPONENTS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH THIS VOLTAGE LEVEL.

C. 200 VOLTS REPRESENTS A VIABLE COMPROMISE.
ITEM 4.

A. MAJOR COST DRIVER IS GOING TO HIGHER POWER LEVEL; I.E., DEVELOPING QUALIFIED COMPONENTS AND ENGINEERING THEM INTO A HIGH POWER SYSTEM.

B. POWER CONDITIONING COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT IS THE SAME FOR BOTH SYSTEMS.

C. SELECTION OF AC OR HIGH VOLTAGE DC FOR PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION SHOULD BE EVALUATED DURING THE PHASE B STUDIES.
ITEM 5.

A. Supplying every user with conditioned/regulated power would not be cost effective.

B. An AC sine wave at the interface is simple and cost effective with available hardware.
ITEM 6.

A. SUPPLYING HIGHLY REGULATED POWER TO ALL USERS IS NOT COST EFFECTIVE.

B. A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF USERS DO NOT REQUIRE HIGHLY REGULATED POWER.

C. COST EFFECTIVE, TIGHT REGULATION IS MORE EASILY ACCOMPLISHED AT EACH INDIVIDUAL LOAD.
ITEM 7.

A. AUTOMATION LEVEL, LEVEL OF SPACE STATION DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) CONTROL, AND REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT WILL ALL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE ON THE SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPT, AND HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN THE PMAD SYSTEM.

B. EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF A COHERENT AND INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT APPROACH WITH DEFINITE GOALS IS ESSENTIAL TO PRECLUDE POWER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT INCOMPATIBILITIES. A CONSISTENT DATA BASE IS REQUIRED FOR INCLUSION IN THE PMAD SYSTEM TRADE STUDIES.
MAJOR DESIGN CHALLENGES

- PROVISIONS FOR LARGE POWER GROWTH FROM INITIAL STATION
- ACCOMMODATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY AS IT EVOLVES
- ON-ORBIT INTEGRATION, VERIFICATION, MAINTENANCE, AND PAYLOAD CHANGE OUT
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL SYSTEMS FOR
SPACE STATION

Mark A. Hoberecht and Dean W. Sheibley
Lewis Research Center

ABSTRACT

Regenerative fuel cell (RFC) systems are one of the leading energy storage candidates for Space Station. Key design features include its advanced state of technology readiness and high degree of system level design flexibility. Technology readiness has been demonstrated through extensive testing at the single cell, cell stack, mechanical ancillary component, subsystem, and breadboard levels. Design flexibility characteristics include independent sizing of power and energy storage portions of the system, integration of common reactants with other Space Station systems, and a wide range of various maintenance approaches. These design features have led to selection of a RFC system as the sole electrochemical energy storage technology option for the Space Station Advanced Development Program.

INTRODUCTION

The RFC program was initiated in 1979 by OAST to bring fuel cell and electrolysis technology to a level of flight readiness by 1987. The program has been a joint effort by NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) and NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC). The LeRC program has been directed toward development of alkaline technology, with fuel cell work being conducted at United Technologies Corp. (UTC) and electrolysis work at Life Systems, Inc. (LSI). The program at JSC has been directed toward both acid SPE fuel cell and electrolysis technology, the work conducted at General Electric Company (GE). More recently, the work sponsored out of LeRC has been aimed at alkaline cell component technology, specifically in the areas of electrode catalysts, unitized electrode assemblies, cell frames, separator matrices, feed-water cavity matrices, electrolyte reservoir plates (ERP's), and decay modeling. The JSC work has focused on both alkaline and acid SPE system technology, mainly in the areas of mechanical ancillary components and breadboard demonstrations.

A detailed in-house design study has been performed at LeRC to investigate the merits of the alkaline and acid SPE technology options. The results of this study have shown the alkaline fuel cell - alkaline electrolysis RFC to be the best option for further development; in terms of system complexity, performance, development cost, and risk. The end-item deliverable of this program will be a 10 KW alkaline engineering model system (EMS) by 1987. The system shall be capable of demonstrating full integration with autonomous control, high voltage operation (> 100 Vdc) and good overall round-trip electrical efficiency (> 55 percent).
TECHNOLOGY READINESS

FUEL CELL

Alkaline fuel cells are a flight-qualified aerospace technology. An extensive data base has been generated through the Shuttle-Orbiter program, both in qualification testing and in actual mission performance. Improvements to this technology, in the electrochemical and mechanical ancillary component portions of the system, are already under way.

In the electrochemical cell component area, key items are the cell frame, separator matrix, ERP, and anode catalyst. Replacing the present fiberglass/epoxy frame with polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) and the current asbestos matrix with potassium titanate (PKT) are both aimed at carbonate reduction, which will lower the degradation rate of the cell by an order of magnitude and extend life. Substitution of graphite for the present nickel ERP will reduce cell weight almost in half, while utilizing a platinum-on-carbon anode catalyst in place of platinum/palladium will also reduce degradation and extend life. Ongoing endurance test results for a six-cell stack and four-cell stack at UTC are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The six-cell stack incorporates a platinum-on-carbon catalyst, while the four-cell stack is composed of a PKT matrix, graphite ERP, and platinum-on-carbon catalyst. PPS frames in varying combinations with these other electrochemical cell component improvements are being tested under Navy and UTC IR&D programs.

Key items in the mechanical ancillary component area are the dual pressure regulator, thermal control valve, coolant pump, and hydrogen pump/separater. Reduction of internal wear to those components with moving parts is the major activity. Specifically, improved bearing lubricant seals and advanced bearing concepts are under investigation. Endurance testing will verify feasibility.

ELECTROLYSIS

Alkaline electrolyzers are not flight-qualified. However, a substantial data base exists for life support and terrestrial hydrogen production applications. As with alkaline fuel cells, improvements to the electrochemical and mechanical ancillary component portions of the system are under way.

In the electrochemical cell component area, key items are unitized electrode assemblies and the feed-water cavity matrix. Unitized core construction improves cell sealing reliability and reproducibility. Replacing the current asbestos feed-water cavity matrix with a porous hydrophobic sheet will allow passage of any evolved gaseous hydrogen from the feed-water cavity to the hydrogen cavity. Ongoing performance of present aerospace technology has already been demonstrated, as can be seen in Figure 3. Test results for a six-cell stack incorporating unitized electrode assemblies are shown in Figure 4. Successful scale-up of cell active area has been verified in a DOE program at LSI.
Key items in the mechanical ancillary component area are the coolant control assembly, fluids control assembly, and fluids pressure controller. Each of these components combines several functions (valves, sensors, etc.) in order to simplify the subsystem. Successful endurance testing continues at LSI under a NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) program.

**DESIGN FLEXIBILITY**

**SEPARATE SUBSYSTEMS**

A simple RFC system schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5. The system consists primarily of three subsystems; fuel cell, electrolysis, and reactant storage. The power portion of the system is the fuel cell and electrolysis subsystems, both separate units. The energy storage portion is the reactant storage subsystem. Because of the separate nature of these subsystems, independent sizing for a particular mission application is possible. This is not true of battery systems, where reactants are stored in the electrodes themselves. The RFC system is thus very adaptable to different peak and emergency power conditions, where power loads (KW) and energy storage loads (KW-hr) may not be directly related and could vary substantially for the Space Station.

**INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS**

The RFC system is amenable to both closed loop (internal reactant supply/demand) and open loop (external reactant supply/demand) operation. The former is typical of battery systems, while the latter type of operation allows for integration with other Space Station systems through sharing of common reactants. The other systems include life support, propulsion, and possibly space manufacturing. Water can therefore be the logistic fuel for all these systems, either used directly or readily converted to gaseous hydrogen and oxygen through electrolysis. Scavenging of residual Shuttle-Orbiter cryogenics may be another form of integration possible with an open loop system.

**MAINTENANCE APPROACHES**

Separate subsystems also make possible various maintenance schemes. The mechanical ancillary components as opposed to the electrochemical portions of the system are generally regarded as the least reliable items. Depending on redundancy requirements, packaging of system elements can be performed in such a way as to minimize the impact of a failure. For those items with the least reliability, parallel plumbing with multiple mechanical ancillary components may be the optimum approach. The orbital replacement unit (ORU) philosophy will dictate which grouping of system elements is the most advantageous. Any arrangement from an entire system to an individual component is possible. Replacement and introduction of new technology in both the electrochemical and mechanical ancillary component portions of the system thus becomes more likely as well.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Regenerative fuel cell systems offer many advantages over other competing energy storage systems for the Space Station application. Technology readiness has been demonstrated through partial flight qualification and a significant endurance test data base for the fuel cell and electrolysis subsystems. The integrated system offers an inherent design flexibility due to the separate nature of the reactant storage subsystem. These design features have led to selection of an alkaline RFC as the electrochemical energy storage system technology option for the Space Station Advanced Development Program.
Active Area : 471.9 cm² (0.508 ft²)
Temperature : 60.0°C (140°F)
Current Density : 215.3 mA/cm² (200 ASF)
Pressure : 414,000 N/m² (60 psia)
Electrolyte : 32% KOH

Figure 1. UTC six-cell stack endurance test
Active Area : 471.9 cm² (0.508 ft²)
Temperature : 82.2°C (180°F)
Current Density : 107.6 mA/cm² (100 ASF)
Pressure : 414,000 N/m² (60 psia)
Electrolyte : 32% KOH
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Figure 2. UTC four-cell stack endurance test
Figure 3. LSI single cell endurance test
Active Area : 92.9 cm² (0.1 ft²)
Temperature : 82.2°C (180°F)
Current Density : 161.4 mA/cm² (150 ASF)
Pressure : 1,380,000 N/m² (200 psia)
Electrolyte : 25% KOH
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Figure 4. LSI six-cell stack endurance test
Figure 5. RFC system schematic diagram
A new development program has resulted from a favorable assessment (ref. 1) of the potential of the \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO battery for terrestrial applications. This program uses a multicell design approach that differs significantly from the aerospace individual pressure vessel design. A number of experimental 100-Ah cells were built to evaluate the new design concepts and components. Results from these experimental cells provided the input needed for a multicell battery design. Several experimental 100-Ah cells and one 6-cell battery were delivered to Sandia National Laboratories for life testing.

This new multicell \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO battery has a number of potential advantages for aerospace applications such as the manned space station. These advantages are discussed, and a design concept is presented for a multikilowatt battery in a lightweight pressure vessel.

AEROSPACE HYDROGEN-NICKEL OXIDE BATTERIES

Aerospace \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO cells and batteries have been developed to replace Ni-Cd batteries as the energy storage subsystem for commercial communications satellites (refs. 2-4). These batteries increase cyclic life and calendar lifetime, improve reliability, and reduce battery mass. Figure 1 shows the INTELSAT V aerospace battery.

AEROSPACE FLIGHT PROGRAMS

Programs using or planning to use aerospace \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO batteries are outlined in table I. The NTS-2 satellite launched in June 1977 was the first satellite to use \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO batteries in space. The INTELSAT V program was the first commercial communications satellite series to use \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO batteries. To date, three satellites in this series (F-6, F-7, and F-8) have been launched with \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO batteries on board, and the remaining seven satellites in the series are scheduled to use \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO batteries. All of the \( \text{H}_2\)-NiO battery systems in space are performing well.

*This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the sponsorship of Sandia National Laboratories.*
EXPERIMENTAL TERRESTRIAL 100-Ah CELLS

For the Sandia-sponsored program, the design approach departed from the cylindrical individual pressure vessel (IPV) aerospace cell, and instead used a prismatic multicell design approach. Cost reduction was a major incentive for using the prismatic arrangement. The challenge was to produce a workable design in this geometry. A number of experimental 100-Ah cells were designed, fabricated, and tested to evaluate new concepts and different electrode stack components.

DESCRIPTION OF 100-Ah CELLS

Figure 2 shows an assembled 100-Ah cell with the following key features:

a. The electrodes are sized at 14 cm x 12 cm x 0.76 mm.

b. The polypropylene container is one section of a standard, 6-cell, injection-molded battery container such as that employed in a 54-Ah lead-acid battery (Johnson Controls, Inc.*).

c. Threaded negative and positive nickel post terminals are employed, with nickel hex nuts.

d. The cover is heat-sealed to the case, and a gas-permeable plug is provided for hydrogen flow into and out of the cell.

e. A total of 21 or 22 positive electrodes were used to build one 100-Ah cell.

Table II describes the nine 100-Ah experimental cells fabricated to date. Reference 5 describes these cells and their performance data in detail.

PERFORMANCE

Test data were collected for these 100-Ah cells, with emphasis on the data which were most relevant to the battery design. The platinum/carbon electrode with reduced platinum loading generally performed well. Above 20°C, the positive electrodes with cadmium additive performed better than those with cobalt additive. Cells with the back-to-back electrode stack design performed best.

*Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) is a subcontractor to COMSAT Laboratories on the Sandia program.
Platinum/Carbon Electrode

This electrode was developed to reduce cost. The platinum content of the electrode was reduced by more than an order of magnitude, from 7 to 0.4 mg/cm², with no degradation in performance (see fig. 3). Cell 1 had the aerospace negative electrodes, and Cell 2 had the carbon/platinum negative electrodes. Otherwise, the components in these two cells were the same.

Self-Discharge

At 10°C, the self-discharge data for Cells 1 and 2 were identical, as shown in figure 4. The time constant was 1,748 hr.

Back-to-Back Design

Cells 3 and 9, with cadmium additive in the positive electrodes, asbestos separator material, and back-to-back design, gave the best performance. Figure 5 gives performance data for Cell 3 at 10°C. This cell completed 89 cycles at COMSAT Laboratories, and then was shipped to Sandia National Laboratories. Sandia currently has Cells 3 and 9 on a life test.

6-CELL, 7.5-V, 100-Ah Battery

From the experimental development effort, Cell 9 evolved as the most advanced cell design. The 6-cell stacks for the H₂-NiO battery were built to this design.

Battery Assembly into Polypropylene Container

The H₂-NiO battery, shown in figure 6, has the following salient features:

a. a standard, polypropylene, injection-molded container to house the six cell stacks;

b. a cover which was heat-sealed on the assembly line;

c. negative and positive nickel post terminals injection-molded into the cover;

d. cell interconnects within the polypropylene case; and

e. individual voltage-sensing leads to monitor the individual cell voltages, with individual caps for each of the six cells.
BATTERY ASSEMBLY INTO PRESSURE VESSEL

Figure 7 shows the battery being assembled into the pressure vessel. Note that a heat exchanger is placed around the battery case to allow temperature control of the battery during testing. The completely assembled battery is shown on test in figure 8. Also note that a gas cylinder is connected to the battery to allow for external storage of hydrogen gas. During long periods of stand, hydrogen gas can be stored externally by closing a valve, thus preventing self-discharge.

PERFORMANCE DATA

After activation, the first sealed discharge produced the voltage and pressure profiles displayed in figure 9. The capacity measured when the first cell reached 1 V was 103.7 Ah. The maximum pressure reached on charge was 332 psig without external hydrogen storage, and 230 psig with external hydrogen storage. Precharge in this battery was set at 70 psig.

COST

The battery shown in figure 6 was assembled by JCI at their lead acid battery pilot plant. All of the assembly steps followed established semiautomatic procedures. A detailed cost study is underway for a multikilowatt H₂-MnO energy storage system based on this new multicell battery. Significant cost reductions (over 30%) are projected for this system, as compared with present aerospace IPV batteries.

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES BATTERY TEST RESULTS*

The H₂-MnO cell being cycled at room temperature (ID 351, Cell 3), has accumulated 681 cycles at 80-percent depth of discharge, and the capacity is stable at 88.5 Ah, as presented in table III. The other cell (ID 373, Cell 9), and the battery (ID 385, Battery 2), were also deep cycled, but the amount of overcharge was controlled based on the slope of the pressure-time curve. Different values of ΔP/ΔT were used to terminate charge. The 6-cell battery has over 100 cycles at Sandia and is performing well (table III). The cell voltages are very uniform; the end-of-discharge and end-of-charge voltages for the last cycle of the set are presented in table IV.

MULTIKILOWATT BATTERY SYSTEM

This 6-cell, 7.5-V, 100-Ah battery will be the building block for a multikilowatt battery system. Ten to fifteen of these batteries could readily be connected in series and installed into one common pressure vessel, as shown

*Data courtesy of D. Bush, Program Manager, Sandia National Laboratories.
in figure 10. This configuration would provide approximately 10 kWh of stored energy (100 Ah at 100 V).

Figure 11 shows a lightweight pressure vessel version of this multikilowatt battery system. The potential advantages of this battery system for multikilowatt aerospace applications are presented in table V.

CONCLUSIONS

To date, performance data for the H2-NiO prismatic multicell battery design approach have been very encouraging. Many of the design concepts demonstrated in the multicell 100-Ah battery are suitable for both terrestrial and aerospace applications.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacecraft Program</th>
<th>Spacecraft Manufacturer</th>
<th>Cell Capacity (Ah)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Cell Manufacturer</th>
<th>No. of Cells Per Spacecraft</th>
<th>Satellite Orbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTELSAT V A</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>IPV-COMSAT</td>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>IPV-COMSAT</td>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTELSAT VI</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>IPV-HAC</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS (Military)</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>IPV-HAC</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMBI (Military)</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>IPV-HAC</td>
<td>HAC</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Ford Aerospace Communications Corporation.
*b*COMSAT Laboratories.
*c*Eagle Picher Industries.
*d*Radio Corporation of America.
*e*Hughes Aircraft Corporation.
### TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL CELLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Number</th>
<th>Positive&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Negative&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Separator&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Platinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>255 JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>255 JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>255 JCI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>JCI*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>255 JCI</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10% Platinum/carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**<sup>a</sup>Positive Electrodes**

- **JCI**: 0.76-mm-thick wet slurry plaque, aqueous impregnation process with cadmium additive.
- **255 JCI**: 0.76-mm-thick dry sinter plaque, aqueous impregnation process with cobalt additive.
- **JCI***: 0.76-mm-thick wet slurry plaque, aqueous impregnation process with cobalt additive.

**<sup>b</sup>Negative Electrodes**

- **Platinum**: Standard aerospace platinum catalysts with 6 to 8 mg Pt/cm² surface area.
- **10% Platinum/Carbon**: Carbon/platinum catalyst with 0.4 mg Pt/cm² surface area.

**<sup>c</sup>Separator**

- **W. R. Grace**: Inorganic/organic composite consisting of non-woven polyolefine with inorganic filler material.
- **Asbestos**: Quin-T fuel cell grade asbestos.
TABLE III. ACTIVE H₂-NiO BATTERY TEST SUMMARY
(SEPTEMBER 1984)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID Number</th>
<th>Nominal Rating</th>
<th>Test Condition*</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Capacity (Ah)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Ah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 3:</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell 9:</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery 2:</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*80-percent depth of discharge based on National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standard.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Number</th>
<th>End-of-Discharge Voltage</th>
<th>End-of-Charge Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>1.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>1.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>1.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td>1.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantage</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Energy Density</td>
<td>65 Wh/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Power Density</td>
<td>600 W/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Energy per Unit Volume</td>
<td>64 Wh/L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Design Concepts for a Multikilowatt Energy Storage System</td>
<td>Two times better than battery fabricated from present IPV H$_2$-NiO cells.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Watt-Hour Efficiency</td>
<td>$\geq$85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Data Base</td>
<td>100-Ah battery and cells on test.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building-Block Concept</td>
<td>1-kWh modules can be connected to make multikilowatt systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Reliability</td>
<td>JCI has applied proven and reliable manufacturing processes to the assembly of these batteries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Reduction</td>
<td>30/1 reduction compared with IPV cell technology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- SLOPE = \(5.7197 \times 10^{-4}\)
- INTERCEPT = 23.647
- RATE CONSTANT = 8.968
- TEMPERATURE = 10°C
- TIME CONSTANT = 1,748.3
Figure 5. 8-hr Cycle Test Data for Cell 3
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TEMPERATURE = 10°C
Figure 6. 6-cell, 7.5-V, H$_2$-NiO Battery
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SOLAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

WHAT IS IT?

WHY ARE WE INTERESTED?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

WHAT IS THE SOLAR DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM?
SYSTEM CONCEPT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUN</th>
<th>MIRROR</th>
<th>RECEIVER WITH STORAGE MATL.</th>
<th>BRAYTON, RANKINE OR STIRLING HEAT ENGINE W/ALT.</th>
<th>SPACE RADIATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAT SOURCE</td>
<td>HEAT COLLECTOR</td>
<td>HEAT STORAGE</td>
<td>HEAT TO ELECTRICITY CONVERTER</td>
<td>WASTE HEAT REJECTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRAYTON, RANKINE OR STIRLING ENGINE W/ALTERNATOR

RADIATOR

RECEIVER

MIRROR

SUN
Organic Rankine Cycle

1. PUMP
2. REGENERATOR
3. BOILER
4. TURBINE
5. CONDENSER

Q_{IN} → PUMP → REGENERATOR → BOILER → TURBINE → W_{OUT} → CONDENSER → Q_{OUT}

VAPOR
LIQUID
BRAYTON CYCLE SPACE POWER SYSTEM
### SOLAR DYNAMIC RADIATOR REQUIREMENTS

**20 kW<sub>E</sub>**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ORGANIC RANKINE</th>
<th>BRAYTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TURBINE INLET TEMP</strong></td>
<td>670K (750F)</td>
<td>730K (855F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCENTRATOR DIA. AREA</strong></td>
<td>14.6M</td>
<td>14.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>167M&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>170M&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEAT REJECTION RATE</strong></td>
<td>105 KW</td>
<td>115 KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIME RADIATOR AREA</strong></td>
<td>150M&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>220M&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RADIATOR TEMP</strong></td>
<td>355K (180F)</td>
<td>376K (220F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>344K (160F)</td>
<td>296K (70F)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BENEFITS OF SOLAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS OVER PV SYSTEMS

PRIMARY

SMALLER AREA
- DRAG
- ORBIT ALTITUDE
- VIEW ANGLE

- STABILITY AND CONTROL
- ACCESSIBILITY

SECONDARY

LOWER MASS
LOWER COST
HIGHER RELIABILITY
75 KW SPACE STATION
PHOTOVOLTAIC
75 kW SPACE STATION
SOLAR DYNAMIC
SPECIFIC MASS AND AREA OF SEVERAL SPACE STATION POWER SYSTEMS
Net Power Output = 75 kWe
SOLAR DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

- SEVERAL SPACE CONCEPTS ACTIVELY PURSUED BY NASA AND USAF IN 1960's AND 70's
  - RANKINE
  - BRAYTON 1 - 15 kW levels
  - KINEMATIC STIRLING
- GREATEST EFFORT EXPENDED ON RANKINE AND BRAYTON POWER CONVERSION SUBSYSTEMS
- LESS EFFORT EXPENDED ON CONCENTRATORS AND RECEIVERS
- SYSTEMS DESIGNED FOR EXPENDABLE BOOSTER LAUNCH
- NO SYSTEMS HAVE FLOWN
- DEVELOPMENT DISCONTINUED IN EARLY 70's FOR LACK OF SUITABLE MISSIONS
- DOE DEVELOPING LOW COST CONCEPTS FOR TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS SINCE APPROX. 1977
SOLAR DYNAMIC ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

PURPOSE:

- PROVIDE A BASE OF DATA ON THE CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY OF SOLAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS FOR SPACE STATION
- TO ASSESS VIABILITY OF THE SOLAR DYNAMIC OPTION FOR IOC
- TO PROVIDE BASIS FOR SYSTEM DESIGN

APPROACH:

- ADDRESS PRIMARY CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY AREAS
  - RECEIVER/STORAGE
  - CONCENTRATOR
  - SOLAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM INTEGRATION WITH SPACE STATION
- EMPLOY CONSERVATIVE DESIGN APPROACHES
- FABRICATE AND TEST CRITICAL COMPONENT FUNCTIONS
SOLAR DYNAMIC ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

CRITICAL CONCENTRATOR TECHNOLOGY

CENTERS: LERC, JPL

- DEFINE CONCENTRATOR REQUIREMENTS
- DEVELOP SEVERAL DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR 12-18 M. DIAMETER CONCENTRATORS
  - FAB TECHNIQUES
  - ACCURACY
  - DISTORTION
  - SINGLE VS. CASSEGRAINIAN
  - COATINGS
  - POINTING REQUIREMENTS
  - SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS
  - STOWAGE
  - DEPLOYMENT/ERECTION
- FABRICATE AND TEST ELEMENTS OF SELECTED DESIGNS
- TEST REFLECTIVE SURFACE SAMPLES IN SPACE
SOLAR DYNAMIC ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

CRITICAL HEAT RECEIVER TECHNOLOGY

CENTER: LERC

- DEFINE HEAT RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS
- DEVELOP SEVERAL DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR RECEIVERS IN THE RANGE OF 75-160 kW and temperature near 700K and perhaps to 1100K)
  - THERMAL STORAGE MATERIAL
  - CONTAINMENT OF STORAGE MATERIAL
  - MOVEMENT OF STORAGE MATERIAL
  - HEAT PIPES
  - TEMPERATURE CONTROL
  - FABRICATION METHODS
- FABRICATE AND TEST DESIGNS OF ALTERNATE APPROACHES
- CAPSULE TESTS OF STORAGE AND CONTAINMENT MATERIALS
INTRODUCTION

The high power applications that are appearing on the horizon will require a considerable change in the approach taken in spacecraft design. This is particularly true in the area of energy storage. These projected applications are not only seen to require higher voltages and powers but coincidentally will require higher heat rejection rates. For many years the function of energy storage was to make up for the dark portion of the orbit when the solar array could not supply the required power. This meant that a few hundred watts were required for periods of time up to 1.2 hours at a voltage level of about 28 volts. In the past few years the power requirements have increased to where several kilowatts are now required during the dark portion. Some of the projected applications will not only require significant increases in the power but the energy storage function may be used to supply peaking power during light as well as dark portions of the orbit. Copper loss considerations will dictate the use of significantly higher operating voltages; possibly in the range of 100 to 200 volts as the output of the energy storage device. As the power requirements are increased, the heat rejection requirement will also increase.

Traditionally, batteries are made up of series connected strings of individual elements called cells. These cells are usually individually monitored and may be individually controlled. Heat may be rejected passively by judicious placement in selected locations within the spacecraft or semiactively by being placed upon a cold plate. The heat rejection requirements limit the peak power outputs of traditional batteries to a greater degree than the actual electrochemistry. The adverse effects on cell life caused by operation at elevated temperatures has the effect of restricting the maximum rates of power output to rather modest levels. Aside from the limitations related to rates of power that can be withdrawn, the energy density of the more traditional batteries based on nickel-cadmium or IPV nickel-hydrogen cells place an upper limit on the size of the energy storage system. This is a consequence of total launch capability of the current or future space transportation system. To meet this challenge presented by high power application, several alternative energy storage concepts are being considered. Figure 1 depicts a generic overall system for such an application. The size of the solar array and the radiator are functions of the operating characteristics of the energy storage and power conditioner characteristics. Since this short paper is to consider the energy storage portion of the overall system, the power management and distribution portion with its own temperature and efficiency characteristics will not be considered.
The size of the solar array (per unit of power out of the storage subsystem) will depend upon the round-trip efficiency of the storage portion of the power system. In like manner the size (weight) of the radiator will be very much a function of the operating temperature of the storage device. The usual figure of merit of a storage device is its energy density (Whr/Kg). Another very important characteristic of a storage device is its power density (W/Kg). These numbers can be misleading when comparing one device against another. The most meaningful number is related to the entire system. It is only as the power system is considered as a whole can different devices and technologies be properly compared. Overall system weights would be favored by a high round trip efficiency device to reduce the solar array areas as well as by a high heat rejection temperature to reduce the weight associated with the radiator.

It is only fair to point out that storage systems based on non-electrochemical devices are currently being considered for these more advanced, higher powered missions. The major problems associated with traditional battery concepts that are based on the connecting together of series strings of individual cells are related to difficulties in maintaining intercell and/or intracell balance of the state of charge of the active materials within the cells. The challenges are being presented by concepts based on flywheels, solar dynamic systems, as well as newer electrochemical concepts. So besides abandoning electrochemical concepts entirely, there are several suggested solutions to this problem that are being investigated. Electronic sensing and control of the grouping of cells is a very attractive approach that has reached a high degree of sophistication. Cell sensing, control and switching; charge protocols; reconditioning techniques; etc. might be viewed as an electrical engineer's approach to the problem. This paper will confine itself to electrochemical concepts and principles, and within that framework, suggest ways of addressing the problem. Electrochemical approaches to this problem have addressed the use of active materials that are more amenable to electrochemical rebalancing techniques (sometimes called reconditioning) as well as the more recent approach of using electrochemistries that lend themselves to the common storage of reactants as fluids. These fluids are common to all the cells of a separate power producing assembly of electrochemical cells. The regenerative fuel cell (RFC, Ref. 1) is an example of this type of storage system which might truly be called an electrochemical system.

BATTERY PACK APPROACHES

Table 1 represents one way of classifying the single cell electrochemistries that have found various degrees of acceptance for aerospace applications. Also noted in this table is a nonexhaustive list of difficulties that have been associated with batteries made from groupings of these cells or simply cells by themselves. Common to all but sodium sulfur batteries is the problem of the gradual dispersion of the intercell and intracell electrochemical capacities of the individual cells caused by a certain degree of randomness associated with the charge and discharge efficiencies among the cells. Sodium
sulfur cells experience their own type of capacity dispersion resulting from the stochastic nature of the individual cell resistance. One of the apparent attractive features of the nickel hydrogen electrochemistry is the ability to safely overdischarge the cells. By comparison, nickel cadmium cells can not tolerate a very high rate of overdischarge (possibly c/20), Ref. 2. Antipolar mass, signal electrodes, reconditioning cycles are all words associated with the art of keeping a multi-cell battery in proper balance and to correct for the cumulative effects of very minor differences among cells within a battery pack. An alternative approach to keeping all of the cells in balance is to use fluids as the reactive materials and have these fluids be common to all the cells of the battery. These devices tend to be somewhat more complicated than traditional battery packs. They will be referred to as electrochemical systems.

ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

As a point of clarification, Figure 2 describes very briefly three different classes of batteries. On the top is illustrated the traditional type of battery where a cell string is placed in contact with a cold plate. In the center of that figure is illustrated a fully contained battery where an actively cooled stack of cells is employed. At the lower part of the figure a battery is illustrated where the actively cooled cell stack and the storage portions of the complete system may be treated somewhat independently. The stack of cells, complete with internal cooling passages, can be sized in terms of cell area and number of series connected cells to best meet the load requirements. In like manner, storage tanks for the electrochemical reactants are sized according to the requirements of the particular mission.

The use of active cooling is new to the more traditional battery industry but let the electrochemical aspects of these latter two battery concepts be described in more detail before that aspect is covered. Figure 3 is a simplified schematic of an RFC. It is seen that in reality it consists of a water electrolysis section and a fuel cell section along with the water storage and gas storage portions of the system. In principle, one cell (or stack of cells) could be used for both the charging portion (electrolysis of water) and discharging portion (consumption of hydrogen and oxygen) of the cycle. Then it would more closely resemble the type of cell it is meant to replace; namely, the more traditional type of cell wherein the active materials are contained in a completely sealed container. The containment of the reactive materials is a significant difference between the more traditional electrochemical cell and the RFC. It should be obvious that they both perform the function of a rechargeable electrochemical cell. This difference becomes more evident when one makes the transition between thinking about a single cell and thinking about a multicell battery. With the more usual battery, it is made up of a number of individual units each containing a sealed set of active materials. The fuel cell battery is also made up of a number of individual cells. The reactants however, being fluids, are stored in a common set of tanks; one containing all the hydrogen and the other all the oxygen. Storage of reactants in this manner permits all of the cells to always be at the same state of charge.
Another significant difference exists between RFC and traditional batteries. This is related to the method that groups of cells are assembled together to form the battery. Traditional cells being completely independent entities are wired together electrically, binding post to binding post. Fuel cells and water electrolysis stacks are grouped together in a more or less integral manner with appropriate manifolds for the distribution or collection of the gases and liquids. Since the reactant gases are stored outside of the stack of cells, the cells themselves are rather thin. This facilitates the interleaving of coolant plates in among the electrochemical cells. Usually a dielectric material serves as the heat transfer medium. It is hard to say whether the use of active cooling techniques or the commonality of reactants are the most significant difference between the RFC concept and the traditional battery pack.

Although a hydrogen oxygen RFC was used as an example in describing a large actively cooled bipolar battery, there is ongoing research and development being carried out on other electrochemical systems as well. Hydrogen bromine and hydrogen chlorine are examples of concepts where the storage portion of the system and the power producing portion of the overall system can be independently sized. Bipolar nickel hydrogen battery systems (Ref. 3) represent an example of a fully contained actively cooled electrochemical system. In this case the hydrogen is common to all the cells whereas the nickel oxide cathode material is unique to each individual cell. The special attributes of these actively cooled bipolar batteries can be summarized as follows: 1) In the case of the fully decoupled power section and storage section (H\textsubscript{2}-O\textsubscript{2}, H\textsubscript{2}-Br\textsubscript{2}, H\textsubscript{2}-Cl\textsubscript{2}) cell to cell capacity dispersion can be eliminated, 2) active cooling permits scaling up or down in cell size without undesirable consequences upon the thermal characteristics of the basic electrochemical cell, 3) active cooling permits a very wide range of peak and base power output, 4) the cell-to-cell stochastic characteristics that result in capacity dispersion and performance decay can be designed for as part of the battery design process. It is probably this last point that may be the one that is most difficult to understand, comprehend, and internalize, yet at the same time, it may well be the most significant.

Capacity dispersion usually stems from competing electrochemical reactions that take place on recharge. The nickel electrode, for example, evolves oxygen during recharge at a rate that depends on the type of additive in the nickel electrode, the state of charge, the temperature, the current density and possibly other factors. During any one recharge, the oxygen evolved will most likely be a random variable that causes the individual cell capacities to diverge. This divergence can be corrected for by using a reconditioning cycle in the case of traditional IPV nickel hydrogen cells or nickel cadmium cells. In the case of the electrolysis of alkaline (KOH) or hydrobromic acid (HBr) solutions, the contribution from spurious side reactions is all but nonexistent. In the case of large bipolar nickel hydrogen devices techniques as described in reference 4 address that system. In brief, cell designs are described that render the battery less susceptible to minor cell to cell
variations. The design of the cell and battery components in regard to pore size, pore size distribution, chemical compatibility, compression strength, etc. is very important to minimize the performance decay phenomenon that take place during operation. By more fully understanding these processes, certain design modifications can be made.

SUMMARY

In summary, it can be stated that the traditional electrochemical storage concepts are difficult to translate into high power, high voltage multikilowatt storage systems. The increased use of electronics, as well as the use of electrochemical couples that minimize the difficulties associated with the corrective measures to reduce the cell to cell capacity dispersion, have already been adopted by battery technologists. However, these concepts can become quite complicated and heavy. Actively cooled bipolar concepts are described which represent some attractive alternative system concepts. In general, they are projected to have higher energy densities lower volumes than current concepts. Furthermore, they should be easier to scale from one capacity to another and most definitely will have a closer cell-to-cell capacity balance. These newer storage system concepts will be easier to manage since they are designed from the start to be a fully integrated battery. Grouped together, these ideas are simply referred to as system level electrochemistry. The hydrogen-oxygen RFC is probably the best example of the integrated use of these principles. These principles in part should be recognized to be to a certain degree ex post factor from the perspective of people familiar with fuel cell technology while at the same time they may appear to be somewhat avant-garde from the point of view of one steeped in the details of single cell electrochemical technology.
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Table 1
DIFFICULTIES WITH SPECIFIC ELECTROCHEMISTRIES AS THEY RELATE TO MULTICELL BATTERY PACKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrochemistry</th>
<th>Cell-to-Cell Capacity Dispersion</th>
<th>Poor Overdischarge Characteristics</th>
<th>Poor Overcharge Characteristics</th>
<th>Individual Cell Control Required</th>
<th>Cadmium Migration</th>
<th>Silver Solubility</th>
<th>Shape Change</th>
<th>Random Soft Shorts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nickel Hydrogen</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel Cadmium</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Hydrogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Cadmium</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Zinc</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Sulfur (550°C)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Iron Sulfide (650°C)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Components of a Large Space Power System
Figure 2. Three Different Classes of Electrochemical Storage Systems

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of a Hydrogen Oxygen Regenerative Fuel Cell
SESSION II

LITHIUM CELL TECHNOLOGY AND SAFETY

Chairman: G. Halpert
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort has been focused in recent years on the development of rechargeable ambient temperature lithium batteries. This effort has been spurred by the expectation that such batteries would have many of the desirable characteristics associated with non-rechargeable lithium batteries. These characteristics include high gravimetric energy density (energy per unit weight) volumetric energy density (energy per unit volume) and long charge retention times (10 years or more).

The major obstacle to overcome in the development of secondary lithium batteries has been the development of a reversible anode. A secondary obstacle has been the development of a low cost, high discharge rate cathode. Significant progress has been made in overcoming these obstacles with the development by Moli Energy Limited of the lithium molybdenum disulfide system.

The energy density of the lithium molybdenum disulfide system as manifest in practical cells is substantially higher than that of other rechargeable systems. In the first state of development the volumetric energy density of the lithium molybdenum disulfide system is approximately 50% higher than that of state-of-the-art Nicad and proportionately higher than that of sealed Pb-acid. With recent advances of the system, the energy density can be improved to the point where the volumetric energy density advantage over Nicad is greater than 100%. The charge retention capability of the system has also proven to be excellent, with a charge retention time in excess of 8 years.

The characteristics of the lithium molybdenum disulfide system are ideally matched to the power requirements of devices where light weight and low volume are of concern, particularly where they are subject to intermittent use with long interspersed standby periods when the device is not connected to a primary power source.

In this paper are presented some of the advances in the performance characteristics of 'C' size cells that have been made during the past year with a new electrolyte formulation. The characteristics of 'C' cells with the previous electrolyte formulation have been published elsewhere 1) and can be summarized as follows:
HIGH ENERGY DENSITY

The energy density of a 'C' size cell is in the range of 60 to 65 watt hours per kilogram at a discharge rate of 800 milliamperes. At rates of less than 100 milliamperes, the energy density is increased to about 70 watt hours per kilogram.

HIGH RATE CAPABILITY

Sustained drain rates of 5 amperes at a cell voltage between 2.3 volts and 1.3 volts can be obtained at 21° C.

INHERENT SAFETY BELOW 110° C

Electrical, mechanical and thermal abuse tests have shown the 'C' size cell to be resistant to venting or rupture for cell temperatures below 110° C. These tests are described in a separate article 2).

WIDE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OPERATING RANGE

Sustained drain rates of at least 1 ampere, with a cell voltage above 1.3 volts, can be maintained at temperatures from -12° C to 70° C.

CHARGE RETENTION CAPABILITY

The 'C' size cells have a charge retention time in excess of 8 years.

STATE OF CHARGE INDICATOR

The open circuit voltage of a cell decreases approximately linearly with increasing depth of discharge. This provides a simple and reliable state-of-charge indication.

HIGH ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY

The overall round trip energy efficiency for a 'C' size cell at a discharge rate of 800 milliamperes and a charge rate of 250 milliamperes is in excess of 90%.

LEAKPROOF CONSTRUCTION

The 'C' size cells are hermetically sealed and no leakage or gassing should occur during either storage or normal usage. The cell contents are unpressurized.

CELL CHEMISTRY AND DESIGN

The lithium molybdenum disulfide system utilizes a lithium metal anode and a molybdenum disulfide cathode. The molybdenum disulfide, obtained
as a naturally occurring mineral is processed so as to alter its crystal structure to allow reversible intercalation, or dissolution of lithium within the crystal lattice. The discharge reaction for the system is thus represented as follows:

$$x \cdot \text{Li} + \text{MoS}_2 \rightarrow \text{Li}_x\text{MoS}_2$$

The ratio of lithium in the cathode material, denoted by $x$, can vary from about 0.2 to about 1.0.

Proprietary concepts have been developed at Moli Energy Limited which allow the recharge reaction

$$\text{Li}_x\text{MoS}_2 \rightarrow x \cdot \text{Li} + \text{MoS}_2$$

to proceed whereby the lithium dissolved in the cathode material is extracted and lithium is plated, in a smooth fashion, back on to the lithium metal anode. The advanced cell chemistry utilizes a new electrolyte formulation which improves lithium plating and the kinetics of discharge and charge reaction over cells with the previous electrolyte formulation.

The 'C' size lithium molybdenum disulfide cell is constructed in a spirally wound format. The cathode is electrically connected to a central mandrel which in turn is attached to the centre terminal of the cell. The electrodes are separated by a microporous polymeric separator. The total geometrical surface area of each electrode is about 750 square centimeters.

The cell is hermetically sealed utilizing welded construction and a glass-to-metal seal. Two safety vents are incorporated into the cell to allow for the controlled release of excessive pressure should the cell be subject to extreme abusive conditions. The vents are coined at both ends of the cell case.

**DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF 'C' CELLS**

A number of standard tests have been devised to evaluate the performance of the 'C' size and other molybdenum disulfide cells. These include a charge and discharge profile test, standard cycling tests and discharge rate capability tests. Test results of advanced 'C' cells are given in this paper.

A typical charge/discharge voltage profile is shown in Figure 1. In this case the 'C' cell was discharged at 840 milliamperes to a voltage cutoff of 1.3 volts and charged immediately following the discharge at 280 milliamperes to a voltage cutoff of 2.4 volts. This charge/discharge sequence defines one standard cycle. The profile
given is for the tenth such cell cycle. Under these conditions the voltage profile is independent of the two electrolyte formulations used. The round trip energy efficiency as calculated from the results shown in Figure 1 is about 92%.

A standard cycling test is defined by a sequence of standard cycles which are performed without time lag. This test is continued until the cell capacity falls to a preselected capacity value.

Generally the delivered capacity falls gradually with increasing number of cycles; there is no precipitous loss in capacity which defines end of life. The failure mode of the cells is a gradual increase in cell impedance with an increasing number of cycles. The capacity of a typical 'C' cell as a function of cycle number under the standard test conditions is shown in Figure 2. The cycle life of cells with advanced electrolyte formulation is twice or more that of cells with the previous electrolyte formulation.

Figure 3 shows the capacity of 'C' cells as a function of cycle number for two different depths of discharge. The depth of discharge is reduced by narrowing the voltage range on cycling. Data presented here are of cycling tests which are still in progress.

The standard discharge rate capability test is conducted as follows. A cell is charged at 280 milliamperes until the cell voltage reaches 2.4 volts. The cell is then discharged at the highest discharge rate at which the delivered capacity of the cell is to be measured. The discharge is terminated when the cell voltage on discharge falls to 1.3 volts. The cell is then rested on open circuit for a time equal to that of the just completed discharge. The cell is then further discharged at a discharge rate, equal to one half of the rate on the previous discharge again until the cell voltage falls to 1.3 volts. The delivered cell capacity at this lower rate is then taken to be the sum of the discharge capacities for the two discharges. The cell is then rested again for a period of time equal to the total elapsed time from the beginning of the first discharge, and the cell is discharged at one quarter of the initial discharge rate. The delivered cell capacity at this rate is then taken to be the sum of the capacities of the cells for all discharges undertaken since the cell was charged. The process is repeated until the discharge rate has been reduced successively by one half until the realized capacity at the lowest rate desired has been measured. This procedure has been found to give equivalent results to those obtained when the cell is fully charged before each discharge at the desired rates or to those obtained when matched fully charged cells are discharged at different rates. The deliverable 'C' cell capacity as a function of drain rate for environmental temperatures of 22°C, -20°C, and -30°C is shown in Figure 4. The cell is capable for sustained discharge currents in excess of 5
amperes at room temperature, in excess of 1 ampere at -20°C, and .5 amperes at -30°C, respectively. This represents a substantial increase in low temperature rate capability over cells using the previous electrolyte formulation.

The advanced electrolyte formulation enables a larger capacity to be realized from the 'C' cells because the cells can be charged to a higher voltage, and discharged to a lower voltage than can cells with the previous electrolyte. This is possible because of the improved kinetic stability of the electrolyte. During discharge, the open circuit voltage varies between 2.5 volts for a fully charged cell and 1.1 volts for a fully discharged cell. The 'C' cell will deliver 3 ampere hours on its initial cycle when cycled in this way, and will deliver in excess of 2 ampere hours even after 150 deep cycles. A modified cycle life test similar to the standard cycle life test was performed on these cells, but where the voltage for termination of charging is 2.6 volts rather than 2.4 volts as it is for the standard test, and the voltage for termination of discharge is 1.1 volts rather than 1.3 volts as it is for the standard tests. The charge and discharge currents used were identical to those used in the standard test. The realized capacity of a cell as a function of cycle number for the modified test is shown in Figure 6. The energy density of the 'C' cell with improved electrolyte using the extended voltage range is about 90 watt hours per kilogram.

The effect of environmental temperature on discharge voltage profiles for cells cycled over the extended voltage range is shown in Figure 7. At a temperature of -10°C, a capacity in excess of 2 ampere hours can be achieved when the cell voltage is allowed to drop to .9 volts.

The effect of various discharge currents on the cell voltage profile is shown in Figure 8. Discharge currents of 10 amperes can be sustained for more than 9 minutes corresponding to a cell capacity of 1.6 ampere hours before the cell voltage drops to .9 volts. This increased rate capability is due to the charge in electrolyte which has caused the a.c. impedance of the cell measured at a frequency of 1 Hertz to drop from a value of 80 milliohms to about 60 milliohms.

OTHER PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES

The lithium molybdenum disulfide cells with the improved electrolyte formulation have proven to be very stable on open circuit stand. Although direct measurements of charge retention times have not yet been completed, microcalorimetric techniques have been used to compare charge loss rates of cells with the advanced electrolyte formulation with cells of the previous chemistry. The charge loss rate is projected to be less than 8% per year.
Electrical, mechanical, and thermal abuse tests, are being performed to establish the range of safe operation for cells with the advanced electrolyte formulation and the improved vent system. Experiments conducted so far show improved safety characteristics.

CONCLUSION

The lithium molybdenum disulfide system as demonstrated in a 'C' size cell, offers attractive performance characteristics for applications where light weight and low volume are important. A gravimetric energy density of 90 watt hours per kilogram can be achieved in a 'C' size cell package. The combination of excellent charge retention capabilities, high energy density and a state-of-charge indicator in a rechargeable cell provides an ideal power package for a wide range of devices. The system overcomes the 'memory' effect in Nicads where the full capacity of the battery cannot be utilized unless the full capacity of the battery was utilized on previous cycles. The development of cells with an advanced electrolyte formulation has led to an improved rate capability especially at low temperatures and to a significantly improved cycle life.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Charge/discharge profile for a 'C' cell cycled in the standard voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA. Cell at cycle number 10.

Figure 2 - Capacity vs. cycle number for a 'C' cell cycled in the standard voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA.

Figure 3 - Capacity vs. cycle number for 'C' cells cycled to different depths of discharge.
1: Cell cycled between 2.2V and 1.6V
2: Cell cycled between 2.2V and 1.8V

Figure 4 - Capacity vs. discharge current for three different temperatures. 'C' cell at cycle number 10.

Figure 5 - Charge/discharge profile for a 'C' cell cycled over the extended voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA. Cell at cycle number 1.

Figure 6 - Capacity vs. cycle number for a 'C' cell cycled in the extended voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA.

Figure 7 - Discharge profiles for 'C' cells at three different temperatures at a current of 840 mA. Charged at 280 mA to 2.6 V. Cell at cycle number 1.

Figure 8 - Discharge profiles for 'C' cells for various discharge currents. Charged at 280 mA to 2.6 V. Cell at cycle number 1.
Figure 1 - Charge/discharge profile for a 'C' cell cycled in the standard voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA. Cell at cycle number 10.
Figure 2 - Capacity vs. cycle number for a 'C' cell cycled in the standard voltage range.
Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA.
Figure 3 - Capacity vs. cycle number for 'C' cells cycled to different depths of discharge.
1: Cell cycled between 2.2V and 1.6V
2: Cell cycled between 2.2V and 1.8V
Figure 4 - Capacity vs. discharge current for three different temperatures. 'C' cell at cycle number 10.
Figure 5 - Charge/discharge profile for a 'C' cell cycled over the extended voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA. Cell at cycle number 1.
Figure 6 - Capacity vs. cycle number for a 'C' cell cycled in the extended voltage range. Charge current 280 mA, discharge current 840 mA.
Figure 7 - Discharge profiles for 'C' cells at three different temperatures at a current of 840 mA. Charged at 280 mA to 2.6V. Cell at cycle number 1.
Figure 8 - Discharge profiles for 'C' cells for various discharge currents. Charged at 280 mA to 2.6 V. Cell at cycle number 1.
GEOSYNCHRONOUS PERFORMANCE OF A LITHIUM-TITANIUM DISULFIDE BATTERY

Burton Otzinger
Rockwell International

ABSTRACT

An ambient temperature rechargeable Lithium-Titanium disulfide (Li-TiS\textsubscript{2}) five cell battery has completed the first orbital year of accelerated synchronous orbit testing. A novel charge/discharge, state-of-charge (SOC) control scheme is utilized, together with taper current charge backup to overcome deleterious effects associated with high end-of-charge and low end-of-discharge voltages. The results indicate that ten orbital years of simulated synchronous operation may be achieved. Preliminary findings associated with cell matching and battery performance are identified.

INTRODUCTION

Ambient temperature rechargeable lithium cells hold promise as advanced energy sources for future space application. The Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} couple, with nonaqueous electrolyte, is the best known ambient temperature system. A battery of this type is of interest due to its expected high energy density (greater than 100 Wh/Kg) and long life (greater than 10 years). However, Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} cell research and technology are in an early development stage with only hand or custom made cells available.

An accelerated synchronous orbit life test of a five cell, Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} battery was initiated using advanced JPL designed and fabricated cells and a novel Rockwell charge/discharge, SOC-control method. This first test in the industry of these advanced rechargeable Lithium cells as a battery was initiated to obtain the following results:

1. Determine if the battery performance goal of ten orbital years of synchronous operation, established by NASA (RTOP), can be achieved, on an accelerated life test basis.

2. Gain an early look at battery related problems that arise in the selection and performance of cells to assist JPL in their cell development program.

3. Evaluate the capability of the Rockwell SOC-control method to extend the cycle life of a Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} battery.

This paper summarizes the results of the first orbital year of accelerated life testing.
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

In a paper presented last year (Ref. 1), it was concluded that the rechargeable Lithium battery had good potential for synchronous satellite application. It was decided to explore this potential further by conducting an accelerated synchronous orbit life test on a 5 cell Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} battery. The Li-TiS\textsubscript{2} cells were fabricated at JPL and the cell design details are described in Table I.

The synchronous orbit life test was accelerated by reducing each solstice period between eclipse seasons to two weeks. The battery was charged after the last eclipse of each season and placed on open circuit stand during the two week period. Charged open circuit status was selected since this condition should result in minimum battery degradation during stand periods. The battery was also given a "top-off" charge at the end of the two week period to restore any stand losses. All charges were conducted within the selected SOC-control cut-off and rate limits.

A simulated 46 day eclipse season was used in this synchronous orbit life test and was conducted on a real time basis. The simulated eclipse period values are shown in Table II. The diagram in Figure I shows the test parameters and typical performance of the battery during a maximum eclipse day. All discharges were started at 9:00 A.M. and all charges started at 2:00 P.M. to make it possible to observe critical test events during normal work-day hours. The battery was allowed to stand open circuit after charge until the next morning to maintain the 24 hour real-time test basis.

The charge duration values shown in Table II and Figure I are approximate values since the charge was terminated based on the return of 100% of the capacity (Ah) removed during the prior discharge. This charge termination function was accomplished by the (Ah) integration and comparison capability of the test control computer. The discharge rate of 150 mA was selected to provide a maximum DOD (72 minutes) of 45% based on the 0.4 Ah rated battery capacity. Prior cell characterization testing indicated that extensive cycle capability could be expected at 45% DOD. The extended test time should expose any time dependent as well as cycling failure mechanisms.

The control of charge/discharge SOC was set to operate the battery between 90% and 45% SOC during the maximum (72 minutes) eclipse period. During other eclipse periods the recharge returned the SOC to approximately 90% in each case. This SOC positioning was accomplished prior to the first eclipse season by a discharge to 45% SOC from full charge and subsequent recharge to 90% SOC with a return of 45% of rated capacity. The charge voltage at 90% SOC is approximately 2.53 volts per cell and should remain constant with successive cycles until degradation of capacity exceeds 45% of rated. After capacity degradation in excess of 45%, the charge voltage during maximum eclipse must increase to allow the SOC to increase above 90% and eventually to full charge at 2.64 volts per cell. Degradation beyond 55% of rated capacity will cause battery failure/test termination at maximum DOD. The charge supply is set to provide a constant charge rate of 77.5 mA until a constant/clamp voltage of 2.64 volts per cell is reached with subsequent current taper. The constant voltage/taper charge feature is a back-up to prevent an excessive charge voltage across the cells. Charge to 2.64 volts/cell has been shown to result in full charge of the battery.
RESULTS

Two important variables used to evaluate battery performance during a synchronous cycle life test are the end-of-discharge voltage (EODV) and end-of-charge voltage (EOCV). The end-of-discharge voltage versus eclipse cycle is shown in Figure 2 for the first two eclipse seasons or first orbital year of operation. The ordinate in Figure 2 is provided with an equivalent average cell voltage scale to make it convenient to visualize the battery voltage value in terms of cell voltage. It can be seen in Figure 2 that, battery operation is well above an average of 2 volts per cell. The eclipse durations during the first eclipse season did not conform with the Table II values for all cycles due to computer program errors. Direct comparison of season 1 and 2 EODV is therefore not possible for cycles 19, 25 and 26. The Li-TiS, couple typically loses capacity and voltage performance during the early cycles of operation. This characteristic is evident in a comparison of season 1 and 2 EODV values from cycle 1 thru 18. After the non-uniform initial cycling losses, the relative performance in cycles 27 thru 46 indicate stable operation at a nearly fixed voltage performance loss. The character of this voltage degradation can be better seen in Figure 3. Note in Figure 3 that the voltage versus time characteristics during cycle 24 for the two seasons run parallel showing a nearly constant polarization factor from season 1 to season 2. It appears that, the polarization factor acts the same as the insertion of a pure resistance would to the discharge characteristic.

The range of EOCV values is shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>EOCV Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.55 to 12.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.65 to 12.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The range is actually not as great as indicated due to a computer program deficiency that has been corrected prior to season 3. The EOCV trend has not shown any sign of degradation through the first two eclipse seasons.

The continuing good match of cell characteristics is reflected in the cell EODV and EOCV for cycle 24 of season 2 shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell No.</th>
<th>EOCV</th>
<th>EODV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.548</td>
<td>1.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.557</td>
<td>1.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.546</td>
<td>1.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.547</td>
<td>2.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.550</td>
<td>1.965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system under-voltage limit for the purposes of the life test is 8 volts. When the battery voltage drops to less than 8 volts (1.6 volts/cell) the test will be terminated. The voltage during season 2, maximum DOD, was about 9.93 volts. The difference (1.93 volts) between 9.93 and 8.00 volts equals the loss margin available prior to test termination. Assuming an average loss in battery voltage at maximum DOD of 0.1 volt per season, there are then approximately 19 seasons remaining. This estimate supports the possibility of demonstrating a ten orbital year (20 season) life.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of this life test support the estimate that ten orbital years of simulated synchronous operation can be achieved by a Li-TiS₂ battery. It was found that cells with capacities within a 6% range provided satisfactory battery operation while a 14% range did not. It was shown that the Li-TiS₂ couple performs well within a battery providing a real 2 volt/cell system under load to 45% DOD.
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Table I. DESCRIPTION OF JPL Li-TiS₂ CELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Cylindrical - plates spiral wound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>0.47 Ampere-hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated</td>
<td>0.40 Ampere-hours to 1.7 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit Load</td>
<td>2.7 Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ave.)</td>
<td>2.0 Volts at C/3 rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Plates</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Area</td>
<td>77.4 square cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Plate</td>
<td>TiS₂ on Ni Exmet-Elastomeric binder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.020 in.) (Ref. 2); no conductive diluent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Plate</td>
<td>Li Foil pressed on Ni Exmet (0.012 in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>(1.5M) LiAsF₆-2Methyl THF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separator</td>
<td>2 Layers of Celgard 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Material</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>2.3 cm diameter by 6.4 cm long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>85 Grams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. SIMULATED ECLIPSE SEASON PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECLIPSE DAY</th>
<th>150 Ma DISCHARGE DURATION (MINUTES)</th>
<th>CHARGE 77.5 Ma Cutoff (HRS.) (MIN.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 - Simulated Real-time Eclipse Season Test Parameters and Performance for Maximum Eclipse Day.
Figure 2 - End of Discharge Voltage Versus Cycle During Simulated Real-time Eclipse Seasons for 5 Cell Li-TiS$_2$ Battery.
Figure 3 - Discharge Voltage Versus Time During Simulated Real-time Eclipse Seasons for Cycle 24.
DEVELOPMENT OF A LITHIUM SECONDARY BATTERY SEPARATOR*

J. A. Moore and Roice Willie
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

ABSTRACT

A non-porous membrane based on the polymerization of 2,3-dihydrofuran followed by crosslinking in situ has been prepared. The material is compatible with rechargeable Li battery components and, when swollen with an appropriate solvent such as tetrahydrofuran, exhibits separator resistance and Li⁺ transport equivalent to Celgard.

INTRODUCTION

Efforts to develop light-weight batteries have lead to the production of ambient temperature, lithium metal-chalcogenide secondary cells (Li, TiS₂) containing ionic conductors (lithium hexafluoroarsenate) in aprotic, inert solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF). The development of these batteries will be aided by improvements in separator technology which should significantly enhance cell performance and cycle life. Among the problems which exist with microporous separator materials (such as Celgard) is the formation of Li dendrites which penetrate through the pores of the separator from the anode to the cathode and ultimately short circuit the cell. Thus, a non-porous membrane which selectively transports solvated Li⁺ cations from one electrode to the other may well outperform a microporous separator in terms of enhancing cell life during charge and discharge.

Among the requirements for such separators are that the material be insoluble in, but wettable by the solvent-electrolyte solution, that it be unreactive with metallic lithium and the cathode and that it be capable of ion transport. Because a large mass of data indicates that tetrahydrofuran and its derivatives are stable under normal battery conditions and fulfill all of the above criteria, it is reasonable to believe that incorporation of tetrahydrofuran units into a polymer chain will yield a material which will be an effective separator. Such a polymer would be completely compatible with the electrolyte solvent systems in use and could be made insoluble by appropriate crosslinking reactions. Extensive literature documents the activity of ether groups in general, and THF rings, in particular.

*This work was supported under a grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center, NAG 3-199.
It has been reported that vinyl ethers such as 2,3-dihydrofuran can be polymerized to high molecular weight, processable materials.\textsuperscript{3a,b} Such materials could fulfill the requirements for a useful separator and therefore we have undertaken a reinvestigation of this, and related systems.

This work describes the preparation and preliminary study of poly(2,3-tetrahydrofurandiyi) (P23) separator. This material was subjected to a series of compatibility experiments with rechargeable Li battery components as well as other physicochemical measurements. The results were compared to those from a Celgard 2400 standard.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**GENERAL**

Electrochemical and transport properties were measured by Covalent Associates, Inc., Woburn, MA. All electrochemical experiments were conducted at 28°C. Compatibility tests were conducted in an oven thermostatted at 70±2°C. Atomic absorption (AA) analyses were accomplished with a Perkin Elmer Model 403 spectrometer. Optical microscopy was conducted with an American Optical binocular zoon instrument to 40X. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was run by Photometrics, Inc., Woburn, MA. The P23 Separator, shipped under N\textsubscript{2} in sealed vials, was opened in an Ar filled glovebox and not exposed to air unless otherwise indicated. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Model 237 spectrometer, ultraviolet spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Model 552 spectrometer and \textsuperscript{13}C and \textsuperscript{1}H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were obtained with a 200 MHz Varian Model 200XL spectrometer.

**MEMBRANE PREPARATION**

The polymerization of 2,3-dihydrofuran in bulk and in solution has been effected using BF\textsubscript{3}•Et\textsubscript{2}O as initiator. Typically, a solution of BF\textsubscript{3}•Et\textsubscript{2}O in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} was added to the monomer in bulk and in CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} solution at -78°C. Anhydrous conditions and a N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere were maintained. At the completion of the reaction the initiator was deactivated with MeOH/CH\textsubscript{2}Cl\textsubscript{2} solution, and the white, ropey polymer was precipitated into methanol.
Membranes were prepared by dissolving the reprecipitated polymer [reduced viscosity = 0.77dL/g] in chlorobenzene at a concentration of about 30% and adding 1% triphenyl phosphite and 5% benzoyl peroxide. Films were cast on a Teflon block with a draw knife to the nominal dimensions and, after drying for 9 hr at room temperature under N2, then heated in an oven under vacuum at 78°C for 12 hr. After cooling under vacuum, the films were peeled from the casting surface, solvent extracted to remove byproducts, cut to size and stored under N2.

COMPATIBILITY TESTS

Measurements of physical dimensions were made on two 1.0 cm x 2 mil P23 pieces cut from the membrane as received and after a 2 hr soak in tetrahydrofuran [(THF) Burdick and Jackson] and 2-methyltetrahydrofuran [(2-MeTHF) Aldrich] distilled from CaH2 under Ar. Additional 1 cm x 4 cm x 2 mil P23 samples and 1 cm x 4 cm x 1 mil Celgard 2400 samples were cut for the compatibility tests. Weight changes of P23 were assessed after 7 days storage at 70°C in both 2-MeTHF and 1.4M LiAsF6 (U.S. Steel Agrichemicals)/2-MeTHF.

All compatibility tests were conducted in duplicate in Teflon-taped screw cap vials. The components comprised Li foil (Lithcoa, 10 mil), TiS2 (Cerac, battery grade), as well as 2-MeTHF and 1.4M LiAsF6/2-MeTHF prepared at dry ice temperature followed by pre-electrolysis between 2 Li electrodes.

The following quantities of materials were used:

Li foil: 1 cm x 4 cm

TiS2: 1.0 g

Celgard 2400 or P23: 1 cm x 4 cm

Solvent or electrolyte: 5.0 ml

A series of 20 vials was prepared and numbered as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vial Number</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>solvent, P23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>electrolyte, P23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>electrolyte, P23, Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>electrolyte, P23, Li, TiS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>solvent, Celgard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>electrolyte, Celgard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>electrolyte, Celgard, Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>electrolyte, Celgard, Li, TiS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>electrolyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>electrolyte, Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>duplicate of 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was conducted directly in Vials 2, 3, and 6 after the 7 day storage period. A 3 mm dia. polished vitreous C working electrode along with Li counter and reference electrodes were inserted into the vial inside the glovebox. Voltammograms were generated by a BAS CV-1B instrument and recorded on an HP 7015B XY recorder. Infrared spectroscopy was conducted in sealed matched and polished KCl cells (Wilmad) with a 0.1 mm path length.

RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

A two-compartment polypropylene cell (designed by Covalent Associates) was used for all resistance measurements. The membrane was supported by Viton "0"-rings which sealed the cell and fixed the area exposed to the electrolyte at 6.0 cm². Resistivity data was taken with a GenRad Model 1650A impedance bridge.

LI ION TRANSPORT STUDY

The flux of Li⁺ through the P23 membrane was conducted in the same cell used for resistivity measurements. One compartment contained 2.0M LiClO₄/THF while the other contained 2.0M NaClO₄/THF. Because the P23 material swelled to a much greater degree in THF than in 2-MeTHF (vide infra), THF was the solvent of choice. The cell was filled and allowed to equilibrate. Subsequently, 1.0 ml aliquots were removed from the NaClO₄/THF compartment and analyzed for Li⁺ content with AA spectroscopy. This experiment was then repeated with Celgard 2400 separator material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COMPATIBILITY TESTS

The sealed tubes were opened inside the glovebox and the 2 mil and 5 mil P23 membranes were measured for uniformity of thickness. The normal 2 mil membrane ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 ml in thickness, while the 5 mil membrane...
ranged from 2.0 to 3.0 mil in thickness. Both samples were flexible and cellophane-like in mechanical behavior. The P23 samples could be folded and unfolded many times without structural damage.

Under the 40X microscope, neither bubbles nor cracks were evident in either the 2 mil or the 5 mil sample. Two pieces of P23 were deliberately exposed to air for 3 days. Microscopic examination revealed no visible structural changes nor was any embrittlement detected.

All of the 70°C compatibility tests employed 2 mil P23. All visual observations were identical for their corresponding duplicates. No loss of solvent volume was detected over the 7 day storage period.

After 20 hr of storage at 70°C, a yellowing of the P23 membrane in vials containing LiAsF₆ was observed. The yellowing was enhanced in vials containing LiAsF₆ and Li foil.

In Vial 1 containing only 2-MeTHF, the P23 sample was clear and colorless, but in the presence of LiAsF₆ (Vial 2), P23 turned uniformly yellow. Vial 13 revealed an amber color permeating the membrane with the edges being the most intensely colored. It is important to note that the electrolyte solutions in Vials 2 and 13 were clear and colorless. Only the membrane was affected. Similarly, the Celgard 2400 samples in Vials, 5, 6, and 7 were unchanged as were the blanks (Vial 19 and 20).

Experience with this membrane suggests that the yellowing may be caused by oxidation of the polymer by residual O₂, and that this oxidation is exacerbated by the presence of halide. Over the following 6 days no further changes were noted with the exception of a slight yellowing of the electrolyte in contact with P23.

At the end of the 7 day storage tests the samples were removed from the vials and examined. As the samples dried they shriveled to a form which makes microscopic examination or dimensional measurements difficult. P23 from vial 12 seemed to be markedly yellow when compared to P23 from vial 11. The Celgard 2400 standard was unchanged after storage for 7 days at 70°C. When rinsed with methanol to remove small particles of TiS₂, the P23 membrane from Vials 4 and 14 was as yellow in color as the P23 from Vials 3 and 13. Even after solvent evaporation in the glovebox, the membranes retained their plasticity—similar to commercial Saran Wrap rather than cellophane. None of the P23 samples manifested any sign of brittleness.

Infrared scans on 2-MeTHF from Vial 11 and 1.4M LiAsF₆/2-MeTHF from Vial 12 were obtained and compared to electrolyte from Vial 16 which contained Celgard 2400. All spectra were identical. The spectrum of electrolyte from Vial 12 compared to the spectrum of electrolyte from Vial 16 showed no extraneous absorbances. Thus the spectral evidence indicates that P23 is not dissolving in the solvent or solvent-electrolyte solutions. Attempts by reweighing the test samples to determine if dissolution was occurring were inconclusive.
To probe further the possibility of P23 degradation, cyclic voltammetry scans were made on electrolyte from Vial 6 (Celgard 2400), Vial 2 (P23), and Vial 3 (P23 + Li). With the exception of a slight increase in cathodic current from electrolyte in Vial 3, no large quantities of electroactive materials are present between 0.8 and 4.4 V vs. Li. A slightly enhanced current from Vial 3 may well be caused by small amounts of electrolyte-Li reaction products.

**RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS**

A 2 mil sample of P23 was placed in the resistivity cell after which the cell was filled with 1.4M LiAsF$_6$/2-MeTHF electrolyte. After 5 min, the total cell resistance was 41,000 ohms; after 30 min, 2150 ohms; after 1.5 hr, 520 ohms; after 3 hr, 204 ohms; after 5 hr, 170 ohms. The total cell resistance stabilized at this last value. In the absence of the P23 separator, the cell manifested a resistance of 165 ohms. Thus, the separator resistance multiplied by the 6 cm$^2$ geometric area gave a value of 30 ohm cm$^2$.

When Celgard 2400 was substituted for P23, the cell resistance was found to be below the sensitivity of the impedance bridge after just 5 minutes. Thus, the P23 separator resistance is at least 30 times greater than that of Celgard in 2-MeTHF.

To ascertain whether the P23 might swell more readily in THF rather than in 2-MeTHF and thereby become less resistive, the resistance of a P23 separator in 1.4M LiAsF$_6$/THF was measured. After 5 min, the total cell resistance was essentially equivalent to the cell resistance without P23 as in the case for Celgard 2400. This result clearly demonstrates that P23 is a good Li$^+$ transporter when it can be made to swell by an appropriate solvent.

**LI ION TRANSPORT STUDY**

Based on the results with THF, it was decided to conduct this experiment with 2.0 M LiClO$_4$/THF and 2.0 M NaClO$_4$/THF electrolytes. Over a 3.6 hr period the average rate was found to be $2.2 \times 10^{-1}$ mmole Li$^+$/h/cm$^2$. Under exactly the same conditions, Celgard 2400 was also found to give a rate of $2.2 \times 10^{-1}$ mmole Li$^+$/hr/cm$^2$. This result corroborates the resistivity data acquired in LiAsF$_6$/THF for P23 and Celgard 2400. It should be noted that because of the propensity of P23 to swell in THF (vide infra), the geometric area and actual swollen area may differ by up to 10%. However, this uncertainty should not prevent P23 from being used as an effective battery separator.

**MISCELLANEOUS TESTS**

P23 Wetability and Swelling Measurements. It was found that methanol, 2-MeTHF, and THF readily wet P23 while H$_2$O does not. In 2-MeTHF (7 days), P23 went from 2-3 mil to 3-3.5 mil in thickness. In THF (5 min) P23 went from 2-3 mil to 3-4 mil in thickness. These numbers are grossly approximate because of the difficulty of measuring thickness accurately on a gelatinous material.
Dimensional changes for P23 in THF and 2-MeTHF were roughly assessed in their respective vials because removing the membranes from the solvent resulted in rapid shrinkage. Thus, P23 in 2-MeTHF increased in length and width by about 13% after 2 hr at 28°C. But in THF, P23 appeared to undergo a 90% increase in length and width within 5 min of contact with THF at 28°C. No further changes were noted with time.

Heat Sealing. A sample of P23 was heat sealed to itself satisfactorily with a jaw impulse heater at a setting of 5. P23 requires more heat than Celgard 2400, but this fact presents no problem in suitably bagging battery electrodes with P23.

SEM Study of P23 Structure. All attempts at obtaining SEM images of the THF-swollen membrane failed because of the shriveling phenomenon as the solvent evaporated. The dry membrane surface (shiny side) is remarkably smooth and featureless at 11,000X. To obtain a cross section free of distortion from a cutting implement, a sample of 2 mil P23 was fractured at liquid N₂ temperature. The cross section is amorphous and pinhole-free at 4,440X.

CONCLUSIONS

P23 is pliable, insoluble in 2-MeTHF and in THF, and manifests adequate conductivity in THF-electrolyte systems. Further work and extended compatibility studies in THF-based electrolytes would be fruitful. Indeed, the latest EIC electrolyte (50:50 THF:2-MeTHF plus 2-methylnfurane) is an obvious choice. Finally, P23 must be tested as a separator in rechargeable Li cells to ascertain its resistance to dendrite penetration and long term chemical and electrochemical stability. The very promising results obtained from these initial efforts bode well that continued study of novel polymers containing heterocyclic rings may lead to separator systems which are superior to those currently in use.
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TOTAL CELL RESISTANCE

Membrane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>THF</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>THF</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>~0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41,000Ω</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celgard 2400</td>
<td>~0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electrolyte = 1.4M LiAsF₆

Li⁺ TRANSPORT

2.0 M LiClO₄/THF//2.0 M NaClO₄/THF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Average Rate (MMole Li⁺/hr/Cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>2.2 x 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celgard 2400</td>
<td>2.2 x 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABSTRACT

A systematic approach has been developed for evaluating the basic safety parameters of high power lithium soluble-cathode cells. This approach consists of performing a series of tests on each cell model during the design, prototype and production phases. Abusive testing is performed in a facility where maximum protection is given to test personnel.

INTRODUCTION

Lithium cells with spirally-wound anodes are used extensively in applications where high power is required. These cells have the capability of delivering high current densities as a function of the anode surface area. In designing and fabricating high-power cells, considerable attention must be given to the evaluation of safety.

While all of the cells of this type manufactured at our facility are protected by external fuzes against short-circuiting, consideration must also be given to the behavior of the cells under a variety of abusive conditions.

A system has been established for evaluating new cell models during the design, prototype and production phases. Cells are subjected to some abusive conditions which may possibly be encountered during usage. In addition, cells are also evaluated under conditions of severe abuse which may cause rupturing and release of the cell contents. In some cases, the sudden release of energy may be of considerable force.

All of the abusive tests on our cells are done in a special facility that was designed to give maximum protection to the test personnel and equipment.

DISCUSSION

I. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The abusive test facility consists of several test bays which have reinforced concrete walls, heavy steel entry doors, blow-out walls and high volume exhaust systems.

Feed-through ports are provided for cables and sensor wires so that measuring equipment can be located outside of the test bay. Alarm beepers are also activated to signal that a test is in progress and to warn personnel about entering the test bay.
In addition, each bay has a thick laminated glass window which permits direct viewing and video recording as the test is being conducted.

Severe abusive tests, where the full energy of the cell or multi-cell battery pack may be released, are readily and safely contained in these test bays.

Some of the types of severe abuse tests which are conducted are:
- puncture
- crush
- incineration or rapid heating with electrical heat tape
- charging at high rates
- forced overdischarge at high rates

II. SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO SAFETY TESTING

A. DESIGN PHASE

The evaluation of safety parameters and margins starts during the design phase of new models.

After cells are fabricated by the Research and Development scientists, they are subjected to short-circuit testing using shunts that apply a resistive load of less than .01 ohms. Current and temperature are monitored during the test to characterize behavior. In addition, cells are discharged at high and moderate rates, while current, voltage and temperature are monitored. Initial force discharge tests are also performed to (prove/evaluate) the basic cell design.

The results of these tests are used to evaluate the safety of the basic design and to determine if the cells are essentially qualified to build and handle. At this stage, the results of the tests may be used to change or improve the design (TABLE I). Also, preliminary sketches of cell components are made and transferred to engineering.

B. ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE PHASE

After the design of the model has been established, Engineering prototypes are fabricated. These units are built with production equipment and tolerances and the safety testing at this phase consists of:
- maximum current discharge at maximum operating temperature
- short-circuiting with and without fuzes
- DOT-E-7052 requirements of altitude simulation, thermal stability, vibration testing
- force-discharge at moderate rates
- drop testing (five feet onto a metal plate)
- full drawing packages are prepared at this time
The results of this series of tests determine if the unit is qualified to ship and to be used safely under the conditions described on the cell label.

Standard discharge tests at several rates are also done to determine the normal cell performance, but a primary focus of all testing is to establish the safety of the design.

During this phase, severe abusive tests such as crushing, incineration or high rate heating, puncture and charging may be done to further characterize the safety tolerance of the design (TABLE I).

C. PRODUCTION PHASE

The safety parameters and margins were studied during the design and engineering phases for the particular models which were made by well defined sets of processes and specifications.

In order for the safety test results to be valid, it must be determined that cells are made consistently and that processes do not vary inordinately. In our system, statistical quality control techniques are used. These techniques incorporate trend charts and other analyses to assure that processes are not subtly changing, thereby resulting in cells that deviate from the design which had been thoroughly characterized during the previous phases.

In some cases, processes may be deliberately changed in order to effect cost improvements, efficiencies etc. When changes are made or contemplated it becomes a responsibility of the Engineering and Reliability groups to qualify the change. This often requires that safety tests be repeated and a new safety assessment be made before the change is incorporated or cells are put into use.

In addition to the standard discharge tests, cells are stored for various periods of time and under varying environmental conditions. Periodically the stored cells are tested under conditions of normal and abusive tests to evaluate behavior and sensitivity over an extended period of time (TABLE III).

SUMMARY

Lithium soluble cathode cells go through extensive safety assessment using a systematic approach. This approach has resulted in cells and designs which are well characterized in terms of safety and performance.

Abusive tests are performed in a special facility where a maximum amount of protection is given to the test personnel. This facility permits testing to be done on cells and battery packs where they are deliberately abused beyond their limits thereby releasing their full energy.
By analyzing the results of the normal and severe abusive tests safety margins can be established and design improvements can be made.

The test results also form a base line of data so that comparisons can be made periodically between the production cells and their prototypes.

In addition, quality and process control techniques are used in the production phase to assure that the basic design and processing is being maintained. As a result, the safety and performance testing results remain valid throughout the production phase.

Where changes are introduced in the processing of cells and components, they are qualified by repeating safety tests and updating the baseline.
Table I. DESIGN PHASE FOR NEW MODELS

- Design New Model
- Fabricate Test Cells
- Perform Testing
  - Short-Circuit Discharge
  - High Rate Discharge
  - Forced Over-Discharge
  - Other Abusive Tests
- Analyze Test Results
- Qualified to Build
- Transfer Design to Engineering

Possible Redesign
Table II. ENGINEERING PHASE FOR NEW MODELS

BUILD ENGINEERING PROTOTYPES

PERFORM TESTING

MAX.CURRENT/SHORT-CIRCUIT
MAX.TEMP.

DOT-E 7052
FORCED-OTHER

*ALTITUDE OVER ABUSIVE

*ELEVATED DISCH. TESTS
TEMP.

*VIBRATION

EVALUATE TEST RESULTS

QUALIFIED TO SHIP AND USE
Table III. PRODUCTION PHASE OF NEW MODEL

PRODUCE NEW MODEL

↓

TEST PRODUCTION SAMPLES

DISCHARGE AT MODERATE RATE LOT CERTIFICATION LONG TERM
MODEL ON SELECTED STORAGE

*SHORT CIRCUIT
*HIGH RATE DISCH.
*FORCED DISCH.
*FUZE TEST

PERIODIC RETEST

QUALITY/RELIABILITY REVIEW

↓

RELEASE TO SHIP
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DESIGN EVALUATION OF HIGH RELIABILITY LITHIUM BATTERIES

Richard C. Buchman,
William D. Helgeson
and Naim S. Istephanous

Energy Technology, Division of Medtronic, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

High reliability batteries are required not only for space applications but also for implantable medical devices as well. In this paper, I will be discussing the techniques used by Medtronic to evaluate high reliability lithium batteries for implantable applications.

Medtronic, Inc., through its Energy Technology division, began manufacturing lithium batteries for implantable device applications in 1977 with the introduction of its lithium-iodine system. Manufacture of lithium-thionylchloride batteries for use in higher current drain applications such as implantable drug pumps and pain control devices began several years later. Because of these applications, the evaluation of each battery design is very important and it is performed with a high reliability goal in mind.

BACKGROUND

Once a new battery design has been established and assembly procedures finalized through prototype test builds, the design must successfully complete a three stage evaluation program. The first stage, design qualification, involves a large battery build intended as the qualification set for the final battery design. Within the next year, production qualification tests begin on actual production batteries. Concurrent with these qualification programs, real time or long term discharge tests are also initiated. The data, along with the qualification program results, are then used to project battery longevity and generate reliability data for each battery design. By utilizing this evaluation sequence, a lithium battery can be verified as capable of meeting the high reliability requirements demanded in applications such as space or implantable medical devices.

TEST METHODS AND RESULTS

The typical design qualification program consists of accelerated discharge tests, calorimetry measurements, environmental exposure, destructive analysis and materials compatibility
and corrosion resistance testing. Accelerated discharge is performed at 37°C under various constant current conditions in large walk-in ovens with the batteries positioned in various orientations. Figure 1 shows the voltage behavior of a lithium-iodine battery at current drains of 50-400μA as a function of delivered capacity. The data are then used to construct a mathematical model to project battery longevity at application rates.

During the accelerated discharge tests, several cells from specific tests are periodically monitored for heat output on a Tronac model 315RA calorimeter. The heat output, corrected for polarization effects, for a lithium-iodine battery and a lithium-thionylchloride battery are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. Assuming the heat output is self-discharge related, and after correcting for the entropic heat effect, the capacity loss can be determined and included in the longevity projection calculations.

Environmental exposure tests are performed on all battery designs to simulate worst case conditions the battery might experience during shipping and handling. These tests include subjecting batteries to various combinations of +60 and -40°C temperature extremes combined with mechanical shock and vibration testing, followed by electrical discharge. Abuse tests such as over-discharge, charge, short circuit and shock are also performed on the thionylchloride batteries to determine safety characteristics. Destructive analysis tests are completed to verify the batteries are constructed according to the design engineer's specifications.

The compatibility of all battery components with the reactive electrode and electrolyte materials is best determined by accelerated and actual temperature exposures over the projected battery lifetime. At pre-determined time intervals, several batteries are removed from application rate discharge at 60 and 37°C and the various components shown in Table 1 are examined for signs of corrosion and chemical degradation utilizing scanning electron microscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray spectroscopy and other metallurgical and chemical techniques.

Of the indicated phenomena of interest, degradation of the glass in the feedthrough is important, particularly in liquid electrolyte systems. Figure 4 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a typical glass seal from a fresh battery, while Figure 5 shows a glass seal from a liquid electrolyte lithium battery from another manufacturer after approximately 3.6 years exposure. The exposed feedthrough shows extensive glass fragmentation across its entire surface.
This phenomenon has led to premature battery failure in various liquid electrolyte systems. To test for this problem, several of my colleagues have recently developed a technique that examines glass degradation in a matter of weeks instead of years. This technique, detailed at the Fall ECS meeting in New Orleans, involves sputtering nickel onto glass slides, discharging them in the electrolyte of interest and monitoring the current during discharge. SEM/x-ray spectra techniques can then be used to characterize the reaction products.

The last step in the design evaluation involves real time or long term discharge tests. The batteries required for these tests originate from the design qualification build and time samples of production battery builds. Figure 6 compares the real time discharge results for a lithium-iodine battery to the longevity projection. The real time data are tracking the projected curve very well, just as other lithium-iodine battery designs have tracked their projected curves during the past eight years of using this technique. We therefore believe battery lifetime can be reliably forecast after one year of testing instead of the five to ten years typically required to discharge the battery at the application rates.

One method of examining the reliability of batteries at application rate is the calculation of the random failure rate. A summary of random failure rate data for three general lithium-iodine battery designs are indicated in Table 2. Nearly 4400 Type A batteries on laboratory test have accumulated 230 million hours at a random failure rate of 0.0023%/month at a 90% confidence level. With this low rate, this battery design is exhibiting a reliability comparable to silicon transistors and diodes. Type B and C batteries are also accumulating significant device hours with similar low random failure rates.

CONCLUSIONS

Within one year, a lithium battery design can be qualified for device use through the application of accelerated discharge testing, calorimetry measurements, real time tests and other supplemental testing. Materials and corrosion testing verify that the battery components remain functional during expected battery life. By combining these various methods, a high reliability lithium battery can be manufactured for applications which require zero defect battery performance.
Table 1. MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>PHENOMENA OF INTEREST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>METALLIC</td>
<td>• CORROSION — TYPE AND EXTENT (IF ANY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON-METALLIC</td>
<td>• CHEMICAL STABILITY AND STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY, INSULATION PROPERTIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEEDTHROUGH</td>
<td>• GLASS DEGRADATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SEAL HERMETICITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELD JOINTS</td>
<td>• LOCALIZED CORROSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• INTEGRITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PENETRATION AND FUSION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. RANDOM FAILURE RATES FOR LITHIUM IODINE BATTERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BATTERY</th>
<th>INITIAL SAMPLE</th>
<th>MAX. YEARS</th>
<th>DEVICE-HOURS</th>
<th>RANDOM FAILURE RATE (%/MO.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE A</td>
<td>4350</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>230x10^6</td>
<td>0.0023 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE B</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>84x10^6</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE C</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>37x10^6</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILICON TRANSISTORS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILICON DIODES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*LOWEST RFR PRIOR TO NATURAL END-OF-LIFE.
Figure 1 - Accelerated Discharge of a Lithium Iodine Battery.
Figure 2 - Heat Output vs. Delivered Capacity—Lithium Iodine Battery.
Figure 3 - Heat Output vs. Delivered Capacity—Lithium Thionyl Chloride Battery.
Figure 4. Glass Seal From Fresh Battery
Figure 5. Glass Seal After Exposure to Liquid Electrolyte
Figure 6 – Realtime Discharge Results For a Lithium Iodine Battery.
ABSTRACT

Test complexity, changes of test specifications, and the demand for tight control of tests led to the development of automated testing used for Galileo and other projects at Honeywell. The use of standardized interfacing, i.e., IEEE-488, with desktop computers and test instruments, resulted in greater reliability, repeatability, and accuracy of both control and data reporting. Increased flexibility of test programming has reduced costs by permitting a wide spectrum of test requirements at one station rather than many stations.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 1960's and early 1970's, battery testing was frequently done with some rather basic equipment, such as the VTVM (Vacuum Tube Voltmeter), source current driven recorders, carbon and wire-wound resistors, and bulky constant current power supplies. Precision and accuracy were somewhat limited and often cost prohibitive.

The more complex test parameters and high accuracy requirements were usually met with the design and build of dedicated test stations. These custom stations would include the use of hybrid circuits composed of vacuum tube, transistor, early generation integrated circuit, and mechanical designs, such as cams, relays, and stepping switches. Profile discharge testing required the use of multiple load elements—constant current supplies, resistors, etc. The resulting test station yielded more accurate data and improved test repeatability.

The disadvantages to such systems were as follows:

- Could be cost prohibitive except in certain production applications
- Major test specification changes frequently required major hardware changes (timing control, load profile sequencing, or the addition/deletion of loads)
- Reuse of test station subassemblies is limited

Rapid advances in electronics technology have created the need to have more exacting test techniques. Military, space, commercial, and bio-medical electronics continue to demand self-contained power sources, i.e., batteries. Consequently, the testing of these batteries must closely approximate the application for which they are designed. One such application is that of the
battery designed for powering the instrumentation contained in the Jupiter probe of the Galileo Project. Developing a suitable testing method became an immediate challenge.

THE MODULAR TEST STATION

THE LOAD SIMULATOR

A load simulator is an electronic instrument which is designed to simulate electrical loads to test power supplies, batteries, and other similar power sources. Many commercially available units can synthesize the load parameters of both constant current and fixed resistance which may be varied over a wide range determined by the specification limits of each design. The power is dissipated by a bank of parallel connected power transistors. For constant current, regulation is achieved by feedback circuits which sample current. In the case of fixed resistance, feedback circuits sample current and load voltage.

REMOTE PROGRAMMING

In practice, load simulators can be programmed to change loads by means of an external input from a variable precision voltage source. For example, a programming input of 0-10 Vdc could correspond to 0-50 Adc or 5 amps/volt as a programming sensitivity. The load simulator can thus be used to replace multiple loads if programming voltages and timing are properly sequenced.

EARLY GALILEO PROFILE TESTING

A multi-segment (8 independent output levels) function generator was calibrated to drive the load simulator at current levels similar to those shown in Table I. With the aid of a clock, the test operator manually sequenced profile changes. A second simulator and voltage source was used to load the pyro bus (the pyrotechnic load tap on the Galileo battery).

Advantages were as follows:

- Equipment usually required no extensive modification if load or timing specifications changed.
- Equipment could be used on a larger variety of tests (multi-device).
- The need for custom control circuits was reduced.

Disadvantages were as follows:

- Most load changes were done manually. The prototype module discharge tests required 17 manual load switching operations and 42 manual logging functions.
The function generator was complicated—instructions were a translation to English from another language.

The risk of error from set-up and control was high.

Instrumentation drift approached tolerance limits.

ASSESSING THE TEST SITUATION

The use of manual control and the load simulator/function generator test set-up presented problems in conducting many discharge tests over a period of many months. These problems were identified as operator-related and set-up or equipment failures.

THE DESKTOP COMPUTER AND THE IEEE-488 INTERFACE

SEARCHING FOR A BETTER METHOD

After much consideration, Honeywell decided to purchase a desktop computer system and instrumentation that could be controlled by the IEEE-488 interface bus or GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus). This standard has been accepted internationally and many test instrument manufacturers offer this capability as an option.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

The desktop computer system and instrumentation was initially used for data acquisition. The new system capabilities expanded to not only acquire data, but also to control events, and by adding a power supply programmer (a precision GPIB controlled voltage source) and other instrumentation, we could eliminate the function generator and manual control.

MOST RECENT IMPROVEMENTS TO TEST CAPABILITIES

EQUIPMENT

The Test Group has recently added interface capability to a previously purchased datalogger and increased the number of available load simulators giving a wide range of current and power handling ability. Our most recent capital item was a GPIB compatible digital storage scope for recording high speed, high resolution transient data, and used on the most recent Lot 4 module descent test in July 1984.
OTHER APPLICATIONS

Similar equipment is being used internally for low frequency analysis in cell storage studies and dynamic impedance measurements on the same tests. Virtually all groups within our organization are using desktop systems and special instruments or peripheral equipment to improve work efficiency and to help maximize the repeatability of certain critical operations.

IMPACT ON THE GALILEO PROGRAM

The benefits to the Galileo Program are as follows:

- Testing personnel was reduced from 4 to 2 to conduct descent tests; one to observe and one to adjust a chamber to follow a specified temperature profile which is not yet automated.
- Manual load operations were reduced from 17 to 2; main bus connect and pyro bus connect.
- There is flexibility to changing specifications.
- Test reliability is high with no significant deviations in eight major tests; test duration is 150 days from background loading to the descent profile.
- Methods and equipment contribute to tight control of test parameters.
- In the Galileo cell storage program, we are using some of the same test equipment to log voltage and AC impedance on over 1000 cells each month.
- The test equipment and techniques are understood by Honeywell Power Sources Center and the customer.

SUMMARY AND CLOSING STATEMENTS

Facing the challenge of the Galileo program allowed us the opportunity to develop a better method which grew out of the concept of modular testing systems. We maintain full coverage of environmental chambers through an alarm system and communication by way of a terminal and modem whereby we can determine the nature of the alarm and take corrective action. We now use uninterruptible power supplies to provide backup to computers in the event of power outages.
Table I. DESCENT SEQUENCE—BATTERY LOAD PROFILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>MOD #1</th>
<th>MOD #2</th>
<th>MOD #3</th>
<th>Pyro Tap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-10.115 sec</td>
<td>15 msec *</td>
<td>75Ω</td>
<td>(1) 600Ω</td>
<td>9.66Ω</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10.100 sec</td>
<td>100 msec*</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
<td>600Ω</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10.000 sec</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>9.66Ω</td>
<td>9.66Ω</td>
<td>9.66Ω</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 sec</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>1.44A**</td>
<td>(2) 0.35A**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10 sec</td>
<td>5.527 hrs</td>
<td>0.72 hr</td>
<td>1.52A**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 5.53 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.24 hrs</td>
<td>0.875 hr</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>6.3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.32 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>6.3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.40 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>6.3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.48 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>6.3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.56 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.64 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.72 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.80 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.88 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6.96 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>4.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 7.04 hrs</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>35 msec</td>
<td>9.6A</td>
<td>2.5A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 7.06 hrs</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Specified End of Mission</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Pulse duration tolerances
  15 msec   15 to 35 msec
  100 msec  90 to 110 msec
Pulses to be overlapped to prevent "load gap"

** ←——– n →
Indicates load n applied across battery through isolation diodes (Constant Current).

(1) Place 75Ω across battery, add 600Ω to each module, add 9.8Ω in parallel to 600Ω. Remove resistance, then initiate 1.44 Amps.

(2) Maximum of 1 sec OCV between 9.66Ω and 1.44 Amps.

RAY-O-VAC BR2325
LITHIUM CARBON MONOFLUORIDE
CELL PERFORMANCE

Joseph K. McDermott
Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace
Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT

RAY-O-VAC currently markets a 160 mAh lithium cell recommended for usage in watch and calculator products. The lithium carbon monofluoride cell offers an extended shelf life with no reduction in performance effectiveness. The BR2325 cell has aerospace applications for memory devices and telemetry systems. Over one-hundred thirty (130) cells were purchased and tested for evaluation purposes. This paper reviews the test statistics and overall cell performance of the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 lithium carbon monofluoride cell.

INTRODUCTION

The RAY-O-VAC BR2325 lithium monofluoride cell is a commercially available product recommended for usage in watch and calculator products. The cell has a nameplate capacity of 160 mAh (13,000 Ohms at 21°C to 2.0 V), a volume of 1.04 cc and a weight of 3.1 grams. The button cell dimensions, depicted in Figure 1, comply with the proposed industry standard sizes for lithium cell utilized for watch and calculator products (ref 1). Figures 2 and 3 depict advertised discharge characteristics for varying loads and temperatures.

The RAY-O-VAC BR2325 cell has possible applications for memory backup and telemetry systems. The most important features of any battery power system are first, reliability, and second, the ability to deliver energy with a good volumetric efficiency. Most lithium cells, including the BR2325, fulfill the second requirement but have not clearly demonstrated the first. Therefore, a goal of the test program was to establish a reliability data base for consideration of the monofluoride cell for future aerospace usage. Another important feature of a lithium power system, due to the historical background of lithium couples, is the safety considerations associated with the lithium battery. The fact that not all lithium cells/batteries are hazardous is demonstrated by the existence of certain lithium batteries, such as the BR2325, in the commercial market (ref 2).
The procurement of 130 BR2325 cells specified the cells be manufactured from the same lot and on the same day. The cells were manufactured 08 April 1983 at the RAY-O-VAC Corporation in Madison, Wisconsin. The testing facilities, test plan and test statistics are reviewed in the following paragraphs.

TEST FACILITIES

The evaluation testing of the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 cells was conducted at the Experimental Battery Test Facility (EBTF), a dedicated facility for performing testing and evaluation on experimental battery types such as high energy density lithium batteries. The facility is equipped with seven temperature test chambers and a dedicated data acquisition system. Each of the test chambers is capable of maintaining temperatures of minus 40°F to plus 350°F. The chambers have been modified to accommodate six modular test fixtures designed for cells such as the BR2325. The chamber test patch panel, mounted externally, is the interface point for the Data Acquisition System and the mounting location for the test load resistors.

The EBTF Data Acquisition System consists of a 420 channel Fluke Model 2240C Data Logger, a Commodore PET computer and a Texas Instrument Silent 700 Electronic Data Terminal. This system, depicted in Figure 4, is controlled by the test monitoring software resident in the 32K PET computer. All test data, including cell voltages and chamber temperatures, is monitored approximately every two minutes. When a data recording is required, as determined by cell voltage rate of change or prescribed data record interval, the data record is transmitted to the electronic data terminal where it is recorded on cassette magnetic tape and printed on hardcopy.

TEST PLAN

The test plan for the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 cells is summarized in Table 1. The cells were tested at six discharge rates and five temperatures. Twelve cells were placed in ambient storage for 6 months and six cells for 12 months to measure the effect of long term storage on the BR2325 cell.
TEST SUMMARY

The average capacities for the BR2325 cell as a function of temperature and discharge rate are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Typical discharge curves for the five test temperatures at the 30 day discharge rates are provided in Figures 5 through 9. Figure 5 illustrates the voltage sensitivity of the BR2325 cell to test temperature changes for the low temperature (-10°F) test. The voltage sensitivity versus test temperature changes was not as pronounced for the other test plan temperatures. As expected, the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 cell generally provided the greatest capacity at the +70°F test temperature. The capacities obtained at the various discharge rates and temperatures generally agreed with the RAY-O-VAC literature on the lithium carbon monofluoride cell.

The effect of long term storage on the cell performance of the BR2325 cell is negligible. Figure 10 depicts the discharge profile for the median cell from the 12 month storage test group. The cell performance was nearly identical to the performance of a cell not subjected to long term storage.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall cell performance of the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 lithium carbon monofluoride cell was acceptable from a statistical viewpoint. The coefficient of variation was generally below 5% and the standard deviation was generally less than 10 milliampere-hour for the five cell test groups. The statistical uniformity is attributed partly to the fact the cells came from the same manufacturing lot.

The low capacities at -10°F can be attributed to the rate reductions of the energy producing chemical reactions within the lithium carbon monofluoride cell. The voltage stability at the low temperature was excellent provided the test temperature of -10°F was stable. The voltage sensitivity to test temperature changes for the high temperature tests was minimal. The reduced capacities at the high temperature are attributed to the speed up in battery deterioration.
The BR2325 cell appears to be a viable candidate for aerospace applications for memory devices and telemetry systems. The cells tested were "off the shelf" hardware which uniformly supported the resistive loads. A special build of the RAY-O-VAC BR2325 cell for a particular aerospace application should provide a reliable energy storage system.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge Rate</th>
<th>Resistive Load (Ohms)</th>
<th>Discharge Current (mA)</th>
<th>Test Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53 Hrs</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Hrs</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Hrs</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Hrs</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Hrs</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Hrs</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hrs</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hrs</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hrs</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days</td>
<td>12 K</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>- 10°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days</td>
<td>12 K</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days</td>
<td>12 K</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days</td>
<td>12 K</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days</td>
<td>12 K</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>+ 160°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>- 10°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 160°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days</td>
<td>75 K</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>- 10°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days</td>
<td>75 K</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>+ 32°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days</td>
<td>75 K</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days</td>
<td>75 K</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>+ 120°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days</td>
<td>75 K</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>+ 160°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage 8 months</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage 10 months</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage 12 months</td>
<td>36.4 K</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>+ 75°F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. AVERAGE CAPACITY TO A 2.0 VOLTAGE CUTOFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge Rate</th>
<th>Test Temperature °F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Hrs (3.0 mA)</td>
<td>081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Hrs (2.0 mA)</td>
<td>087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hrs (1.0 mA)</td>
<td>098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days (0.22 mA)</td>
<td>043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days (0.074 mA)</td>
<td>086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days (0.037 mA)</td>
<td>093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. AVERAGE CAPACITY TO A 0.2 VOLTAGE CUTOFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge Rate</th>
<th>Test Temperature °F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Hrs (3.0 mA)</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Hrs (2.0 mA)</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 Hrs (1.0 mA)</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Days (0.22 mA)</td>
<td>073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Days (0.074 mA)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 Days (0.037 mA)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Ray-O-Vac BR2325 Cell Dimensions

Figure 2. Ray-O-Vac BR2325 Service Life Versus Load

Figure 3. Ray-O-Vac BR2325 Service Life Versus Temperature
Figure 4. EBTF Data Acquisition System

Figure 5. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, -10°F
Figure 6. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, 32°F

Figure 7. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, 75°F
Figure 8. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, 120°F

Figure 9. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, 160°F
Figure 10. Median Cell Voltage Versus Time and Temperature, 6 Month Storage.
Safety of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

S. Subbarao
G. Halpert
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The safety of lithium thionyl chloride cells has been a concern of JPL for some time in our development of these cells for NASA's use. Because the safety problems are complex and several issues are interrelated it was decided that it would be best to put together an organized review of the safety issues. This paper is intended to address these issues.

Figure 1

In the first viewgraph we point out that we are aware of certain problems that limit the use of Li-SOCl₂ cells. These include the unsafe behavior, poor performance at high rates and the fact that at the present time the cells do not meet the reliability requirements for space use.

Figure 2

Generally, hazards can be classified in three broad categories: 1) Cell leakage — a problem dealing with construction or materials, 2) Venting of toxic gases through seals and welds — considered a mild hazard in which electrolyte and gas is released and 3) the unfortunate violent rupture or controlled rupture of cell with the possibility of explosion of the materials inside.
The next two viewgraphs are an overview of the areas by which hazards can occur. The first is the user-induced type which as you see from the figure involves the operation of the cell or its equipment. There are also two types of abuse:

1. Electrical
2. Mechanical/physical

As you can see the electrical and mechanical/physical type are considered hazardous.

In the next viewgraph we summarize the conditions for which the manufacturer has responsibility. These are in two areas which are referred to as cell design and/or quality control. We will be talking about these as we go along further in this paper.

The next viewgraph is quite simple in that it merely relates the fact that heat is generated, by drawing current out of the cell or battery; new chemical reactions are initiated and both add to the involvement of the potential hazards.

Here we present the influence of discharge rate on cell performance. First of all we know that the cell can be discharged at the C/10 discharge rate safely provided it is in an environment where the heat can dissipate. Secondly, we note that cell performance decreases as the discharge rate increases. This is seen in both capacity and voltage. The problem arises when we
start to discharge at higher rates and here the cells, if not designed properly and especially without adequate thermal dissipation, can undergo venting or explosion.

**Figure 7**

In this chart we break down the influence of discharge rate on safety. As you can see at less than the C/10 rate the cells are safe. At rates of C/10 - C/2 there is a probability of heat buildup as temperature increases, and if temperature increases the pressure increases. Both SO₂ gas and SOCl₂ vapor increase thus increasing the possibility of venting if the heat is not adequately dissipated. At very high discharge rates, e.g. > C/2, heat is obviously generated rapidly. The temperature increases, there is a greater possibility of lithium melting and reacting with the SOCl₂ and thus there is high probability of venting and violent rupture.

**Figure 8**

The various explanations reported for the unsafe behavior of Li-SOCl₂ cells during discharge fall into three categories. They are pressurization, thermal runaway and hazardous intermediates. The discharge rate causes the internal cell temperature to rise. The gaseous products and SOCl₂ vapor expand rapidly, thereby raising the internal pressure of the cell. Secondly, the thermal runaway mechanism is based on the fact that new exothermic reactions can occur at elevated temperatures resulting in a cell rupture or even explosion. Presently it is believed that thermal runaway of a Li-SOCl₂ cell is due to the reaction between molten lithium (MP > 131°C) and SOCl₂. It has been reported that hazardous
intermediates such as SO, (SO)n, OCLS or Li2O2 are formed during discharge which may be responsible for the unsafe behavior of these cells. Many previously discussions have been held on these issues.

Figure 9
What is the affect of temperature? We see that at temperatures of -20 to 60°C cells operate safely as long as the current is less than the C/10 rate. They do lose capacity on storage, particularly at higher temperatures. They can undergo venting or even explosion if they are discharged at temperatures higher than +80°C. They may also exhibit poor performance at lower temperatures.

Figure 10
This chart breaks down the affect of temperature on safety. At low temperatures, conductivity and mass transport in the electrolyte decrease, resulting in increased cell internal impedance (polarization loss) and carbon electrode passivation (capacity loss). Safety problems have not been reported thus far for low temperature operation. For ambient temperature conditions, refer to figure 8. At the higher temperatures (> +80°C), even at low rates, gas expands, pressure increases and venting is probable. At +130°C, sulfur can react with SOCl2 to give extra heat, again the pressure increases and venting probable. At +181°C or greater we know that the lithium melts and can react with the constituents of the cell, especially thionyl chloride. It is possible that there could be a violent
rupture.

Figure 11
In this figure we summarize the causes for unsafe behavior at low and high temperatures. At low temperatures, it suggests that an increase in polarization due to IR and an increase in stability of hazardous intermediates are possible which at high rates can lead to hazardous conditions. At high temperatures, higher pressures leading to venting is possible. Thermal runaway is also possible when violent reactions, such as molten lithium reacting with SOCl₂ occurs.

Figure 12
Here we address the subject of the effect of an external short-circuit on cell safety. In Bobbin type construction which has limited surface area, the rate is self limiting and there is little possibility for a short circuit to result in a serious problem. Spiral wound construction cells have been found to vent, or even explode in a short-circuit.

Figure 13
At high rates of discharge such as that occurring in a cell under a short-condition, cells experience large IR heating due to the relatively poor conductivity of the electrolyte. The increase in internal cell temperature can lead to melting of lithium, which in turn can react with SOCl₂.

Figure 14
The subject of the effect of forced overdischarge on safety is addressed in this figure. We know that venting or explosion can
occur if a cell is reversed. This has been one of the more serious problems. During discharge one cell in a series string which is either not operating properly or has lower capacity can be forced into reversal by the other cells in the series. Certain results indicate that after a cell has been driven into reversal and allowed to stand for a time that it may be sensitive to shock as well.

Figures 15
The effect of forced overdischarge reversal on cell safety depends to significant extent on cell design which determines whether a cell is lithium limited, carbon limited, or SOCl₂ limited. The three different mechanisms are discussed in this figure. For the lithium limited cell, lithium is depleted first, resulting in substitute reactions taking place at the anode. The predominant reaction is the oxidation of the electrolyte (SOCl₂) producing Cl₂, SO₂Cl₂, SCl₂, and AlCl₃. Reduction of Cl₂ produced takes place at the cathode prefentially to SOCl₂ reduction resulting in the formation of LiCl. The LiCl reacts with AlCl₃ and SOCl₂′′Cl₄− resulting in the formation of LiAlCl₄ and SOCl₂. These reactions being exothermic in nature, produces heat which raises the cell temperature during the reversal process. If reversal currents are very low the cell can be considered safe.

In carbon-limited cells, the end of cell life is brought about by the passivation of the carbon electrode. During reversal oxidation of lithium continues to take place at the anode while at the cathode the reduction of lithium ions (Li⁺) is favored. Two possibilities exist relative to cell safety. It is possible
for the lithium deposited by the carbon electrode to react with SOCl₂. If this occurs, depending on the reversal current, heat is generated and the temperature of the cell increases. At low rates the cells can be considered safe. An alternative mechanism that can occur in the carbon-limited cells is the formation of internal short-circuits formed by lithium dendrite bridging. In such a case the dendrites can carry the short-circuit current directly to the anode thus avoiding chemical and/or electrochemical reaction and I²R heat generation. On open-circuit stand, it is reported that these dendrites are responsible for the observed shock sensitivity.

In the SOCl₂-limited cells the end of cell life is brought about by the depletion of SOCl₂. In such cells the I²R heating results in an increased temperature of the cell. At elevated temperatures exothermic reactions are possible resulting in cell thermal runaway.

Figure 16
The various theories for unsafe behavior of Li-SOCl₂ cells on reversal are summarized in this viewgraph.

Figure 17
On the matter of the effect of charging on safety and performance, cells gain little or no additional capacity during the charge period. However, there is some increase in temperature and one would expect also some increase in pressure so that there could be some venting.
The problems associated with physical and mechanical abuse are shown here. We note that crushing or puncturing can either lead to venting or internal shorts which are a serious concern. Intense heat can generate undesirable reactions as we noted before with melting lithium reacting with sulfur and/or thionyl chloride. Obviously, these are of concern to us and care must be exercised in cell handling, storage and transportation.

Vibration and shock requirements must be considered for NASA missions. Cells must meet these requirements in order to be considered for use. Before use testing would be required to verify the structural integrity of the cell and battery over a range of vibration and shock regimes.

This is a look at the manufacturer-induced factors. In general, the cells are optimized for performance, not for safety. They may not have an adequate amount of electrolyte and current distribution may not be optimized. The extremely important thermal dissipation requires improvement, additional "cell-overhead" volume to maintain the extra thionyl chloride would be desirable, and there is a possibility that redundant terminal connections could be an enhancement. In terms of Quality Control, material purity is always a concern, especially in performance, but sometimes in safety. Contamination by moisture and other constituents during the assembly of the components can occur.
The handling and assembly process itself needs to be better controlled.

Figures 21 & 22

The conclusions are summarized in the following two viewgraphs. With regard to fundamental issues there are a number of items listed that require further attention to explain what is happening in the cell. We consider the fact that the cell design may not be optimized for the application at high rate and we need to better involve ourselves in the actual design whether it be thermal, structural or the most significant one, the optimization of the ratio of lithium, carbon and thionyl chloride.

Figure 23

Finally, the processing and Quality Control of materials require adequate consideration. Material purity and handling of quality control is important to us as well as the use of some nondestructive methods to determine the health of the cell. The last item is one that we feel is extremely important. Education is an extremely important facet of this effort. We believe that it is important that all people that come in contact with these cells or the materials, whether it be on the assembly line, quality control, operation, test, the user or the equipment designer, be aware of the safety issues and that all understand fully the problems associated with these devices. This may be relatively straightforward for a NASA mission which is a controlled activity but more difficult for other applications. However, educating all those involved can enhance the safety and
reliability of cells in the future. We need to better understand the chemistry and the safety issues as they develop and we believe, as we have indicated in this particular discussion, that the lithium thionyl chloride cell can be built safely and operate safely when all of the concerns are addressed. Further, the design is such that the hazard conditions described will not be reached in the applications. Thank you.
Present Limitations of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

**Cells Reportedly:**
- Exhibit unsafe behavior under certain conditions
- Exhibit poor performance at high rates of discharge
- Do not meet the reliability requirements of NASA

**Classification of Hazards of Li-SOCl₂ Cells**
- Leakage of electrolyte through seals and welds
- Venting of toxic gases and electrolyte through seals and welds
- Violent or controlled rupture of cell with expulsion of toxic materials sometimes explosively with fire

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
Analysis of the Factors Responsible for Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

Figure 3.

Analysis of the Factors Responsible for Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

Figure 4.
Proposed Mechanism for the Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl₂ Under High Rates of Discharge/Short Circuit/Forced Over Discharge

Figure 5.

Effect of Discharge Rate

- CELL CAN BE USED SAFELY UP TO C/10 DISCHARGE RATES
- CELL PERFORMANCE DECREASES (CAPACITY AND OPERATING VOLTAGE) WITH THE INCREASE OF DISCHARGE RATE
- CELLS MAY VENT OR EXPLODE IF DISCHARGED AT RATES HIGHER THAN C/3

Figure 6.
Influence of Discharge Rate on Safety

Figure 7.

Proposed Theories to Explain the Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl₂ Cells During Discharge

**PRESSURIZATION**

- CELL PRESSURE INCREASES DUE TO SOCl₂ VAPORIZATION AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES AND FORMATION OF GASEOUS DISCHARGE PRODUCTS

**THERMAL RUNAWAY**

- ELECTROCHEMICAL AND OTHER PARASITIC CHEMICAL REACTIONS RAISE THE CELL INTERNAL TEMPERATURE

- AT ELEVATED TEMP EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS POSSIBLE (LI + S, S + SOCl₂, MOLTEN LI + SOCl₂)

- FORMATION OF GASEOUS PRODUCTS AND TEMPERATURE LEAD TO CELL VENTING/EXPLOSION

**HAZARDOUS INTERMEDIATES**

- SO₂, (SO₃)ₓ OCIS, AND Li₂O₂ ARE REPORTED TO BE FORMED DURING DISCHARGE AND THEY MAY LEAD TO UNSAFE BEHAVIOR

Figure 8.
Effect of Temperature

- Cells can be discharged safely at rates < C/10 at -20 to 60°C
- Cells lose capacity on storage at temperatures higher than 45°C
- Cells may vent or explode if discharged at temperatures higher than 80°C
- Cells exhibit poor performance at lower temperatures
- Cells kept at lower temperatures were reported to vent (or explode) when warmed up

Figure 9.

Influence of Temperature on Safety

![Flowchart](image)

Figure 10.
Proposed Theories to Explain the Unsafe Behavior of Cells at Low and High Temperatures

**LOW TEMPERATURE**

- The increase in impedance leads to polarization and early failure
- Increase in stability of hazardous intermediates may lead to unsafe behavior

**HIGH TEMPERATURE**

- Increase in internal pressure
- $> 80^\circ C$ venting
- Thermal runaway due to
  - $\text{Li} + \text{SOCl}_2$ react exothermically ($130^\circ C$)
  - Melted $\text{Li}$ reacts with $\text{SOCl}_2$ ($190^\circ C$)

Figure 11.

Effect of Short Circuit on the Safety of Li-SOCl$_2$ Cells

- Cells of bobbin type construction pose no problems upon short circuit
- Cells of spiral wound construction will vent/explode upon short circuit

Figure 12.

Causes for the Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl$_2$ Cells Under Short Circuit Conditions

- Poor electrical conductivity of the electrolyte
- Low melting point of lithium
- Poor thermal dissipation

Figure 13.
Effect of Forced Over Discharge on the Safety of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

- Cells may vent or explode

- Certain results indicate that cells driven into reversal are sensitive towards shock

Figure 14.

Influence of Cell Reversal on Safety

- Forced overdischarge
  - Li limited
    - Regenerative reactions occur
      - Heat generated
        - Cell temperature increases
          - Safe
            - Venting possible depending on rate and environment
    - Carbon limited
      - Li forms on C
        - Li reacts with SOCl₂ chemically
          - Dendrites form
            - Heat generated
              - Internal shorts
                - Shock sensitivity on open circuit
                  - Safe
                    - Venting possible depending on design rate and environment
      - SOCl₂ limited
        - Internal impedance increases
          - Heat generated
            - Exothermic reactions initiated
              - Thermal runaway
                - Explosion

*in the presence of adequate electrolyte

Figure 15.

169
Proposed Theories to Explain the Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl₂ Cells During Forced Over Discharge

**CARBON LIMITED CELLS**
- High reactivity of Li dendrites with SOCl₂ at the carbon electrodes
- Formation hazardous intermediates (Li₂O₂)

**LITHIUM LIMITED CELLS**
- Formation of hazardous intermediates (Cl₂)
- Complex chemical reactions

**SOCl₂ LIMITED CELLS**
- Formation of dry spots
- Many exothermic reactions possible (ex. Li + S, Li + glass paper etc.)

Figure 16.

Effect of Charge Rate on the Performance and Safety of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

- Little or no additional capacity
- Marginal increase in cell temperature
- Cells with crimped seals may vent

Figure 17.
Causes for the Unsafe Behavior of Li-SOCl$_2$ Cells During Physical/Mechanical Abuse

- CRUSHING OR PUNCTURING LEADS TO
  - RELEASE OF TOXIC MATERIALS
  - INTERNAL SHORTING - VENTING

- INTENSE HEATING WITH FLAME
  - PRESSURE INCREASE DUE TO VAPOR PRESSURE OF Li-SOCl$_2$
  - EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS BETWEEN Li, S, AND SOCl$_2$ (AT 130°C)
  - Li AND SOCl$_2$ (AT 190°C)

Figure 18.

Influence of Vibration, Shock and Spin on the Performance and Safety of Li-SOCl$_2$ Cells

- CELLS CAN MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MOST LAUNCH ENVIRONMENTS

- CELLS DRIVEN INTO REVERSAL ARE REPORTED TO BE SENSITIVE TOWARDS SHOCK

Figure 19.
Analysis of Manufacturer-Induced Factors on the Safety of Li-SOCl₂ Cells

**DESIGN**
- Not optimized for safety
- Inadequate quantity of electrolyte
- Non-uniform current distribution
- Poor thermal design
- Insufficient overhead volume
- No redundancy of terminal connections

**QUALITY CONTROL**
- Impure materials
- Contamination of electrodes and other components during storage and space handling
- Ineffective of quality control procedures

Figure 20.

Conclusions

Safe Li-SOCl₂ cells can be developed for NASA application

**FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES: TO BE ADDRESSED**
- Chemistry of the cells during discharge and reversal at various temperatures and discharge rates
- Role of intermediates (OCIS, Li₂O₂ etc.) in cell safety
- Chemistry of electrolyte limited cells
- Thermal analysis of Li-SOCl₂ cells during reversal
- Correlation of carbon electrode characteristics and its performance
- Investigation of new electrolytes with improved conductivity
- Influence of additives/catalysts for improving performance and safety

Figure 21.
Conclusions (Con’t)

**CELL DESIGN: CONSIDERATIONS**

- **DESIGN FOR SAFETY, FIRST -- THEN PERFORMANCE**
  - **OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION AND QUALITY**
    - TO ACCOUNT FOR NORMAL DISCHARGE
    - TO SUSTAIN CONDUCTIVITY DURING DISCHARGE AND REVERSAL
    - TO KEEP DISCHARGE PRODUCTS IN SOLUTION
  - **OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRODE CAPACITY (Li/C) RATIO**
    (LITHIUM LIMITED DESIGN POSSIBLE ONLY FOR LOW RATE CELLS)
    (CARBON LIMITED DESIGN IS THE ONLY CHOICE FOR HIGH RATE CELLS)
  - **MINIMIZE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS**
  - **OPTIMIZE THERMAL MANAGEMENT**
  - **UTILIZE CORROSION RESISTANT SEALS**
  - **USE THERMAL RESISTANCE FUSES**

Figure 22.

Conclusions (Con’t)

- **PROCESSING AND QUALITY CONTROL: CONSIDERATION**
  - **MATERIAL PURITY REQUIREMENTS**
  - **IMPROVEMENT OF HANDLING, PROCESSING AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES**
  - **DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A EFFECTIVE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM**
  - **DEVELOPMENT OF N.D.T. METHODS TO DETERMINE THE HEALTH OF THE CELL**
  - **EDUCATION OF THE USER**

Figure 23.
An Update of the JPL Program to Develop Li-SOCl₂ Cells

G. Halpert, V. Ang, R. Banes,
S. Dawson, H. Frank, S. Subbarao, and L. Whittenack

JPL has been involved in a lithium thionyl chloride cell development program as I have indicated in the previous paper. Its goals are given in the first viewgraph.

Figure 1
These include 300 Wh/Kg at a 2-hour discharge rate, safely operated, with a five year storage life and a process that is well documented and controlled. This has been our goal. In this paper we will show you some of the results achieved to date.

Figure 2
We include the typical energy/power curves that one has seen before to show why lithium thionyl chloride is important to us and why we think we can meet the requirements.

Figure 3
This shows some of the applications that we are considering for space transportation, system for launch vehicles, orbiting transfer vehicles and planetary spacecraft.

Figure 4
Additional applications are given in this next viewgraph. Specific ones include the Manned Manuvering Unit (MMU), portable instruments, tools, lighting and switching among others. These are all probable applications in shuttle and space station. The main purpose in presenting this paper is to inform you of the status of the JPL Electrochemical program.
Figure 5 & 6

We are pleased to announce that we have met the goal of producing a Li-SOCl₂ spiral wound "D" cell. We refer to it as a First Generation Cell. Photos of the JPL lithium thionyl chloride cell are shown. We had target a goal of producing first generation cells by October 1984. We have met that goal. The cell design and electrodes, particularly the carbon cathodes were produced in-house. Also all parts were assembled, the welding performed, the electrolyte added and the cells sealed in-house.

The lithium capacity (theoretical) was 19.3 ah and that of the SOCl₂ in the 1.8 m LiAlCl₄ electrolyte, 16.4 ah (we are convinced that a greater excess of SOCl₂ is necessary for safe high rate operation). The electrode surface area was 452 cm². The carbon electrode comprised Shawinigan Black/Teflon -30 (90/10 by weight) mixture 0.020 inches thick on an expanded metal screen prepared in the JPL laboratory. There were two tab connections to the cathode. The 0.0078 inch thick lithium foil was rolled into an expanded nickel screen. The separator was Mead 934-5 fiberglass material.

Figure 7

The actual results are given in this figure. As you can see we have operated at 2 amps (C/50), 1 amp (C/10), and 5 amps (C/2). The voltage curves are flat and we achieved, as you see, almost 12 amp hour at the C/50 rate over 10 amp hours at the C/10 rate, and at 5 amps (C/2) we have achieved 9 plus ampere hours. We are very pleased with these results.
Figure 8
E-I measurements were performed at 100% state-of-charge, 50% state-of-charge, and 10% state-of-charge. The power numbers are quite high, much to our pleasant surprise.

Figure 9
This is the power curve for these cells measured at different states of charge. The maximum was 48 watts at the 2C rate which is rather significant. You notice there was still almost 30 watts of power even at 90% depth-of-discharge. Another rather significant finding.

Figure 10
In summary we produced our first lithium thionyl chloride cylindrical "D" cells. The initial test results show that we were able to get up to 350 Wh/Kg at the 50 hour rate, almost 300 at the 10 hour rate, and 247 at the 2 hour rate. The power capability was 48 watts at C/2. The program and our studies on the safety are being continued in order to optimize the use of the cells. Thank you.
Lithium Thionyl Chloride Cells and Batteries Program Objectives

DESIGN, DEVELOP, AND TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY TO INDUSTRY TO MANUFACTURE FLIGHT QUALITY LITHIUM THIONYL CHLORIDE PRIMARY CELLS AND BATTERIES

- 300 Wh/kg ENERGY DENSITY
- 2-HOUR DISCHARGE RATE
- SAFE OPERATION
- 5 YEAR STORAGE LIFE
- MANUFACTURING CONTROL DOCUMENT (IDENTIFIES MATERIALS, PROCESSES, REQUIREMENTS AND QUALITY)

Figure 1.

Power and Energy Characteristics of Primary Cells

Figure 2.
Lithium Thionyl Chloride Battery Applications

- **SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (STS)**
  - LIFE SUPPORT AND PROPULSION FOR ASTRONAUTS EVA
  - PORTABLE RADIOS, CAMERAS, LIGHTS, TOOLS etc
  - DEPLOYABLE INSTRUMENTS

- **LAUNCH VEHICLES**
  - LOCATION AID FOR SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS (SRB)
  - RANGE SAFETY FOR (SRB)

- **ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES**
  - POWER FOR GYROS, AVIONICS, THERMAL CONTROL, GUIDANCE, TELEMETRY, AND PROPELLENT MOTORS

- **PLANETRY SPACECRAFT**
  - PRIMARY POWER FOR PROBES AND LANDERS
  - PEAK POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACECRAFT

  Figure 3.

Lithium Thionyl Chloride Cells Applications

- MVU/EMU
- PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS
- TOOLS
- LIGHTING
- SWITCHING
- CAMERAS
- RADIO/COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
- STANDBY POWER
- STAND ALONE POWER
- DEPLOYABLE INSTRUMENTS

  Figure 4.
First Generation D-Cells: Constant Current Discharge Characteristics

Figure 7.

First Generation D-Cells: Effect of State of Charge on Voltage-Current Characteristics

Figure 8.
First Generation D-Cells: Power Output Characteristics

Figure 9.

Summary

- FIRST GENERATION Li-SOCl₂ "D" CELLS ASSEMBLED
- INITIAL TEST RESULTS - INDICATE TARGETS ARE WITHIN REACH
  - 12.6 AH AT C/50 = 350 Wh/kg
  - 10.4 AH AT C/10 = 299 Wh/kg
  - 9.2 AH AT C/2 = 247 Wh/kg

- POWER CAPABILITY HIGHER THAN ANTICIPATED
- 48 WATTS AT 2C RATE

- DEVELOPMENT CONTINUING WITH SAFETY
  - THE PRIMARY GOAL

Figure 10.
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NICKEL-CADMIUM TECHNOLOGY
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RCA'S PLANNED TEST PROGRAM TO COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE
AND LIFE OF NiCd CELLS CONTAINING PELLON 2536 IN CONTRAST
WITH PELLON 2505 SEPARATOR MATERIAL

Stephen F. Schiffer
RCA Astro-Electronics
Princeton, N.J.

ABSTRACT

RCA Astro-Electronics will be characterizing and life-testing two
groups of hermetically-sealed aerospace nickel-cadmium cells to determine
the effect, if any, of a separator change on cell performance. This test,
designed to provide information for a specific low-earth-orbit satellite
application, will also add to the overall data-base for cells with the new
separator.

INTRODUCTION

The most widely used separator material for hermetically-sealed aero-
space nickel-cadmium cells, Pellon Corporation's Pellon 2505 ML, is no
longer being produced. Manufacture of this non-woven fabric was discontinued
by Pellon Corporation in 1976. The last of the "stockpile" of this material
available at General Electric Battery Business Department (G.E.), a manu-
facturer of aerospace NiCd cells for RCA Astro-Electronics and others, will
be committed by early 1985.

General Electric and Pellon Corporation have recommended an alternate
material-Pellon 2536- as a substitute aerospace NiCd battery separator. At
the 1983 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop, Martin Milden of the Aerospace Corpora-
tion reported on the joint Government program to qualify the new separator
material for aerospace NiCd cells (ref. 1). Cells have been procured for that
program and testing will begin in 1985 at the Naval Weapons Support Center
(NWSC), Crane, Indiana, to qualify the new material for aerospace applications.

It is also necessary to characterize existing cell designs with the new
separator for specific mission requirements and compare these results to
known data with Pellon 2505 ML. RCA-Astro uses 26.5 ampere-hour (nameplate)
nickel-cadmium cells procured from G.E. (G.E. P/N 42B030AB10) in low-earth-
orbit satellites for both NASA and U.S.A.F. programs. RCA has been funded by
these customers to run characterization and life tests on the 26.5 Ah cells
under their simulated mission conditions. This test is designed to determine
the effects, if any, of the separator change on cell performance related to
the power subsystems and charge controllers for these satellites.
Two groups of 11 cells each of one manufacturing lot, with separator being the only variable, have been procured from G.E. and will be tested side-by-side in the sequence listed below. The test is scheduled to begin in January, 1985.

**TEST FLOW SEQUENCE**

1. Acceptance testing at G.E.
2. Physical inspection, impedance measurements at RCA.
4. Capacity determination (25°C, 10°C, 5°C, 0°C, -5°C)
   
   2 cycles at C/2 discharge, 1 cycle at C-rate discharge at each temperature.
5. Voltage recovery test.
6. Open circuit stand test.
7. Constant-current overcharge test
   
   Determine stabilized overcharge voltages at 0°, 5°, 10°, 25°, -5°C.
8. V-T charge control test (5°C, 10°C, 25°C)* 6 cycles each at each V-T limit at each temperature under low-earth-orbit cycling conditions. Charge at C/4 rate until voltage limit, then taper current for a total charge time of 69 minutes. Discharge at constant power, for 33' to 25% depth-of-discharge. After 6 cycles at each V-T limit at each temperature, measure capacity by discharging until the first cell in the group drops to 1.15 volts.

8a. V-T charge control test with C/5 charge rate, 25% depth-of-discharge, at 5°C
8b. V-T charge control test with C/4 charge, 15% depth of discharge at 5°C.

8c. V-T charge control test using 2 selected curves as in '8' above, at 0°C and at -5°C.

9. Simulated orbital life test @ 5°C, real-time cycling. V-T taper charge for 69 minutes, C/4 maximum charge rate. Constant power discharge for 33 minutes to 25% depth-of-discharge. Adjust V-T limits during cycling to provide 1.04 recharge ratio (subject to later adjustment if required).

MATERIALS EVALUATION

The specified characteristics of the 2505ML separator and the 2536 separator are shown in Table 1.

One goal of this program is to determine whether any differences develop in the other cell components, as well as the separator, after electrical cycling.

Two dry sealed cells and two filled cells will be retained for future reference of starting material characteristics, one each containing the Pellon 2505ML and the second containing the Pellon 2536 separator.

Every 6 months during the life test, a cell will be removed from each test group and the charge and discharge voltage limits for the remaining cells will be adjusted accordingly.

Cells removed from the life test will be tested as follows, with the data compared to early-life data:

- Measure AC impedance
- Determine overcharge voltage values
- Determine full capacity at 10°C
- Perform voltage recovery test at 25°C
- Perform 72 hour stand test at 10°C
- Perform electrolyte leak check and internal resistance test

* V-T charge control is voltage-limited battery charging with pre-selected voltage limits. The battery is charged at a constant current until a pre-determined voltage (temperature-dependent) is reached. The voltage is limited at that value and the charging current tapers as charging continues.
Determine negative electrode precharge
and excess negative capacity

The cells shall then be physically dissected and the internal components examined. As a minimum, the following characteristics will be checked:

Positive and negative electrode thickness
Separator degradation and cadmium penetration
Positive and Negative flooded capacity

Materials from the dry sample cells will be used as a basis for comparison for these material tests.

CONCLUSIONS

This test will provide timely data to establish V-T charge control limits and power-balance predictions for RCA's specific low-earth-orbit satellite applications. It will also provide a direct comparison under low-earth-orbit test conditions of charge and discharge characteristics and, eventually of life, of identical cells containing Pellon 2536 separator in contrast with Pellon 2505 ML, for which there is a sizable data base.

With the testing scheduled to begin in January, 1985, sufficient data should be available in advance of Flight use of these cells to provide confidence in their behavior.

REFERENCES


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>2505ML</th>
<th>(2536 TENTATIVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>STABILIZED ZINC CHLORIDE BONDED NYLON</td>
<td>HOT INERT GAS BONDED NYLON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>60+8 g/m²</td>
<td>80+7 g/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THICKNESS (UNDER 7.28 KG/CM²)</td>
<td>0.007-.010 INCH</td>
<td>0.007-.009 INCH*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENSILE STRENGTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MACHINE DIRECTION)</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>5 LBS. MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CROSS DIRECTION)</td>
<td>5 LBS.</td>
<td>5 LBS. MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROLYTE RETENTION (31% KOH)</td>
<td>400% MINIMUM</td>
<td>300% MINIMUM*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRINKAGE (31% KOH, 70°C, 200 HRS)</td>
<td>1% MAXIMUM</td>
<td>1% MAXIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WETABILITY (31% KOH)</td>
<td>5 MINUTES MINIMUM</td>
<td>5 MINUTES MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FROM GE SPECIFICATION A50-PB-168
RCA'S PLANNED TEST PROGRAM TO COMPARE THE PERFORMANCE AND LIFE OF Ni Cd CELLS CONTAINING PELLON 2536 IN CONTRAST WITH PELLON 2505 SEPARATOR MATERIAL

STEPHEN F. SCHIFFER
RCA ASTRO ELECTRONICS
BRIEF COMPARISON OF NICD SEPARATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>2505ML</th>
<th>(2536 TENTATIVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>STABILIZED ZINC CHLORIDE BONDED NYLON</td>
<td>HOT INERT GAS BONDED NYLON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>60+8 g/m²</td>
<td>80+7 g/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THICKNESS (UNDER 7.28 KG/CM²)</td>
<td>0.007-.010 INCH</td>
<td>0.007-.009 INCH*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENSILE STRENGTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MACHINE DIRECTION)</td>
<td>3 LBS.</td>
<td>5 LBS. MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CROSS DIRECTION)</td>
<td>5 LBS.</td>
<td>5 LBS. MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROLYTE RETENTION (31% KOH)</td>
<td>400% MINIMUM</td>
<td>300% MINIMUM*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRINKAGE (31% KOH, 70°C, 200 HRS)</td>
<td>1% MAXIMUM</td>
<td>1% MAXIMUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WETABILITY (31% KOH)</td>
<td>5 MINUTES MINIMUM</td>
<td>5 MINUTES MINIMUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FROM GE SPECIFICATION A50-PB-168
TYPICAL V-T LIMIT CURVES

![Graph showing typical V-T limit curves for battery characteristics.]

**Reference Point**
- Level 1: 1.55 ± 0.015 V at 0°C
- Slope: -2.43 ± 0.20 mV/°C
- Separation between levels: 0.20 ± 0.002 V

*Cell Voltage Limit versus Temperature*
ELECTRICAL TESTS, PRE-LIFE CYCLING
(11 CELLS OF EACH SEPARATOR TYPE)

- IMPEDANCE
- CONDITIONING
- CAPACITY DETERMINATION
  25°C, 10°C, 5°C, 0°C, -5°C
- VOLTAGE RECOVERY TEST a 25°C
- OPEN CIRCUIT STAND - 72 HOURS a 10°C
- CONSTANT CURRENT OVERCHARGE
  25°C, 10°C, 5°C, 0°C, -5°C
- V/T LIMIT CHARGE CONTROL EVALUATION
  25°C, 10°C, 5°C
  6 CYCLES AT EACH LIMIT, 69' CHARGE, 33' DISCHARGE
  25% DOD. 2 CHARGE RATES - C/4, C/5.
  CAPACITY DETERMINATION AFTER EACH 6 CYCLES.
  ADDITIONAL TESTS AT 0°C, -5°C.
LIFE-CYCLING

- REAL-TIME, LOW-EARTH-ORBIT, 5°C
- V-T TAPER CHARGE FOR 69 MINUTES, C/4 MAX. CHARGE RATE
- CONSTANT-POWER DISCHARGE FOR 33 MINUTES TO 25% DOD
- RECHARGE RATIO: 1.04
- REMOVE ONE CELL EVERY 6 MONTHS FOR ANALYSIS
- TEST FOR THREE YEARS OR UNTIL VOLTAGE < 1.0 VOLT/CELL
POST-CYCLING TESTS

• REMOVE ONE CELL EVERY 6 MONTHS
  - MEASURE AC IMPEDANCE
  - DETERMINE OVERCHARGE VALUES
  - DETERMINE FULL CAPACITY AT 10°C
  - PERFORM VOLTAGE RECOVERY TEST AT 25°C
  - PERFORM 72 HOUR STAND TEST AT 10°C
  - DETERMINE NEGATIVE ELECTRODE PRECHARGE AND EXCESS NEGATIVE CAPACITY
  - ELECTROLYTE LEAK CHECK
  - DISSECT
POST DISSECTION ANALYSIS

- POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ELECTRODE THICKNESS
- SEPARATOR DEGRADATION AND CD PENETRATION
- POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE FLOODED CAPACITY
FAILURE MODES EXPERIENCED ON SPACECRAFT NiCd BATTERIES

Sidney Gross
Boeing Aerospace Company
Seattle, Washington 98115

ABSTRACT

A review has been made of failures and irregularities experienced on nickel cadmium batteries for 31 spacecraft. Only rarely did batteries fail completely. In many cases, poorly performing batteries were compensated for by a reduction in loads or by continuing to operate in spite of out-of-voltage conditions. Low discharge voltage was the most common problem observed in flight spacecraft (42%). Spacecraft batteries are often designed to protect against cell shorts, but cell or battery shorts accounted for only 16% of the failures. Other causes of problems were high charge voltage (16%), battery problems caused by other elements of the spacecraft (10%), and open circuit failures (6%). Problems of miscellaneous or unknown causes occurred in 10% of the cases.

INTRODUCTION

Information on battery problems can be useful in guiding research to improve battery technology. Problems that are serious or reoccur are the obvious ones to concentrate on. Observed problems can be caused by more than one phenomenon, however. It is the function of research programs to define these wearout and failure phenomena, to learn about their causes, and to attempt improvements. A survey was made, therefore, to document observed problems on spacecraft, with the scope limited to U.S. spacecraft. The survey was also limited to the information that could be obtained in a relatively short period of time.

A survey of problems on spacecraft nickel cadmium batteries cannot easily be a thorough or highly accurate undertaking. Up to December 31, 1975, a total of 725 U.S. satellites were placed in Earth orbit, posing an immense task for an accurate survey. The task is made even more difficult by the fact that only seldom are spacecraft performance and problems documented.

The approach taken in this survey was to rely primarily on the knowledge of battery specialists within the industry. Operating problems, especially major ones, are significant events that are not easily forgotten. There are important difficulties in this approach, however, including faulty or incomplete memory, transfer or relocation of cognizant personnel, poor communication between spacecraft users and battery specialists, and unwillingness to be candid. Only rarely can information be obtained on classified spacecraft.

RESULTS

Spacecraft having identified failures or irregularities with nickel cadmium batteries are listed in Table 1. Not included are those spacecraft where battery problems occurred but were caused by another subsystem or power system element. For example, the NRL 160 series spacecraft had serious thermal problems with the batteries, and the ATM Skylab module lost some batteries temporarily due to stuck relays.
Table 1 includes thirteen spacecraft which have experienced discharge voltage degradation. There are very likely many more such instances which have not been listed, for that kind of behavior is common and is a major shortcoming in nickel cadmium technology.

Descriptions of identified battery problems are given in Table 2. Quantitative information was used when available, but in some cases only qualitative information was available. No attempt was made to eliminate from this listing those occasions when problems occurred after the design lifetime had been passed, for that information can also be useful.

For convenience, battery problems have been coded on Table 2 into categories from 1 to 6. Table 3 identifies the codes and lists the number of occasions each type of problem was experienced. Low discharge voltage was the most common problem, followed by shorts and high charge voltage.

CONCLUSIONS

Nearly all the kinds of nickel cadmium battery problems seen during laboratory testing also have been observed in spacecraft. Most of the problems have been degradation displayed as low discharge voltage; only rarely have batteries failed completely. In many cases, poorly performing batteries have been countered by a reduction in loads, compromising on requirements to avoid undervoltage conditions.

There have been enough problems that it is clear that nickel cadmium battery technology needs improvement. Spacecraft experience is thus in agreement with laboratory experience, which also suggests improvement is desirable. The need for improvement is further emphasized when it is considered that greater reliability, longer life, and deeper depths of discharge are desired for many future spacecraft.
Table 1. SPACECRAFT WITH IDENTIFIED NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY PROBLEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPACECRAFT</th>
<th>ORBIT</th>
<th>LAUNCH</th>
<th>BATTERY</th>
<th>REFERENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit 4A</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>June 29, 1961</td>
<td>34 cells, Sonotone 4 AH</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>April 1960</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite 1B</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>April 1966</td>
<td>22 cells, Gulton 20 AH, 2 batteries + 1 standby battery</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-1</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1968</td>
<td>Some cells with auxiliary electrodes</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-2</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>August 1972</td>
<td>Some cells with auxiliary electrodes</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-3</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1970</td>
<td>8 (?) cells, Gulton 6 AH</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-A</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1970</td>
<td>8 cells, G.E. 6 AH, teflonated negatives</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-B</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>November 1972</td>
<td>12 cells, Gulton 9 AH</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-C</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>May 1975</td>
<td>Some cells with auxiliary electrodes</td>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 3</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>January 1971</td>
<td>25 cells, 15 AH, LiOH in KOH, no Ag in neg.</td>
<td>9, 11, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 4, F-2</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>January 1971</td>
<td>25 cells, 24 AH, Ag in neg.</td>
<td>9, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 4A</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>January 1971</td>
<td>25 cells, 24 AH, Ag in neg.</td>
<td>9, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-1</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>October 1972</td>
<td>18 cells, G.E. 15 AH</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-1</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>July 1972</td>
<td>23 cells, G.E. 6 AH, 8 batteries</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS-1</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>May 1974</td>
<td>20 cells, E.P. 3 AH, 2 batteries</td>
<td>16, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TETR-2</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>November 1968</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1971</td>
<td>22 cells, Sonotone 5 AH, polypropylene, 2 batteries</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACECRAFT</td>
<td>ORBIT</td>
<td>LAUNCH</td>
<td>BATTERY</td>
<td>REFERENCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1971</td>
<td>Battery used cylindrical F cells</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1971</td>
<td>Battery used cylindrical F cells</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>December 1971</td>
<td>Battery used cylindrical F cells</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS</td>
<td>Geosynchronous</td>
<td>January 1976</td>
<td>24 cells, G.E. 5 AH, polypropylene, 2 batteries</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATS-6</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>May 1974</td>
<td>19 cells, Gulton 15 AH, 2 batteries</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VELA 1</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>October 1963</td>
<td>Gulton 6 AH, 2 batteries</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VELA 2</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>October 1963</td>
<td>Gulton 6 AH, 2 batteries</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODGE 1</td>
<td>Near Earth</td>
<td>July 1967</td>
<td>Battery used cylindrical F cells</td>
<td>24, 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. FAILURES AND IRREGULARITIES IN SPACECRAFT
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY APPLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPACECRAFT</th>
<th>FAILURE OR IRREGULARITY</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit 4A</td>
<td>After five years of satisfactory operation, the battery was unable to support the mission. Cause of failure is unknown.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Satellite 1B</td>
<td>This battery contained a thermostat to turn off battery charging if temperature became too high. The thermostat setting drifted to a lower value with time, eventually reaching the normal battery temperature. As a result, the battery charger system was permanently disconnected.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-1</td>
<td>The OAO-1 had sequential charging between three batteries. The sequencer failed, causing the charger to stay on only one of the batteries. Since there was no override or disable possible, the battery got very hot, approximately 150°F. As a result, the system had to be turned off. This failure was caused entirely by the charge controller.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-2</td>
<td>The OAO-B and -C had a number of commandable temperature-biased voltage levels for charge, plus an alternate end of charge signal from an oxygen sensing auxiliary electrode. After three years, the auxiliary electrode gave erroneous signals, but the cause is not known. No compromise to the battery has occurred.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAO-3</td>
<td>Though the spacecraft was designed for only six months operation, the spacecraft still continues to be used after 4½ years. As a result, low battery voltage problems are occurring. When the spacecrafts voltage limit of 1.18 V/cell is reached, the battery goes into a protective mode. A second level voltage limit of 1.12 V/cell is also used, and this limit too is exceeded at times.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-A</td>
<td>Excess solar array power on this spacecraft is shunted using a transistor switching circuit. Thermal cycling of the transistors caused them to eventually fail open, putting the full excess array current on the battery. After one year of high temperature and high voltage, the battery failed. This failure was caused by failed electronics.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPACECRAFT</th>
<th>FAILURE OR IRREGULARITY</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAS-B</td>
<td>This spacecraft operated in an equatorial orbit, resulting in repetitive battery cycling at 22% DOD; the charge was temperature-biased voltage limit with 4 a max and a trickle rate of C/20. Battery voltage deteriorated with time, and within six months the voltage was below 1.1 V/cell. Reconditioning was tried but had only a temporary helpful effect. Increasing charge by removal of the coulometer did not help. Lowering temperature by restraint of spacecraft attitude helped a little. Though the spacecraft eventually failed due to a converter failure, such poor battery performance so early in its life may justifiably be viewed as a battery failure.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS-C</td>
<td>This spacecraft operated in an equatorial orbit, similar to SAS-B, resulting in repetitive battery cycling at 22% DOD; the charge was temperature-biased voltage limit with a 6 a max and a trickle rate of C/80. Battery voltage deteriorated with time, and within five months the voltage was below 1.1 V/cell. Reconditioning was tried but had only a temporary effect. Increasing charge by removal of the coulometer did not help. Lowering temperature by restraint of spacecraft attitude helped a little. The spacecraft is still functioning, but the reduced capability imposes operation limitations on the spacecraft. Such poor battery performance so early in its life may be viewed as a battery failure.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 3</td>
<td>The Intelsat 3 series of five spacecraft had battery problems. Battery voltage during charge increased with operational life, causing early trip to trickle charge. As a result, the battery could not be fully charged and so there was a loss in capacity and inability to supply the load. In some flights, loads had to be reduced after about two years operation to make the spacecraft survive. The battery problem was determined to be due to the lack of enough overcharge protection and the use of wetting agent in the separator. The negative/positive ratio was only about 1.3. A more flexible charge control system would possibly have lengthened battery life.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPACECRAFT</th>
<th>FAILURE OR IRREGULARITY</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 4 F-2</td>
<td>After six years of the required seven years operation, one of the seven Intelsat 4 spacecraft went below the 1.15 V/cell limit, and loads had to be reduced. A voltage limit of 1.1 V/cell would probably have been a more realistic requirement, but it is unlikely that even this would have fully avoided the voltage problems. The spacecraft appears to have met its contractual load requirements in spite of this problem.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelsat 4A</td>
<td>Discharge voltage on one of the two spacecraft is within requirements, but with relatively little margin to spare. This fact, plus the fact that negative limited cells have been observed in ground tests, reduces confidence in the future performance of this battery.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified Spacecraft</td>
<td>Information on this unclassified spacecraft and its battery behavior are not publicly available. It has had low battery voltage anomalies, however.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Spacecraft</td>
<td>A sudden open circuit occurred on one of three batteries in a spacecraft. This was diagnosed as probably the opening of an intercell connector, caused by mechanical stress during cycling.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72-1</td>
<td>The design requirement for this was two years. After approximately three years, a short developed across one cell in each of two batteries. For a short while, there were two cells shorted on one of the batteries, but one of those two shorts opened. The battery and their charge control system were able to function properly in spite of these anomalies. This spacecraft has been working all right for five years.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-1</td>
<td>Eight batteries are parallel in this spacecraft. One of the batteries failed due to low discharge voltage and has been disconnected. Additional information on cause of failure is not available.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS-1</td>
<td>High voltage, in excess of 1.52 V/cell were reached during charge following discharge to 60% DOD. This problem was not observed during accelerated ground testing of a similar battery.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACECRAFT</td>
<td>FAILURE OR IRREGULARITY</td>
<td>CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TETR</td>
<td>A flight failure on this spacecraft occurred when the case of one cell apparently shorted to the battery frame. Cell case and frame were separated by mylar. It is believed that constant pressure on the mylar eventually caused breakthrough. An internal cell short could also have caused this problem.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>After 4.3 years trouble-free operation, one of two active batteries suddenly open circuited. It could not be determined whether the problem was with a cell, a solder joint, or a connector. One of two spare batteries was subsequently switched on to take the place of the failed battery and performed all right.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172, 173, 174</td>
<td>After a number of years operation, the batteries exhibited an increase in charge voltage and a decrease in discharge voltage. Spacecraft operation was unaffected, however.</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTS</td>
<td>After two eclipse seasons on this geosynchronous spacecraft, battery voltage and capacity dropped below 1.15 V/cell at 50% DOD and capacity dropped to 70% of its initial value. Two reconditioning cycles gave a temporary improvement on ground tests. Ground test cells were found to be dry when opened.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATS-6</td>
<td>Though the spacecraft design requirement was for two years, it has completed three years service. Voltage at 50% DOD point has degraded to 1.13 V/cell, and capacity has dropped to 12.4 AH from an initial value believed to be from 16 to 18 AH. End of charge battery voltage has been increasing with time, giving problems obtaining a full charge, since only one charge voltage level is used in the charger.</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITOS</td>
<td>After several successful flights with this series of spacecraft, a problem of high charge current developed at high temperature, giving charge currents of about C/5 or C/6. This problem is believed to have been primarily a charger problem, and on subsequent spacecraft the voltage-temperature curve was lowered. Changes in battery characteristics probably also have contributed to this problem, however.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPACECRAFT</th>
<th>FAILURE OR IRREGULARITY</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VELA 1</td>
<td>Within six months of spacecraft operation, several cells shorted in the battery. This is believed caused by silver used in the ceramic seal braze migrating across the ceramic.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VELA 2</td>
<td>Within six months of spacecraft operation, several cells shorted in the battery. This is believed caused by silver used in the ceramic seal braze migrating across the ceramic.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODGE 1</td>
<td>After operating approximately 3½ years, a flight malfunction occurred which is believed to have been due to one cell shorting in the battery.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. CODE FOR BATTERY PROBLEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>PROBLEM</th>
<th>NUMBER OF EVENTS</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Discharge voltage low</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Charge voltage high</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Short, cell or battery</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Open, cell, battery or circuit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Problem not caused by cell performance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Miscellaneous or unknown cause</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

A program was undertaken in conjunction with the General Electric Company to evaluate eight of the more important nickel-cadmium cell designs that are currently being used or that have been used during the past 15 years. Design variables tested in this program included teflonated negative plates, silver treated negative plates, light plate loading level, no positive plate cadmium treatment, plate design of 1968 utilizing both old and new processing techniques, and electrochemically impregnated positive plates. The data acquired from these test packs in a low earth orbit cycling regime is presented and analyzed here. This data showed conclusively that the cells manufactured with no positive plate cadmium treatment outperformed all other cell designs in all aspects of the program and that the cells with teflonated negative electrodes performed very poorly.

INTRODUCTION

A review of the design history of nickel-cadmium aerospace cells indicates that present cells bear only a slight resemblance to those used in the first satellite applications. The changes that have occurred in the cells can be attributed to a number of factors. The desire to improve energy density, the need for longer life, the need to improve production yield, the desire to enhance cell performance and the competitive drive to meet customer's requirements. Many of the changes have been tested and evaluated by the various users but there has been no systematic approach to compare to relative merits of each design. Consequently, a program was undertaken in conjunction with the General Electric (G.E.) to evaluate eight of the more important designs that are currently being used or have been used in the space program during the past 15 years. The objective of this paper is to present the test results and conclusions drawn from the Design Variable Program.

APPROACH

A cell with a proven heritage and a physical design similar to that of other widely used aerospace cell sizes was a necessity in order to assure the validity of the data collected in this program. For these reasons the
G.E. 12Ah cell was selected as the Design Variable test cell. It had been used in the past with much success, therefore, its behavior was well documented and because its design is much like that of the 6 and 20Ah cells, the data collected could be adapted with confidence to those cells.

Eight of the most frequently used designs during the past 15 years were selected as the design variables to be used in this program. A specification was written for these designs and was incorporated into a G.E. manufacturing control document. After acceptance testing by G.E. and review and acceptance by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the cells were shipped to the NASA Battery Test Facility at the Naval Weapons Support Center (NWSC) in Crane, Indiana were the Design Variable Test Program was carried out.

The test program consisted of two segments (Figure 1). First, an initial evaluation program was conducted. These tests were performed in order to characterize each cell, to compare initial behavior, and to look for any manufacturing defects overlooked during acceptance testing. These tests were repeated on one cell from each design after 1 year and on all cells remaining from each group at the end-of-cycling. The two repetitions were carried out in order to compare degradation and performance based on the same criteria at different points during the life of the cells.

The second segment and principal part of the Design Variable Program was extended cycling in the low earth orbit (LEO) regime (Figure 2). This cycling regime utilized a higher than normal depth-of-discharge (DOD) of 40 percent in order to accelerate the cell degradation and therefore the test results. Data from this testing will indicate whether each variable is detrimental or beneficial to Ni-Cd cell performance in normal LEO orbit.

DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN VARIABLES

Using 12Ah cells, a control group and eight design groups of six cells per group were manufactured with the design parameters as shown in Figure 3. A discussion of each group is as follows:

1. **Control:** This group represents G.E.'s basic aerospace design and processes as of 1978. The positives of these cells were subjected to cadmium treatment (PQ) as is indicative of G.E.'s process since 1970. The loading was somewhat lighter than normally used by G.E. during this time-frame. These lighter levels were chosen because the GSFC had recently procured two flight lots (IUE) with this design. The cells were manufactured with nonwoven nylon separator (Pellon 2505) and all cells received decarbonation treatment.

2. **Teflon:** These cells are identical to the control with the exception that the negatives were treated with teflon. As a result these cells also contain slightly more KOH than the Control.
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3. Silver: This group is identical to the Control except the negatives had silver treatment and, as with Teflon, slightly more KOH.

4. Light Loading: The plates of this group have lighter loading (less active material) than those of the previous three groups. These plates are from the same impregnation post as the Control but are from different spirals. The purpose of this group was to evaluate a further reduction of plate loading with respect to initial and life benefits. Though no teflon or silver treatments were used, these cells contain 5cc more electrolyte than the Control cells.

5. No PQ: This group is identical to the Control except that the positives were not subjected to the PQ treatment. The positive plates are from the same impregnation post as the control but from different spirals. The negative plates are from the same spiral as the Control.

6. Polypropylene: This group contains all of the design parameters of the Control except that GAF polypropylene separator material was used in place of nylon.

7. A.K.-Old Process: This design is indicative of cells made during the middle sixties, i.e., the cells are made with the plate design and processes of that era. Specifically, no PQ treatment was used, the negatives were not depleted during the flooded cell test, and there was no decarbonation. Also, the plate design was different than the control and there was no precharge adjustment made to the cells.

8. A.K.-Present Process: This group contains the same plate lot as the A.K.-Old Process. However, these cells were processed using the same aerospace procedures and practices as the Control.

9. Electrochemical: This design contains electrochemically impregnated positives. All other variables are identical to the Control. This was an early attempt by G.E. to use electrochemical impregnation in cell manufacture.

It is noted that the amount of KOH varies from group-to-group. The criteria for determining the amount of KOH was to obtain the maximum KOH allowable in each group consistent with reasonable overcharge pressures. The overcharge pressure design goal was 30 to 76 PSIA.

The cell procurement specification requires the precharge to be set to 40 ± 5 percent of the excess negative. Since 4.6 ampere-hours of precharge on Group 1 through 6 represents between 38 and 41 percent of the excess negative, it was decided to precharge all cells in these 6 groups the same. As stated previously the A.K.-Old Process group not was precharged. The A.K.-New Process was precharged to 1.8 ampere-hours which represents 37 percent of the excess negative. The Electrochemical group was precharged to 5.8 ampere-hours which is essentially the same percentage that was used in groups 1 through 6.
INITIAL EVALUATION TEST RESULTS

Initial evaluation tests were carried out at NWSC-Crane before the start of LEO cycling, after 1 year on one cell from each group, and all remaining cells in each group at the end of cycling. All evaluation tests were performed at room ambient pressure and temperature with discharge at the 2-hour rate unless otherwise noted. The tests consisted of the following:

a. Phenolphthalein leak test.

b. Three capacity tests, the third at 20°C and internal resistance measurements made during the second.

c. Charge retention test, 20°C.

d. Internal short test.

e. Charge efficiency test, 20°C.

f. Overcharge tests at 0°C, 25°C, and 35°C.

g. Phenolphthalein leak test.

The room ambient capacity test, the 25°C overcharge test, and the 0°C overcharge test proved to be the most beneficial for behavior comparison between the groups.

ROOM AMBIENT CAPACITY TEST RESULTS

The room ambient capacity test consisted of a charge at the 20-hour rate for 48 hours followed by a discharge at the 2-hour rate to 0.7 volts per cell. The initial, 1 year, and end-of-cycling capacities are shown in Figure 4.

This data indicates that the capacity loss for most groups to the end-of-cycling (3 to 4 years) was between 24 percent and 35 percent excluding only the Polypropylene, Electrochemical and No PQ groups.

Thirty-nine percent of the initial tested capacity of the Polypropylene group was gone within the first year under the LEO cycling regime. This first year capacity loss was the greatest among any of the groups as was the total capacity loss of 49 percent at the end of 3 years of cycling. Conversely, the Electrochemical group appears to have lost the least capacity with a loss of only 2 percent at the end-of-cycling. This is misleading, however, because this group remained on test for only 2.5 years (14000 cycles), and there was no 1-year test point available for comparison.
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The No PQ group remained on test for 4 years (23300 cycles) and had lost the least amount of capacity of any group at the 1 year point, only 6 percent, but could not be recharged after the end-of-cycling and, therefore, no capacity data point was obtained. The other groups that remained on test for 4 years, Control and A.K.-Old Process, showed average capacity performance not only to the 1 year point showing 21 percent and 16 percent capacity losses respectively, but also to the end-of-cycling as was mentioned above.

25° C OVERCHARGE TEST RESULTS

The 25° C overcharge test consisted of a constant current charge at the 10-hour rate for 24 hours. The initial, 1 year, and end-of-cycling, end-of-charge (EOC) voltages reached during this test for all design groups are presented in Figure 4. Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9 showed little or no change in the EOC test voltage levels during life. The voltages reached by these groups were in the normal range for aerospace Ni-Cd cells and ranged from 1.454 volts to 1.465 volts. Of the groups mentioned above, the Control group showed the highest voltage each time tested followed by Polypropylene and the A.K.-Old Process group.

Group 4, Light Loading, initially has an average EOC test voltage of 1.458 volts but when the test was repeated at the 1-year point the test voltage had risen to 1.477 volts. However, the EOC test voltage at the end-of-cycling was in the normal range. Group 8, A.K.-Present Process, also showed an EOC test voltage rise at the 1-year point with a voltage of 1.520 volts causing the charge to be stopped prematurely. Unlike Light Loading, however, an abnormally high EOC test voltage remained at the end-of-cycling indicating that these cells were "negative limited" and had been so since before the 1 year retest. The A.K.-Old Process group, even though it was made with the same plate as Group 8, surprisingly showed no signs of being "negative limited" until the remaining cells were tested at the end-of-cycling (4 years). This difference, therefore, has to be due to the differences in the plate processing techniques used on each group. Both groups initially had a lower negative to positive ratio than the other groups because of the 1968 design and so from the beginning possessed a strong tendency to becoming "negative limited." In addition to this, the plate forming or ECT processes of the present process, because of a longer reversal time and additional precharge adjustment, caused the amount of excess negative in the group to be reduced to a much greater extent than in the old process group. The effect of less excess negative is a rise in voltage during overcharge, a condition in which cells are said to be "negative limited." This is exactly the effect shown during this test.

0° C OVERCHARGE TEST RESULTS

The 0° C overcharge test consisted of a constant current charge at the 20-hour rate for 60 hours. The initial EOC voltages, and the 1 year, and end-of-cycling EOC and peak voltages are presented in Figure 5.
The overcharge test produced contrasts of a much greater magnitude between the groups on test than did the 25°C test. It showed that by the 1 year retest the Light Loading, No PQ, Polypropylene, A.K.-Old Process, and A.K.-Present Process groups all had higher than normal peak and EOC test voltages which indicated they had become "negative limited." In fact, the charge was stopped prematurely on each of these groups because of high voltage or pressure. By contrast, the Teflon group showed the lowest peak test voltage of any group, at 1 year, at 1.529 volts followed by Silver at 1.546 volts, and the Control at 1.551 volts.

At the end-of-cycling only the A.K.-Present Process and A.K.-Old Process groups had high EOC test voltage and therefore, were the only groups which appeared to be "negative limited" at the end-of-cycling. This agreed with the results obtained during the 25°C overcharge test. The Teflon group showed many intermittent shorts during this test at the end-of-cycling and thus, the data obtained is not valid and, in fact, represents on one of the four cells; the others could not be charged. The No PQ group formed internal shorts prior to the start of the end-of-cycling evaluation tests as was discussed previously.

LOW EARTH ORBIT CYCLING TEST RESULTS

The data analysis to be presented will concentrate on the 6 design groups that performed the best during the test program and that provided the most pertinent information with regard to the application of aerospace Ni-Cd cells. The 6 groups are the Control, Teflon, Silver, No PQ, A.K.-Old Process, and Electrochemical.

A comparison of the capacity performance of each of the groups during cycling is very beneficial to the evaluation of each design variable. Therefore, capacity checks were performed on different cells in each group at 6 month intervals through 2 years and then yearly to the end-of-cycling. These capacity checks consisted of a discharge at the nominal cycling discharge rate (9.6 amps) to a voltage of approximately 0.75v.

The 1, 2, and 3 year capacity plots for the 6 groups are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8 respectively. A 4-year capacity plot for the Control, No PQ, and A.K.-Old Process group is shown in Figure 9. These plots indicate that the above 3 groups consistently maintained a greater capacity than any of the other groups tested and of those 3, the No PQ performed better than the other 2.

A more accurate representation of this behavior is presented in Figure 10, where the percent of the initial actual capacity versus cycle number is plotted for each group. This plot decisively shows that the No PQ group, from the beginning, lost the least amount of capacity on a percentage basis than any other group. This group lost only 15 percent of its initial capacity during 3 years of cycling and 55 percent by the end-of-cycling.
This is compared to the Control group loss of 35 percent in 3 years and 60 percent by the end-of-cycling, and the A.K.-Old Process group loss of 40 percent in 3 years and 52 percent when taken off test. The Teflon and Silver groups lost 65 percent and 59 percent of their initial capacities in 3 years and the Electrochemical group lost 22 percent of its capacity in 2.5 years. The capacity loss percentages do not necessarily agree with the capacity loss percentages presented for the evaluation tests. The discrepancies resulted from differences in the discharge current used in each of the tests. All discharges during the evaluation tests were at the 2-hour rate while those performed during the cycling capacity checks were at the 1.3-hour nominal cycling rate. Also, a partial reconditioning took place before the evaluation test each time.

Another parameter that provides a good indication of the performance of a cell during LEO cycling is the end-of-eclipse (EOE) voltage. A comparison of the EOE voltages throughout life for the 6 groups selected is found in Figure 11. The figure again shows that the No PQ group outperformed the other groups by maintaining an EOE voltage of 1.14 volts from 7500 through 19000 cycles after slowly declining from a beginning-of-life EOE voltage of 1.21 volts and before beginning a sharp decline at the end-of-cycling. The A.K.-Old Process group performed better than the No PQ group at the beginning-of-life but leveled off at a lower EOE voltage of 1.12 volts. The Control group also provided adequate performance after a sharp decline at the beginning-of-life but maintained an EOE average voltage of only 1.03 volts throughout most of its cycle life.

The Silver, Teflon, and Electrochemical groups did not perform as well as the others. The Silver group paralleled the Control group until approximately cycle 11000 then it began a steady EOE voltage decline ending with an EOE voltage of 0.94 volts at the end-of-cycling (17300 cycles). The Electrochemical group began life by making a very sharp EOE voltage drop to 1.06 volts at 1500 cycles. It then maintained approximately this voltage until the end-of-life. The Teflon group performed worse than any other group showing a steady voltage decline throughout life. The EOE voltage of this group was 0.89 volts at the end-of-cycling (17300 cycles) the lowest end-of-cycling voltage of any of the 6 groups.

A plot of the percent recharge for each group throughout life is presented in Figure 12. A nominal percent recharge of 115 percent was to be maintained throughout life by adjusting the charge voltage limit of each pack. A percent recharge of 115 percent was not maintained. However, this plot shows that all groups maintained a recharge percentage high enough to assure that full charge was being achieved and the delta between the groups was less than 5 percent with few exceptions. Therefore, all groups were maintained in approximately the same state throughout life which indicates that all data collected during the LEO cycling test was valid.
CONCLUSIONS

The No PQ group outperformed all other Design Variable Program groups in both the area of capacity and end-of-eclipse voltage. This performance was rivaled only by the Control group that had PQ but no other treatment and the 1968 A.K.-Old Process group which did not have PQ. The failure of the No PQ group to accept charge at the end-of-cycling did leave a question mark by its performance. Inability to accept charge is an indication that hard shorts had developed between the plates in all cells, a condition that is caused by excessive cadmium migration.

The Electrochemical group showed a capacity loss lower than most other groups, especially during the evaluation tests, and enhanced active material utilization. It did not perform at the same level as the No PQ group, however, and had a very low beginning-of-life capacity as a result of the low positive plate loading levels it possessed. Undoubtedly, the cause of these low positive loading levels was that this was an early attempt by G.E. to use electrochemical impregnation in cell manufacture. Because of the indications of decreased capacity loss and enhanced active material utilization, and in light of the advances made in this area in the past 6 years, this process should be reevaluated with respect to the aerospace energy storage program.

The Teflon and Silver treatments enhance the rate of oxygen recombination and thus allow a greater amount of electrolyte to be added to the cells. One or the other of these treatments is strongly recommended by the manufacture and previous acceptance and life test data indicated that these treatments improved cell performance. On the contrary, these groups showed the poorest performance of any of the 6 groups analyzed. The Teflon group, which is the currently accepted GSFC design, consistently gave the poorest performance of any group in all aspects of the design variable test program. This group had the highest capacity loss and the lowest end-of-eclipse voltages of any group tested. It also had intermittent shorts at the end-of-cycling (17300 cycles) which indicates excessive cadmium migration. A condition the Teflon supposedly prevents. The merits of this design should clearly be reevaluated in light of its poor performance and the strong performance of other designs.
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Figure 1. Design Variable Test Program
- **TEMPERATURE**: 20°C
- **DEPTH-OF-DISCHARGE**: 40 PERCENT
- **ORBIT PERIOD**: 90 MINUTES
- **CHARGE CURRENT**: 9.6 AMPS TO A VOLTAGE LIMIT (1.453 V/CELL TYPICAL)
- **DISCHARGE CURRENT**: 9.6 AMPS

Figure 2. Leo Cycling Test Regime
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>PACK NO.</th>
<th>POS LOADING G/DM³ OF SINTER</th>
<th>NEG LOADING G/DM³ OF SINTER</th>
<th>FINAL KOH QUANTITY, CC</th>
<th>PRECHARGE¹</th>
<th>ADJUST AN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. CONTROL</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. TEFLOM</td>
<td>3E</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SILVER</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. LIGHT</td>
<td>3G</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. NO PQ</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. POLYPROYlene</td>
<td>3I</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. AK-OLD PROC</td>
<td>3J</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>2542</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. AK-PRES PROC</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>2542</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ELECTROCHEM</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>1276²</td>
<td>2280</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ BASED ON 228 CC Q₂/Am
² BY HYDRATE PICK-UP, NOT HYDRATE REDUCTION

Figure 3. Design Variable Program—Cell Manufacturing Information
### EOC Voltage C/10 Charge for 24 Hours at 25°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>PACK NO.</th>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>1 YEAR</th>
<th>EOL</th>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>1 YEAR</th>
<th>EOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>1.462</td>
<td>1.465</td>
<td>1.461</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teflon</td>
<td>3E</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>1.447</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>3G</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No PQ</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>1.454</td>
<td>1.452</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polypropylene</td>
<td>3I</td>
<td>1.459</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-Old Proc</td>
<td>3J</td>
<td>1.459</td>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>1.520</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-Pres Proc</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>1.520</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochem</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.480</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Test terminated at 17 Ah in due to high voltage
2. Test terminated at 23.4 Ah in due to high voltage
3. Test terminated at 15 Ah in due to high voltage

Figure 4. Design Variable Proram, Initial Evaluation Test Results
Initial, After 1 Year, End of Program
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>INITIAL EOC</th>
<th>EOC</th>
<th>PEAK</th>
<th>END-OF-CYCLING EOC</th>
<th>PEAK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. CONTROL</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>1.508</td>
<td>1.552</td>
<td>1.510</td>
<td>1.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. TEFLOWN</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>1.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SILVER</td>
<td>1.494</td>
<td>1.494</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>1.496</td>
<td>1.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. LIGHT</td>
<td>1.492</td>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>1.577</td>
<td>1.512</td>
<td>1.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. NO PQ</td>
<td>1.508</td>
<td>1.599</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. POLYPROP</td>
<td>1.497</td>
<td>1.578</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>1.509</td>
<td>1.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. AK-OLD PROC</td>
<td>1.575</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>1.602</td>
<td>1.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. AK-PRES PROC</td>
<td>1.578</td>
<td>1.572</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>1.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ELECTROCHEM</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.506</td>
<td>1.539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 TERMINATED DUE TO HIGH VOLTAGE (VOLTAGE EXCEEDED 1.56V FOR 2 HOURS)
2 TERMINATED DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE, > 100 PSIA.
3 ALL CELLS IN TEFLOWN GROUP SHOWED INTERMITTENT SHORTS.
4 ALL CELLS IN NO PQ GROUP SHORTED.

Figure 5. Design Variable Program, Initial Evaluation Test Results (Continued)
Figure 6. Design Variable Program
1 Year Capacity Comparison—9.6 Amp Discharge
Figure 7. Design Variable Program
2 Yr Capacity Comparison—9.6 Amp Discharge
Figure 8. Design Variable Program
3 Yr Capacity Comparison—9.6 Amp Discharge
Figure 9. Design Variable Program
4 Yr Capacity Comparison—9.6 Amp Discharge
Figure 10. Design Variable Program
Percent of Initial Actual Capacity Comparison
Figure 11. Design Variable Program
End of Eclipse Voltage Comparison
Figure 12. Design Variable Program
Percent Recharge Comparison
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS ON THE DESIGN VARIABLE CELLS

KUNIGAHALLI L. VASANTH
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

Sealed Nickel-Cadmium aerospace cells play a very important role in the mission of the satellite. There has been a constant effort to improve the cycle life, energy density, and reliability of these cells by many manufacturers and users. The Design Variable Cell Program is one systematic approach started by NASA in collaboration with General Electric (GE) towards that goal. Nine important designs were selected for evaluation.

Fifty-two nickel-cadmium cells each of 12AH nominal capacity manufactured by GE were sent to the Naval Weapons Support Center for evaluation of different design variables with which these cells were built. Figure 1 shows the different plate treatments and designs of the cells. The evaluation test procedure and the results of evaluation have been documented by Jim Harkness in the report WQEC/C 79-114 in December 1979 (1). These cells were then life cycled in a Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) regime.

In February 1979 eight 5-cell packs, pack 3D through 3K corresponding to Group 1 to 8, were put on life test. The life test parameters were:

- Temperature: 20°C
- Cycle Period: 90 Minutes
- Depth-of-Discharge: 40 Percent
- Charge Rate: 9.6 Amps
- Discharge Rate: 9.6 Amps
- Voltage Limit Per Cell: 1.453
- Percent Recharge: 110 to 115

Cells of Group 9, Pack 3L, were put on life test in August 1979 with the same test regime.

A brief description of the design variables for each group of cells is given by George Morrow in his paper in the present proceedings, and, hence will not be repeated here.

After 1 year of cycling, one cell from each pack was removed and the initial evaluation tests were repeated. An update of the results of evaluation test and performance of these cells was presented by David Baer in the 1981 Battery Workshop (2). The results of chemical and electrochemical analysis of the cells that were pulled out were presented by Kunigahalli Vasanth (3).

The purpose of this presentation is to give an update on the performance of the design variable cells along with the results of chemical, electrochemical analysis and capacity checks performed on cells that were cycled 3 to 4 years.
Experimental Approach

The experimental techniques that have been followed in this investigation are:

- Visual Inspection
- Physical Measurements
- Chemical and Electrochemical Analysis
- SEM Examination

A teardown analysis of each cell was carried out according to the analysis procedures given in the NASA Document X-711-74-279 Revision A.

Visual Examination

On opening the cells, it was found that the cell pack was usually moist with electrolyte, the extent varying from one cell to another. With the exception of one or two groups, the separators were deteriorated very much and invariably were stuck to the surface of the negative electrode. In other words, the separator bags could not be taken out in one single piece as in the case of uncycled cell. The separator that came off the electrodes had dark to light gray patches due to different extents of cadmium migration. The polypropylene separator group cell showed very heavy cadmium migration although the separators came off in one piece (Figure 3). Strong adherence of the thin film of separator material on the negative electrode is common to all the other groups (Figure 4). The positive electrode could be easily separated from the separator.

One of the cells of Group 2 was found to have a short. The short as one can see from Figure 5 is extended to a couple of plates on either side in the stack. The SEM's in and around the short on the positive plate shows the presence of large crystals of Cd(OH)$_2$, which obviously must have migrated from the neighboring negative plate and pierced the separator material thus causing the cell failure. This particular cell was identified in the life test regime to be one that was not accepting charge. Figures 6 and 7 show the short and crystals on the negative and positive plate, respectively.

Physical Measurement

Each design variable 12AH cell consists of 11 positive and 12 negative plates. The positive plates were housed in a bag of separator material. Physical measurements involve the recording of the weight and thickness of each plate and are given in Table 1. The thickness is measured in three separate places (top, middle, bottom) and later averaged. These measurements were done after the positives, negatives, and the separators were soxhletated separately in order to extract the electrolyte and further dried in an oven at 45°C overnight in a nitrogen atmosphere.

For all the groups, the thickness of the positives is plotted versus the number of cycles in Figure 8. The general behavior that can be seen in these curves is that the positive swelling takes place linearly during the first 6,000 cycles finally tending to taper off to a limiting value. In
the case of positives of cells of Groups 2, 3, 4, and 6, the flat part of
the curve after about 18,000 cycles indicates that the thickness is
reaching a limiting value. As the cell ages, swelling of the positive
plate occurs leading to the squeezing of the deteriorated separator
material and electrolyte loss between the plates. The dryness of the
plates may result in cell failure.

P. McDermott and E. Sommerfeldt (6) reported in the analysis of data from
the Accelerated Test Program on 6.0AH aerospace nickel-cadmium cells, that
there was a strong negative correlation between interelectrode separation
and number of cycles. They also have shown that as the separation
decreases, so does the amount of electrolyte in the separators. Our
results are in agreement with their observations (see Table 2). Electrolyte decreases in the separator as the positive swells due to
cycling. H. Lim (7) has reported that the nickel electrode expands during
discharge and that there is a linear relationship between the bending rate
(expansion) and depth-of-discharge. The results of nearly 4 years of
cycling of the design variable cells shows that at a fixed rate of DOD
(40%) the positive swelling is linear with respect to the first few
thousand cycles (4000) and is likely to reach a limiting value later on.

Electrolyte Analysis

The results of the electrolyte analysis for all the design variable groups
are given in Table 2. Within a given group, the carbonate content
generally increases as a function of the number of cycles. This should be
expected since the Pellon separator material is a polyamide of the formula
(-NH-(CH2)5-CO). The amide groups (-CONH-) that link the hydrocarbon
react slowly with the hydroxyl ions of the electrolyte increasing the
wetability and ultimately leading to the decomposition of the separator
thus increasing the carbonate level. This also leads to the degradation of
the properties of the separator. The results also show that the
electrolyte distribution follows the same order for all the groups
considered and seem to be independent of the number of cycles.

The electrolyte distribution order is NEG>POS>SEP.

Capacity and Utilization (See Table 3)

For purposes of comparison, it may be necessary to divide the groups into
three categories:

(1) Groups 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 that underwent approximately 17,300 cycles
(2) Groups 1, 5, and 7 that underwent approximately 23,000 cycles
(3) Group 9 that underwent approximately 14,827 cycles

Considering the first category the polypropylene group (Group 6) is the one
that is hard hit. It not only shows very heavy cadmium migration, but low
positive and negative plate capacity and utilization. Among the other
groups in this category, Teflon (Group 2) and Light Loading (Group 4) show
equal performance with regard to capacity and utilization. But the visual
examination of cells show that the teflonated cell separators have cadmium
migration higher than that in the case of cells with light loading
(Group 4). In addition, one of the teflonated cells failed at 16,150
cycles due to severe shorting which can be related to cadmium migration.

In the second category, the Control (Group 1) and No Pq (Group 5) groups performed better than the A.K. Plate Old Process and the other groups as well. SEM's of the sample electrode plates from Group 1 and Group 5 are shown in Figures 13-16. Analysis by George Morrow shows that the No Pq lost only 15% of initial capacity in 3 years of cycling and about 55% by the end of cycling, i.e., 4 years. A first look at the capacities and utilization in Table 4 for the cells in category 2, shows that all three groups seem to have performed equally. However, the A.K. Old Plate Process has large carbonate content compared to control and No Pq groups. But the positive swelling is small (refer to Table 1 and Table 2). Analysis of electrical test results show that the No Pq group lost only 15% of initial capacity in 3 years of cycling, and about 55% by the end of cycling. Further, a comparison of the end-of-eclipse voltages for these design variable groups have shown that the no pq group performed better than the rest of the groups.

It is rather difficult to choose between the Control and No Pq group, in that, the chemical analysis and electrochemical results are almost similar and group 1 shows a higher percent of utilization. A closer analysis between these two groups now becomes necessary to decide one way or the other.

NOTE: The baseline capacity test is designed to determine the actual plate capacity after a 100% overcharge based on the manufacturer's nominal cell capacity.

Cycling test is designed to determine the steady state cycling capacity. The duration of each charge cycle assures an input of 120% of the baseline capacity. The capacity of each cycle is measured at C/2 rate of discharge. The capacity obtained on the third cycle is defined as the steady-state capacity.

The author expresses his appreciation to Sher Khan, Angelie McNair, and Dr. M. Rock of Bowie State College for their help in the analysis, to Diane Kolos and Brad Parker of the Goddard Space Flight Center for pictures and SEM's, and to NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center for the award of Grant NSG-5009.
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# CELL DESIGN VARIABLES - GE 12 AH CELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>GROUP #</th>
<th>TYPICAL POSITIVE THICKNESS cm</th>
<th>TYPICAL NEGATIVE THICKNESS cm</th>
<th>POSITIVE LOADING gm/dm³ OF SINTER</th>
<th>NEGATIVE LOADING gm/dm³ OF SINTER</th>
<th>FINAL KOH QUANTITY cc N/V³</th>
<th>PRECHARGE ADJUST*** Ah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>40/40</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFLOM TREATMENT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>48/49</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER TREATMENT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>43/44</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT LOADING</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>45/46</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO P.Q. TREATMENT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>40.3/41.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYPROPYLENE SEPARATOR</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>39/40</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.K. PLATE-1868 DESIGN, NO PQ.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.081 (UNSIZED)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>2542</td>
<td>39/39</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLD ECT PROCESS, NO DECARB PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.K. PLATE-1868 DESIGN, NO PQ. PRESENT AEROSPACE CELL PROCESSES</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.081 (UNSIZED)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>2542</td>
<td>39/40</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CONTROL CELL REPRESENTS PRESENT AEROSPACE DESIGN AND PROCESSES WITH NO EXTRA TREATMENTS: NONWOVEN NYLON SEPARATOR, P.Q. TREATED POSITIVES, DECARBONATION PROCESS, IUE LOADING LEVELS, 51% KOH.

**TWO CELLS IN EACH GROUP CONTAINED SIGNAL ELECTRODES.

***BASED ON 228 cc C²/Ah.

Figure 1. Different Plate Treatments and Designs
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES:

1. VISUAL INSPECTION
2. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
3. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
4. ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 2. Experimental Techniques
CELL MATERIALS FROM S/N 005, GROUP 6, 17,632 CYCLES, SHOW HEAVY CADMIUM MIGRATION

Figure 3. Heavy Cadmium Migration in Polypropylene Group Cell
GE 12 AH CELL S/N 005
GROUP 2, 16,150 CYCLES

POSITIVE PLATES

NEGATIVE PLATES

SEPARATORS

Figure 4. Example of Cell Materials from Teflon Group Show SEP Adhering to NEG
Figure 5. Close-up View of POS, NEG, and SEP in Teflon Group Cell
Figure 6. Group 2 Cell Negative Showing the Short and Crystals
Figure 7. Close-up View of Positive Showing the Short and Crystals
POS. THICKNESS VS NO. OF CYCLES FOR DESIGN VARIABLE CELLS

Figure 8. Curves – POS Thickness vs. Number of Cycles
Table 1. THICKNESS AND WEIGHT OF CELLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP #</th>
<th>S.N. OF CELL</th>
<th>PACK #</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>PLATE THICKNESS (cm)</th>
<th>PLATE WEIGHT WITH TAB (Gms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>POSITIVE</td>
<td>NEGATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,468</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3E</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5841</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,760</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,781</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3G</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,855</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td>5840</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,282</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (Continued) THICKNESS AND WEIGHT OF CELLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP #</th>
<th>S.N. OF CELL</th>
<th>PACK #</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>PLATE THICKNESS (cm)</th>
<th>PLATE WEIGHT WITH TAB (Gms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3I</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.072 0.079</td>
<td>13.65 15.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>0.074 0.083</td>
<td>13.88 15.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,632</td>
<td>0.076 0.082</td>
<td>13.97 13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>3J</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.091 0.074</td>
<td>15.34 14.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td>5834</td>
<td>0.094 0.073</td>
<td>15.68 13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,335</td>
<td>0.097 0.079</td>
<td>15.95 13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>0.090 0.071</td>
<td>15.35 14.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.093 0.072</td>
<td>15.56 13.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>0.094 0.073</td>
<td>15.57 13.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,300</td>
<td>0.102 0.079</td>
<td>16.01 13.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>14,827</td>
<td>0.076 0.072</td>
<td>13.10 15.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. RESULTS OF ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP #</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>Gms Electrolyte</th>
<th>% KOH</th>
<th>% K₂CO₃</th>
<th>ML KOH FOUND</th>
<th>ADDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>29.32 16.14 9.09</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>41.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23,468</td>
<td>30.48 20.60 3.06</td>
<td>54.14</td>
<td>22.86</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>41.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5841</td>
<td>26.68 16.16 22.42</td>
<td>65.26</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>50.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17,760</td>
<td>29.34 19.40 14.87</td>
<td>63.61</td>
<td>21.03</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>48.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>31.03 15.86 9.95</td>
<td>56.84</td>
<td>25.69</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>43.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17,781</td>
<td>31.18 19.67 4.77</td>
<td>55.62</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>42.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17,855</td>
<td>37.28 19.51 6.80</td>
<td>63.59</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>48.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5840</td>
<td>28.15 18.12 4.64</td>
<td>50.91</td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>39.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23,282</td>
<td>30.61 20.19 0.0</td>
<td>50.80</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>11.73</td>
<td>39.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. (Continued) RESULTS OF ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>NEG (Gms)</th>
<th>POS (Gms)</th>
<th>SEPARATION (Gms)</th>
<th>TOTAL (Gms)</th>
<th>% KOH</th>
<th>% K₂CO₃</th>
<th>ML KOH FOUND</th>
<th>ML KOH ADDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>29.84</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17,632</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>18.14</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>53.84</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>41.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>50.52</td>
<td>22.01</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>37.87</td>
<td>38/39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5834</td>
<td>25.54</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>50.71</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>16.08</td>
<td>37.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23,335</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>22.38</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>48.97</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>37.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.42</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>14.94</td>
<td>37.95</td>
<td>29/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20008</td>
<td>27.92</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>49.85</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>37.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>20.58</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>50.67</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>16.08</td>
<td>37.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17,300</td>
<td>24.60</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>47.56</td>
<td>22.14</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>36.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14,827</td>
<td>29.49</td>
<td>24.37</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>59.60</td>
<td>21.41</td>
<td>11.73</td>
<td>45.85</td>
<td>40/40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- CO₃⁻ INCREASES AS A FUNCTION OF NO. OF CYCLES
- GROUP 7 AND GROUP 8 CELLS CONTAIN LARGE AMOUNTS OF CO₃⁻
  - GROUP 7 CELLS NOT DECARBONATED
  - GROUP 8 CELLS HAVE THICKER POSITIVES
- ORDER OF ELECTROLYTE DISTRIBUTION: NEG > POS > SEP
Table 3. CAPACITIES: CHEM AND BASELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>S.N. OF CELL</th>
<th>PACK</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>CHEMICAL POS</th>
<th>CHEMICAL NEG</th>
<th>BASELINE POS</th>
<th>BASELINE NEG</th>
<th>% UTILIZATION POS</th>
<th>% UTILIZATION NEG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>34.02</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>68.87</td>
<td>75.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>21.22</td>
<td>30.30</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>58.92</td>
<td>61.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,468</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>68.64</td>
<td>79.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFLOWN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3E</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>36.28</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>25.56</td>
<td>75.39</td>
<td>70.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5841</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>30.77</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>18.67</td>
<td>69.82</td>
<td>60.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,760</td>
<td>25.08</td>
<td>26.75</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>50.66</td>
<td>70.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3F</td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>20.86</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>20.14</td>
<td>74.54</td>
<td>61.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,781</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>31.84</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>19.86</td>
<td>55.97</td>
<td>62.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT LOADING</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>30.48</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>72.07</td>
<td>78.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>26.17</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>14.47</td>
<td>65.21</td>
<td>55.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,855</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>28.09</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td>52.65</td>
<td>69.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO PQ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>34.65</td>
<td>16.91</td>
<td>28.11</td>
<td>74.55</td>
<td>81.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td>5840</td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>32.11</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>23.54</td>
<td>75.85</td>
<td>73.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td>23,282</td>
<td>22.83</td>
<td>28.82</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>52.91</td>
<td>69.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. (Continued) CAPACITIES: CHEM AND BASELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>S.N. OF CELL</th>
<th>PACK</th>
<th>NO. OF CYCLES</th>
<th>CAPACITY ON CELL BASIS (AH)</th>
<th>% UTILIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHEMICAL POS</td>
<td>NEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLYPROPYLENE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3l</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>36.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>31.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>27.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.K. PLATE OLD PROCESS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>3J</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.85</td>
<td>28.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>32.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>27.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.K. PLATE NEW PROCESS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.63</td>
<td>32.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROCHEM</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>14,827</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>30.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Co, Cd, Ni IN THE PLATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>CELL</th>
<th>S.N. Of Pack</th>
<th>NO. Of Cycles</th>
<th>In Positive</th>
<th>% Cd(OH)$_2$</th>
<th>% Co(OH)$_2$</th>
<th>Ah Charged Cd In Neg</th>
<th>% Ni(OH)$_2$ In Neg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3D UNCYCL</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>5833</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td>23,468</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFLOMN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>3E UNCYCL</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>5841</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td>17,760</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3F 5844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td>17,781</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT LOADING</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3G UNCYCL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td>5844</td>
<td>13.27</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td>17,855</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO PQ TREATMENT</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>3H UNCYCL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>02</td>
<td>5840</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td>23,282</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. (Continued) Co, Cd, Ni IN THE PLATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>S.N.</th>
<th>PACK</th>
<th>NO. OF</th>
<th>% Cd(OH)$_2$</th>
<th>% Co(OH)$_2$</th>
<th>AH CHARGED</th>
<th>% Ni(OH)$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLYPROPYLENE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPARATOR</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3I</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td>5833</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td>17,632</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK PLATE OLD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO DECARB</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>5834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>01</td>
<td>23,335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK PLATE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>UNCYCL</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05</td>
<td>2459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03</td>
<td>17,300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTROCHEM</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>14,827</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 9. SEMs of NEG from Group 1 Cell
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Figure 12. SEMs of NEG from Group 5 Cell
FUNDAMENTAL ALGORITHMS OF THE GODDARD BATTERY MODEL
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ABSTRACT

The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is currently producing a computer model to predict Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) performance in a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) cycling regime. The model proper is currently still in development, but the inherent, fundamental algorithms (or "methodologies") of the model are defined. At present, the model is closely dependant on empirical data and the database currently used is of questionable accuracy. Even so, very good correlations have been determined between model predictions and actual cycling data. A more accurate and encompassing database has been generated to serve dual functions: show the limitations of the current database, and be inbred in the model proper for more accurate predictions. This paper will describe the fundamental algorithms of the model, describe the present database and its limitations, and give a brief preliminary analysis of the new database and its verification of the model's methodology.

INTRODUCTION

Nickel Cadmium cells have long been used as energy storage devices for photovoltaic-based satellite power systems. They have also long been the subject of many modelling efforts and discussions. A great many models have been produced to predict NiCd performance and all have their inherent weak and inherent strong points along with their own particular methodology of prediction. This is due to the fact that NiCd cells are simply not easy to model. To draw an analogy, a meteorologist may know that with the atmospheric conditions being a certain way, rain should result. Yet he is quite unable to really accurately predict how much rain will fall, how long the rain will last, or even if it will rain at all. Not only does the sheer number of variables complicate the prediction process, but the system itself (in this case, the atmosphere) is quite complex of itself. Thus, the
meterologist speaks of "probability" or "the chance of rain". So it must be with any model. The measure of a good model is how great the probability is that the model is correct. Conversely, this could be looked at as how small the error between what the model predicts and what is seen or measured in the "real world".

**THE PRESENT DATA BASE**

The data utilized for modelling cell performance was obtained on the NASA 20 ampere-hour (amp-hr) standard cell, manufactured by General Electric, during the Standard Cell Simulated LEO cycling (4 packs) (30 minutes discharge and 60 minutes charge) and General Performance tests (1 pack) conducted at NWSC, Crane. The desired end result was a family of charge and discharge matrices for various temperatures, voltage-temperature (VT) charge limits, and depth of discharge (DOD).

The data used was from all four LEO packs: one pack was run at 25 percent DOD at 20°C (0.5C charge and discharge rate), the other three at 40 percent DOD at 10, 20 and 30°C (0.8C charge and discharge rate). This resulted in only a few data curves for the compilation of the matrices. In order to "fill in" the empty cells of the matrices, the data generated by the General Performance testing was analysed to reveal or discover various trends or relationships in the data. The results of the General Performance testing were used to extrapolate other data curves for matrix compilation. It is this use of the General Performance testing data and the extrapolation from it which results in this data base being of questionable accuracy. Even so, the desired end result (see above) was achieved. Figure 1 is a typical charge/discharge matrix.

As can be seen, the matrices are such that each column represents a constant State of Charge (SOC) for various currents, whereas each row represents a constant charge or discharge current as the SOC of the cell varies. From this type of matrix, it is therefore possible to generate two types of battery performance curves: Voltage versus Current with SOC as a third variable, or Voltage versus SOC with Current as a third variable. (Of course, cell temperature and DOD are also variables, but are not inherent in the matrices themselves. In other words, temperature and DOD vary from matrix to matrix, not from "inside" the matrix.)
METHODOLOGY

The approach currently used by the model is to have the data from the corresponding DOD and cell temperature matrix represented as a family of curves relating cell voltage to current with SOC as the third variable. The curves themselves are represented as polynomial equations with cell current as the independent variable and cell voltage as the dependent variable. Each different curve corresponds to a different SOC. Figure 2 shows a typical family of curves.

The model at present has two major functions. The first is to predict cell voltage when cell current is known (the model keeps track of the cell SOC, so this value also is "known"). This is the normal mode of operation. The second function or mode is to predict the cell current needed to maintain a constant cell voltage. This mode is used whenever any sort of voltage-clamping charge control is used. This is the taper-charge mode of operation.

NORMAL MODE OPERATION

In calculating cell voltage, the values of normalized cell current (charge or discharge) and the SOC of the cell are known. The model proceeds to find the closest upper and lower bounding curves relative to the cell's actual SOC. For example, if the data base has curves for the SOC's of 100, 97, 90, 85, and 80 (percent) and the cell SOC is 95 (percent), the model determines that the 97 (percent) curve is the closest upper bounding curve whereas the 90 (percent) curve is the closest lower bounding curve. This process is accomplished by using a standard binary search algorithm. The model then calculates the cell voltage relating to the (known) cell current for the upper and lower SOC curves. This, in essence, provides the model with two cell voltages at a particular cell current: one voltage refers to a cell slightly more fully charged than the simulated cell, the other voltage refers to a cell slightly less charged. The cell voltage for the simulated cell is then determined through a linear interpolation of the two bounding voltages. The linear interpolation introduces little error if the number of SOC curves is large.
Figure 3 is a graph comparing the model predicted voltage curve actual cycling data. The cell temperature was 200°C, 40% DOD, 20 ampere-hour rated capacity, 16 amp discharge (30 minutes), 16 amp charge (60 minutes), with a GSFC VT limit of 7. As can be seen, the discharge voltage correlates very highly. The charge voltage also correlates but not as well. It should be noted that the cycling data being compared was not the data used to generate the data base. Also, it should be noted on figure 3 that the actual cycling data does not hit a hard voltage clamp, but "creeps" up to it. This makes the model appear to be more in error than it actually is.

TAPER-CHARGE MODE OPERATION

This mode of operation calculates the amount of charge current needed to maintain a cell at a constant voltage. Since, as is the case in voltage clamping charge control schemes, the current exhibits an exponential-like downward taper as the voltage remains clamped and the SOC increases, this charge current is generally known as the Taper Charge Current. The approach used by this method is somewhat different than the previous mode, although, as it will be seen, it actually uses the methodology of the Normal Mode Operation.

In calculating cell current, the cell voltage is known as is the cell SOC. However, the structure of the data base curves does not directly allow the model to calculate cell current. To circumvent this problem, the model uses a search approach to determine the taper charge current. The search approach is based on the Binary Search Algorithm.

The model begins by setting up two bounds for the taper charge current. These bounds represent the upper and lower limits of the possible values for the current. Since these values are initially unknown, they are set to reflect a wide range. (At present, the lower bound is set at 0 amps, the upper at 60 amps.) In essence, this means that the model assumes that the value for taper charge current needed to maintain the voltage clamp falls between these two bounds. The model then proceeds to calculate the median value between the two bounds. This median value is the Taper Charge Estimate (TCH). Using this value, the model, using the exact same method as the Normal Operation Mode, calculates the cell voltage corresponding to the TCE and compares this with the voltage clamp. If the calculated voltage is greater than the
voltage clamp, the TCE was too high. In this case the model resets the upper bound to the TCE since it is now known that the actual taper charge current must be less than the TCE and does not fall between the TCE and upper bound (the taper current is no greater than TCE). Conversely, if the calculated voltage is less than the voltage clamp, the TCE was too small (the current was insufficient to maintain the cell at the voltage clamp). In this case the model resets the lower bound to the TCE since it is now known that the actual taper charge current must be greater than the TCE. The process then continues by calculating a new TCE with the adjusted bounds. In this way, as the bounds are constantly being adjusted, the model "zeros in" on the actual taper charge current. Figure 4 shows a comparison between actual cycling data and model predicted data for the taper charge current. Once again it should be noted that the cycling data depicted is not the data used in the data base.

**MODEL LIMITATIONS**

When the cycling scheme of the data base correlates with the cycling scheme to be modeled, the model gives accurate results. As the modeled cycling scenario deviates from the data base specifications, the model becomes less accurate.

To further test model accuracy, the model was utilized in such a fashion as to predict various battery characteristic trends (such as "Charge Time to VT vs. DOD") and compare these model predicted trends to actual data trends. In all cases examined, the model predicted trends which very highly correlated to actual data trends. In many cases (such as "DOD vs. End of Charge Current", "DOD vs. Charge Time to VT", and "C/D Ratio vs. VT Limit") not only did the model exhibit the same trends, but the slopes of the model and data curves were very similar.

**THE NEW DATA BASE**

As stated earlier, the model is in early development. To further enhance the model's accuracy, and to reduce its dependence on an empirical data base, another data base was generated at GSFC. Through the analysis of the new data base, it will be possible to detect, investigate, and quantify the effects of environment and history on battery performance. In
this way, by concentrating on the effects rather than the results, a more comprehensive, self-contained battery model will be achieved (By knowing WHY and HOW the voltage changes, the need to know actual values of the voltage is redundant and unnecessary).

The new data base was generated by cycling 5 NASA standard 50 ampere-hour cells under various VT limits, DOD's, temperatures, and charge/discharge rates as defined in the following table.

Data Base Voltage-Temperature (VT) Limits (GSFC): 3, 5, 7
Cell Operating Temperatures (degrees C): 0, 10, 20
Charge Rates (Amps): 10, 25, 30, 40
Discharge Rates (Amps): 5, 10, 25, 40
Discharge Time (minutes): 30
Charge Time (minutes): 60

Since the discharge time is 30 minutes, the discharge rates of 5, 10, 25, and 40 (amps) correspond to a DOD of 5, 10, 25, and 40 (percent) respectively. Additionally, cases where the cell would not be recharged after a cycle (for example, a discharge rate of 40 amps for 30 minutes and a charge rate of 10 amps for 60 minutes) were not run. Therefore, the data base has data according to the table below.

5 Amp Discharge Rate 36 test cases
VT 3, 5, 7 (3)
Temp 0,10,20 (3)
Charge 10,25,30,40 (4)

10 Amp Discharge Rate 36 test cases
VT 3, 5, 7 (3)
Temp 0,10,20 (3)
Charge 10,25,30,40 (4)

25 Amp Discharge Rate 27 test cases
VT 3, 5, 7 (3)
Temp 0,10,20 (3)
Charge 25,30,40 (3)

40 Amp Discharge Rate 18 test cases
VT 3, 5, 7 (3)
Temp 0,10,20 (3)
Charge 30,40 (2)
The model was tested against the new data base. There was good correlation between the taper charge current and Charge/Discharge (C/D) ratios. The model showed significant error in predicting cell voltage but this error was later determined to be caused mainly by the age of the cells in the new data base. The present data base was on new cells.

The data from the new data base was analysed in order to determine any functional relationships between data values and the cycling environment. The findings are quite interesting and will be discussed below.

**PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE NEW DATA BASE**

The first data matrix generated and analysed corresponded to the 10 deg C, VT 5 discharge test cases. Using the actual data, the matrix in figure 5 was constructed. As can be seen, the matrix has a few "empty" cells. In trying to determine a method to fill in these empty cells, an interesting functional relationship was exposed.

For each column in the matrix (in other words, each set of data with constant SOC), it was found that the cell voltage in linearly dependant on the cell voltage according the the formula:

$$V_{cell} = (M_{soc} \times I_{cell}) + B_{soc}$$

where $M_{soc}$ and $B_{soc}$ refer to the slope and y-intercept for each particular SOC, respectively. Figure 6 is a table containing the values of $M_{soc}$ and $B_{soc}$ for each SOC set.

Upon further investigation, it was determined that the value for $M_{soc}$ varies linearly with $B_{soc}$ according to the formula:

$$M_{soc} = (M_{1} \times B_{soc}) + B_{1}$$

where $M_{1} = 0.011576$ and $B_{1} = -0.013757$. Hence, by knowing $M_{soc}$ one can easily calculate $B_{soc}$, and vice-versa. Knowing these values, one can easily calculate $V_{cell}$ or $I_{cell}$ knowing the value of the other. The only restraining factor is a functional relationship between SOC and either $M_{soc}$ or
Bsoc. The relationship is linear (correlation factor of 0.94) but this does not offer enough accuracy. Therefore a polynomial equation was used to relate SOC with Bsoc.

The result of this is that one can completely describe the discharge matrix, and therefore the discharge characteristics, by two real numbers (M1 and B1) and the coefficients of the polynomial equation relation SOC to Bsoc. This is a total of 6 numbers (assuming one uses a cubic equation having 4 coefficients) that the model must recall. This greatly reduces the storage requirements of the program. Additionally, since only two equations need be evaluated, the efficiency and speed is greatly increased.

Further analysis is underway to determine if the values of B1 and M1 are dependant on cell temperature and VT limit. Preliminary results point to a linear relationship but this has not been fully worked out. It will also be desired to relate the coefficients of the polynomial equation to temperature and VT limit. This has not been started as of yet.

CONCLUSION

The Goddard Space Flight Center is currently producing a LEO Battery Model for performance calculation. At present the model is in its early stages but already has shown very good correlation with cycling data which is close in history and environment to the model's data base. A new data base was generated to supplement the model and upon analysis exposed some interesting and useful functional relationships concerning battery performance. Analysis is continuing in order to determine other relationships, if they exist, and determine their usefulness.

The author would like to thank Mr. Floyd E. Ford, Mr. G. Ernest Rodriguez, Mr. C. Michael Tasevoli, Mr. George W. Morrow (all of GSFC) and Mr. David A. Baer (of Hughes Aircraft Co.) for their help and knowledge in the area of NiCd performance.
20 AH GE 20 DEG C LEO 25% DOD [C. PALANDATI]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>0.80</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>0.90</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.186</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>1.235</td>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>1.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.228</td>
<td>1.237</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>1.278</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>1.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.238</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>1.262</td>
<td>1.275</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>1.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>1.283</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>1.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.278</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>1.303</td>
<td>1.328</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>1.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>1.289</td>
<td>1.306</td>
<td>1.331</td>
<td>1.358</td>
<td>1.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>1.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.289</td>
<td>1.302</td>
<td>1.323</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>1.374</td>
<td>1.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.294</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>1.338</td>
<td>1.364</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>1.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.297</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>1.342</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.393</td>
<td>1.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.303</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.310</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>1.385</td>
<td>1.410</td>
<td>1.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.332</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>1.379</td>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>1.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>1.398</td>
<td>1.427</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>1.467</td>
<td>1.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.407</td>
<td>1.426</td>
<td>1.458</td>
<td>1.487</td>
<td>1.513</td>
<td>1.538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Leo Test Data at Beginning of Life (Cycle 12)
Figure 2. Discharge Curves for 10 deg C and VT 5
Figure 3. Modeling Study for Battery Workshop: Cycle 15, 20 C, 40% DOD, 16A Chg, 16A Disch
Figure 4. Modeling Study for Battery Workshop: Comparison—Real and Calculated Current Data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>85</th>
<th>SOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-40</td>
<td>1.2138</td>
<td>1.2209</td>
<td>1.2314</td>
<td>1.2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25</td>
<td>1.2213</td>
<td>1.2321</td>
<td>1.2449</td>
<td>1.2667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2866</td>
<td>1.3012</td>
<td>1.3248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3341</td>
<td>1.3679</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Data Matrix for 10 deg C, VT5, 50 Ahr, Leo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOC</th>
<th>Bsoc</th>
<th>Msoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.453125</td>
<td>0.003110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>1.377508</td>
<td>0.002625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.34398</td>
<td>0.001825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>1.318233</td>
<td>0.001500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.300517</td>
<td>0.001370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.267400</td>
<td>0.000900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.250770</td>
<td>0.000747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.233800</td>
<td>0.000500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Values of 'Bsoc' and 'Msoc' for Various SOCs. Data from Figure 5.
MODELING TAPER CHARGE WITH A NON-LINEAR EQUATION

Patrick P. McDermott, Ph.D.
B-K Dynamics, Inc.
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Introduction

This is a report of work which has been in progress for six months aimed at modeling the charge voltage and current characteristics of nickel-cadmium cells subject to taper charge. Work reported at previous NASA Battery Workshops has shown that the voltage of cells subject to constant current charge and discharge can be modeled very accurately with the equation:

\[ \text{Voltage} = A + \frac{B}{C - X} + \text{De}^{-Ex} \]

where A, B, C, D, and E are fit parameters and x is amp-hrs of charge removed during discharge or returned during charge. In a constant current regime, x is also equivalent to time on charge or discharge.

The present study is aimed at deriving equations for fitting the charge taper portion of the charge curve since the previously derived equations are not appropriate for this application. Figure 1 shows a typical current vs time plot for a cell in constant current discharge with a constant current charge to some predetermined voltage limit (VL). The current is held at -16 amps for 30 minutes during the discharge portion and then jumps to +16 amps for approximately 20 minutes of charge. At this point, the voltage hits the limit, and the current drops rapidly over the next 10 minutes flattening out to around 2 amps by the time the charge terminates at approximately 90 minutes. As we shall see in this report, the shape of the taper current will vary widely depending on the test conditions. The slope at which the current drops initially is quite variable as is the current when the charge curve flattens out at the end of the charge.

Test Matrix

Data for this study is taken from a test of 50 amp-hr cells being conducted at the Goddard Space Flight Center. This test is unique in the sense that the same group of cells in the cell pack are being tested under various conditions of charge, discharge, temperature and voltage limit. The cells are cycled under one set of conditions (8 cycles) to reach equilibrium, then returned to baseline cycling regime before being subjected to a new set of environmental test conditions. The data for the study is taken from the eighth-cycle at each test condition.
Figure 1. Typical Current Profile
Figure 2 shows the test matrix for this study. There are essentially four conditions of discharge (.1C, .2C, .5C, and .8C), four conditions of charge (.2C, .5C, .6C, and .8C), three temperatures (0°C, 10°C, and 20°C), and three voltage limits (VL 3, VL 5, and VL 7). The box in the figure shows the voltage at which the cell goes into taper for the three voltage limits at the three different test temperatures. Depth of discharge (DoD) could also be considered a test variable which is totally dependent on discharge current since discharge time is always 30 minutes. DoD ranges from 5% at the .1C discharge rate to 40% for the .8C discharge rate.

The 4 x 4 matrix in Figure 2 shows all of the combinations of charge and discharge which were employed in the test. Note, however, that three of the combinations were not tested (see boxes which are crossed out) because of extreme conditions. The charge rates were not sufficient to return the amount of charge required at the 25% and 40% DoD levels.

Each box in the 4 x 4 matrix represents an additional set of nine test conditions which are the various combinations of the temperature (three levels) and voltage limit (three levels). All told, there are 117 possible combinations of these variables in the testing scheme.

**Time to Voltage Limit**

The various combinations of charge and discharge rates had a significant impact on the time in which the cell remained in constant current charge before hitting the voltage limit. Figure 3 shows the time to voltage limit for the various combinations of charge and discharge rate. The very short times (less than 2 minutes) are seen to occur at the high charge rates for those cells which were subjected to lower discharge rate, and, therefore, lower depths of discharge (5% and 10%).

The longer times to voltage limit occur for various combinations of charge rate and discharge rate along a diagonal from the lower left hand side of each matrix to the upper right hand side. A maximum of 30 minutes, one half of the total time in discharge, is observed at VL 7 for cells at .8C discharge and .6C charge.

The shape of the current taper, as will be seen later in the report, is roughly correlated to the amount of time that the cell stays in constant current charge before hitting the taper limit. The drop-off in current is much sharper for the cells which have a short time to voltage limit, especially those at less than 2 minutes. The parameters of the fit equations for this portion of the charge curve are highly dependent on this initial rate of drop in the current after hitting the voltage limit.

**Percent of Charge Returned During the Charge Cycle**

Figure 4 shows the percentage of charge returned to the cells during the charge portion of the cycle. As with the time to voltage limit, there is a significant variation in the percent return based on the
Figure 2. Text Matrix
Figure 3. Percent Returned During Charge (Advantage of All Temperatures)
Figure 4. Time to Voltage Limit (Averages of All Temperatures)
differences in charge and discharge rates, and on the variation in voltage limit. For the matrices shown in Figure 4, the temperatures are averaged together for each specific test condition. At VL 3, the percent returned is less than 110% for most of the conditions. At VL 7, on the other hand, most of the test conditions show a percent return greater than 110%, with over half of the test conditions showing greater than 125%, at the lower DoDs. Again, there is a rough correlation between the time that the cells remain in charge before hitting the voltage limit and the percentage of charge returned to the cell. The cells at the high charge rates but modest DoDs show very short times to voltage limit, but, also, much higher percentages of return.

Fitting the Taper Portion of the Charge

It was noted by trial and error that the slope of the current in taper plotted against the current yielded a curve which was approximately linear. It was also noted that the linearity was improved if a constant term was subtracted from the current. The constant term in many cases was close to the current at the end of taper charge, suggesting that the constant was related to the value of current to which the experiment current was approaching as a limit. This observation suggested that the phenomenon could be fit by a first order differential equation of the form:

\[
\frac{dI}{dt} = k(I - a)
\]

where I is current and k and a are constants. The solution to this equation was then used in a non-linear regression fitting program to calculate fit parameters in the equation: \( I = (1)\exp(2) + (3) \) where I is current and (1), (2), and (3) are the fit parameters.

This equation worked quite well in fitting data such as that shown in Figure 5a, the taper charge of the cell at .5C discharge, .5C charge, VL 7 and 0°C (Fit 5570 -- See Figure 1 for code). Parameter 3, as suggested above, is close to the point where the current is leveling off, and Parameter 3 plus Parameter 1 are approximately equal to 25 amps, the current for the cell as it hit the voltage limit.

The three parameter fit equation did not work so well, however, for curves where there was a sharp drop in current immediately after the cell hit the voltage limit. This is readily seen in Figure 6a which is a three parameter fit of the cell at .1C discharge, .5C charge, VL 3, and 20°C. As was mentioned earlier, many of the test conditions where the cell hits the voltage limit quickly demonstrated this sharp initial drop in current. It was also noted that a plot of dI/dt vs I for test conditions like those shown in Figure 6 would yield not one but two linear portions with different slopes. This suggested that there were two first order effects being demonstrated during taper charge which required a more complex equation in order to adequately fit the data.
Four and Five Parameter Fit Equations

In order to accommodate the two effects mentioned above, a four parameter equation with two exponential terms and a five parameter equation with two exponential terms and a constant were used with the non-linear regression program to fit the data. These equations are shown below:

Four Parameter Equation: \[ I = (1)\exp(2)t + (3)\exp(4)t \]

Five Parameter Equation: \[ I = (1)\exp(2)t + (3)\exp(4)t + (5) \]

where (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) are the fit parameters.

These four and five parameter equations were able to fit both the sets of data shown in Figures 5 and 6 more accurately than the three parameter fit equation. Figures 5b and 6b are the fits obtained with the four parameter equation and Figures 5c and 6c are the fits obtained with the five parameter equation. The sum of squared residuals decreases (from 1.0 to 0.15 to 0.026) for fits 5a, 5b and 5c, suggesting that there is an increasing accuracy with the four and five parameter equations.

Tables 1 and 2 show parameters for the three fit and the five fit equations, for many of the test conditions in the test matrix. There are some trends evident as one reads from left to right (increasing VL) for any particular charge/discharge combination, or reads from top to bottom (increasing temperature). There is, however, no strong pattern as yet which suggests strong correlation with the environmental parameters.

Other Characteristics of the Taper Charge

Figure 7 shows an interesting correlation between the current at the end of charge and the percent of charge returned. When one plots one against the other, the data points cluster along straight lines, with the slope of the lines increasing the decreasing discharge rate or DoD. The currents at the end of charge are significantly higher for the cells with 40% DoD (4.0 to 5.0 amps) than for the cells at 5% DoD which range from 2.0 to 3.0 amps. What is more striking, however, are the differences in percent return. The 5% DoD cells range from 130% to over 200% charge return whereas the 40% DoD cells cluster around 110% charge return. It is interesting to note that the ln slope of the lines drawn through the data points when plotted against DoD (ln scale) yields a straight line as shown in the insert to Figure 7.

Another interesting effect is shown in Figure 8 where percent recharge is shown vs. temperature for each combination of charge and discharge. For the higher DoDs there is little or no temperature effect (40% and 25% DoD). The effect of temperature is more dramatic for the 5% and 10% DoD test conditions with increasing impact from left to right with increasing charge rate. The greatest difference, for example, is shown for the .1C discharge rate/.8C charge rate combination where percent recharge ranges from 140 to 200%.
Figure 5a. Three Parameter Fit for .5C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 7 and 0° C

Parameter 1 = 21.15
Parameter 2 = -1.2
Parameter 3 = 3.51
Figure 5b. Four Parameter Fit for .5C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 7 and 0° C
Figure 5c. Five Parameter Fit for .5C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 7 and 0°C
Figure 6a. Three Parameter Fit for .1C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 3 and 20° C
Figure 6b. Four Parameter Fit for .1C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 3 and 20° C
Figure 6c. Five Parameter Fit for .1C Discharge, .5C Charge, VL 3 and 20° C

Parameter 1 = 18.27
Parameter 2 = -4.42
Parameter 3 = 6.39
Parameter 4 = -0.07
Parameter 5 = 0.44
Table 1. PARAMETERS FOR 3 PARAMETER FIT EQUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>1230</th>
<th>1250</th>
<th>1270</th>
<th>1380</th>
<th>1850</th>
<th>1870</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.137</td>
<td>-.103</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>-.85</td>
<td>-.695</td>
<td>-.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>.895</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>1251</th>
<th>1271</th>
<th>1381</th>
<th>1851</th>
<th>1871</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>9.087</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>37.08</td>
<td>36.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.103</td>
<td>-.127</td>
<td>-.908</td>
<td>-.778</td>
<td>-.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>.982</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>1232</th>
<th>1272</th>
<th>1382</th>
<th>1852</th>
<th>1872</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>39.16</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.134</td>
<td>-.173</td>
<td>-.489</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>5532</th>
<th>5552</th>
<th>5572</th>
<th>8830</th>
<th>8850</th>
<th>8870</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>20.82</td>
<td>39.93</td>
<td>36.82</td>
<td>33.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.096</td>
<td>-.116</td>
<td>-.132</td>
<td>-.066</td>
<td>-.088</td>
<td>-.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>4.016</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>3.608</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>8831</th>
<th>8851</th>
<th>8871</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>38.68</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>39.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.062</td>
<td>-.089</td>
<td>-.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>8832</th>
<th>8852</th>
<th>8872</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>34.97</td>
<td>39.901</td>
<td>39.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>-.068</td>
<td>-.066</td>
<td>-.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEST CONDITION</td>
<td>5530</td>
<td>5550</td>
<td>5570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>15.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 4</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 5</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>5531</th>
<th>5551</th>
<th>5571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>17.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 5</td>
<td>-2.84</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST CONDITION</th>
<th>5532</th>
<th>5552</th>
<th>5572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>15.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 5</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Correlation of Charge Returned with End of Charge Current
Figure 8. PERCENT RECHARGE VS TEMPERATURE FOR VL 7 TEST CONDITION
Summary and Conclusions

This study has shown that taper charge current profiles of all the environmental test conditions used in this test can be fit very accurately by a five parameter fit equation (Figures 5c and 6c). The study did not progress to the point where these parameters could then be correlated to the environmental test conditions. However, there were certain trends evident which could be pursued in future modeling efforts.

1. Percent charge returned and time to voltage limit show a distinct character which can be related to charge/discharge rate combinations and the level of voltage limit (Figures 3 and 4).

2. Cells with very modest DoDs (5% and 10%) and higher rates of charge generally showed a very short time to voltage limit, higher percentage of charge returned, a very steep drop in current after hitting the voltage limit and more modest currents toward the end of charge.

3. Cells with higher DoDs and charge rates showed, as might be anticipated, longer time to the voltage limit, lower percent of charge returned, a more modest rate of drop in current after VL, and greater currents at the end of charge.

4. Percent charge return, the relationship between DoD and current at the end of charge, can be easily modeled (Figure 7).

5. The effect of temperature is observed more at the lower discharge rates (and DoDs) and increases with increasing charge rate (Figure 8).

Future work should concentrate on a more comprehensive multiple correlation of test conditions (discharge rate (DoD), charge rate, voltage limit and temperature) with the effects of these conditions on battery performance (percent charge returned, charge efficiency, end of charge current, and current taper profile).
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ABSTRACT

This investigation consisted of several tests of specially fabricated nickel-cadmium batteries having circular disk type electrodes. These batteries were evaluated as filter elements between a constant current power supply and a five hertz pulsed load demanding approximately twice the power supply current during the load on portion of the cycle. Short tests lasting 10⁴ cycles were conducted at up to a 21 C rate and an equivalent energy density of over 40 Joules per pound. In addition, two batteries were subjected to 10⁷ charge/discharge cycles, one at a 6.5 C rate and the other at a 13 C rate. Assuming an electrode to battery weight ratio of 0.5, these tests represent an energy density of about 7 and 14 Joules per pound respectively. Energy density, efficiency, capacitance, average voltage, and available capacity were tracked during these tests. After 10⁷ cycles, capacity degradation was negligible for one battery and about 20% for the other. Cadmium electrode failure may be the factor limiting lifetime at extremely low depth of discharge cycling. The output was examined and a simple equivalent circuit was proposed.

INTRODUCTION

This investigation consisted of several tests of specially fabricated nickel-cadmium batteries having circular disk type electrodes. These tests addressed three areas. First, would the circular electrodes increase the maximum energy density when compared to standard aircraft batteries. Secondly, what energy density could be maintained and achieve a lifetime of 10⁹ cycles at 5 hertz. And finally, how does the battery influence the voltage and current waveforms to the load.

1 The material reported herein is based on research conducted at and supported by the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio.
A bi-polar geometry was considered optimum because of its lower internal resistance and inductance, enabling it to receive and deliver pulses of high current [1]. The reduced internal losses lead to greater efficiency and therefore the potential for a higher energy density. This reduction is achieved in part, by straightening and shortening the current path within the battery.

**PSEUDO BI-POLAR BATTERY**

Although the construction of bi-polar electrodes has been accomplished at a number of facilities, the fabrication of a bi-polar battery has been complicated by the lack of a reliable edge seal to prevent electrolyte shorting between cells. In order to take advantage of the bi-polar geometry without inheriting the edge seal problems, a pseudo bi-polar nickel-cadmium battery was designed. It resembles a monoblock type construction and consists of a stack of single cell button style batteries in which adjoining cells share a common wall and intercell connector. Figure 1 shows an exploded view of the battery design. To obtain some understanding of the effects of this design on internal losses and to be compatible with available test equipment, several four cell nickel-cadmium pseudo bi-polar batteries were constructed.

In order to further reduce internal losses, a circular electrode with a large central current tab to uniformly collect the current was selected. The electrode was a 3.3 inch diameter disc with the active material impregnated in an annular shape around the center 1.25 inch diameter current tab. Current flow within the electrode is radial and the maximum current path length from the tab to the edge of the electrode is approximately 1 inch. This is in contrast to typical nickel-cadmium aircraft batteries which have rectangular electrodes with a current tab in one corner.

Figure 2 illustrates the differences between the test battery's electrode and that of a typical rectangular battery's electrode. The cross hatched areas are the regions of highest current density. For rectangular electrodes, this area lies between the positive and negative current tabs, and has been identified as a stress point associated with sealed battery failures. An increased current density accelerates the cadmium to cadmium hydroxide to cadmium formations that occur during battery charge and discharge. With pellon or nylon as the separator material, as used in sealed nickel-cadmium cells, cadmium crystals become lodged in the separator eventually shorting out the cell [2]. Although the circular tab does not eliminate this problem, it is a step towards a bi-polar design where the peak current density is spread more uniformly over a larger area of the electrode, thereby reducing the stress and attendant failure mechanisms.

The cells are electrically connected by a 1.125 inch diameter, 0.210 inch thick nickel slug mounted in the plexiglas wall. The large cross section and relatively short intercell path length result in both a smaller internal resistance and inductance through the battery. The nickel to plexiglas seal was established by an O-ring around the nickel slug.
The positive nickel electrodes were obtained from Eagle Picher Industries. The plaque material was a standard 0.030 inch thick nickel sinter (dry sinter process) with a porosity of approximately 80%. They were electrochemically impregnated with 1.7 grams of active NiO(OH) per cubic centimeter of void. The result was an electrode with approximately a 1.4 ampere hour theoretical capacity (C). In addition, to improve the electrode/nickel slug weld, Battery 7 was constructed with nickel electrodes fabricated at AFWAL/APL using an aqueous process [3], to approximately the same 1.4 ampere hour theoretical capacity.

The negative cadmium electrodes were fabricated at AFWAL/APL using a process developed and patented by Fritts, et. al. [4]. This process used the same base plaque, 0.030 inch thick 80% porosity nickel sinter. The electrodes were loaded with 6 to 8 grams of active cadmium each for a theoretical capacity of 2.5 to 3.1 ampere hours. This combination insured that the battery cells were nickel limited.

The cells were assembled by first welding the electrodes to the nickel slug/plexiglas wall combination. Then these units were stacked and glued one by one in a plexiglas tube. A relief vent (about 8 psi) was installed in each cell. Finally a reference electrode, a 1 millimeter diameter cadmium wire, was inserted into each cell. Leads were soldered on the outside of the end cells and a plexiglas stand was attached.

To fill the cells, the vents were removed and the battery was set upside down in a beaker of electrolyte (32% by weight KOH). A vacuum of 28 inches of mercury was pulled on the entire assembly. When the vacuum was released electrolyte was drawn into the cells. The procedure was repeated several times to insure electrode saturation.

FINDING A SEAL

One of the major problems with the construction and use of bi-polar batteries is obtaining a satisfactory intercell seal, thus keeping the electrolyte from shorting out adjoining cells. The first step in the fabrication of the test battery was to evaluate a neoprene O-ring placed around a nickel slug. This assembly was then inserted in the bottom of the test container as shown in Figure 3. The bottom of this container simulated an intercell wall. There was no noticeable electrolyte leakage in 30 days, with electrolyte under approximately 8 psi of pressure. This success, elimination of electrolyte leakage between cells, overcame one of the major stumbling blocks in bi-polar nickel-cadmium battery construction.

ELECTRODE TO CURRENT TAB WELDING

During the gluing of Battery 2, one cadmium electrode to nickel slug weld was broken. Rewelding was not possible, so construction was completed by placing the electrode in its proper place and relying on the pressure of the next layer to hold it there.
On batteries 4 through 7, the smooth side of a perforated nickel foil, typical nickel-cadmium current tab material, was welded to both sides of the nickel slug before the electrodes were attached. The rough side of the tab was driven into the electrode's center area tab by the spot welder. The resulting weld connected the nickel wire within the electrode to the nickel tab material. This weld proved to be stronger. However, one nickel slug to foil weld was broken (Battery 3) during assembly.

Temperature readings of the end terminals and case of Battery 4 during the extended cycle test indicated that the nickel terminal was hotter than the case or cadmium terminal. This was attributed to higher current densities due to the few welds remaining intact. To improve this weld, nickel electrodes with unimpregnated centers were produced for Battery 7.

**ELECTRODE COMPARISON**

Prior to final construction, the electrodes for each battery were weighed. The weight of each assembled battery, including electrolyte, was recorded. Separate weights were taken, since the overall battery container was not optimized for weight, but rather for ease of laboratory construction. As a comparison, the electrode weight of the batteries used by Bishop and Stumpff was 6.40 pounds while their total battery weighed 11.71 pounds. Therefore, the electrode accounted for 54.65% of the total weight. This ratio was used to determine the weight used in energy density calculations. It is based on the assumption that with some technological improvements, the test battery's design would result in a similar electrode to battery weight ratio.

Another important factor in battery design is the electrode surface current density. In normal parallel plate construction, each side of an electrode acts as a separate electrode, so that one half of the current flows from the center screen through each side of the electrode. Bi-polar electrodes have only a single sided electrode, since the second side is the intercell foil connector. However, rather than metal foil separating the cells, as in a true bi-polar battery, this pseudo bi-polar nickel-cadmium battery used a nickel slug and plexiglas intercell wall with "double sided" electrodes.

For Bishop and Stumpff, the current density through the electrode frontal surface area, with a total current of 100 amperes, was 0.0458 amperes/cm². The test electrodes, although fabricated in a double sided configuration, were used as single sided electrodes since the time of charge and discharge, 100 milliseconds, did not allow any significant current flow from the back sides of the electrodes. As a result, the current density for the test batteries, based on a single sided current flow, was 0.1365 amperes/cm², with a charging/discharging current of 6.36 amperes. This results in possi-

---

2 Unpublished AFWAL/APL test report regarding the testing of 5 series connected 22 ah ni-cd batteries at a charge/discharge current of 100 amps for $10^7$ cycles at 5 hertz in 1983.
bly greater polarization at the electrode/electrolyte interface of the test batteries.

TEST SET UP

Figure 4 shows the equipment and circuit used for these tests. Two separate circuits were set up. The first had a 0-15 ampere load and the second had a 0-60 ampere load. A 0-50 amp, constant current, constant voltage power supply, was connected in parallel, and on opposite sides of the battery, with either a 0-15 ampere solid state load, or a 0-60 ampere solid state load. A 5 hertz square wave generator switched the load, simulating a 50% duty cycle current pulse load. A blocking diode on the output of each power supply prevented an inadvertent battery discharge back through the power supply. Current shunts were inserted to measure actual power supply current \( I_g \), load current \( I_L \), and battery current \( I_B \). Note that for battery charging \( I_g \) is negative and for discharging \( I_B \) is positive. Figure 5 shows typical voltage and current waveforms from this test circuit.

CONDITIONING THE BATTERY

Prior to testing the batteries, several charge/discharge cycles were completed to condition the batteries, stabilize their operation, and measure the initial capacity. The theoretical C rate of these pseudo bi-polar nickel-cadmium batteries was 1.4 ampere-hours. The charging rate was 0.75 amperes for the first two cycles and 1.5 amperes thereafter, until the total voltage reached 6.2 volts (1.55 volts/cell).

The battery was then discharged at a 1 ampere rate down to a total voltage of 4 volts. This cycling continued until the capacity was stable for two successive cycles. The measured capacity of each battery, after the initial conditioning cycles and after any additional testing, is shown in Table 1.

Since this experiment used a novel battery design, which did not have any demonstrated cycle life, the first series of tests were run under the same conditions (room temperature, 5 hertz cycle rate, 0.013% depth of discharge (DOD)) as Bishop and Stumpff's test. This provided a direct comparison of battery types.

ENERGY DENSITY

The first objective was to increase the energy density of the battery when used as a capacitive filter. Energy density is a function of the current through the battery (the voltage is nearly constant) and the weight of the battery. A five hertz test was run at various charge and discharge currents starting at five amperes and increasing in five ampere steps. Each current level was maintained for 10,000 cycles with data collection occurring after approximately 5000 cycles.
Battery 4 was tested up to 25 amperes or 18 times the C rate. By incorporating a larger load, Battery 7 was tested to 35 amperes, or 21 C. At this point, the exterior case reached 60°C and further increases were not attempted. The 60°C cutoff was an arbitrary level picked to insure internal temperatures would remain well below the boiling point of the electrolyte, approximately 100°C.

The resulting battery voltage and current plots were utilized to evaluate the average capacitance during discharge, the energy density, and efficiency of the battery.

CALCULATIONS

To calculate the energy into and out of the battery and average capacitance during discharge, the battery voltage was assumed to be a step increase/decrease followed by a linear ramp. The average ramp voltage was used as a constant value for the entire charge or discharge. The initial step change was due primarily to the instantaneous series resistance of the battery. The remaining ramp change was primarily a function of the double layer capacitances and faradaic discharge. Since the solid state loads and power supplies are not ideal devices, the battery was not reacting to a perfect step increase or decrease in current during the first few milliseconds of any cycle. Therefore, the calculations started after the load and power supply currents had stabilized, i.e., approximately 1 millisecond after the start of the load switching.

Figure 5 shows a typical waveforms from the test circuit. The voltage rate of change varied from about 9 volts/second during the first 20 milliseconds to 3 volts/second for the remaining 80 milliseconds. From Figure 5, the average voltage, using a straight line approximation, is 4.90 volts, while the integral of the voltage divided by the time gives an average of 4.86 volts. This approximation results in less than a 1 percent error.

MAXIMUM ENERGY DENSITY TESTING

Figures 6 through 8 depict the average capacitance, energy density, and efficiency as functions of DOD. At the higher current levels examined with Battery 7, it was observed that as battery voltage varied, so did the other parameters, particularly average capacitance. For example, at 30 amperes discharge current the end discharge voltage dropped below 4 volts. By increasing the average battery voltage from 5.1 to 5.3 volts, this low point was raised to approximately 4.25 volts, roughly the value recorded during the 25 ampere discharge test. This point coincides with the abrupt reversal of the average capacitance and efficiency in Figures 6 and 8. At the highest current, the test battery's equivalent energy density was over 40 joules per pound. In addition, it appears that battery discharge voltage has a significant effect on the voltage regulation, or effective average capacitance, and efficiency.
CYCLE LIFE

In order to project a possible cycle lifetime for the new design, two batteries were run for $10^7$ cycles. Since this is only a small fraction of the proposed lifetime and no catastrophic failures occurred, no conclusive data was obtained. Figures 9 through 13 show average battery voltage, energy density, average capacitance, efficiency, and capacity versus cycles completed at DOD's of 0.013% and 0.025%. These DOD's, which reflect the depth of capacity discharged each cycle, not necessarily the actual state of charge, were based on the theoretical battery capacity, not the rated capacity.

The relatively low measured capacity, when compared to the theoretical capacity, may be due to incomplete conditioning of the batteries prior to testing. However, the main purpose was to demonstrate energy densities above 10 Joules/pound, document performance of the batteries over $10^7$ cycles, and analyze the battery influence on voltage and current when used as a filter. Incomplete conditioning did not noticeably impede any of these objectives.

Although not a failure, Battery 3 had a varying internal resistance during the $10^7$ cycle test. It was found that by increasing pressure on the end of the battery, the internal resistance would drop. After completing the testing, the battery was taken apart. In addition to a broken weld during construction, several other welds were very easy to break during dissection. The varying internal resistance is attributed to these poor welds.

Figure 13 shows the relative capacity of the test batteries before and after cycling. Battery 3 was reconditioned around 4.8 million cycles and therefore has three data points. As a comparison, the relative capacity measured by Bishop and Stumpff, from their test of 5 series connected 22 ampere/hour nickel-cadmium aircraft type cells is also included in Figure 13.

After completing the $10^7$ cycle test, samples of both nickel and cadmium electrodes were examined and compared with uncycled electrodes. Photographs of these electrodes are shown in Figures 14 through 18. There was no apparent change in the nickel electrode. The cadmium electrode, however, showed a significant change. After cycling there were no large cadmium crystals left, only small ones, about 500 times smaller than those crystals found in an uncycled electrode. It is possible that the cadmium electrode may be the lifetime failure mechanism, as is typical of nickel-cadmium batteries in "normal" operations. Since most nickel-cadmium batteries are designed to be nickel electrode limited, this decrease would not show up until the cadmium capacity dropped below that of the nickel electrode. Post cycling capacity testing revealed that this was, in fact, the case for Battery 3.

Figure 13 shows the measured battery capacity versus number of cycles completed at a 5 hertz rate. Assuming that any decrease in measured capacity is attributable to a cadmium loss, the abrupt change in Battery 3's capacity could be attributed to the gradual failure of the cadmium electrode, finally dropping below that of the nickel electrode. Bishop and Stumpff's batteries
also show a fairly rapid decrease in measured capacity after about 5 million
cycles, which may have also been a result of cadmium electrode deterioration.

Even with this increased rate of capacity loss, the test batteries
appear to have lifetimes of \(10^9\) cycles or more. The dashed line in Figure 13
runs through the RMS values obtained from Batteries 3 and 4 at \(5 \times 10^6\) and \(10^7\)
cycles. It projects approximately a 50% remaining capacity at \(10^9\) cycles.
Projecting this line back towards 1 cycle, results in a value of approximately
250% of initial battery capacity. This is roughly equivalent to about 80%
of the initial theoretical cadmium capacity. However, there are still too
few data points to accurately predict the lifetime of batteries when used as
filters.

There were no identifiable trends or failures in energy density, average
capacitance, or efficiency during the \(10^7\) cycles. Figures 10 through 12 only
show the trends of these values through \(10^7\) cycles. Unless a catastrophic
failure occurs, such as a complete short or open circuit, end of life perfor-
mance criteria, such as effective average capacitance or efficiency, will
have to be established before further testing can project an actual lifetime
for these batteries when used as filter elements.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The third area of interest was to determine what effect a battery would
have in a circuit when used as a filter element. During the energy density
and \(10^7\) cycle testing, the power supply current was not constant. It ap-
ppeared that the power supply output capacitors were charging and discharging
faster than the battery during the first millisecond after the load switched
on or off. To eliminate as many variables as possible, the battery was
charged and then connected directly to the load without a power supply. The
resulting voltage and current waveforms, together with those obtained during
earlier testing, were used to form the basis for the proposed equivalent
circuit below.

Each electrode had a volume of approximately 3.55 cm\(^3\). Using a nickel
Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) surface area to volume ratio of 70 m\(^2\)/cm\(^3\),
2000 \(\mu\)F/cm\(^2\) nickel capacitance to BET area, a cadmium BET surface area to
volume ratio of 6 m\(^2\)/cm\(^3\), and 50 \(\mu\)F/cm\(^2\) cadmium capacitance to BET area
ratio [5,6], the theoretical double layer capacitances were calculated. The
nickel double layer capacitance is approximately 5000 farads and the cadmium
double layer capacitance is approximately 11 farads.

The change in voltage due to the faradaic discharge for the batteries at
a 5 C rate for 0.1 seconds at a 50% state of charge is approximately 0.14
millivolts. This term was neglected since it was over 1000 times less than
observed voltage changes. Most of the discharge then, would appear to be
across the cadmium capacitances since they are over 100 times smaller than
the nickel capacitances.
Combining 4 cells in series gives the proposed battery equivalent circuit shown in Figure 19. $E_1$ is the combination of the nickel electrode voltage, resistance, and double layer capacitance. $R_3$ is the series ohmic resistance through the electrolyte, electrodes, and current tabs. $C_2$, $E_2$, and $R_2$ represent the cadmium electrode double layer capacitance, voltage across the electrode/electrolyte interface, and electrode/electrolyte ionic activation resistance respectively.

The equivalent circuit of Figure 19 results in an equation for the total battery voltage of:

$$V(t) = E_0 - 4iR_3 - 4iR_2[1 - \exp(-t/R_2C_2)] \quad (1)$$

where

$V(t) =$ Total Battery Discharge Voltage over Time

$E_0 =$ Initial Voltage before Discharge

$i =$ Total Discharge Current

$t =$ Time of Discharge

$R_2 =$ Cadmium/KOH Ionic Activation Resistance

$R_3 =$ Series Electrolytic Ohmic Resistance

$C_2 =$ Cadmium Double Layer Capacitance

From battery voltage curves, $4R_3$ was between 20 and 57 milliohms for Battery 3 and 28 to 38 milliohms for Battery 4. Taking the initial rate of change of voltage from the discharge voltage waveform obtained during the early part of the $10^7$ cycle test and using the equation $i=C(dv/dt)$, $(1/4)C_2$ was approximately 0.3 farads. After the $10^7$ cycle test, it was not possible to determine $C_2$, although it appeared to have decreased significantly.

After determining $4R_3$ from the instantaneous change of voltage at both the beginning and end of the discharge, $4iR_2$ was assumed to be the remaining voltage drop occurring during the discharge. Solving for $4R_2$ gave a value of approximately 54 milliohms for both Battery 3 and 4.

Using these values and equation (1), $V(t)$ was plotted against the actual voltage waveforms for Batteries 3 and 4 as shown in Figures 20 and 21. Figure 22 shows the calculated $V(t)$ and actual voltage of Batteries 3 and 4 connected in series. The equation for $V(t)$ then became:

$$V(t) = E_0 - 8iR_3 - 8iR_2[1 - \exp(-t/R_2C_2)] \quad (2)$$

The same values obtained before for $C_2$, $R_2$, and $R_3$ were used as well as the actually measured current and initial voltage. This verifies that the equivalent circuit in Figure 19 appears to be reasonable approximation for these batteries when used as a capacitive filter.
When running the maximum energy density test with Battery 7, the voltage and current waveforms were recorded to evaluate the equivalent circuit of Figure 19. However, the values obtained for $R_p$, $R_j$, and $C_2$ varied as the discharge current and battery voltage varied. $4R_2$ ranged from 12 to 40 milliohms, $4R_3$ ranged from 18 to 35 milliohms, and $(1/4)C_2$ varied from 0.14 to 1.66 farads. It also appeared that at discharge currents above 10 C that the nickel double layer capacitance could no longer be ignored. Further analysis of this, which would appear to involve a more complete equivalent circuit, was beyond the scope of this paper.

As the number of cycles on the batteries increased, the voltage curve became initially steeper and then flatter, suggesting that the cadmium double layer capacitance may be decreasing. This may be attributed to the breakdown of the cadmium crystals causing the active electrode surface area to decrease.

If this is the case, a more uniform voltage output, excluding the first 5 milliseconds or so of each pulse, may be obtained by conditioning the battery, causing the cadmium capacity and capacitance to decrease. The nickel double layer and faradaic capacitances would then dominate (after the first 10 milliseconds) giving a much higher effective capacitance over the discharge cycle for the battery. However, this will leave a larger rate of change of voltage at the beginning of each discharge period, possibly allowing the battery to become cadmium electrode capacity limited more quickly, and possibly reduce the battery lifetime.

DISCHARGE WITHOUT POWER SUPPLIES

To minimize test circuit induced stray inductance and capacitance on the waveforms of the battery while cycling, the power supply was disconnected. The battery was then connected directly across the load with a minimum of test circuit wiring. The resulting waveforms showed that the test circuit induced inductance was minimal, but the power supply capacitors charged and discharged during the first millisecond of each load change. This caused the power supply current to fluctuate so that the battery was not required to supply an instantaneous change in current. After the first millisecond the power supply and load currents were essentially constant. Therefore, analysis was started after one millisecond and is an accurate indication of battery operation, even with the power supply connected to the battery.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, a maximum equivalent energy density of over 40 joules per pound was demonstrated by the specially constructed test nickel-cadmium batteries. Ten million cycles at a 5 hertz rate with a useful equivalent energy density of 14 joules per pound were completed. Capacity degradation was negligible for one battery and only a 20% decrease for the other. Cadmium electrode failure may be the factor limiting lifetime. An equivalent circuit was derived, but further testing will be required to completely evaluate the results. Internal resistances and double layer capacitances
varied with changes in either battery voltage or current, suggesting that a more complex equivalent circuit may be required.

Batteries appear to be a competitive alternate to capacitors. Further research and testing needs to be accomplished in several areas. First, begin a long term life cycle test, $10^8$ cycles or more, to obtain more conclusive data on the battery's long term capability to function as a filter element. Second, construct a bi-polar battery, if necessary achieving an intercell seal at the expense of weight, to determine if a bi-polar design would significantly improve the electrical characteristics desired. If successful, this would support large scale efforts to achieve a true lightweight bi-polar design. Third, begin more detailed experimentation to investigate the relationships between SOC, DOD, energy density, efficiency, output response, average voltage, and average effective capacitance to identify optimum operating conditions and devise a control system to maintain those conditions. Fourth, in view of the dramatic change in the cadmium structure, further analysis is needed to identify exactly what changes are taking place in the electrode, and how these changes will effect the long term performance of the battery when used as a filter element.
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Table 1. MEASURED BATTERY CAPACITY (ampere hours)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BATTERY NUMBER</th>
<th>INITIAL CAPACITY</th>
<th>FINAL CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0 (INTERCELL SHORT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0 (INTERCELL SHORT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>NOT TESTED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NOT USED (INTERCELL SHORT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Expanded View of the Test Battery
Figure 2. Circular Versus Rectangular Electrodes
Figure 3. Cutaway of O-Ring Seal Test Container
Figure 5. Typical Waveforms
Figure 6. Average Capacitance Versus DOD
Figure 7. Energy Density Versus DOD
Figure 8. Efficiency Versus DOD
Figure 9. Average Battery Voltage Versus Cycles
Figure 10. Energy Density Versus Cycles
Figure 11. Average Capacitance Versus Cycles
Figure 12. Efficiency Versus Cycles
Figure 13. Percent Capacity Remaining Versus Cycles

- □ TEST BATTERY AT 0.025% DOD (BATTERY 4)
- ○ TEST BATTERY AT 0.013% DOD (BATTERY 3)
- △ 22 ah AIRCRAFT BATTERY AT 0.013% DOD [5]
- ● RMS VALUES OF BATTERY 3 AND 4
Figure 14. Uncycled Nickel Electrode (75X, 375X)

Figure 15. Cycled Nickel Electrode (75X, 375X)
Figure 16. Uncycled Cadmium Electrode (75X, 375X)

Figure 17. Cycled Cadmium Electrode (75X, 375X)
Figure 18. Uncycled Cadmium Electrode (3700X)
Figure 19. Simplified Nickel Cadmium Battery Equivalent Circuit
DISCHARGE CURRENT: 6.3 AMPS
(4.5 C RATE)

☐ EXPERIMENTAL VALUES
— THEORETICAL CURVE

**Figure 20. Battery 3 Discharge Voltage**
Figure 21. Battery 4 Discharge Voltage
Figure 22. Battery 3 + 4 Discharge Voltage
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ABSTRACT

During the individual cell short-down procedures often used for storing or reconditioning NiCd batteries, it is possible for significant reversal of the lowest capacity cells to occur. The reversal is caused by the finite resistance of the common current-carrying leads in the resistive network typically generated during short-down. A model is developed to evaluate the extent of such reversal in any specific battery, and the model is verified using data from short-down of a 4-cell, 3.5 Ah battery. Computer simulations of short-down on a variety of battery configurations indicate the desirability of controlling capacity imbalances due to cell configuration and battery management, limiting variability in the short-down resistors, minimizing lead resistances, and optimizing lead and battery configurations.

INTRODUCTION

Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery cells are often stored during extended periods of inactivity in a totally discharged state, usually with a shorting connector across the terminals of each cell. Much evidence points to this being the optimum storage mode, particularly at reduced temperature. In addition, a growing body of data also indicates that periodic total discharge of individual cells in a battery is an extremely useful way of reconditioning and balancing cell performance, and thus extending the operational life of a NiCd battery. For a battery of series-connected cells, the process of total discharge must generally be done for each cell independently, so that the lower capacity cells will not be series driven into reversal by the higher capacity cells. A particularly simple way to accomplish an independent discharge for each cell is merely to place a resistor (typically 1 ohm) across each cell and allow the cell to discharge for an extended period of time. For batteries this is often done by attaching a shorting resistor assembly to voltage sensing wires at a battery connector.

Typical battery short-down procedures involving discharge of more than one cell at a time do not provide for totally independent discharge of each cell. This situation arises simply because of the finite resistance in the current-carrying wires common to adjacent cells. The short-down procedure actually creates a resistive network in which coupling between adjacent cells must always exist as long as any lead resistance is present, as indicated in Fig. 1.

Because of the coupling effects of lead resistances, there is a distinct possibility that the lower capacity cells will be driven into reversal by the higher capacity cells, even when individual resistors are connected across
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each cell. The driving forces for such reversal should be generally minimized by maintaining capacity balance, minimum lead resistance, optimized cell configuration, and appropriate short-down procedures. In this report the network of Fig. 1 is analyzed as a function of cell characteristics, lead resistance, and shorting resistance. The extent of cell reversal that may realistically be expected is calculated for typical battery short-down configurations. Test data are also presented to support the model for a 4-cell NiCd battery consisting of 3.5 Ah "D" cells. Finally conclusions are provided to indicate how to minimize the possibility of cell reversal during individual cell short-down.

**NETWORK ANALYSIS**

For the network of Fig. 1, the cell currents $I_n$ must be determined as a function of the cell voltages $V_n$, the shorting resistances $S_n$, and the lead resistances $R_n$. For each cell $n$, the application of Kirchhoff's laws shows that the current through the shorting resistor, $I_n$ must equal the cell current. The voltage of each cell is equal to the sum of the voltage drops around each loop, i.e.,

$$V_n = I_n S_n + R_n (I_n - I_{n-1}) + R_{n+1} (I_n - I_{n+1})$$

(1)

which may be rearranged to

$$V_n = I_n (S_n + R_n + R_{n+1}) - I_{n+1} R_{n+1} - I_{n-1} R_n$$

(2)

The relationships between voltage, current, and resistance are thus simply reduced to the equation

$$RI = V$$

(3)

where $R$ is the $n$-by-$n$ network resistance matrix with elements

$$r_{ij} = (S_i + R_i + R_{i+1}) \delta_{ij} - R_{j+1} \delta_{i+1,j} - R_i \delta_{i-1,j}$$

(4)

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the delta function. The diagonal term in Eq. 4 represents the discharge paths expected for ideal individual cell discharge. The off-diagonal terms represent the coupling of each cell through the network to other discharging cells. The current and voltage in Eq. (3) are both $n$-element column vectors with elements $I_n$ and $V_n$, respectively. Equation (3) may be solved for either the cell voltages $V_n$ if the currents $I_n$ are known, or the currents may be determined if the voltages are known.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

To evaluate how the analysis of the previous section can be applied to battery discharge, a 4-cell battery and resistance network were prepared having the values given in Table 1. The cells were 3.5 Ah NiCd "D" cells. The voltage and current of each cell was monitored as a function of time during the discharge through the resistors. The battery was typically charged for 16
h at C/10 following at least a 16-h short-down.

The first test involved charging cells 1 through 3 only, discharging these three cells for 2.5 h at 1 A, then resistively shorting down all four cells using the network defined in Table 1. The observed voltage behavior for the four cells is indicated in Fig. 2, where the points indicate the voltage calculated from Eq. (3) and the lines indicate the experimentally measured voltages. Cell 4, which is totally discharged, remains in reversal for about 2.5 h. The reversal current depends on the voltages of the other cells, but was as high as 94 mA (C/37) early in the reversal. The good agreement between the experimental data and the calculated points in Fig. 2 indicates that the network model of Fig. 1 can accurately describe the behavior of battery cells during individual cell short-down.

The second test involved connecting the shorting resistor to cell 4, 1 h before shorting down the other cells, thus creating about a 1 Ah lower capacity in cell 4. As indicated in Fig. 3, cell 4 was still driven into reversal for about 12 min with a maximum reversal rate of 92 mA. The third test was similar to the second test except that short-down was begun 1 h earlier on cell 3 rather than cell 4. The results are indicated in Fig. 4. The reversal rate was 172 mA at its maximum, about twice that of the previous test, presumably because during most of the reversal period the cells on each side of cell 3 had high voltages. In the third test the cell was in reversal for 32 min. These results suggest that during short-down the end cells in a series string have a much more benign environment with regard to reversal.

**BATTERY SHORT-DOWN SIMULATIONS**

The short-down of a battery containing n cells was simulated by a computer model. The inputs to this model consisted of shorting resistances, lead resistances, the capacity of each cell, and a current-voltage relationship as a function of residual capacity discharged from the depleted cell.

The current-voltage relationship that was used in the simulations was derived from short-down data for 3.5 Ah cells having 1 ohm short-down resistors, and is meant to provide only a representative current-voltage relationship during short-down. Each cell was assumed to have a constant voltage of 1.15 volts until its capacity was depleted, after which the voltage deceased linearly to 0.2 volts during the discharge of an additional 0.04 Ah. Thereafter each cell was assumed to have a voltage given by

\[ V_n = 0.317 \times 10^{-5}Q - \Delta I(1.228 \times 10^{-1}1.226) \]  (5)

where \( Q \) is the residual capacity discharged in Ah, and \( \Delta I \) is any discharge current in excess of that anticipated from the diagonal terms in Eqs. (3) and (4). Equation (5) was obtained empirically by fitting the voltage of one cell during short-down. When the voltage is negative, a voltage limitation of \( V_n = -0.06 \text{log}(\text{I}/0.00014) \) is used to give a reasonable asymptotic dependence for hydrogen evolution. While this model is only approximate, it provides a reasonable empirical representation of the short-down behavior with 1 ohm resistors, which can be used for evaluating trends in the short-down behavior.
The first computer simulation was for a 4-cell battery using the short-
down parameters of Table 1, 3.5 Ah of capacity for cells 1 through 3, and 2.5
Ah for cell 4. The trends in the simulation should therefore be directly com-
parable to the data in Fig. 3. The results of the simulation, indicated in Fig.
5, clearly show the same features as the data in Fig. 3.

The second computer simulation was done for a 22-cell battery where 1
cell was assumed to have 1 Ah less capacity than the other 21 cells, and the
position of the low-capacity cell was varied from one end to the middle of the
cell string. All shorting resistors were 1 ohm and all lead resistances were
0.1 ohm. The results of this simulation, presented in Fig. 6, clearly show
that the end cell should be subject to considerably less reversal than cells
of equal capacity situated away from either end of the cell string.

A third simulation was done to determine the effect of varying the lead
resistance on the cell reversal. An 11-cell battery was simulated, with the Ah
in reversal during short-down plotted as a function of lead resistance in Fig.
7. The center cell was assigned 1 Ah less capacity than the other cells, so it
is the cell being reversed in Fig. 7. All short-down resistors were 1.0 ohm.
From the results in Fig. 7, approximately 0.025 ohm of lead resistance are
required before reversal occurs under these conditions of simulation. The
amount of reversal increases in a nearly linear fashion as the lead resistance
is increased relative to the shorting resistance.

It is expected that the amount of cell reversal should increase as
capacity imbalance increases. In Fig. 8 a fourth simulation is presented in
which the capacity imbalance is varied and both the capacity and the time in
reversal are plotted. This simulation is for an 11-cell battery whose center
cell is low in capacity; shorting resistors are 1.0 ohm, and lead resistances
are 0.1 ohm. Both capacity and time spent in reversal increase with increasing
capacity imbalance. However, if the imbalance is near 2 Ah or higher, the low
cell will stay in reversal long after the other cells are depleted, since it
has been taken down far enough in capacity that even the low residual voltages
present for the other cells can hold the low cell in reversal. The results in
Fig. 8 clearly indicate the need to avoid conditions that can lead to large
imbalances in capacity.

Capacity imbalances between the cells of a battery are generally
controlled to less than 5% of the total capacity by cell matching procedures.
However, extended periods of open-circuit stand, cycling, or other
environmental considerations may temporarily create greater imbalances. If a
normal distribution of cell capacities is assumed for an 11-cell battery, and
these cells are arranged in order of increasing capacity in the battery, it
was not possible to reverse any of the cells in a computer simulation where
the total spread of capacities was allowed to go up to 1 Ah. This is because
adjacent cells are never very different from each other in capacity. Adjacent
cells would probably have to differ by 0.3 Ah or more to get reversal in this
configuration. On the other hand, if the cell arrangement is changed so that
high-capacity and low-capacity cells alternate without any change in the
overall cell capacity distribution, extensive reversal becomes possible. This
is simulated in Fig. 9, where the extent of reversal is plotted as a function
of the Ah spread in an 11-cell battery, assuming a normal distribution of cap-
pacities. The cells alternate in capacity so that cells 2, 4, and 6 are the
three lowest capacity cells. The results in Fig. 9 indicate that when capacity
imbalances are possible, it is very likely that several cells can be driven
into reversal simultaneously.

A final situation that can lead to significant imbalance in cell capacities in a battery is the effect of unmatched short-down resistors being used to take a battery down from a high state of charge. This effect causes some cells to discharge faster than others, so that large imbalances in capacity can exist when the first cell reaches depletion, even if all the cells were closely matched at the start of discharge. The effect is simulated in Fig. 10, where both the extent of reversal and the effective cell imbalance are plotted as functions of short-down resistor imbalance. The simulation started with a fully charged 3.5 Ah battery containing 11 cells, of which the center cell has an imbalanced short-down resistor. The initial capacity spread between high and low cell was 0.3 Ah and followed a normal distribution. The cells were arranged in an alternating high-low capacity arrangement. Fig. 10 indicates that a 15 to 20% imbalance in short down resistors can add 0.7 Ah to the imbalance between cells and can cause extensive reversal. The situation of imbalance due to variations in short-down resistors can be easily managed by either using matched resistors, or by discharging battery capacity as a series cell string until the lowest cell is depleted before the short-down resistors are connected.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here indicate that significant reversal of the lowest capacity cells can result from individual cell short-down of a NiCd battery. A model has been presented that provides a straightforward way to evaluate the risk of cell reversal for a particular battery or a particular short-down procedure. The consequences of cell reversal are likely to be (1) some hydrogen evolution, although not enough to overpressurize the cell; and (2) significant Cd reduction at the Ni electrode, possibly leading to Cd dendrite short-circuits. Such short-circuits, if formed, will be oxidized during recharge and are not expected to have any lasting impact on performance.

This report suggests a number of points that are important in minimizing the possibility of cell reversal, as follows:

1. Minimize capacity imbalances that may arise from uncontrolled battery handling or storage. This is particularly important during integration and test procedures.

2. Do not discharge battery capacity from a high state of charge by using individual cell short down. Discharge the battery as a series string of cells until the lowest capacity cell is depleted, then apply short-down resistors to individual cells.

3. Use 1%-tolerance resistors for short-down.

4. Minimize lead resistance relative to the resistance of the short-down resistors. Lead resistance includes that of leads internal to the battery assembly, plus that of any cable used to connect the battery to a breakout box where the short-down resistors are attached. The ultimate solution to minimize lead resistance is to attach the short-down resistors at the cell terminals, or to attach separate leads at
each cell terminal.

5. The arrangement of cells within a battery is critical. The optimum arrangement for minimizing the possibility of cell reversal is to order the series string of cells in terms of capacity, from high at one end to low at the other end. This procedure makes it difficult to reverse any cell in the string during short-down as long as the spread in cell capacities does not increase significantly beyond the initial spread typically allowed in NiCd batteries.

6. The end cells in the series-connected string are always less subject to reverse discharge during individual cell short down than the other cells in the battery.
Table 1. EXPERIMENTAL BATTERY NETWORK PARAMETERS FOR 4 CELLS CONNECTED IN SERIES (3.5 A h)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Resistance, $\Omega$</th>
<th>Shorting Resistance, $\Omega$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1 = 0.0721$</td>
<td>$S_1 = 1.045$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2 = 0.0786$</td>
<td>$S_2 = 0.940$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3 = 0.0878$</td>
<td>$S_3 = 0.991$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_4 = 0.0942$</td>
<td>$S_4 = 0.974$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_5 = 0.0879$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Resistive Network Created during Individual Cell Short-down of an N-Cell Battery

\[ S_n = \text{SHORTING RESISTORS} \]
\[ R_n = \text{LEAD RESISTANCES} \]
\[ I_n = \text{CELL DISCHARGE CURRENTS} \]
Figure 2. Short-down of a 4-Cell Battery; Cell 4 is Totally Discharged and Cells 1 Through 3 Have \( \approx 1 \) A h Capacity
Figure 3. Short-down of a 4-Cell Battery; Cell 4 Discharge Started 1 hr Earlier Than Did That of the Other Cells
Figure 4. Short-down of a 4-Cell Battery; Cell 3 Discharge Started 1 hr Earlier Than Did That of the Other Cells
Figure 5. Short-down Simulation for a 4-Cell Battery, with 3.5 A h in Cells 1 Through 3, and 2.5 A h in Cell 4
Figure 6. Dependence of the Extent of Reversal on Cell Position, for Capacity Imbalance = 1 A·h, R_n = 0.1 Ω, and S_n = 1.0 Ω.
Figure 7. Extent of Reversal as a Function of Lead Resistance for the Center Cell of an 11-Cell Battery, for Capacity Imbalance = 1 A h and $S_n = 1.0 \Omega$
Figure 8. Extent of Reversal as a Function of Capacity Imbalance in the Center Cell of an 11-Cell Battery, for $S_n = 1.0 \, \Omega$ and $R_n = 0.1 \, \Omega$
Figure 9. Extent of Reversal as a Function of Capacity Imbalance in an 11-Cell Battery
Having Normal Capacity Distribution (High/Low Alternation of Cells), for
$S_n = 1.0 \, \Omega$ and $R_n = 0.1 \, \Omega$
Figure 10. Short-down of Fully Charged Battery vs. Shorting-resistor Imbalance for Capacity Imbalance = 0.3 A·h and $R_n = 0.1 \Omega$
ABSTRACT

The effect of charge control on the performance of Nickel-Cadmium batteries is very important. The purpose of this paper is to describe the results of three tests performed in the Battery Test Centre of ESTEC. Two techniques were employed: the tapering method well known for space applications, and the temperature derivative technique (TDT) developed by ESTEC.

In addition, a comparative study has been made between the behaviour of a group of 3 batteries charged and discharged in parallel compared to an identical group discharged in parallel, but charged individually.

An approach of evolution laws for the main electrical characteristics of cells is presented, then some ageing equations will be introduced. These tests were supported by the European Space Agency project ERS-1 and analyzed by the University Paul Sabatier of Toulouse (Pr. Comtat) under ESTEC Contract (1).

INTRODUCTION

In ESA GEO Spacecraft, it has become usual to charge the Nickel-Cadmium batteries until a certain temperature-dependent battery voltage has been reached. Following this the battery voltage is held at this value and the current allowed to fall, or "taper". Since the sunlight periods are long compared to the eclipses there is no shortage of time to recharge the batteries. In Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) the situation is very different, since the battery charging has to be completed within a period of some 65 minutes. With the larger European craft such as SPOT, ERS-1 and EURECA, requiring several kilowatts of eclipse power, it is necessary to minimise the size of the solar array so as to reduce the array and propellant load. In order to use the array power most efficiently it is therefore desirable to reduce to a minimum period of taper charge in which array power is wasted.
Indeed, the tapering method consists in a charge at constant current rate (in general C/2 or C/3) up to an applied battery voltage limit, after which remaining time of charge is performed at constant voltage, the current tapering. For the taper charge control method, eight cell voltage limits spaced 20 mv apart were defined according to the following equation (fig. 3)

\[ V_{\text{limit}} = 1.372 + (n \times 0.020) - 0.0023 \, T \]

Where \( T \) is the cell temperature in degree Celsius
\( n \) is the level number

The VL level \((n = 5)\) is chosen in order to maintain the battery fully charged during the life time test; the changes of temperature are automatically compensated with the taper control unit. This method was used for the SPOT tests and the Hybrid tests. At the same time possible alternative criteria indicating battery full charge was considered.

The principle to the new battery charging technique (1) is to terminate the charge at constant current when the battery temperature starts to increase following the endothermic reaction of the first period of charge. The temperature is measured at individual battery cell level at the location of the thin metal thermal conduction plates between the isolated cells. It is thus virtually independent of environmental temperature fluctuations. This technique allows one to reduce by approximately 30% the power compared with the "tapering technique". The logic circuit (figures 4 and 5) detects end of charge during the sunlight phase of an orbit when the battery temperature starts to increase for a temperature derivative level \((dT/dt)\) calculated from the set of thermistors which are connected to the positive input of an operational amplifier set up with a gain of about 2700. The temperature derivative level for end of charge is equal to:

\[ dT/dt = dV_{\text{thermistor}}/dt \times dT/dV_{\text{th}} = 0.2 \, ^\circ\text{C/hour} \]

The remaining part of the sunlight period is spent in open circuit mode. The figures n° 4 and 9 give an example of the relationship between battery voltage, current and cell temperature in a low earth orbit profile.

**TEST PROGRAMME**

Three tests were conducted as follows, each using the same discharge and available charge time.
1. ('SPOT test') 3 identical batteries charged and discharged in parallel with taper charge control.

2. ('Hybrid test') 3 identical batteries discharged in parallel but charged independently each with taper charge control.

3. ('Reference test') A single battery with temperature derivative charge control.

The current passing through each battery of a group was separately measured.

The batteries consist of 14 Ni-Cd cells (SAFT type V035M) connected in series. The nominal capacity is 35 Ah.

Figure 1 shows the method of battery packaging, thermal dissipation being obtained by monitoring the batteries on the ground with an air-cooled baseplate. One cycle consisted of a charge and three steps of discharge chosen to simulate the power profile of the satellite payload (fig. 2).

SYMBOLS AND STUDIED PARAMETERS

A, B, C, D, E, F, G  key points

$\overline{Q_d}$  discharged capacity (average in Ah)

$\overline{Q_c}$  charged capacity (average in Ah)

$\overline{k}$  recharge factor $= \frac{Q_c}{Q_d}$

DOD  depth of discharge (percentage of nominal capacity)

$I_C, I_D$  charge and discharge current (A)

$\overline{U_{eoc}}$  end of charge battery voltage (average over cycling period)

$V_{eoc}$  end of charge cell voltage (Volt)

$\overline{U_{eod}}$  end of discharge battery voltage (average over cycling period)
W  energie (KJ)
\[ \eta \]  energie efficiency (percentage) = \( \frac{W_d}{W_c} \times 100 \)
\[ \sigma \]  standard variation
corr. c  correlation-coefficient

RESULTS ANALYSIS FOR THE SPOT-TESTS (9000 cycles)

A typical record of the battery parameters during one cycle is given with fig. 6. Points of interest are marked by letters.

The parameters of each battery were recorded separately in order to evaluate the parallel charge/discharge effect upon the batteries electrical behaviour.

The level n° 5 was applied with for consequence a recharge factor near to 1.05. The table 1 groups together the main results about the applied test conditions. These values are valid up to cycle 8000. After this, the depth of discharge was reduced from 27% to 23%.

The first results show that the values are reproducible from one battery to another; secondly, the battery voltages at all the key points during a cycle stayed stable apart from the end of the second discharge stage battery voltage (point E') for the peak power simulation (SPOT load profile) where we can apply an evolution law as follows:

\[ U = U_0 + mN \]

with \( N \) = cycle number

\( U_0 \) and \( m \) were determined by a regression method (see table 2). The end of discharge voltage (point F') varied strongly and periodically without the possibility to develop an equation expressing the trend of \( U_{eod} \) with cycle number. The energy efficiency was greater than 80% which was one of the requirements for this type of LEO missions (fig. 7).

The cell temperatures appeared nearly the same for the three batteries, but nevertheless with a great dispersion which did not allow to provide an evolution law.
RESULT ANALYSIS FOR THE HYBRID TESTS

The test conditions are summarised in the table 3. The test has performed 7000 cycles without interruption. An interesting parameter is the battery voltage dispersion and the charge time at constant current (table 4). From the test results we can determine three evolution laws giving the time in function of the cycle number. Apparently most of the key points indicated no change during the 7000 cycles, only the point F' (end of discharge battery voltage) showed a linear decrease during the cycling (fig. 8 and table 5).

The battery temperatures showed a significant variation between the three batteries, at all stages during a cycle (table 6).

RESULT ANALYSIS FOR THE REFERENCE TEST

As mentioned below, this test used the temperature derivative technique. Two series of cycles have been achieved:

- First, two thousand cycles were performed with a very simple profile consisting of a charge at constant current until TDT detection followed by an open circuit for the end of charge period. Discharge was also at constant current (fig. 9). During this test phase, the K recharge factor has been constant and equal to 1.09. The DOD was around 26.2% and the energy efficiency fluctuated between 89 and 82%.

- A second series of cycling was later carried out with the same profile as defined for the SPOT and Hybrid tests. The DOD was of 25.8% with a recharge factor of 1.11.

During the first six hundred cycles, the battery degraded linearly until a steady state was reached. Indeed, the end of discharge voltage decreased gradually from 1.30 volt to 1.15 volt; and then remained steady. The average end of discharge battery voltage was of 16.2 V with \( \sigma \) equal to 0.4 volt. Furthermore, we didn't see notable evolution of the charge time at constant current for the 5000 cycles (fig. 10). The average amplitude of temperature per cycle for the Reference test was lower than for the SPOT and Hybrid tests (table 7).

Although the energy efficiency remained almost constant during the cycling, a slight decrease in both the charge and discharge energies appeared after cycle 3800.
EVOLUTION LAWS

Equations which describe the variations of voltage and temperature with the cycling time are shown below. From the first series of results of the reference test we have tried a similar approach to that used to describe chronopotentiometry. Two cases have been studied.

- "Fast" systems where the interfacial concentrations are in a balance stage, we introduce the term "Ti" transition time where the concentrations C (0, Ti) = 0;

therefore;

\[ E = E^* + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \frac{D_r^{1/2}}{D_o^{1/2}} + \frac{RT}{nF} \ln \frac{t_i^{1/2} - t_{i/2}}{t_{i/2}} \]

Where \( D_o \) and \( D_r \) are the diffusion coefficients of oxidising and reducing species respectively and \( t \) is the redox reaction time.

- With the second case, "slow" systems, we employ the classical kinetic law:

\[ E = \frac{RT}{h naF} \ln \frac{T_i^{1/2} - t_{i/2}}{T_i^{1/2}} + \frac{RT}{h naF} \ln \frac{Fk^*Co^*}{i} \]

with

\( h = \) transfer coefficient
\( na = \) electron number exchanged in the redox reaction
\( k^* = \) transfer speed

Therefore, two different laws have been tried:

1) \[ U = A + K \ln \frac{T_i^{1/2} - t_{i/2}}{t_{i/2}} \] (model 1)

2) \[ U' = A' + K' \ln \frac{T_i^{1/2} - t_{i/2}}{T_i'^{1/2}} \] (model 2)

The parameters have been determined with the first series of results of the reference test for which the power profile was the simplest. It appears that the first model is better adapted for the charge mode whereas the second is better for the discharge phase. (fig.11)
During the cycling, $T_i$ and $K$ from equation 2 were found to decrease on discharge whereas on charge using equation 1, $T_i$ increased whilst $K$ decreased (fig. 13). Because of the more complicated discharged profile the models were inapplicable for the second series of the reference test as well as the SPOT and Hybrid tests. Indeed, the large random variations found in $T_i$ and $K$ confirm that such an approach is correct only when charge and discharge are carried out at constant current.

Concerning the curves of temperature versus time, it was found that the temperature was proportional to $1/\sqrt{t}$ for the charge period, whereas it was proportional directly to time on discharge. No variations due to ageing were discernable.

CONCLUSION

The main results are summarized in table 7. The results coming from the SPOT tests showed that most of the electrical performances of the three batteries were similar. The end of discharge battery voltage fluctuations are certainly due to a thermal unbalance of the batteries during cycling. This indicated that the main factor to be considered for a parallel charging system is the thermal environment of the batteries.

The Hybrid test presented less fluctuations in the end of discharge battery voltage from cycle to cycle than the SPOT test. Charging the three batteries separately has stabilized their appropriate recharge factor. Indeed the Hybrid-test results showed a linear decrease of the battery voltage (Point F', fig 8) during the cycling from 17 volts to 14 volts, or less for the Battery 2 where the $k$ recharge factor was the lowest ($K = 1.04$). The SPOT test results showed a general fluctuation of $U_{ed}$ between 18 and 14 volts.(fig.14). The reason for this instability seemed due to a too low applied recharge factor.

The Reference test gave for the first time, results confirming that the Temperature Derivative Technique (TDT) seems a suitable one for charging batteries in LEO. Indeed, the main criterion for a good battery management system is to maintain the end of discharge cell voltage as high as possible and with minimum variation. This situation has been observed during the cycling where the battery voltage reached the average value at end of discharge of 16 volts (fig. 15 and table 7).
It is clear that the TDT method presents some advantages in comparison with the "standard" management because its principle is directly related to the reactions occurring in the batteries at end of charge. In another hand, the TDT stops the charging where batteries are charged and avoids any overcharge whatever the DOD profile is in operation; that is a major interest for lifetime.

We can mention that a similar test is running at the Battery Test Center at ESTEC with three batteries of 14 V035M cells each charged and discharged in parallel and managed by the Temperature Derivative Technique at 15 °C. Presently about 6000 cycles have been carried without problem. The end of charge and end of discharge cell voltage remain stable with the respective values: 1.48 volt and 1.20 volt.

It is sure that all the tests described have been carried out with "commercial cells" (with the same type of electrodes used for the space cells), but nevertheless the comparison between the different charge techniques remain valid.

If the TDT method appears very attractive, it still presents some incertainties for a space application such as:

- interferences between battery dissipation and external heat sources like solar radiation, battery heaters, ..... 

- its behaviour under orbital conditions requiring the battery power during a part of the sunlight period, or with variable DOD and discharge at constant power instead of constant current as used in the above mentioned tests.

The use of mathematical models in order to represent the cell evolution in cycling is limited to the simple charge and discharge profiles such as the ones for the Reference test (first series).
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Table 1. SPOT TESTS CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spot-Tests</th>
<th>Battery A</th>
<th>Battery B</th>
<th>Battery C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{Q}_D$ Ah</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{Q}_C$ Ah</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{K}$</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD Z</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. EVOLUTION LAWS FOR THE SECOND DISCHARGE STATE BATTERY VOLTAGE (SPOT TESTS) WITH N = CYCLE NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Volts)</th>
<th>COR.C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery A : $U_A' = 17.53 - 5.7 \times 10^{-4} \ N$</td>
<td>-0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery B : $U_B' = 17.47 - 4.2 \times 10^{-4} \ N$</td>
<td>-0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery C : $U_C' = 17.42 - 3.1 \times 10^{-4} \ N$</td>
<td>-0.398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evolution Laws for the second Discharge Stage Battery Voltage (SPOT tests)
WITH N = CYCLE NUMBER
Table 3. HYBRID TESTS CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hybrid Tests</th>
<th>Battery 1</th>
<th>Battery 2</th>
<th>Battery 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{Q}_D$ Ah</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{Q}_C$ Ah</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>9.87</td>
<td>10.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{K}$</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD %</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. EVOLUTION LAWS FOR THE CHARGE TIME AT CONSTANT CURRENT (HYBRID TESTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>(hour)</th>
<th>COR. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery 1:</td>
<td>$t = 0,543 - 16,2.10^{-6} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery 2:</td>
<td>$t = 0,573 - 40,2.10^{-6} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery 3:</td>
<td>$t = 0,580 - 8,8.10^{-6} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. EVOLUTION LAWS FOR THE END OF DISCHARGE BATTERY VOLTAGE (HYBRID TESTS) WITH N = CYCLE NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>(volt)</th>
<th>COR. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery 1:</td>
<td>$U_{F1}' = 16,66 - 2,4.10^{-4} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery 2:</td>
<td>$U_{F2}' = 16,75 - 3,8.10^{-4} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery 3:</td>
<td>$U_{F3}' = 16,69 - 2,5.10^{-4} \times N$</td>
<td>-0.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. AVERAGE IN CELL TEMPERATURES FOR THE HYBRID TEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY POINTS</th>
<th>A''</th>
<th>B''</th>
<th>C''</th>
<th>D''</th>
<th>E''</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T(°C) σ</td>
<td>T(°C) σ</td>
<td>T(°C) σ</td>
<td>T(°C) σ</td>
<td>T(°C) σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT 1</td>
<td>24.2 0.7</td>
<td>24.7 0.8</td>
<td>27.3 0.7</td>
<td>27.5 0.6</td>
<td>24.2 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT 2</td>
<td>23.8 0.8</td>
<td>24.2 0.8</td>
<td>26.9 0.7</td>
<td>27.1 0.7</td>
<td>23.8 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT 3</td>
<td>24.8 0.7</td>
<td>25.3 0.7</td>
<td>28.0 0.7</td>
<td>28.1 0.7</td>
<td>24.7 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. GENERAL RESULTS FOR THE THREE TESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TESTS</th>
<th>SPOT</th>
<th>HYBRID</th>
<th>REFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOD %</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_F</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{eoc} (volt)</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>1.416</td>
<td>1.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{eod} (volts)</td>
<td>Fluctuations between: 18 volts and 13.9 volts</td>
<td>From: 17 volts to 14 volts</td>
<td>16 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_C (kJ)</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_d (kJ)</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η (%)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ °C</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTERIES</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Diagram of the Packaging

DIMENSIONS IN mm.
Figure 2. SPOT Power Profile
Figure 3. Voltage Limit Function of Temperature
Figure 4.
\[ f, V = v_0^2 = 2700 V_{th}; \]

Figure 5. Temperature Derivative Technic Principle
Figure 6. SPOT Tests Description
Figure 7. SPOT Tests
Figure 8. Battery Voltage Evolution at the End of Charge (Point G') and End of Discharge (Point F') in Function of the Cycle Number
Figure 9. Reference-Test (First Series)

Figure 10. Reference-Test (Second Series) Charge Time at Constant Current
EXPERIMENTAL CURVE

- $U_1 = 18.11 + 0.478 \ln \left( \frac{0.593}{1+0.5^{1/2}} \right) \quad C.COR: 0.9936$

- $U_2 = 18.97 + 1.104 \ln \left( \frac{0.681}{1+0.5^{1/2}} \right) \quad C.COR: 0.9986$

- $U_1 = 19.53 - 0.8907 \ln \left( 1 + 0.5^{1/2} \right) \quad C.COR: -0.9967$

Figure 11; Reference-Test (First Series), Cycle 1000

Cronopotentiometric Models for the Battery Voltage for Charge and Discharge Periods
Figure 12. Reference-Test (First Series) $\tau$ and $K$ Evolution in Function of the Cycle Number for the Discharge Period.
Figure 13. Reference Test (First Series) $\tau$ and $K$ Evolution in Function of the Cycle Number for the Charge Period
Figure 14. Spot-Test, End of Discharge Battery Voltage (Point F')
Figure 15. Reference-Test (Second Series), End of Discharge Battery Voltage Evolution
34 AMPERE-HOUR NICKEL-CADMIUM MINIMUM TRICKLE CHARGE TESTING
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ABSTRACT

The current rates used for trickle charging batteries are critical in maintaining a full charge and in preventing an overcharge condition. The importance of the trickle charge rate comes from the design, maintenance and operational requirements of an electrical power system. This paper describes the results of minimum trickle charge testing performed on six, 34 ampere-hour, nickel-cadmium cells manufactured by General Electric. The purpose of the testing was to identify the minimum trickle charge rates at temperatures of 15°C and 30°C.

INTRODUCTION

Five 34 ampere-hour, nickel-cadmium cells were series connected into a cell pack and used as the test article for trickle charge testing. The pack had been used in previous developmental tests, but showed no signs of degradation that might impart a bias into the test results. The pack was instrumented for battery and individual cell voltages, and a single skin temperature measurement. Data leads were soldered to the cell terminals and a copper constantine thermocouple was attached to the top of the center cell. All instrumentation leads were interfaced to the Automatic Control and Data Acquisition System (ACDAS) depicted in Figure 1.

At each of the two test temperatures, a series of four tests were performed. The first test was a baseline capacity check. This test consisted of a 1.70 ampere charge (C/20) for forty hours, followed by a -17.0 ampere (C/2) discharge to a 1.0 volt/cell cutoff. The self-discharge test has a sixteen day (384 hour) open circuit phase between the charge and discharge phases. The results of this test are used to calculate the self-discharge rate. The next test was to do the C/20 charge, a sixteen day low rate trickle charge, using the self-discharge rate as the low rate trickle charge value, and finally the C/2 discharge to the 1.0 volt/cell cutoff. The high rate trickle charge test was similar to the low rate, except the trickle charge rate was twenty-five milliamperes above the self-discharge rate. All tests were completed by shorting the cell with one ohm resistors to below 50 millivolts.
TEST RESULTS

The voltage profiles for all tests are shown in Figures 2 through 7. The capacities of the test are given in Table 1. By comparing the capacities achieved (in the self-discharge, low rate, and high rate tests) to the baseline capacity, values for the capacity losses are calculated, as shown in Table 1. The listed capacity losses are corrected values, using methods described below.

Baseline Capacity - End of 16 Day Capacity = Capacity Loss

The rate of discharge was calculated for the sixteen day open circuit or trickle charge phases. The following method was used.

Capacity Loss/Phase Time = Discharge Rate

The discharge rates at various trickle charge rates are given in Table 2. Figure 10 shows the 15°C and 30°C plots for the trickle charge rate versus the self-discharge rate. Note that the X-intercepts provide the theoretical rates of a zero capacity loss.

The efficiencies for the tests are given in Table 3. They were calculated using the following formula.

Efficiency = \( \frac{\text{Trickle Charge Rate} - \text{Discharge Rate}}{\text{Trickle Charge Rate}} \times 100 \)

The Self-Discharge Rate Profile, Figure 12, shows the projected self-discharge for a zero to forty Celsius range.

The test results were calculated in a way which minimizes all possible sources of error. The effects of test anomalies on voltage are seen in Figures 3 and 4. Figures 8 and 9 reveal that temperature is a direct cause of some of these anomalies. The temperature plots reveal a direct correlation between temperature and voltage. The effect of these anomalies upon other calculated parameters is not nearly as apparent. Using the curves for efficiency, self-discharge, trickle-charge effectiveness, and voltage, it is possible to evaluate the effect of, and often compensate for, these variations.
The sixteen day long phases of testing were sometimes punctuated with anomalies. We can talk about two types of these anomalies. The first type is the simple test abort during a self-discharge test. The down time experienced can be compensated for in an easy manner.

\[
\text{Discharge Rate} = \frac{\text{Capacity Loss}}{\text{Phase Time} + \text{Down Time}}
\]

The second type of anomaly occurred during a trickle charge phase. A method for compensating for the second anomaly was as follows:

\[
\text{Corrected Measured Self-Capacity Loss} = \text{Capacity Loss} - \text{Discharge} \times \frac{\text{Down Time}}{\text{Rate Time}}
\]

This method yielded accurate corrections if the down time was accurate and the self-discharge rate was truly representative.

One case where the self-discharge rate was not a true representation of the changes occurring was the low rate trickle charge at 15°C (Figure 4). Figure 9 shows a 15°C temperature while the test was running. The peaks represent chamber control failures, which resulted in test aborts. The temperature while in a test abort condition were not represented. Test histories show that 30°C is a more representative temperature during the test's down time. It follows that the 30°C self-discharge rate, and not the 15°C self-discharge rate, was the correct factor to use.

The effect of changing the abort temperature is to raise the used self-discharge rate from 10 mA to 14 mA. The recomputed corrected capacity loss was affected by 4% for the low rate trickle charge test at 15°C. The measured capacity loss was -3.39 AH. With a 10 mA self-discharge rate, the correction factor for the 31.7 hours of down time was +0.32. And with a 14 mA self-discharge rate, the recomputed correction factor for the 31.7 hours of down time was 0.44 AH. Thus, the baseline and recomputed corrected capacity losses were -3.07 AH and -2.95 AH respectively. The discharge rates were 8.0 mA and 7.7 mA respectively, which also reflected a 4% delta.

The high rate trickle charge test at 15°C shows variations in voltage during the sixteen day test phase which appear unnatural (see Figure 3). Figure 8, the low rate trickle charge temperature plot, reveals an inverse relationship between the temperature and voltage which is quite sensitive. The cell characterization plots, Figures 10 through 12, demonstrate the effects of deviations and anomalies. Figure 8 depicts a temperature deviation as great as 1.5°C.
With a slope of +0.32 (mA/°C) for the Self-Discharge Rate Profile, Figure 12, the 1.5°C drop in temperature would result in a smaller self-discharge rate by 0.5 mA. Another significant factor is the efficiency's dependency on temperature. The slope depicted in Figure 11, Trickle Charge Efficiency, is +0.80 (%/°C). This results in a 1.2% decrease in the efficiency of the trickle charge.

The direct effect of the 1.5°C decrease on the 34 mA trickle charge at 15°C was to alter the effective charge rate by 6%, from 7.2 mA to 6.8 mA. This is the result of the efficiency decreasing to 19.8%, which in turn gives us a -3.2 mA discharge rate. The additional 0.5 mA decreases the discharge rate to -2.7 mA. The net change from -2.8 mA is 4%.

The 1.5°C value used was a worst case figure, which is too large for the temperature plot for test 211. A more realistic figure is a 0.5°C drop average over the length of the sixteen day test phase. This would point to an error of slightly over 1% in the calculated results.

CONCLUSION

By using the curves generated from the test results, trickle charge rates can be determined for most circumstances. A rate can be calculated after the temperature and acceptable rate of discharge have been determined. One constraint upon this is that the temperatures considered are not extremes of the range studied. The linearity of the graphs, often dictated by only two points, undoubtedly falters at the extremes. This also applies to the rates, which must also be in the normal range. The normal operating temperature for the 34 ampere-hour battery is represented by the curves in this report. The plot for trickle charge effectiveness, Figure 10, represents the most critical data for design, maintenance, and operation. With the three existing points, the linearity of the plots were supported. A linear interpolation gives us the values for zero loss trickle charge rates at 15°C and 30°C. The respective rates were determined to be 49 milliamperes and 40.5 milliamperes. It is interesting to note the lower rate necessary at the higher temperature. This can be attributed to the greater trickle charge efficiency at the higher temperature.
Figure 1. Block Diagram of the Automatic Control and Data Acquisition System
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Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITIES</th>
<th>15c</th>
<th>30c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE CAPACITY</td>
<td>40.68 AH</td>
<td>39.21 AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELF-DISCHARGE</td>
<td>36.99 AH</td>
<td>33.85 AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH RATE TRICKLE CHARGE</td>
<td>39.65 AH</td>
<td>38.61 AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW RATE TRICKLE CHARGE</td>
<td>37.39 AH</td>
<td>35.48 AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH RATE CAPACITY LOSS</td>
<td>2.78 AH</td>
<td>0.38 AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW RATE CAPACITY LOSS</td>
<td>3.08 AH</td>
<td>3.73 AH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>TRICKLE RATE</th>
<th>DISCHARGE RATE</th>
<th>TRICKLE RATE</th>
<th>DISCHARGE RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELF-DISCHARGE</td>
<td>0.0 mA</td>
<td>9.8 mA</td>
<td>0.0 mA</td>
<td>14.0 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW RATE TRICKLE</td>
<td>10.0 mA</td>
<td>8.0 mA</td>
<td>14.0 mA</td>
<td>9.7 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH RATE TRICKLE</td>
<td>35.0 mA</td>
<td>2.8 mA</td>
<td>39.0 mA</td>
<td>0.6 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>15 c</th>
<th>30 c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW RATE TRICKLE</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>31 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH RATE TRICKLE</td>
<td>21 %</td>
<td>34 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 12.
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ABSTRACT

AUSSAT Pty Ltd, the Australian National Satellite organization, has contracted with the Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) for the construction of 3 satellites based on the now familiar HS-376 product line. As part of the AUSSAT contract, HAC is conducting an extensive NiCd battery life test program. This paper describes the life test program, its objectives and test results to date. Particular emphasis is given to the evaluation of the FS2117 separator as a future replacement for the Pellon 2505 separator of which only a very limited quantity remains.

BACKGROUND

The AUSSAT spacecraft design shown in Figure 1 is based on the standard HS-376 product line. However the unique payload requirements of the AUSSAT mission have pushed the mass and power design limits of the HS-376 bus, particularly in the power subsystem. The major features of the power subsystem are summarised on Table 1.

The spacecraft employs two 27 A-hr. NiCd batteries. Each battery contains 32 cells configured as 4 separate packs, each pack holding 8 cells. The cells themselves are a scaled up version of those previously used by HAC on the HS-376 product line, and manufactured by General Electric (GE). The major cell design parameters are listed in Table 2.

For thermal control each pack employs a radiator fin and packs are evenly located around the spun shelf. A battery heater controller actively maintains the packs above 5°C. A battery charge and reconditioning unit (BCRU) provides four selectable charge rates and two selectable reconditioning rates.

Due to power limitations it was not possible to size the medium charge string to allow parallel high rate charging of both batteries. Hence the sequential post-eclipse charging scheme illustrated in Figure 1 was proposed. In this scheme one battery would be fully charged at the high 2M+T rate, while the other battery is trickle charged at the T-rate. The charging rates would then be reversed to enable charging on the latter battery to be completed at the high rate. In order to limit any possible side effects from the long trickle charge applied to this battery before high rate charging can be applied, it was further decided to rotate the battery initially placed on trickle charge after each eclipse.
Virtually all space flight NiCd batteries have been built using the Pellon Corporations 2505 non-woven nylon fabric as the separator. Unfortunately production of the material was discontinued in 1976 and recent attempts to commercially reproduce the separator have failed. GE expects their supply of the 2505 separator to be committed by early 1985. As such it was proposed by HAC to use the opportunity presented by the AUSSAT life test program to evaluate the FS2117 material as a replacement for the Pellon 2505.

The US government agencies have also been alerted to the limited amount of Pellon 2505 available. A joint USAF/NASA evaluation program for qualifying a replacement separator is pending. USAF/NASA are negotiating with Pellon in the USA to produce a new separator similar to the FS2117. This is not a reflection on the FS2117 but a desire to have a domestic rather than a foreign source. According to reference 2, life testing on cells with the new domestic separator is scheduled to commence during May/1985 with preliminary results available a year later.

**LIFE TEST OBJECTIVES**

The objectives of the life test program are seen as follows:

- To adequately qualify the scaling of the Hughes third generation NiCd battery to the AUSSAT A-hr. name plate rating. The previously testing cells were 21.6 A-hr. as opposed to the 27.5 A-hr. nameplate capacity required for AUSSAT.

- To provide a check on the manufacturing processes and materials at the cell vendor (G.E.) at a point just prior to the production of the flight cells.

- To provide BOL and EOL indications of the performance to be expected from the battery.

- To verify the new sequential battery post-eclipse charging scheme proposed by HAC.

- To evaluate the performance of the FS2117 separator.

In addition the test program must provide at least a preliminary indication of flight battery performance as early in the program as possible and certainly prior to launch.

**LIFE TEST DESCRIPTION**

In order to meet the objectives defined above, a continuous 900 cycle throughput test and a 20 season real time GEO eclipse shortened solstice test were selected.
The throughput test is a continuous cycling test in which a 10 cell engineering pack is discharged at 14 amperes (C/2) for 1 hour to give a nominal 50% depth of discharge, and then charged at 2.8 amperes (C/10) for 7 hours to a 140% recharge return. The engineering pack is maintained at 10°C. Testing at 3 discharge/charge cycles per day is only interrupted for reconditioning and environmental chamber maintenance. Individual cell reconditioning is performed when the cell voltage on discharge falls below 1.14 volts. The test has been included in order to verify the cycle life capability of the flight batteries prior to launch, but will also enable test results to be correlated with previous testing performed on similar battery designs at HAC.

The real time eclipse shortened solstice test is a much more representative test of in-orbit conditions and, in particular, the post-eclipse sequential charging scheme. Three 8-cell qualification battery packs and a 6-cell engineering pack are subjected to 20 GEO eclipse seasons in real time, with the intermediate solstice trickle charge period shortened to 14 days. Reconditioning is performed prior to each eclipse season. The discharge and charge profiles used to simulate each GEO eclipse season are shown in Table 3. The profiles reflect the actual eclipse daily levels in terms of charge and discharge times, charge and discharge rates, and the sequential battery charging scheme.

The engineering packs have been utilized to allow gauge cells to be included for cell pressure monitoring and to enable easy addition, and removal of cells for destructive physical and chemical analysis.

For the purposes of evaluating the performance of the new separator, 2 cells with the new separator were included in each of the engineering packs, while one of the real time qualification packs was assembled totally from cells using the new separator. Two different plate lots have been used in preparing the life test cells. Half the FS2117 separator cells were assembled from each plate lot.

THE NEW SEPARATOR

A comparison of the physical and chemical properties of the 2505 and FS2117 separator is summarized in Table 4. The 2505 data is taken from the Sealed-Cell Nickel-Cadmium Battery Applications Manual (ref. 1), while the FS2117 data has been supplied by the General Electric Battery Business Department. In general, the property values quoted are typical rather than specification.

Significant property differences between the separators and the impact these may have on cell performance and design parameters are discussed below.
PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL PROPERTY DIFFERENCES

The FS2117 separator is denser as a joint result of the use of Nylon 66 and the calendaring process. The calendaring process has been used to bond and reduce the thickness of the separator. No specific data on the tensile strength and elongation was available; however these properties should be comparable.

Electrolyte absorption and air permeability are lower, as expected for the FS2117 separator. The 35% increase in density matches well with the 30% decrease in electrolyte retention and air permeability.

Impurities in the form of anti-static coatings are present on both the FS2117 materials. No information is available on these coatings however the FS2117 separator is subjected to the same wash treatments to remove these as the 2505 material. The effectiveness of the treatment is checked by a foam test. The above, while lacking any degree of technical sophistication, appears to work. The only concern here is that some residual impurities may be different and have a significant impact on cell performance; this has occurred in the past where different and apparently acceptable separators have been substituted.

No specific data is available on hydrolysis reaction rates for the FS2117 separator. However, with the use of Nylon 66, the FS2117 materials breakdown rate in KOH electrolyte should be significantly less. The reaction rate is also affected by the bonding method and exposed surface area.

EXPECTED CELL PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES

A number of flight performance differences can be expected as a result of the above physical and chemical differences in the separators. The differences in performance are expected to be minor, but they can easily be corrected in future flight battery applications of the separator. The correction would include only slight changes in the present cell design and activation procedures in order to fine tune the cell for the 2117 separator.

Precharge to overcharge levels: Second generation NiCd cells typically specified a 35 - 40% precharge level on the negative Cd plate in order to prevent voltage fading of the cell during discharge especially at beginning of life. Hydrolysis of the separator and subsequent oxidation of the products increases the precharge level at the expense of overcharge protection as the separator breaks down over life. Hence the present generation of NiCd cells now specify only 30 - 35% precharge in order to maintain a higher overcharge protection level at end of life. The lower hydrolysis rate of the 2117 separator will result in a lower overall precharge levels and will be somewhat more prone to voltage fading problems at beginning of life and, in particular, at low
temperature. This has in fact been observed with initial 0°C capacity
tests. However after a 30 cycle burn-in test, no significant
differences at normal operating temperatures have been recorded.

Electrolyte Retension & Redistribution: One of the major life limiting
factor for NiCd cells is drying of the separator. This occurs over life
as the plates swell and the electrolyte migrates out of the separator
and into the plate. The lower electrolyte retension capability of the
2117 separator would have aggravated the problem on older cells. However the use of teflonated negatives and increased electrolyte
quantities (3 to 4 cm³/A-hr) should obviate the problem at least for
7 year applications. Electrolyte redistribution will be less noticeable
over short periods of time, the effect of this has already been
demonstrated in the qualification cell capacity differences observed
between the 2117 and 2505 separators after a 20 day stand period.

Overcharge Pressure: The higher density of the FS2117 separator will
reduce the amount of free void volume for gas expansion in the cell and
thus increase cell overcharge pressure unless the electrolyte level or
cell free volume is suitably increased. In addition, the lower gas
permeability of the 2117 separator may decrease the oxygen recombination
rate and this also increase cell overcharge pressure.

LIFE TEST STATUS AND RESULTS

Life testing commenced in July 1984. The throughput test will require
10 months to complete 900 discharge/charge cycles, while the real-time
eclipse shortened solstice test will need 3.5 years to complete 20
seasons. At the time of writing, 115 cycles and one eclipse season have
been completed on the respective tests.

The 2505 and FS2117 separator cell end of charge and end of discharge
voltages from the throughput and real-time eclipse test are shown in
Figure 3 through 6. FS2117 separator cell performance, at the present
eyearly stage of testing, matches well with the 2505 separator cell
performance. FS2117 separator cell voltages are, in general, bounded by
the upper and lower voltage ranges observed on the 2505 separator cells.

The throughput and real-time eclipse test behaviour of the 2505
separator cells is also normal. In particular the sequential charging
scheme has had no short term affect on the real-time eclipse test
performance of the cells.
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Table 1. POWER SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter/Unit</th>
<th>Characteristics/Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main bus voltage range</strong></td>
<td>Sunlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>30.0±0.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despun</td>
<td>29.5±0.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum at loads</td>
<td>28.15V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum transient (squib firing)</td>
<td>26.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solar arrays</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected main array power at 29.3V</td>
<td>1047.1W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 June solstice</td>
<td>1163.5W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 September equinox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge array current at 50.6V</td>
<td>0.421A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trickle (21 June)</td>
<td>0.471A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trickle (21 September)</td>
<td>0.848A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (21 September)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Batteries</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number per spacecraft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells per battery</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity per battery</td>
<td>27.0A-hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average eclipse voltage, BOL</td>
<td>39.68V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discharge controller</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage</td>
<td>31 to 45V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output voltage</td>
<td>29.1±0.1V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charge and reconditioning unit</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge configurations</td>
<td>T, M, 2M, T + M, T + 2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconditioning loads</td>
<td>1860ohm, 93ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bus limiters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant units with four individually commandable limiters per unit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set and tap points</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiter A</td>
<td>29.62V at cell 23 of 69 total (aft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiter B</td>
<td>29.86V at cell 23 to 69 total (aft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiter C</td>
<td>30.10V at cell 19 to 66 total (fwd below radiator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiter D</td>
<td>30.34V at cell 18 to 66 total (fwd above radiator)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery cell voltage monitor</strong></td>
<td>One unit per battery measures cell voltage with 4 mV accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery Heater Controllers</strong></td>
<td>Two units, each with redundant controllers, maintain minimum battery temperature of 5°C (41°F) Nominal setpoint is 6.4°C (43.5°F).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. AUSSAT NiCd BATTERY CELL DESIGN PARAMETERS

- 27 A-hr capacity at 10°C.
- 1.09 aspect ratio.
- 9.31 x 8.57 x 0.0647 cm coined plates.
- 15 positive/16 negative plates.
- 0.2mm inter-electrode spacing.
- 304L stainless steel case.
- GE butt geometry for positive terminal.
- Common case to negative terminal.
- Pellon 2505 separator.
- 10.2 g/dm² positive plate loading.
- 13.9 g/dm² negative plate loading.
- 5mA/cm² nominal current density.
- 80% nominal sinter void volume.
- 30-35% pre-charge.
- 50% excess negative overcharge protection.
- TFE negatives.
- 3.2 cc/A-hr electrolyte (31% KOH).
- Less than 3 g/l carbonate.
- -18°C to 40°C survival temperature.
- 8°C average case temperature.

Table 3. REAL TIME ECLIPSE TEST PROFILES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eclipse Day</th>
<th>Discharge Time (min.)</th>
<th>High Rate Charge Time (min.)</th>
<th>Total Trickle Charge Time (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>21.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>19.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-28</td>
<td>70 (52% dod)</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>15.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-33</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>19.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39-44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>21.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-46</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>22.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. Sequential recharge scheme used.
2. High rate charge time sized to give a 100% A-hr. return.
3. Discharge rate is fixed at C/2.25 (12.0 Amperes).
4. High rate charge is fixed at C/13.5 (2.0 Amperes).
5. Trickle charge rate is fixed at C/67.5 (0.4 Amperes).
Table 4. COMPARISON OF 2505 and 2117 SEPARATOR PROPERTIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>2505 Separator</th>
<th>2117 Separator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament Type</td>
<td>Nylon 6</td>
<td>2/3 Nylon 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/3 Nylon 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (gm/m²)</td>
<td>60 ± 8</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking Strength (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel to machine direction</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>NA⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Across machine direction</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte absorption (wt-%)</td>
<td>800(min)</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Permeability (cfm ft² at 0.5 in. H₂O)</td>
<td>200(min)</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding method</td>
<td>Chemical³</td>
<td>Heat⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendaring</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Impurities</td>
<td>Anti-static coating; both materials are treated by GE to remove these.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrolysis Reaction Rates</td>
<td>No quantitative data however Nylon 66 oxidation rate is less than Nylon 6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage (31% KOH, 70°C, 200 hrs)</td>
<td>1% (max)</td>
<td>1% (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetability (minutes in 31% KOH)</td>
<td>5 (min)</td>
<td>5 (min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. Typical measured values taken from reference -1.  
2. From data supplied by G.E.  
3. Stabilized zinc chloride bonded nylon.  
4. Hot inert gas (argon) bonded nylon.  
5. No data available.  
6. Cady gauge.
Figure 1. Aussat Spacecraft Configuration
Figure 2. Aussat Battery Sequential Charging Scheme
Figure 3. Through-put Test Results

Figure 4. Through-Put Test Results
Figure 5. Real Time Eclipse Test Results

Figure 6. Real Time Eclipse Test Results
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the performance of the power system on the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) since launch and predictions for continued operation for the rest of the projected mission. The SME satellite's power system was characterized by both insufficient loading and excessive battery charging during the first year of the mission. These conditions affected battery performance and jeopardized the long-term mission. Increased loading on selected orbits has improved battery performance. Long term projections indicate steadily increasing temperatures for the remainder of the mission.

INTRODUCTION

SME was launched 6 Oct 1981 into a nearly circular, sun-synchronous earth orbit at an altitude of 534 km. Each 95 minute orbit at launch included 65 minutes of sunlight (battery charging) and 30 min of darkness (discharging). The attitude of the spacecraft is maintained with a constant sun angle of 37 degrees.

DESCRIPTION OF SME'S POWER SYSTEM.

The main emphasis of the design was to provide a simple, highly autonomous power system (fig 1). The secondary goal was to keep cost as low as possible. This was accomplished by using flight proven technology and hardware. SME was designed to have excess power capability throughout the first 18 months of the mission.

SME has an unregulated, direct energy transfer power system. Power is generated by fourteen parallel diode protected solar array panels, three of which can be commanded on and off line. The energy is stored in two nickel-cadmium batteries containing 21 cells each. While charging to each battery can be disabled, both batteries can discharge through a diode even when commanded off line. Overcharge protection is provided by a shunt regulator.
that can be commanded to shunt at one of four voltages-temperature (VT) levels (fig 2). These VT levels determine clamp voltages which are based on the desired full charge capacity and the temperature of the batteries. The spacecraft contains an automatic cell failure protection system. One of the batteries will be taken off line if the voltage of its upper ten cells deviates 190 mV from that of its lower eleven cells. Undervoltage protection is provided by logic that will turn off all non-essential loads if the voltage drops below 23.7 volts. Additional loading is provided by an internal resistive load, called the dummy load, which draws 1.4 amps.

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AT LAUNCH

Upon launch the recharge ratios (coulombs of charge divided by coulombs of discharge) were high enough to cause cell voltage instability during the clamped portion of charge. Under ideal operating conditions the upper and lower halves of the battery would be balanced. However, the voltage in the upper cells of battery I soon became 190 mV greater than the voltage in the lower cells and the automatic cell monitor took battery I off line. Because the batteries are in parallel it is undesirable to switch the batteries on and off line. To solve the problem of high cell imbalance several options were available: the automatic cell balance monitors could be disabled, battery I could be kept off line for the remainder of the mission, both batteries could be used one at a time by switching batteries on and off periodically, additional loading could be applied to both batteries in parallel, both batteries could be kept on line until one of the batteries became unbalanced and then that battery could be deep cycled by commanding additional loads on with only that battery on line. The decision was made to minimize the potential hazards to the spacecraft by maintaining cell imbalance as low as possible, disabling the automatic cell monitor function and reaching a minimum voltage of 24.5 volts at least twice a day.

BATTERY ONE DISABLED

During the first 215 orbits of the mission (5 Oct 1981 - 21 Oct 1981) the loading on the batteries resulted in an average depth of discharge (DOD) of 1 AMP-HR out of 12 AMP-HR or 8% of the name plate capacity. This resulted in a minimum voltage on the spacecraft of 26.8 volts. During this time the positive cell imbalance (upper cell voltage greater than lower cell voltage) on both batteries rose until the cell monitor logic disabled charging to battery I. To condition the batteries the dummy load was turned on for 2 full orbits with charging disabled to battery I. The clamp voltage was also reduced by switching to VT level 4.
for the remainder of the mission. This resulted in a DOD of 11%. On orbit 306 the dummy load was turned on for 7 consecutive orbits with charging disabled to battery II. This resulted in a DOD of 14%. The cell monitors on both batteries improved in both the negative and positive excursions During this conditioning period it was noted that when the dummy load was turned on for a full orbit the average temperature of the batteries rose .75 degrees C per orbit. This deviated from the optimum operating temperature of nickel-cadmium cells.

BATTERY HISTORY

DISCHARGE

During the course of the mission the maximum voltage (FIG 3 MIN–MAX EP28V) on the SME bus has varied from 30 volts to 29 volts. The current drop in maximum voltage is caused by using the lowest VT level as the temperature of the batteries (FIG 4 AVE TPBAT1) increases. The depth of discharge of the batteries (FIG 3 MIN–MAX EP28V) has steadily decreased from 25.5 volts to the current 24.5 volts. This has been achieved by increasing the amount and duration of loading (FIG 5 MAX EPLOI) during eclipse. Currently twice each day all available loads are turned on for the duration of two uniformly separated eclipses.

CHARGE

The charging of the batteries has been controlled by the number of solar array panels turned on (FIG 6 AVE EPSAST). Due to changes in the solar intensity (FIG 7 MAX EPSAI) it has been necessary to switch some of the arrays on and off to adjust for incorrect charge rates (FIG 8–11 EPB1C,EPB2C). The number of solar array panels turned on has been adjusted from the maximum of 13 panels to the minimum of 11. Currently all switchable arrays are off.

CELL IMBALANCE

The cell imbalance monitor (FIG 12,13 AVE EPB1CF,AVE EPB2CF) have responded to changes in charging and discharging. While battery one was the only battery to go offline before the automatic cell monitoring was disabled both batteries have experienced high cell imbalances at various times. The major contributors to high cell imbalance seem to be too high charge rates, too low charge rates, too high a discharge rate at DOD and too shallow DOD.
FUTURE PREDICTIONS

FACTORS AFFECTING BATTERY LIFE

The most important consideration for the power system is the expected battery life. SME was launched with a one year mission which has now been extended. Due to changes in the ascending node time the power system will experience several changes in the next few years. The duration of eclipse of each orbit is shortening from a maximum of 32 minutes during the second year of mission to an expected value of zero during the ninth year of mission. The daylight portion of each orbit is lengthening during this same period. The change is a continuous one and has caused the following problems:

1) Temperature of the batteries is increasing. (FIG 14)
2) Duration of battery discharge is decreasing.
3) Rate of discharge at deepest discharge is too high.
4) Duration of trickle charge to the batteries is too long.
5) Cell imbalances increasing.
6) Life of the batteries is decreasing.

BATTERY MODELS FOR PREDICTING BATTERY LIFE

Three battery models for life prediction have been considered: McDermott model, Lander model, JPL failure model[ref 71]. The temperature predictions for the remainder of the mission are a least squares fit of empirically determined factors that affect battery temperature. These factors in order of their significance are:

1) Ratio of daylight/eclipse
2) Distance of satellite from the sun.
3) Effective solar array surface area.
4) Amount of loading on the satellite

The McDermott and Lander models give similar results for the life of the SME batteries at the predicted battery temperatures (FIG 15).
EFFORTS TO EXTEND BATTERY LIFE

The first two factors are outside of our control. The effective solar array surface can be partially controlled and currently all switchable solar arrays are off and the satellite is torqued to provide the minimum possible effective solar array surface area. The amount and duration of loading is the only variable over which we have direct control at this time.

Currently twice per day at approximately 12 hour intervals all available loads are turned on and the load current is increased to a maximum value for the duration of eclipse (FIG 16,17). This discharges the batteries to within 0.8 volts of the undervoltage cutoff. During this period we see two ominous signs from the batteries. The first is an increase in the cell imbalance in either of the batteries sometimes to levels in excess of 0.5 volts. This imbalance has occurred at various times on both of the batteries and either just before or just after the transition from eclipse to daylight (FIG 18,19). This high imbalance does not occur when the voltage is above 25.0 volts. The second problem is an uneven sharing between battery I and II near the end of discharge period below 25 volts the current from battery I increase with a corresponding decrease from battery two (FIG 20,21). This uneven sharing has been a feature of the batteries since the second year of mission.

SUMMARY

The temperature of the SME batteries will be increasing over the next 5 years. This will degrade the performance of the batteries and shorten their life. The life of the batteries may be extended beyond the predicts if they can be conditioned sufficiently and if the shortened eclipse puts increasingly less demand on the them.
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DEEP RECONDITIONING OF BATTERIES
DURING DSCS III FLIGHT OPERATIONS*
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ABSTRACT
Deep reconditioning of batteries was defined at the 1982 Workshop as "discharge below the 1.0 volt/cell level to a value of about 1.0 volt/battery". This type of reconditioning was investigated for use on the Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS) Spacecraft, and has been used during the first year of orbital operations. Prior to launch of the spacecraft, the deep reconditioning was used during the battery life test, which has now completed fourteen eclipse periods. Reconditioning was performed prior to each eclipse period of the life test, and is scheduled to be used prior to each eclipse period in orbit. The battery data for discharge and recharge is presented for one of the life test reconditioning cycles, and for each of the three batteries during the reconditioning cycles between eclipse period #1 and eclipse period #2 in earth orbit.

INTRODUCTION
During the 1982 Goddard Space Flight Center Battery Workshop, battery reconditioning was the subject of Session IV. The panel presented four aspects of reconditioning:

- Deep Reconditioning - discharging lower than 1.0 volts per cell with a resistor across a battery.
- Deep Reconditioning - discharging lower than 1.0 volts per cell with resistor across each cell.
- Cost versus benefits.
- Effect of reconditioning on the nickel electrode.

In 1981, we presented a progress report of the DSCS III battery life test, which included the reconditioning procedure. The DSCS III power subsystem includes a reconditioning circuit for each of the three batteries. By command, each of the batteries can be disconnected from its charge regulator and connected across a single reconditioning resistor. The resistor is sized to limit the discharge current to the one hundred hour rate for a fully charged battery. When the battery voltage drops to 18 volts (1.125 volts per cell), a second resistor is automatically added to the discharge circuit, to limit the discharge current to about the two hundred and fifty hour rate. The discharge is terminated by command when the battery voltage is lower than four volts.

*Air Force Contract F04701-77-C-0004.
This procedure is in the category of "deep reconditioning" as discussed in the 1982 workshop.

LIFE TEST RECONDITIONING DATA

Before examining the flight data, we will review a typical reconditioning cycle from the life test. Figure 1 is data for the discharge and recharge performed between eclipse periods five and six. Battery voltage and current are plotted versus time. The time for discharge is 225 hours (between 9 and 10 days), and the time for recharge is about two days. We budget two weeks for a reconditioning cycle. At the start of battery discharge, the current is .35 amperes, the c/100 rate for the 35 ampere hour battery, and the battery voltage is 21 volts, 1.313 volts per cell for the 16 cell battery. After about 112 hours, the battery voltage has dropped to 18 volts and the discharge current is automatically reduced to .13 amperes, the c/270 rate. The discharge was allowed to continue until the battery voltage dropped to approximately 1.0 volts. At that time, the current had reduced to about 10 milliamps. We have annotated the time when the first cell went into reversal, at about 125 hours, at which time the discharge current was .12 amperes or about the c/300 rate.

In the life test, the battery is recharged by constant current at 2.8 amperes, with the voltage limit at 1.40 volts per cell for the 20°C temperature. After approximately five hours, the battery voltage reaches the limit, the current tapers and reaches steady state at approximately 36 hours.

FLIGHT RECONDITIONING DATA

The DSCS III electrical power subsystem includes three 16 cell, thirty-five ampere hour nickel cadmium batteries. Each battery has a dedicated charge regulator and reconditioning circuit. Figure 2 is data for the reconditioning cycle for battery #1 between eclipse period #1 and #2. The time, voltage and current scales are identical to the scales used for the Figure 1 life test plot. The discharge current is not plotted because the discharge current telemetry is not calibrated below 0.5 amperes. However, the temperature is plotted. The automatic switch from high current to low current came at 109 hours, so we can conclude that the battery capacity was about 37 ampere hours, the same as the life test battery. The battery temperature can be seen to remain stable at about 3°C. The discharge was terminated when the battery voltage reached 4.0 volts.

In orbit, the battery is switched from reconditioning discharge to charge by command. When the charge regulator is turned on, it automatically is in the lower current limit mode, and after the battery voltage reaches 16 volts, a command is given to switch to the high current limit mode. The rise to 16 volts occurred within one minute, and so Figure 2 shows an instant rise to 4.65 amperes charge and 21.9 volts. The initial drop-off of charge current is due to rise in battery voltage. After about 13 hours, the battery reached the temperature compensated voltage limit and went into taper charge. Finally, the battery charge current returned to the stable 0.2 ampere charge.
The reconditioning data for battery #1 is very similar to the life test data, and when we look at Figures 3 and 4, the data for batteries 2 and 3 respectively, these data are also very similar. Battery #1 data for DSCS A-1 differs slightly from batteries #2 and #3 in general, because there is an eighteen month difference in the age of the cells.

SUMMARY

Based on the life test data and the flight data, we have confidence that deep discharge reconditioning is beneficial. A comparison of flight A-1 eclipse period #1 data, which was not proceeded with a reconditioning cycle, with eclipse period #2 data, which was proceeded with a reconditioning cycle, is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTRY #</th>
<th>ECLIPSE PERIOD #1</th>
<th>ECLIPSE PERIOD #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Depth of Discharge</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Battery Voltage</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Battery Voltage</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Battery Voltage</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. DSCS III Life Test Battery Reconditioning After Eclipse Period No. 5
Figure 2. OSCS III A-1 Battery No. 1 (19) Reconditioning 7/7/83 0100 to 7/17/83 0700
Figure 3. DSCS III A-1 Battery No. 2 (24) Reconditioning 7/22/83 0900 to 8/1/83 1400
Figure 4. DSCS A-1 Battery 3 (25) Reconditioning 8/7/83 2000 to 8/17/83 1900
SESSION V
NICKEL-HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY

Chairman: L. H. Thaller
Lewis Research Center
DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR NICKEL HYDROGEN CELLS AND BATTERIES

Lawrence H. Thaller
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, OH 44135

ABSTRACT

Nickel hydrogen cells and, more recently, bipolar batteries have been built by a variety of organizations. The design principles that have been used by the technology group at the Lewis Research Center (LeRC) of the NASA draw upon their extensive background in separator technology, alkaline fuel cell technology, and several alkaline cell technology areas. These design principles have been incorporated into both the more contemporary individual pressure vessel (IPV) designs that were pioneered by other groups, as well as the more recent bipolar battery designs using active cooling that are being developed at LeRC and their contractors. These principles are rather straightforward applications of capillary force formalisms, coupled with the slowly developing data base resulting from careful post test analyses. The objective of this overall effort is directed towards the low earth orbit (LEO) application where the cycle life requirements are much more severe than the geosynchronous orbit (GEO) application. Nickel hydrogen cells have already been successfully flown in an increasing number of GEO missions.

INTRODUCTION

Reviews of the history, status, progress, and projections related to nickel hydrogen have appeared in a variety of meetings and publications. The IECEC proceedings over the last few years probably contain the best selection of formal papers. The nickel hydrogen technology group at the Lewis Research Center of the NASA has contributed about a dozen or so papers over the last three years on various aspects of nickel hydrogen technology. The intent of this short paper is to briefly describe the underlying principles upon which all of the aforementioned papers are based. The relatively recent entry into this technology area by NASA was precipitated by a desire to modify existing cell designs to increase their cycle life for low earth orbit (LEO) applications. Contemporary IPV designs may roughly be divided into those based on back-to-back designs (Comsat) and those based on recirculating designs (Air Force/Hughes). Several different types of electrode impregnation procedures are currently in use, as well as several types of separator materials. It was not the intent of the LeRC effort to develop completely new IPV designs but rather to first try to understand the operating characteristics of these cells and then to formulate design guidelines or component requirements or constructional philosophies that would result in increased cycle life at deep depths of discharge. The cycle life history of nickel hydrogen devices in simulated LEO orbits at deep DOD’s can best be
described as widely dispersed. The gradual accumulation of post test analysis has been very important in formulating our design principles and, in fact, cells made to our specifications by a commercial supplier which incorporate these principles are currently under test. These design (Ref. 1) modifications have already been fully described in the most current IECEC proceedings and will not be repeated here. Instead, a summary of our design principles is presented for comment, criticism, and review. Besides the growing amount of post test analysis that has been helpful in formulating corrective design strategies, the nearly twenty year background in the alkaline fuel cell area has also been a contributing factor. The background in the alkaline fuel cell area has been responsible for being able to lay out a number of principles that are based on the constructive use of capillary forces to perform some very delicate electrolyte and gas management tasks.

THE BASIC CELL

The basic nickel hydrogen cell consists of a gas electrode for the anode, a separator to form an ionic bridge to the cathode, and the cathode consisting of nickel hydroxide that is contained within the pores of an electrically conductive substrate. Beyond these basic components, there is a wide variety of options for other components, depending on the methods or techniques used to assist in electrolyte management and oxygen management. The fact that nickel hydrogen devices do not consistently display attractive cycle lives when tested to LEO regimes at deep depths of discharge indicates that not all of the variables are fully under control. Since at the single cell level nickel hydrogen and nickel cadmium device weigh about the same, (a 40 to 50 Amh cell at 100% DOD has an energy density of about 40 Whr/Kg), then nickel hydrogen cells only display significant improvements in energy density when they can be cycled at depths of discharge that are well beyond 25% DOD. The types of shortcomings that are currently associated with nickel hydrogen devices can be divided into two categories: 1) those that are obvious based on the results of post test analysis:

a) unaccommodated for cathode expansion
b) uncontrolled recombination of hydrogen and oxygen
c) unreplenished loss of electrolyte within the cell components

and 2) those decay processes that have gone undetected due to the rapid loss of performance of the device due to the first type of decay processes. It is this second class of cell decay processes that are of particular interest since the ones in the first group will eventually recede as proper design principles are applied. The work of Lim (ref. 2), as well as others, is slowly culminating in a non phenomenological decay model for nickel electrodes. Fuel cell experience can shed some light on the long term sintering (with the resultant loss of catalyst activity) of highly dispersed catalyst surfaces, and the very gradual loss of the hydrophobic nature of the
gas electrode. The design principles to be outlined here are meant to address both classes of cell decay modes. By their very nature then, they are based on preconceived assumptions relative to how these devices work and how they might be designed so that they will display long cycle lives at deep DOD's.

CONCEPTS AND PHENOMENON

For a clearer understanding of the terminology to be used to explain the basis for these principles, a series of concepts and phenomenon that are closely related to this subject will be presented. A minimum of mathematics will be used so as to make the conversion from battery terminology to fuel cell terminology as simply as possible.

OPTIMUM VOLUME

Nickel hydrogen cells are assumed to have an optimum volume. That is, there is a volume of electrolyte that when placed within the basic anode/separat/cathode grouping will result in the highest performance. This is due mainly to the properties of the gas electrode. If there is too much electrolyte (flooded), then the catalyst sites are covered over with a thick liquid film and poor performance results. On the other hand, if there is too little electrolyte (starved), then there are not enough catalyst sites connected to the electrolyte network. The matrix resistance will not go through a minimum, but as the amount of electrolyte is reduced the resistance of the cell will increase. In like manner the nickel electrode performance will be effected more by being starved than flooded. How the electrolyte distributes itself between the three or more components that make up a single cell is a very important topic and deserves the utmost consideration. The combination of pore size, pore size distribution and wettability will dictate how the electrolyte is partitioned between the components as a function of the amounts of electrolyte that is added to a cell. In general, the smallest, most wettable pores are filled first followed by successively larger pores. It should be obvious that each particular grouping of components which is intended to be identical may have slight variations in its optimum volume. In a typical IPV cell, there are many groups of components connected together in parallel. One cannot individually place the optimum amount of electrolyte volume into each one of these groupings. Some groupings will therefore be on the wet side of the optimum volume, while others will be on the dry side. What is desired then is a cell design that is said to have "volume tolerance." That is to say, the performance should not be too highly dependent upon the amount of electrolyte volume contained within the grouping of components.

VOLUME TOLERANCE

Figure 1 illustrates how volume tolerance is incorporated into the fuel cells of the type used on the Shuttle Orbiter. It consists of a thin cathode that incorporates a certain degree of wet proofing (hydrophobicity), a fully wettable, high bubble pressure, electrolyte matrix, a thin anode similar to
the cathode and an electrolyte reservoir. The pore size and pore size distribution is engineered such that the electrolyte reservoir will have the largest pores and as such will have the "last call" on electrolyte. The cell is initially filled with electrolyte in such a manner that the reservoir will be only partially filled. As conditions arise that result in an excess or a deficiency in electrolyte, the reservoir either empties or fills. In effect, volume tolerance has been incorporated into the cell. The virtues of volume tolerance go well beyond being able to accommodate "wet" or "dry" conditions. It also permits a number of groupings of components that possess a certain degree of stochastic variability to be assembled together and filled in some average manner and still have proper performance of the device as a whole.

RESERVOIRING

Reservoiiring is the technique of providing for a certain amount of extra electrolyte at the beginning of life for use at some later time when either more electrolyte is required or some of the original electrolyte has been displaced for one reason or another. In current nickel hydrogen designs a variety of schemes have been used to provide a reservoir of extra electrolyte. Besides the electrolyte plate as used in hydrogen oxygen fuel cells, wall wicks used with excess free electrolyte, specially constructed pore sizing in the nickel electrode and separators containing bimodel pore size distributions have been proposed and or used to perform this reservoiiring function. Reservoiiring must work very closely with volume tolerance in terms of employing capillary forces to maintain proper electrolyte quantities in the individual cells and components.

OXYGEN MANAGEMENT

One of the most important aspects of cell design deals with oxygen management. The nickel electrode evolves oxygen during recharge and this gas must be directed out of the nickel electrode and chemically recombined with hydrogen. This requires a certain degree of care so as to not ruin the hydrogen electrode. Based on our knowledge of the sintering tendencies of noble metal based catalysts, we have made the decision to employ a separate catalyst surface for the recombination procedure. The LeRC technology group has devised and brought into practice several novel concepts to this end. The catalyzed wall wick is felt to be of special interest for modified IPV designs since it helps in the heat dissipation process.

ISOPHIESTIC REDISTRIBUTION

One of the fundamental physical chemical principles taking place within nickel hydrogen devices is the tendency for the vapor pressure in all parts of the device to be equal. When temperature and or concentration differences are set up, then water vapor will move from place to place in an attempt to bring about the equilibrium of the vapor pressure. This is helpful for returning the water resulting from the recombination of oxygen and hydrogen back into the cell electrolyte. It can also be a source of difficulty when a hot spot
occurs and water vapor leaves for a cooler or a more concentrated portion of the electrolyte within the cell. The resulting localized "wet" or "dry" conditions may result in an undesired flooding of the anode in the former case or an undesired increase in the cell internal resistance in the latter case. The thermal management scheme used has as one objective the elimination of any large thermal gradients within a cell that might result in local dry out or flooding.

VAPOR/LIQUID DIENGAGEMENT

As hydrogen gas is generated within the anode during the charging process, it can dislodge and carry away small amounts of electrolyte. One technique used to correct this situation is to place a microporous, hydrophobic film on the back side of the electrode. This will permit the free passage of hydrogen through the small pores, while at the same time prohibit the small droplets of electrolyte from passing through. For monopolar cell designs this scheme is a viable option, whereas teflon's electrical insulating characteristics precludes its use in bipolar configurations.

AGING EFFECTS

If it were not for changes that take place within the individual cell components, one would be ready to draw up the specifications for the design of an IPV cell or a bipolar battery. The results of post test analysis are very important in supplying the required information on this matter. There are three types of changes that must be followed if one is to begin with a proper cell design.

Wettability

Since the entire electrolyte management philosophy is built upon the capillarity characteristics of the individual cell components, then some knowledge is needed as to how the wettability of the components change during the course of cell testing. For instance, so called "wettable" material used as the separator can very quickly lose this wettable character. This will disrupt the entire "pecking order" as to where the electrolyte will be. The internal resistance in a cell containing a wettable matrix that goes non-wettable increases rather abruptly. The more gradual loss of hydrophobicity of the hydrogen electrode caused by constituents within the matrix, perhaps, that are deposited onto the anode by electrophoretic processes can be another problem. In the fuel cell area it is felt that asbestos contains some constituents that migrate or are electrophoretically deposited within the anode and ultimately lead to a loss in the hydrophobic nature of the electrode. Since in a fuel cell the operating temperatures are much higher 900 C vs 200 C and the ionic flow is only in one direction (due to the primary character of the fuel cell), it is not apparent that properly reformulated asbestos is an unsuitable separator material for nickel hydrogen devices.
Pore size/Poresize Distribution

Due to the morphological changes brought about by cycling the active material between two valence states, there is a gradual change in not only the average pore size, but the pore size distribution. With nickel electrodes there is a tendency to develop more small pores as the electrode is cycled. The reader is referred to the post test analysis work of Lim (Ref. 2) and others on this matter. The properties at the end of the required service life must be known and accounted for in the proper design of a nickel hydrogen cell or stack.

Electrode Growth

Probably the most bothersome change that takes place during the course of cycling is the increase in thickness of the nickel electrode. The reasons for this vary depending on the investigator and there have been a variety of claims for ways to reduce this expansion by using certain impregnation procedures. The growth management schemes are of utmost importance because the cycling of a nickel hydrogen cell can be prematurely terminated due to this phenomenon. This problem can be attacked using several different approaches.

In fuel cell terminology a "locked up" stack is the term used to describe an assembly of cells or components that is of fixed dimensions (see figure 2(a)). The only way the stack could expand in length would be via the stretching of the tie bolts. Thermal expansions in thickness of the metallic and plastic stack parts are accommodated by the slight amount of elastic stretching of the tie bolts in flight weight hardware or the use of compression springs along with the oversize tie bolts in laboratory hardware. From what is known about the expansion characteristics of cycled nickel electrodes, a "locked up" stack can lead to certain difficulties that have been documented over the years; most recently by Mackowski and Mueller, (Ref. 3). One solution to this problem as proposed by Smithrick, et al (Ref. 1) is to employ a "floating" stack that is designed to accommodate a certain degree of stack expansion. The spring constant is set once the compression characteristics of the separator material and the expansion characteristics of the nickel electrode structure are known. In the design of a floating stack the reserving and electrolyte volume management schemes become very important so as to be able to make up for the extra electrolyte required by the expanding cathode. A collapsible reservoir would represent another alternative for maintaining a proper quantity of electrolyte within each cell grouping. A set of compression strength/conductivity plots (Fig. 3) are required to fully assess the effects on cell performance that results from a certain amount of compression on the cell components. It can be seen that a highly compressible matrix material would make the design of a "floating" stack very difficult. Further, there is some evidence that the expansion characteristics of an electrode are somewhat related to the degree of compression it is under in the stack assembly.
CELL AND BATTERY DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The foregoing list of topics form the basis of developing the required design principles for a nickel hydrogen device. It should be noted that the actual electrochemistry that goes on inside the device was never mentioned. Only as the electrochemistry effects the electrolyte volume, the component pore size/pore size distribution, or the expansion characteristics, is it important. Measurement of the pore size and the distribution of that pore size for each one of the cell components as a function of cycle life and degree of compression is the essential starting point for this procedure. This permits one (with the help of some wettability information) to calculate the distribution among cell components of the electrolyte as a function of electrolyte content. The pore size characteristics of the matrix material used as the separator is subject to a certain amount of adjustment depending on the particle size and physical nature of the ingredients used in their formulation. This is followed by a series of measurements whereby the ionic/electrical conductivity is measured as a function of the compressive forces placed on the component. This is usually done in a fully saturated condition but can also be done as a function of electrolyte content.

There is probably not any one best way to design a cell or battery but there is a certain degree of formalism required to adequately account for all the changes that take place over the course of the useful life of a cell or battery. Once the oxygen management, electrolyte reserving, thermal management, and the component growth management techniques are all decided upon, then a series of rather straightforward calculations based on pore size engineering principles (Ref. 4) can be applied to insure proper cell and stack performance over the expected cycle life of the cell. The overall output of these principles have resulted in the cell and stack designs that have been produced by the nickel hydrogen technology group at the Lewis Research Center. These designs have been fully documented at earlier conferences and current cycle life results will be reported at this current workshop session. It is the current philosophy of the group to:

1) Use a separate recombination catalyst (rather than the hydrogen electrode) to recombine the oxygen coming from the nickel electrode. This then dictates the use of a separator matrix that will have a sufficiently small pore size to preclude the passage of oxygen through open pores within the separator.

2) Use a "floating" stack rather than a "locked up" stack to circumvent the problems associated with positive plate growth. The modified IPV designs use springs which permit actual stack expansion, whereas the bipolar designs employ collapsible components.

3) Provide electrolyte management schemes which will maintain proper electrolyte content within the cell components. These are all based on pore size engineering principles in conjunction with the knowledge of matrix fabrication techniques.
By applying these principles, cells and stacks have already been made and are being tested with results that have led us to believe that much of the mystique that currently enshrouds contemporary electrochemical device technology should be able to be replaced with a rather simple set of straightforward formalisms based on elementary principles of physical chemistry.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Nickel hydrogen cells have been made by a number of groups over the past fifteen years or so. These devices are intended to replace nickel cadmium cells and batteries in aerospace applications. They have already been successfully introduced in GEO applications where the cycle life requirements are rather limited. In simulated LEO applications, the cycle life history of nickel hydrogen cells has been somewhat erratic but by in large disappointing in terms of being able to consistently display 10's of thousands of cycles at deep DOD’s. The nickel hydrogen technology group at the Lewis Research Center of the NASA has been developing both IPV cells that are modifications of the basic back to back and recirculating designs, as well as large bipolar battery systems. These designs are intended primarily for LEO applications but will be extended to GEO applications as well. Over the past two years these designs have been translated to working hardware. This short paper is a discussion of the design principles that have been used in developing these new designs. They are based on a combination of the existing data base coming from post test analyses of several cell types, as well as the use of capillary forces to provide the required electrolyte volume management. A number of novel schemes have also been factored into these designs in an attempt to rectify some of the documented failure mechanisms. An active program to address other anticipated decay and failure mechanisms is also underway both on contract, as well as via inhouse projects. Cell hardware incorporating these design concepts are currently under test. As newer information becomes available on factors that will effect cell cycle life, it will be factored into upgraded cell designs.
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FUEL CELL EMPLOYING RESERVOIR TO BRING ABOUT VOLUME TOLERANCE

Figure 1. Fuel Cell Employing Reservoir to Bring About Volume Tolerance

TWO DIFFERENT STACK ASSEMBLY TYPES

Figure 2. Two Different Stack Assembly Types
MATRIX RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF COMRESSIVE FORCE

Figure 3. Matrix Resistance as a Function of Compressive Force
IMPROVED SPECIFIC ENERGY Ni-H₂ CELL

Lee Miller
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Significant improvements in specific energy for Ni-H₂ battery cells have been and will be achieved. Current flight cell designs in operation on multiple satellites have achieved a specific energy of 52 Whr/Kg (this value may be compared to 45 Whr/Kg for advanced, light-weight Ni-Cd space cells). Battery cells operating at increased pressures (600 to 900 psi) have been manufactured and successfully tested demonstrating a specific energy of 63 Whr/Kg. Further optimization of electrode substrate and cell terminal/conductor assembly designs will permit achievement of specific energies between 75-80 Whr/Kg. Energy density (outline volume) will be improved from 49 Whr/L to 73 Whr/L.

INTRODUCTION

To achieve a Ni-H₂ battery cell offering a specific energy of 75-80 Whr/Kg, system design optimization was undertaken in the following specific areas which evolved from previous work (1): 1. The specific energy of the electrode stack was increased primarily through the enhancement of the specific capacity of the positive electrode. 2. Pressure vessel mass savings were achieved through size reduction associated with higher pressure operation and weld ring/center rod redesign. 3. The weight consumed by the electrical feedthru/current conductor assemblies was reduced by more efficient, shorter path designs.

This paper discusses the results of design validation testing and planned design validation steps to be undertaken.

The "Intelsat" type Ni-H₂ battery cell design has been chosen for expository purposes. However, it should be recognized portions of the improved technology could be applied to the "Air Force" type Ni-H₂ battery cell design with equal benefit.
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

ELECTRODE STACK

Negative electrode design improvement has been achieved by the simple reduction of platinum catalyst loading. A reduction of 67% from the current flight production level produced the electrode thickness and mass improvements presented in Table I (17 and 28% reduction respectively).

With respect to design validation, work was initiated in this technology in 1974 with the goal of component cost reduction. Comparative testing reported in 1975 (2) demonstrated equivalent performance and these results were subsequently corroborated by multiple Ni-H2 and Ag-H2 cell production and testing. More recently, COMSAT Laboratories reported equivalent performance (3) with a platinum loading reduction of 94% of current flight production levels.

Planned validation for this component and the remaining design improvements discussed below will involve 75-80 Whr/Kg specific energy battery cell production for qualification and life testing. This activity is now in the tooling and part procurement phase.

A major advance was achieved with respect to the positive electrode. As indicated in Table I, a small increase (17%) in sinter substrate (nickel) thickness permitted a 5% increase in sinter porosity. Since the sinter substrate contributes more than 60% of the finished electrode weight but occupies only 20% of the volume, a small increase in porosity translates into a significant mass savings.

The resulting increase in void volume (vv) allows the further deposition of active material without violating the present, proven flight level limit. The measured capacity of the conventional "Intelsat" positive electrode is increased by 35%. In fact, the weight of the additional active material is almost exactly off-set by the reduction of nickel sinter permitting the statement the specific capacity of the positive electrode has been increased by 35%.

Design validation has been successfully carried through sinter substrate mechanical strength characterization, and finished electrode dynamic stress and boilerplate performance cycling.

When these advanced electrode technologies are combined into a stack, a shorted stack (25%) offering higher capacity per unit mass is achieved (33% increase in specific energy) as presented in Table I. An initial analysis might indicate the specific energy at the stack level should be higher because of the component count reduction (37%). However, the electrolyte level associated with the positive electrode group remains unchanged and the total cell electrolyte is reduced by only 12%.
PRESSURE VESSEL

Figure 1 presents a photograph of the redesigned pressure vessel weld ring. This light-weight design offers enhanced dynamic load tolerance in the critical cell longitudinal axis. In addition, the design is intended to specifically accommodate the more universal "dual stack" cell assembly technique.

By shifting the fulcrum stress to a more centralized location, a lighter weight hollow center rod may be utilized. Total mass savings for these redesigned components is estimated to be 30%.

The redesigned weld ring has been validated by a centralized dynamic loading technique. If the photograph of Figure 1 is observed closely, the permanent deformation of the current weld ring design, after the same level of testing, can be noted.

The reduced length and corresponding pressure vessel mass savings associated with increased cell nominal operating pressure (900 psi) is straightforward and has been the subject of previous papers (1). The present vessel is quite conservatively designed with a nominal burst pressure in excess of 3,000 psi and an estimated yield pressure in excess of 2,700 psi.

Design validation has been accomplished via hydraulic pressure cycling at Eagle-Picher and through a fracture analysis performed for Eagle-Picher by Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colorado.

ELECTRICAL FEEDTHRU/CURRENT CONDUCTORS

To minimize the number of current conductors (electrode leads) required, the reduced stack component design described above is further enhanced as depicted in Figure 2. The "notched" lead access and reduced "wall gap" (0.20 cm to 0.10 cm) accommodates a 12% increase in electrode area. A 33% increase in electrode edge perimeter is also accommodated enhancing the heat rejection capability of the electrode stack.

Figure 2 further depicts elimination of the busbar arrangement in preference for the more mass efficient, continuous lead design.

Figure 3 offers an overview comparison between the current and advanced cell designs. Shown are the internally mounted, 45° off-set electrical feedthru's considerably reducing the current conductor path length. The feedthru design features a redundant sealant (teflon), hydraulic seal mechanism.
Also shown is the relative reduction in pressure vessel length and the continuous lead, electrode stack conductor arrangement. A 50% mass savings with respect to the electrical conductors and a 17% mass savings with respect to the reduced pressure vessel size are projected. In addition, an overall outline volume reduction of 33% is achieved.

Design validation of the basic concepts associated with the 0.10 cm wall gap, continuous lead design and the hydraulic seal is assumed as the result of the successful work conducted by the Hughes Aircraft Company, Technology Division, El Segundo, California under the Air Force "Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Advanced Development Program" (4).

CONCLUSION

This paper has summarized design optimization activities which have evolved and validated the necessary technology to produce Ni-H₂ battery cells exhibiting a specific energy of 75-80 Whr/Kg (energy density approximately 73 Whr/L). Final design validation is currently underway with the production of battery cells for qualification and life testing.

The significance of the progress which has already been achieved is shown in Table II which begins with state-of-the-art, light-weight Ni-Cd. The photograph presented in Figure 4 shows two 70 Ah rated cells (nominal capacity 80 AH) mounted in aluminum thermal collars in preparation for life cycle testing. The pressure vessels for these cells are approximately 1 cm shorter than current flight production 50 AH rated cells and the measured specific energy is 63 Whr/Kg.
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Table I. ADVANCED ELECTRODE DESIGNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Negative Electrode</th>
<th>Positive Electrode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Loading</td>
<td>67% Decrease</td>
<td>17% Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode Thickness</td>
<td>17% Decrease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode Mass</td>
<td>28% Decrease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinter Thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td>17% Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinter Porosity</td>
<td></td>
<td>5% Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode Loading</td>
<td></td>
<td>No Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td>35% Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Specific Capacity</td>
<td>33% Increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Component Count</td>
<td>37% Decrease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Length</td>
<td>27% Decrease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. BATTERY CELL SPECIFIC ENERGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specific Energy (WHR/KG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIGHT-WEIGHT NI-CD</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT (600 PSI) NI-H$_2$</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHER PRESSURE (900 PSI) NI-H$_2$</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCED (900 PSI) NI-H$_2$</td>
<td>75-80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. Projected 17% Mass Saving in Pressure Vessel and 50% Saving in Electrical Conductors. Outline Volume Reduction 33%.
Figure 4. 70 AH Rated Cells (Nominal 80 AH), Specific Energy 63 Whr/Kg.
BIPOLAR NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY DESIGN
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INTRODUCTION

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation and Yardney Battery Division are now completing the design of a bipolar nickel-hydrogen battery stack. This initial design is the first of three design phases being conducted on the Advanced Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Development Program. The program is sponsored by the NASA-Lewis Research Center and the technology is being considered as one of the energy storage concepts for the Space Station.

The initial stacks which will soon begin fabrication were designed with several objectives in mind (Reference 1):

- Maximization of reliability and life
- High specific energy and energy density
- Reasonable cost of manufacture, test, and integration
- Ease in scaling for growth in power requirements

To meet these objectives the battery design must provide for careful material and thermal management (Reference 2).

This paper presents the results of the design effort which has resulted in the initial bipolar nickel-hydrogen battery design. Specifically, this paper will discuss the thermal and mechanical design of the battery. The electrochemical design considerations of the battery are described in Reference 3.

THERMAL DESIGN

The thermal design of a bipolar nickel-hydrogen battery is critical to the life and reliability of the battery. Materials balance and electrical performance are quite dependent on the thermal design. Thermal imbalances between individual cells can lead to premature failure of the battery since the transfer of materials from cell to cell via the gas or vapor phase is possible. A warmer cell can lose water to the cooler cells and thus dry out causing it to be less efficient. This inefficiency will result in higher heat dissipation during electrical cycling which will compound the temperature differences between this cell and the others of the bipolar stack. The runaway condition will ultimately result in battery failure.
Not only should cell-to-cell temperature gradients be eliminated but intracell gradients must be minimized. Large temperature gradients over the electrode surface would result in performance imbalances which could be detrimental to long term performance. The following thermal performance goals have been established for the bipolar nickel-hydrogen battery design:

- Operational temperature range: 0 to 25°C
- Cell-to-cell temperature gradient: 1°C (maximum)
- Intracell temperature gradient: 5°C (maximum)

The cell-to-cell temperature gradient of 1°C is for equivalent locations on each cell.

To meet these thermal requirements the bipolar battery stack will be edge cooled. The electrodes will be rectangular in shape and a flat cooling panel containing a pumped cooling fluid will be assembled onto the two long sides of the stack. The bipolar conduction plate of each cell will have sufficient thickness to conduct the heat generated by the inefficiencies of the cell to the cooling plate. Cooling plates on opposite sides of the cell stack will contain fluid flowing in opposite directions. This counterflow cooling also helps minimize intracell temperature gradients.

The temperature gradient across a cell is dependent on the cell heat dissipation and the heat path thermal conductivity. The battery design is based on a 75Ah cell operating at 80% depth of discharge in a typical low earth orbit having a 90 minute period. Reference 4 discusses the considerations which affect the thermal design utilizing edge cooling. Specifically, the battery weight and volume can be optimized by selecting the nickel electrode width and sizing the bipolar conduction plate thickness so that the thermal requirements are met.

Ford Aerospace has analyzed the thermal design of the battery as a function of nickel electrode width and battery depth of discharge. Two depths of discharge were considered, 40% and 80%. Significant weight differences result in these two designs mainly due to the thicker bipolar conduction plates required for the higher depth of discharge (Reference 5).

Figure 1 shows the effect the nickel electrode width has on the bipolar conduction plate thickness for the two depths of discharge being considered. Both curves result in equivalent thermal performance with respect to operating temperature range and temperature gradients.

Since the bipolar conduction plate is in direct electrical contact with the cell the plate must be isolated from the cooling plate. Unfortunately, electrical insulators are poor thermal conductors. The poor thermal conductivity coupled with the small conduction area at the bipolar conduction plate/cooling panel interface makes it necessary for a special intermediate thermal conductor known as an 'L' fin. The concept, shown in Figure 2, provides the thermal contact area necessary for the thermal conduction of the waste heat from the cell edge to the cooling plate. The 'L' fin is electrically isolated from the bipolar conduction plate. Heat is trans-
ferred from the bipolar conduction plate to the 'L' fin through a larger insulated contact area then directly to the fluid cooling channel.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

The cell frame is the only component in the stack design which controls material management, particularly electrolyte isolation and water. In a bipolar battery stack relatively short distances in the stack direction perpendicular to the electrode area results in sizeable voltage differences making electrolyte isolation very important. An electrolyte bridge between two cells will electrically short the two cells and all cells in between.

The cell frame must be capable of sealing the electrolyte within the frame. Features in the frame, such as an o-ring and groove detail can seal the frame. Alternatively, compression of stack on the frame surfaces can be used to make a seal.

As shown in Figure 2, the 'L' fin must be insulated from the bipolar conduction plate with which it is directly in contact. If this insulation material is semi-rigid and has hydrophobic properties then an electrolyte seal can be established by compressing the cell stack and the insulation material. The 'L' fin is bonded to the cell frame and the cell frame is bonded to the bipolar conduction plate at the lower frame interface. Thus the cell frame seal is made by either compression of the insulation material or a bonded interface.

End plates at the top and bottom of the cell stack will provide the stack compression via tie rods. The stack components will be under approximately 23 psi of compression while the cell frame seal will be under approximately 230 psi of compression. The bipolar conduction plate in contact with the compression seal will be teflon coated, thus enhancing the hydrophobic characteristics of the compression seal.

The cell frame must also provide gas access to the hydrogen electrode. This is accomplished by allowing the hydrogen gas screen under the negative electrode to protrude to the outer edge of the cell frame's narrow side (Figure 2). The amount of gas screen under the cell frame will be teflon coated as will the bipolar conduction plate in this area. The hydrophobic surfaces in these areas are the only electrolyte barrier.

As the cell goes into overcharge oxygen will be generated at the nickel electrode. The cell stack components must recombine this oxygen with hydrogen producing water. It is important to recombine the oxygen in the cell where it was generated. If the oxygen were allowed to escape the cell it was generated in this cell would effectively be loosing water and other cells would gain water where it finally recombines. This would result in drying out of one cell and potential flooding of others.

To prevent this from occurring each cell will have a recombination site and electrolyte reservoir for oxygen recombination. The nickel electrode, located between the recombination site/reservoir and hydrogen electrode will produce oxygen on overcharge. The asbestos separator, having
high oxygen bubble pressure, will force the oxygen to the recombination site/reservoir area and to recombine there. The water will flow directly into the reservoir and nickel electrode creating a continuous water balance in the cell.

If the oxygen were allowed to recombine at the hydrogen electrode, the water produced could get trapped in the gas screen or flood the hydrogen electrode. In either event the performance of the cell would be impaired. Using asbestos as the separator and having the separator touch the cell frame at all four edges gaskets oxygen from getting to the hydrogen electrode.

INITIAL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE GOALS

To meet the design capacity objective of 75Ah it is necessary for the nickel electrode area to be 19.2 in$^2$ (1239 cm$^2$), based on a 0.083 in (2.11mm) thick electrode chosen for the initial design. This area can be accommodated in almost any combination of electrode length and width but the configuration chosen for the initial design will be three (3) 4.0 inch wide by 16.0 inch long (10.2cm x 40.6cm) modules, each contained in a cell frame mounted on a single bipolar conduction plate. This configuration was established by the thermal design of the battery and manufacturing constraints on the cell frames.

The cell stack will consist of a bipolar conduction plate, electrolyte reservoir/recombination site plate, nickel electrode, separator, integrated hydrogen electrode, and gas screen. The nickel electrode within each cell frame will be split in two equal parts. The split electrode will be adequately spaced and the gap will be filled with a wick made of separator material. The wick serve two purposes: (1) to provide a space for area expansion of the electrode, and (2) to provide a direct return path for water from the reservoir to the separator. A wick will also be placed at each end of the nickel electrode.

The bipolar conduction plate thickness for the initial design will be 0.040 inches (1.02mm). This thickness was based on an operating depth of discharge of 80% and a nickel electrode width of 4.0 inches (10.2cm). Selection of this nickel electrode width and bipolar plate thickness is discussed in Reference 5.

The hydrogen electrode is an integrated structure. The application of this new development by Yardney came about when the negative electrode originally considered for design experienced flooding during operation.

The separator and electrolyte wicks are beater treated asbestos (BTA) fabricated using similar techniques which NASA-LeRC has been successfully using. The reservoir material will be nickel foam metal. Two types of gas screen will be used. One is a fine mesh in direct contact with the negative electrode to provide good electrical conductivity; the second is a larger mesh for gas access.
A cross-section of the cell is shown in Figure 2. The thicknesses of the various components are summarized in Table 1.

Each cell module is contained within a plastic cell frame. The cell frame provides the necessary gas access, isolates the cell components from the cooling channels, seals the cell from electrolyte leakage which would result in cell bridging, and provides an internal oxygen seal which won't allow oxygen to recombine at the negative electrode. The cell frame is slightly thinner than the sum of the cell component thicknesses so that when the stack is compressed each cell is uniformly compressed providing a good electrical contact with the bipolar conduction plate between cells and uniform interelectrode spacing.

Stack compression is maintained by end plates and tie rods. The tie rods pass through the cell frames and bipolar conduction plates and are insulated with a teflon sleeve. The tie rods cannot pass outside the cell frames because they would interfere with the cooling panels.

The cooling panels are assembled onto the long sides of the stack. 'L' fins bonded onto the cell frame provide the necessary heat transfer surface for the heat path between the bipolar conduction plate and the cooling panels. Since the bipolar conduction plate is in direct contact with the cell it is insulated from the cooling plate as previously discussed.

The performance goals shown on Table 2 have been established for the initial design battery stack.

SUMMARY

Ford Aerospace and Yardney have established the initial design for the NASA-Lewis advanced nickel-hydrogen battery. Fabrication of two 10-cell boilerplate battery stacks will soon begin. The test batteries will undergo characterization testing and low earth orbit life cycling.

The design effectively deals with waste heat generated in the cell stack. Stack temperatures and temperature gradients are maintained to acceptable limits by utilizing the bipolar conduction plate as a heat path to the active cooling fluid panel external to the edge of the cell stack.

The thermal design and mechanical design of the battery stack together maintain a materials balance within the cell. An electrolyte seal on each cell frame prohibits electrolyte bridging. An oxygen recombination site and electrolyte reservoir/separator design does not allow oxygen to leave the cell in which it was generated.
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Figure 1. Bipolar Conduction Plate Thickness vs Nickel Electrode Width
Figure 2. Bipolar Nickel-Hydrogen Cell
Table 1. CELL COMPONENT THICKNESSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bipolar Conduction Plate</td>
<td>0.040 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Electrolyte Reservoir</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Nickel Electrode</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Separator</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Integrated Negative Electrode</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Nickel Gas Screen (Total)</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. BATTERY PERFORMANCE GOALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Performance Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electrical Performance:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge Current</td>
<td>72 A (.96C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recharge Fraction</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge Voltage (Maximum)</td>
<td>1.58V/cell (100°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Current</td>
<td>103A (1.37C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Capacity (Minimum)</td>
<td>75 Ah (to 1.0V/cell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge Voltage (Minimum)</td>
<td>1.20V/cell average to 80% DOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Load</td>
<td>30C for 5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Voltage</td>
<td>1.00V/cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Energy</td>
<td>50 wh/kg (22.7 wh/lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Density</td>
<td>0.06 wh/cm³ (0.98 wh/in³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Life</td>
<td>30,000 cycle at 80% DOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal Performance:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>Active, pumped fluid cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature</td>
<td>0°C to 25°C during 90 minute orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification Temperature</td>
<td>-10°C to +35°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Gradients</td>
<td>5°C within single cell; 1°C from cell-to-cell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

The incorporation of nickel-hydrogen technology into spacecraft power system designs for LEO vehicles offers significant power system weight reductions by increasing the power storage watt-hour efficiency. Several possible module configurations exist for the power system. The module configurations were compared utilizing reliability, weight, volume and load capability as evaluation parameters. This paper summarizes the results of this study.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Standard Multi-Mission Spacecraft (MMS) module was the baseline volumetric constraint for the energy storage system for this study. The MMS module has the following dimensions:

LENGTH - 44"
WIDTH - 44"
HEIGHT - 16"

For the Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) application pertaining to this study, the entire MMS module was allotted for batteries. The battery chargers, shunt banks, power control units and power control and distribution units will be located outside the MMS module. The Electrical Power Subsystem Design Criteria for the LEO application specifies a 24 volt minimum battery voltage. Twenty-two series connected nickel-hydrogen cells could support this minimum battery voltage requirement. The conventional battery would thus consist of 22 series connected nickel-hydrogen cells. The 22 cell battery could be divided into submodules which could be series connected to comprise the battery. The
One-cell module configuration would differ from the conventional 22 series connected cells in that each one-cell module would have the capability for bypass in the event of a failure. Important considerations relative to module size determination are reliability, weight and load growth capability. Volume was not considered a critical selection parameter due to the allocation of the entire MMS module for cells/batteries.

The basic ground rules and assumptions for this study were:

1) The nickel-hydrogen cell specified in this report is the 50 Ampere-Hour, Air Force design cell per Hughes Aircraft Company specification PS32014-031.

2) Battery discharge current was limited to a 1.3 C rate, or 65 amps.

3) Battery System Operational Life is 3 years.

4) The battery shall utilize redundancy so that a single module or component failure does not reduce the capability of the battery to support mission requirements.

5) The reliability allocation for the Electrical Power Subsystem is 0.946. It is assumed for this study the reliability of the battery system must be at least 0.99.

6) There will be only one module configuration for the battery system. This will simplify design and structural requirements.

7) The maximum number of 50 Ampere-Hour cells, depicted in Figure 1, that will fit in the NASA MMS module is 126.

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTION PARAMETERS

Selection parameters considered for the nickel-hydrogen battery system application included weight, reliability, safety, charge/discharge characteristics and requirements, maintainability, support requirements and load growth capability. Three parameters have been selected from this list in which a significant difference exists among the module configuration candidates. The other parameters, while important, are not significantly impacted by the module configuration selected. The three selection parameters utilized for this study are reliability, weight and load growth capability.
Battery reliability is quantitatively described as the probability that the system reliability will deliver rated power for the required mission duration. The main factors affecting battery reliability are cell reliability, pressure vessel reliability and the quantities of cells per module and per battery. The two main failure modes for a nickel-hydrogen cell are the short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. The short-circuit failure mode usually affects only one cell in a module, and the module or battery may still be capable of supporting loads at a lower voltage. The open-circuit failure mode will affect the entire module and generally arises from mechanical damage within a battery or from the loss of electrolyte within the cells. The capability of bypass protection circuitry can enhance the overall system reliability and alleviate the failure modes of short-circuit and open-circuit. For this study reliability is considered the most important of the selection parameters. If the total battery system does not provide a reliability of at least 0.99, then the battery system is considered unacceptable and does not even deserve further consideration. A cell reliability number for a 50 ampere-hour nickel-hydrogen cell does not exist due to the absence of a LEO data base. For this study, a cell reliability of 0.99 is assumed. It should be noted that a 0.99 cell reliability is somewhat optimistic based on the lack of an adequate data base.

Weight is considered an important selection parameter due to its impact on life cycle costs. The overall significance of weight has been reduced by the fact the entire MMS module may be utilized. For this study however, weight has also been evaluated for each module as a function of the available power. This allows a comprehensive weight evaluation of each module.

The average electrical load of successive iterations of a spacecraft design normally increases. The capability of a battery system for load growth would be advantageous for future missions. The load growth capability of each module configuration with associated weight and reliability factors were evaluated for the load capability parameter.

NICKEL-HYDROGEN MODULE CONFIGURATIONS

A twenty-two cell nickel-hydrogen battery may be constructed by use of submodules in numerous ways. The requirement that the nickel-hydrogen battery system will utilize only one module configuration reduces the possible module candidates to four:
Twenty-Two Cell Module - The most simplistic approach to a battery configuration is to have the module level equivalent to the battery. The maximum number of identical twenty-two cell modules that could fit in the NASA MMS module is five (5). The following paragraphs evaluate the twenty-two cell module configuration for reliability, weight and load capability.

The LEO application defines the operational life for Electrical Power Subsystems as three (3) years. If time t is assumed to be three years, and the cell reliability \( P_C \) is assumed to be 0.99, then the reliability of a twenty-two cell module \( P_B \) may be expressed as:

\[
P_B = (P_C)^N = (0.99)^{22} = 0.802
\]

If \( k \) batteries out of \( m \) total batteries in the system must survive for the system to survive, and \( P_B \) is the battery reliability, then the overall system reliability may be expressed as:

\[
S_R = \sum_{x=k}^{m} \frac{m!}{x!(m-x)!} (P_B)^x (1-P_B)^{m-x}
\]

Table 1 illustrates the battery system reliability when the module reliability is 0.802 and the total number of modules is five. Table 1 shows the twenty-two cell module configuration is unacceptable for meeting the reliability requirement of 0.99 when three or more operational batteries are required for load support. In order for the overall battery system reliability to be above the Electrical Power Subsystem reliability requirement, only two batteries out of the five total can be required for mission success. If only two of the five total batteries are required, the overall system reliability would be 0.9935.

The weight of a 50 Ampere-Hour nickel-hydrogen cell is assumed to be approximately 3.0 pounds. If a 1.35 weight packaging factor is assumed for wiring, structure and thermal control, then the weight of a 22-cell module would be:

\[
(22 \text{ Cells})(3.0 \text{ Lbs/Cell})(1.35) = 89.1 \text{ Lbs}
\]

Each battery would require two relays to permit switching the battery on and off the Bus. A 1.3 C rate limit for the nickel-hydrogen cell dictates a possible charge/discharge current of 65 amps. If the relays are sized based upon a maximum contact rating of 65 amps, then 100 amp relays (derated) weighing approximately 0.75 lbs each would be required for switching. Smaller and lighter relays would suffice if the contact rating of the relays was reduced to 25 amps or less. For this study, a 25 amp relay weighing 0.3 lbs is utilized. The total battery weight would then be approximately 89.7 pounds. The total battery system weight for the five, 22-cell module battery system would be 448.5 pounds.
Table 1 shows the twenty-two cell module configuration is capable of meeting the Electrical Reliability Subsystem reliability requirement only if two operational modules are required out of the five total. A redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed results in a design usable energy from only a one battery system. Using 1.2 volts as the end-of-life, end-of-discharge voltage for a nickel-hydrogen cell, the energy available from one battery from full charge to 100% DOD is:

\[(1 \text{ battery})(26.4 \text{ V/battery})(50 \text{ A-Hr}) = 1320 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

For a three year mission, the maximum allowable DOD for the nickel-hydrogen battery is 60%. The usable available energy for the MMS module based upon the 22-cell module configuration would be:

\[(1320 \text{ Watt-Hours})(.60 \text{ DOD}) = 792 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

A 1.3 discharge rate limit dictates a peak load capability of 65 amps. The peak load capability for a twenty-two cell module configuration based upon a one battery system would be:

\[(1 \text{ battery})(65 \text{ amps})(26.4 \text{ V/battery}) = 1716 \text{ Watts}\]

The twenty-two cell module configuration has the design capability to support a maximum load of 1716 watts for a maximum time of 27.7 minutes or until 792 watt-hours have been removed.

2) Eleven Cell Module - An eleven cell module consisting of eleven series connected cells is another viable nickel-hydrogen battery module configuration candidate. Two of the eleven cell modules electrically series connected would comprise a battery. The maximum number of eleven cell modules that could fit in the NASA standard MMS module is eleven. The following paragraphs evaluate the eleven cell module configuration for reliability, weight and load capability.

The reliability of the eleven cell module may be expressed as:

\[P_B = (P_C)^N = (0.99)^{11} = 0.895\]

If k modules out of m total in the system must survive for the system to survive, and \(P_B\) is the module reliability, then the overall battery system reliability, \(S_R\), with the eleven cell module configuration may be expressed as:

\[S_R = \sum_{x=k}^{11} \frac{11!}{x!(11-x)!} (.895)^x(1-.895)^{11-x}\]
Table 2 summarizes the battery system reliability for k operational modules out of eleven total modules when the eleven cell module reliability is 0.895. Table 2 shows that the eleven cell module configuration is capable of meeting the battery system reliability requirement of 0.99 if seven of the total eleven modules are required for operational support. Seven modules could be connected to comprise a three battery system with one spare. The spare would meet the redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed. From a reliability standpoint, the eleven cell module configuration would be acceptable if the load requirements do not exceed a three battery system capability.

If the weight of a 50 Ampere-Hour cell is assumed to be 3.0 pounds and a weight packaging factor of 1.35 is utilized, the weight of an eleven cell module would then be:

\[(11 \text{ Cells})(3.0 \text{ Lbs/Cell})(1.35) = 44.55 \text{ lbs}\]

The switching configuration of relays required to connect eleven cell modules into various pairs to comprise a battery is rather complex. A minimum number of 144 relays are estimated to allow the independent switching to comprise 3 batteries out of 11 total modules. The total weight of the 11, eleven cell modules plus switching relays would be:

\[(11 \text{ modules})(44.55 \text{ lbs/module}) + (144 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relays}) = 533.3 \text{ lbs}\]

The minimum acceptable battery system reliability requirement of 0.99 and the redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed results in a maximum design load capability based upon a three battery system. The energy available from three batteries from full charge to 100% DOD would be:

\[(3 \text{ Batteries})(26.4 \text{ V/Battery})(50 \text{ Ahr}) = 3960 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

For a three-year mission, the maximum allowable DOD is 60%. The usable available energy from a three battery system comprised of eleven cell modules is:

\[(3960 \text{ Watt-Hours})(.60 \text{ DOD}) = 2376 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

The battery system peak load capability would be:

\[(3 \text{ Batteries})(65 \text{ amps})(26.4 \text{ V/Battery}) = 5148 \text{ Watts}\]

The eleven cell module configuration battery system has the capability to support a maximum load of 5148 watts for a maximum time of 27.7 minutes or until 2376 watt-hours have been removed.
Two Cell Module - A two cell module consisting of two series connected cells is another possible module configuration. Eleven, two cell modules connected in series could comprise a battery. The following paragraphs evaluate the two cell module configuration for reliability, weight and load capability.

The reliability of a two cell module may be expressed as:

\[ P_B = (P_C)^N = (0.99)^2 = 0.9801 \]

The maximum number of modules that could fit in the NASA MMS module is 63. Eleven modules would be required per battery, thus a maximum number of five batteries are available. The reliability of a 22 cell battery consisting of eleven series connected two cell modules may be expressed as:

\[ P_B = (P_C)^N = (0.9801)^{11} = 0.8016 \]

This is unacceptable for a battery reliability. If, however, in each battery there is a spare two cell module, then the battery system reliability would be enhanced. Table 3 summarizes the battery reliability for \( k \) operational modules out of \( m \) total modules when the two cell module reliability is 0.9801 and the total number of modules is 12, 13 and 14. The 13 and 14 module concepts provide a battery reliability greater than 0.99. However, the overall battery system reliability has not yet been calculated. Table 4 summarizes the overall battery system reliability for the battery configurations reviewed in Table 3. The 14, two cell module configuration per battery provides a high overall battery system reliability of 0.9992. The redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed has been met through the additional modules per battery. From a reliability standpoint, the two cell module configuration is an excellent candidate if the load requirements do not exceed a four battery system capability.

The weight packaging factor for a two cell module configured battery will be significantly greater than the twenty two or eleven cell module configurations due to the extra connections and cabling. For the two cell module configuration, a 1.50 weight packaging factor has been assigned. The weight of a two cell module would then be:

\[(2 \text{ Cells})(3.0 \text{ Lbs/Cell})(1.50) = 9.0 \text{ Lbs}\]

The switching configuration of relays required to comprise a twelve, thirteen or fourteen module battery would involve the capability to series connect various two cell modules or place the two cell modules in an open circuit condition. The advantage to this configuration is, off-line charging is probably not necessary if the capability to periodically switch modules in and out of the string exists. Twenty-six total relays (including redundancy) would be required for a 13, two cell module battery. The relays would be rated at 25 amps and
weigh 0.3 lbs each. The total weight of a twelve, thirteen or fourteen module battery would be:

\[(12 \text{ modules})(9 \text{ lbs/module}) + (24 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) = 115.2 \text{ lbs}\]

\[(13 \text{ modules})(9 \text{ lbs/module}) + (26 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) = 124.8 \text{ lbs}\]

\[(14 \text{ modules})(9 \text{ lbs/module}) + (28 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) = 134.4 \text{ lbs}\]

The NASA MMS module can accommodate five, 12 module batteries or four, 13 or 14 module batteries. The total battery system weight for the two cell module configuration is summarized in Table 5.

Five batteries consisting of twelve modules each would have a maximum available capacity of 250 ampere-hours. The energy available from full charge to 100% DOD would be 6600 Watt-hours. The redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed has been met at the module level. The usable energy available from five batteries based upon a maximum allowable DOD of 60% would be:

\[(6600 \text{ Watt-Hours})(.60 \text{ DOD}) = 3690 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

Four batteries consisting of thirteen or fourteen modules each would have a maximum available capacity of 200 Ampere-hours. The energy available from full charge to 100% DOD would be 5280 Watt-hours. The usable energy based upon a maximum allowable DOD of 60% would be:

\[(5280 \text{ Watt-Hours})(.60 \text{ DOD}) = 3168 \text{ Watt-Hours}\]

The 1.3 C discharge rate limit would dictate a peak load capability of 65 amps per battery. The battery system peak load capability of a four or five battery system would be:

\[(4 \text{ batteries})(65 \text{ amps})(26.4 \text{ V/battery}) = 6864 \text{ Watts}\]

\[(5 \text{ batteries})(65 \text{ amps})(26.4 \text{ V/battery}) = 8580 \text{ Watts}\]

Table 6 summarizes the load capabilities of the two cell module configurations.

4. One Cell Module.- A one cell module is the smallest possible configuration candidate. Twenty-two, one cell modules connected in series would comprise a battery. The following paragraphs evaluate the one cell configuration for reliability, weight and load capability.
The reliability of a one cell module would simply be the cell reliability, or 0.99. If 22 one cell modules were series connected, the battery reliability would be:

\[ P_B = (P_C)^N = (0.99)^{22} = 0.802 \]

This is an unacceptable battery reliability. The battery reliability may be enhanced by having additional one cell modules per battery. The addition of spare modules would require the capability to switch cells in or out of the series. Table 7 summarizes the battery reliability for k operational modules out of m total modules for a cell reliability of 0.99. Table 8 summarizes the overall battery system reliability for the one cell module candidates. Five batteries consisting of 23 cells will fit in the MMS module, while four batteries consisting of 24 or 25 cells will fit in the MMS module. The redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed has been met at the cell level within a battery. From a reliability standpoint, the one cell module configuration is an excellent candidate if the load requirements do not exceed a four battery system.

The weight packaging factor for the one cell module is assigned the same value as the two cell module, 1.50. The weight of a one cell module would then be:

\[ (1 \text{ Cell})(3.0 \text{ Lbs/Cell})(1.50) = 4.5 \text{ Lbs} \]

The switching configuration of relays required to comprise a 23, 24 or 25 cell battery would involve the capability to series connect 22 total modules and place the spare cells in an open circuit condition. A total of 50 relays are required for such a configuration for a 25 cell battery. The total weight of 23, 24 and 25 cell battery would be:

\begin{align*}
(23 \text{ cells})(4.5 \text{ lbs/cell}) + (46 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) &= 117.3 \text{ lbs} \\
(24 \text{ cells})(4.5 \text{ lbs/cell}) + (48 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) &= 122.4 \text{ lbs} \\
(25 \text{ cells})(4.5 \text{ lbs/cell}) + (50 \text{ relays})(0.3 \text{ lbs/relay}) &= 127.5 \text{ lbs}
\end{align*}

The NASA Standard MMS module can accommodate five 23 cell batteries or four 24 or 25 cell batteries. The total battery system weight for the one cell module configurations is summarized in Table 9.

The load capabilities of a five or four battery system were calculated in the two cell module configuration paragraph. Table 10 summarizes the load capabilities of the one cell module configurations.
CONCLUSION

Table 11 summarizes the results of this study for a battery system with a minimum reliability of 0.99. The twenty-two and eleven cell module configurations require a large number of spare modules in order to meet the reliability requirements, resulting in poor specific energy densities for the configurations. The redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed also significantly reduces the available design capacity for the twenty-two and eleven cell module configurations. The two and one cell module configurations provide the highest reliable battery system and appear to be the optimum configuration candidates for the NASA Standard MMS module.

It should be noted that this study was the initial investigation of nickel-hydrogen module configurations. Many system components of the Electrical Power System were not evaluated as to the impact of nickel-hydrogen modular implementation. The reliability of the relays for switching cells in or out of the series was assumed to be very high (1.00 for the study) and was not evaluated any further. The study does indicate, however, that the one cell module configuration is the optimum candidate for a nickel-hydrogen energy storage system.
Figure 1. Individual Pressure Vessel Nickel-Hydrogen Cell
Table 1. TWENTY-TWO CELL MODULE OVERALL SYSTEM RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Operational Batteries (k) Required Out of m Total (5) for Mission Success (0.95 Cell Reliability)</th>
<th>Overall Battery System Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ELEVEN-CELL MODULE OVERALL SYSTEM RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Operational Batteries (k) Required Out of m Total (11) for Mission Success</th>
<th>Overall Battery System Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.2952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.6761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. TWO-CELL MODULE BATTERY RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Operational Modules (M) Required Out of N Total for a Battery</th>
<th>Battery Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. TWO-CELL MODULE OVERALL BATTERY SYSTEM RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Two-Cell Modules per Battery</th>
<th>Battery Reliability</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Battery System Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9771</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. TWO-CELL CONFIGURATION BATTERY SYSTEM WEIGHT PROFILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Two-Cell Modules per Battery</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Total Battery System Weight (Lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>576.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>499.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>537.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. TWO-CELL MODULE LOAD CAPABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules per Battery</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Load Capability (Watt-Hours)</th>
<th>Peak Load Capability (Watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>8580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. ONE-CELL MODULE BATTERY RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Operational Modules (M) Required Out of N Total for a Battery</th>
<th>Battery Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. ONE-CELL OVERALL BATTERY SYSTEM RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of One-Cell Modules per Battery</th>
<th>Battery Reliability</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Battery System Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.9780</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. ONE-CELL CONFIGURATION BATTERY SYSTEM WEIGHT PROFILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cells per Battery</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Total Battery System Weight (Lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>586.5 Lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>469.0 Lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>489.6 Lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>510.0 Lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10. ONE-CELL MODULE LOAD CAPABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cells per Battery</th>
<th>Number of Batteries per MMS Module</th>
<th>Load Capability (Watt-hours)</th>
<th>Peak Load Capability (Watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>8580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. BATTERY CONFIGURATION EVALUATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Configuration</th>
<th>Battery System* Reliability</th>
<th>Battery System Weight (Lbs)</th>
<th>Capacity (Watt-Hours)</th>
<th>Peak Load Capability (Watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 (Five, 22-cell batteries)</td>
<td>0.9935</td>
<td>448.5</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>1716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (Eleven, 11-cell modules; five batteries total)</td>
<td>0.9966</td>
<td>533.3</td>
<td>2376</td>
<td>5148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (13, 2-cell modules/battery; 4 batteries total)</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
<td>499.2</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (24, 1-cell modules/battery; 4 batteries total)</td>
<td>0.9932</td>
<td>489.6</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>6864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Minimum acceptable reliability for battery system is 0.990. All module configurations listed in this table were based on this minimum acceptable battery system reliability. Redundancy requirement of operation with one unit failed also included in this table.
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ABSTRACT

Nickel Hydrogen technology is broadening to meet the expanding power requirements of the aerospace industry. This is occurring not only with the individual pressure vessel (IPV), as exemplified by the MILSTAR 70AH cell development and the Air Force Advance Development 4.5 inch diameter cell initiative, but also with multi-cell common pressure vessel development sponsored by NASA (Lewis Research Center). This latter effort is being performed by Ford Aerospace with Yardney Battery Division supporting (1).

The preferred approach of the NASA development effort utilizes a bipolar plate stacking arrangement to obtain the required voltage-capacity configuration. In a bipolar stack, component designs must take into account not only the typical design considerations such as voltage, capacity and gas management, but also conductivity to the bipolar (i.e., intercell) plate. The nickel and hydrogen electrode development specifically addressing bipolar cell operation is the subject of this paper.

Nickel oxide electrodes, having variable type grids and in thicknesses up to .085 inch are being fabricated and characterized to provide a data base. A selection will be made based upon a system level trade-off. Negative (hydrogen) electrodes are being screened to select a high performance electrode which can function as a bipolar electrode. Present nickel hydrogen negative electrodes are not capable of conducting current through their cross-section. An electrode has been tested which exhibits low charge and discharge polarization voltages and at the same time is conductive. Test data is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Nickel hydrogen cell technology is currently being utilized as the basis upon which many of the new satellite power systems are predicated. Current IPV cells have plates connected in parallel to provide an ampere
hour (AH) capacity which is the sum of the plate capacities, and exhibit the characteristic couple voltage (about 1.2V). Cells are grouped in a series string to yield a higher voltage battery. The total available power is typically under 2KW. The MILSTAR satellite program is requiring the development of a 70AH cell capability with a growth potential to 100AH, thereby advancing the state-of-the-art from the current 50AH plateau. In addition, the USAF has initiated an advanced development effort which seeks to obtain a higher capacity cell by increasing the cell's diameter from 3.5 inches to 4.5 inches. This should allow higher capacities, possibly up to 200AH, to be attainable within a passively cooled individual pressure vessel.

NASA (Lewis Research Center) has identified nickel hydrogen technology as a potential candidate to meet the multi-kilowatt power requirements of planned future missions (2). To meet these higher power demands in an efficient manner, NASA is not relying on the existing individual pressure vessel approach, but has embarked on exploration of large common pressure vessel designs (3). These design approaches have been the subject of several publications to date (4-7). Because of the size of the eventual battery (150V, 75AH) and derivatives thereof, the design will require active cooling to maintain the stack components within a 5°C range during the course of the low earth orbit duty cycle. This is a marked departure from passive cooling utilized in the present nickel hydrogen cell technology.

The preferred stack approach, based on projected superior voltage, capacity and relative simplistic design, is the bipolar arrangement shown in Figure 1. This has however necessitated a tailoring of the component design and in many instances, new developments.

This paper reports the status of nickel oxide and hydrogen electrode development being performed under the first task, entitled Initial Design, of the NASA funded effort.

NICKEL OXIDE ELECTRODE INVESTIGATION

The key desirable attributes of the nickel oxide electrode are as follows:

- high energy density and specific power
- cycle life to achieve mission goals
- thick electrodes exhibiting high performance
- conductivity with the bipolar plate

The first two attributes are required in all aerospace designs. The third, a high performance thick electrode, is particularly important with
Figure 1. Bipolar Cell Stack Schematic
a bipolar configuration because a reduction in plate area results in a complimentary reduction in ancillary component weight (e.g., cooling system, bipolar plate, electrolyte reservoir plate, etc.) assuming an electrode efficiency independent of thickness. The fourth desirable attribute, conductivity of the nickel electrode with the bipolar plate was, at the program's inception, a key development question. The concern was that oxide formation on the bipolar plate during overcharge would render the interface less conductive and thereby inefficient.

Assessment of the available nickel oxide electrode types relative to a proper selection can only be made with the total system in mind. In particular, the selection must be based on the optimum 75Ah battery weight and volume attainable as a function of nickel electrode thickness. For example, a minimal capacity gain, when translated in ancillary component weight savings, may be advantageous in spite of the small corresponding capacity increase with thickness.

To arrive at an electrode data base such that the type of trade-off described above can be made, characterization tests are being performed on a number of electrode types. These types include grid variations (either screen or exmet), variable number of grids per electrode (either 1 or 2), and finally variable electrode thickness (up to .085 inch). All electrodes have been fabricated employing a slurry method to manufacture sintered plaque and an aqueous electrochemical impregnation to deposit the active material within the plaque.

Characterization cycling of these electrodes is being carried out in a nickel hydrogen bipolar test cell. To ensure consistent voltage measurements, a gold-plated, nickel bipolar plate is being utilized and nickel electrode voltages are recorded versus a hydrogen (platinum) reference electrode. Characterization of each electrode type is being performed at two charge rates (15 and 100 mA/cm²) and four discharge rates (15, 50, 100 and 150 mA/cm²). A ten percent overcharge is used in all instances and discharges are terminated at 1.0 volts for purposes of capacity calculation.

Data obtained for screen grid type electrodes is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 illustrates the capacity obtained as a function of discharge current density for various electrode thickness. All charges were at 15 mA/cm² and the ambient temperature was maintained at 20 ± 3°C. It is apparent that the dependence of capacity is relatively independent of discharge rate for all thicknesses investigated. It should be noted that the capacities obtained at the lowest discharge rate are virtually identical to the theoretical values calculated from actual active material weight gain.
Figure 2. Nickel Electrode Capacity vs Discharge Rate

- Electrode Thickness:
  - 0.081 inch
  - 0.070 inch
  - 0.043 inch
  - 0.031 inch

Constant Charge Rate: 15 mA/cm²
Electrode Type: Screen Grid
Area: 47.9 cm²
Temperature: 20°C
Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of plate capacity as a function of charge current density for various electrode thicknesses. All discharges were at 50 mA/cm². Although only two charge current densities (i.e., 15 and 100 mA/cm²) were used to generate the curves, the negative influence of higher charge current densities with increasing thickness is apparent.

Table I illustrates the required charge and discharge regime of a 75AH battery operating in a Low Earth Orbit as a function of depth of discharge (DOD). The discharge rate is predicated on having a total plate area of 1238 square centimeters and a discharge time of 35 minutes. The charge rate assumes a 1.10 charge input to discharge output (i.e., C to D) ratio and an allowed charge time of 55 minutes. It can be seen that for operation at 80% DOD, a discharge current density of 83 mA/cm² is required to remove the 60AH in the allowed time. Further, to return that taken out plus 10% (i.e., 66AH) in 55 minutes requires a charge current density of 58.1 mA/cm². By definition, the battery would be rated employing these 80% DOD rates by discharging to 1.0V.

To examine the performance of a bipolar cell under various conditions identified in Table I, a .079 inch thick nickel electrode (denoted type A12) was assembled as shown in Figure 1. The bipolar plates were nickel and an 0.04 inch thick electrolyte reservoir plate was interposed between the nickel electrode and the bipolar plate. The actual end-of-charge and end-of-discharge voltages of the nickel electrode versus a hydrogen (platinum) reference electrode are given in Table I. Data obtained at 20°C is presented for 40 and 80% DOD and at 10°C for an 80% DOD. Continued discharge at the 80% DOD rate and 10°C yielded an equivalent battery capacity of 87AH. The voltage data was recorded following 20 such cycles and has shown that the conductivity of the nickel electrode to the bipolar plate is not affected by cycling.

**HYDROGEN (PLATINUM) ELECTRODE**

The key desirable attributes for a hydrogen electrode operating in a bipolar cell configuration are as follows:

- low polarization on charge and discharge
  (<25 mV at 15 mA/cm²)
- cycle life to achieve mission goals
- conductivity through the electrode's cross-section

The first two attributes are common to all aerospace applications. The third is unique to bipolar cell operation.
Figure 3. Nickel Electrode Capacity vs Discharge Rate
Table I. LEO\textsuperscript{1} CHARGE/DISCHARGE PERFORMANCE VERSUS PERCENT DOD FOR A 75 AHR BATTERY\textsuperscript{2}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% DOD</th>
<th>DISCHARGE</th>
<th>CHARGE</th>
<th>ACTUALS\textsuperscript{3}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHR Del’D.</td>
<td>RATE (mA/cm\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>AHR Ret’D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>41.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>49.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>57.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>66.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} Charge time of 55 minutes followed by a 35 minute discharge
\textsuperscript{2} Positive plate area is 1238 cm\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{3} Electrode A12 in a Bipolar configuration \& 20°C, voltage measured vs H\textsubscript{2} reference
\textsuperscript{4} Same as (3) but at 10°C
The commonly employed aerospace hydrogen electrode has demonstrated both low polarization and good cycle life. However, since it has a non-conductive hydrophobic backing, it is not suitable for use in a bipolar configuration. The polarization performance of this type of electrode can serve as a benchmark upon which to grade other electrode types.

Several types of available Fuel Cell electrodes were tested. These electrodes were attractive since they are conductive through their cross-section and since they have demonstrated long-term operational life. Electrodes ranging in platinum loading from 0.5 to 12 mg/cm² have been tested. It was found that although voltage performance on charge was adequate, voltage performance on discharge was variable at best. This latter behavior appears to result from flooding of these electrodes with the production of H₂O during discharge. This tended to make the voltage unstable, increasing as the discharge proceeded. A third type of electrode, developed at Yardney specifically for bipolar use, was tested. Its charge and discharge voltage performance is shown in Figure 4.

The performance of hydrogen electrodes tested showed a dependence on hydrogen pressure, with improved performance corresponding to higher hydrogen pressures. For that reason, charge and discharge curves are presented at two pressures (i.e., 100 and 600 PSIG). These pressures are projected to be close to the eventual battery end-of-discharge and end-of-charge pressures, respectively. Charge and discharge polarization curves for the standard aerospace electrode are also given as a basis for comparison.

As can be seen from Table I, the full 75AH battery is projected to operate at maximum charge and discharge current densities of 58 and 83 mA/cm², respectively. Anticipated hydrogen electrode polarization at these current densities, taken from Figure 4, are about 35 and 60 mV.

**SUMMARY**

Nickel electrode characterization is proceeding. Electrodes having thicknesses of up to .085 inch have been fabricated employing slurry plaque and electrochemical impregnation techniques. The dependence of capacity on discharge current density has shown thusfar to be minimal, whereas the dependence on charge current density is significant for the thicker electrodes. Data, typified by that presented above, will be generated for additional electrode types. This data base will be employed in trade-off studies to make an electrode selection yielding the optimum battery.

Candidate hydrogen electrodes have been investigated. Table II summarizes the findings to date. The aerospace type electrode was dismissed for lack of conductivity through its cross-section. The fuel cell type electrodes were found deficient in discharge performance, exhibiting evidence of flooding. A third electrode type, developed by Yardney, appears to be suitable, but must be tested to determine its life cycle capability.
Figure 4. Hydrogen Electrode Polarization
Table II. HYDROGEN ELECTRODE ASSESSMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRODE TYPE</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT OF CHARACTERISTIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. STATE-OF-ART AEROSPACE (4mg/cm²)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. FUEL CELL ELECTRODES</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. YARDNEY BIPOLAR ELECTRODE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

Over 6,900 LEO cycles have been accumulated at 30% DOD on twelve Intelsat-design nickel-hydrogen cells. Physical equipment and cells are described. Performance characteristics are seen to be uniform. Further testing is planned to seek a failure mode, and also to investigate the effects of a new additive for nickel-hydrogen cells. Initial results indicate improved performance at higher temperatures and diminished swelling of positive nickel plates.

INTRODUCTION

Nickel-hydrogen battery cells are now in general use for geo-synchronous (GEO) satellites. Five satellites with nickel-hydrogen batteries have been successfully launched in the last two years and over a dozen are scheduled for the near future. All of these use the Intelsat design. However, the use of this design for low earth orbit (LEO) has not been widely explored.

To investigate the efficacy of the Intelsat design for LEO applications twelve standard production cells (RNH-30-1) with nominal 30 ampere-hour capacities each are being cycled in a LEO regime. The results to-date are described herein. Future plans are also discussed.

CELL DESCRIPTION

The twelve cells were constructed as part of standard production cell lots. A typical RNH-30-1 cell is shown in Figure 1. Eight cells were of completely normal construction. Two (numbers 2 and 4 in accompanying figures) contain negative plate substrates of a unique patented design and two (numbers 1 and 3) contain special positive plates. However, the latter four cells are normally constructed in every other respect and were processed and given acceptance testing with a production cell lot.

The new negative plate substrates, Figure 2, are designed to enhance electrical efficiency by minimizing the electrical current path length to the tab. At the same time, the tab area is considerably
strengthened structurally in comparison with previously-used designs by a concentration of radial ribs near the tab-rib and by tapering of the tab-rib itself. The overall geometric design provides roughly-rectangular structural sectors which are essentially identical in surface area, thus providing a relatively homogenous surface for adhesion of platinum catalyst.

The two cells with special positive plates were designed to investigate performance characteristics of a particular nickel-oxide sinter lot.

TEST FIXTURING

The test fixture is shown in Figure 3. Each cell is mounted in an aluminum thermal flange which is bonded to it with RTV-560 and which is electrically isolated by a layer of photo-etched mylar. The cells are mounted in a common vertical aluminum fixture which is 0.8 inches thick. Its large mass enables it to serve effectively as a stabilizing heat reservoir.

The entire fixture is contained in a refrigerated chamber which is able to regulate temperature to $4 \pm 3^\circ$C. Each cell is mounted horizontally. Some additional cells may be seen in Figure 3 alongside the vertically-standing fixture. These are part of another life test being run concurrently with this one.

As safety features the test chamber contains a catalytic hydrogen gas sensor and a temperature-sensitive switching element. These are wired to a fault-relay which will terminate cycling and trigger an audible alarm in the event of a hydrogen leak or excessive heat build-up. Over/under voltage protection is also provided.

Ancillary equipment includes a small computer which controls cycling automatically, a power supply, and a monitor for recording voltage.

CYCLE REGIME AND PERFORMANCE

The cells have, as of November 1984, completed over 6,900 LEO cycles at a 30% depth-of-discharge (DOD), i.e., 55 minutes of charge at C/3 and 35 minutes of discharge at C/2 for 16 cycles per day.

The initial charge/discharge (C/D) ratio of 1.08 was reduced to 1.04 after 3,300 cycles to maintain an EOC V near 1.57 volts per cell. C/D was further reduced to 1.02 at 6,000 cycles and then re-adjusted to 1.03 at 6,400 cycles.
EOC and EOD voltages have remained quite uniform throughout cycling. Data representative of the lowest and highest cell at each measurement are displayed in Figures 4 and 5.

Discharge capacities are measured at intervals to monitor cell performance. This typically consists of a C/2 discharge to 1.0 volt which is preceded by a C/10 charge for 16 hours. Capacities are shown in Figure 6. Note that capacities increased significantly at cycle 4200. A mechanical failure occurred at that time which caused the unintended reversal of all twelve cells to an average of -0.25 volts per cell.

Charge retention is also measured at intervals. The cells are charged at C/10 to knee-over (typically eighteen hours) and EOC voltages obtained. After a four to twelve day open-circuit stand another OCV is obtained. Capacity after one such stand is shown in the last column of Figure 6. Charge-retention voltage data are tabulated in Figure 7.

**FUTURE PLANS FOR LIFE TESTING**

It is planned to continue life-testing of the twelve cells indefinitely with the intention of eventually determining a failure mode. In addition, life testing of two additional RNH-30-1 cells is planned. These are identical to those of a recent production cell lot except that they contain a special additive.

The additive used increased cell capacity at higher temperatures and also improved charge retention at 10°C. Figure 8 shows capacity comparisons between the two additive cells (cells A and B) and the production cell lot in which they were built and tested. The change is most striking at 30°C where an eight ampere-hour improvement is seen. The improvement in 10°C capacity after a 72-hour charge-retention stand is nearly four ampere-hours.

Figures 9 through 19 show time/voltage comparisons between one of the additive cells (labeled "A") and one cell representative of the production lot average. The abrupt, brief rise in voltage near the end of some discharge curves is an artifact of the curve-smoothing algorithm and should be disregarded.

Beyond the improvements in capacity and charge retention an interesting feature is a rise in voltage near EOC for the additive cell which invariably crosses-over the non-additive cell's voltage.

As a check on possible effects of the additive used, a 10C stress test was performed on similar positive plates, using a 12-minute charge/6-minute discharge cycle. Six plates were immersed in normal KOH (1,300 SpG) and six in the same KOH with the additive. Thickness measurements were made before testing and after cycles 55, 160, 240 and
320. The measurements are tabulated in Figure 20. Notably, the plates in the additive grew only 1 to 4 mils compared to those in the regular KOH which thickened 4 to 8 mils. This stress test was extremely severe and went far beyond the number of cycles normally employed.

SUMMARY

Over 6,900 LEO cycles have been accumulated at 30% DOD on twelve Intelsat-design nickel-hydrogen cells. Although the cells are from two different production lots, voltage and capacity performances have been very uniform and charge retention characteristics remain nominal. Voltage reversal on one discharge was seen to have a positive effect on capacity and did not otherwise affect performance. New design negative-plate substrates have not affected performance at the low charge/discharge rates used.

Future plans include continued testing of the twelve cells with the intent of determining a failure mode. Two cells with a special additive will also be tested in a regime yet to be determined. Initial results indicate improved capacity at higher temperatures and improved charge-retention characteristics. Plate growth may also be reduced because of the additive.

Not least of all, the efficacy of nickel-hydrogen cells without wall-wicks in LEO cycles is being shown as superior to previous estimates. A useful life-test data base in this regard continues to be generated.
Figure 1. Typical RNH-30-1 Nickel-Hydrogen Cell
Figure 2. Negative Plate Substrate (U.S. Pat. No. 4,477,546)
Figure 3. Test Fixture and Refrigeration Chamber
Figure 4. End-of-Charge Voltages
Figure 5. End-of-Discharge Voltages
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>INITIAL</th>
<th>CYCLE #2300</th>
<th>CYCLE #4200 (1)</th>
<th>CYCLE #4200 (2)</th>
<th>CYCLE #4400 (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AVG: 35.6  33.1  34.8  38.4  33.3
S.D: 0.87  1.69  1.56  1.30  1.22

(1) IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO REVERSAL
(2) AFTER REVERSAL TO -0.25V
(3) AFTER 96 HR. OPEN CIRCUIT STAND

Figure 6. Discharge Capacities (Ampere Hours) RNH-30-1 Life Test
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>CYCLE #70</th>
<th>CYCLE #1000</th>
<th>CYCLE #2200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96 HOUR STAND</td>
<td>120 HOUR STAND</td>
<td>288 HOUR STAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OCV</td>
<td>OCV</td>
<td>OCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>1.534</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>1.530</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>1.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>1.526</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>1.530</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>1.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>1.527</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>1.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.531</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>1.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.520</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>1.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>CYCLE #2500</th>
<th>CYCLE #4200</th>
<th>CYCLE #4500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>288 HOUR STAND</td>
<td>96 HOUR STAND</td>
<td>96 HOUR STAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OCV</td>
<td>OCV</td>
<td>OCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>1.523</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>1.527</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>1.523</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>1.523</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>1.521</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>1.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>1.515</td>
<td>1.342</td>
<td>1.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>1.519</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>1.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Charge Retention, RNH-30-1 Life Test
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYCLE</th>
<th>CELL A</th>
<th>CELL B</th>
<th>LOT AVG. (80 CELLS)</th>
<th>SIGMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30°C Capacity</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°C Capacity</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°C Capacity</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°C Capacity</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°C Chg. Ret.</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Performance of Additive Cells, Capacities in Ampere-hours
Figure 9. 30 Degree Charge
Figure 10. 30 Degree Discharge
Figure 11. 20 Degree Charge
Figure 12. 20 Degree Discharge
Figure 14. 10 Degree Discharge
Figure 15. 0 Degree Charge
Figure 16. 0 Degree Discharge
Figure 17. 10 Deg Charge Ret Charge
Figure 18. 10 Deg Charge Ret 72 hr. OCV
Figure 19. 10 Deg Charge Ret Discharge
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORMAL KOH</th>
<th>CYCLE</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>160</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>320</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDITIVE KOH</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20. Thickness of Positive Plates During Stress
ABSTRACT

Advanced designs for individual pressure vessel nickel-hydrogen cells have been conceived which should improve the cycle life at deep depths-of-discharge. Features of the designs which are new and not incorporated in either of the contemporary cells (Air Force/Hughes, Comsat) are: (1) use of alternate methods of oxygen recombination, (2) use of serrated edge separators to facilitate movement of gas within the cell while still maintaining required physical contact with the wall wick, and (3) use of an expandable stack to accommodate some of the nickel electrode expansion. The designs also consider electrolyte volume requirements over the life of the cells, and are fully compatible with the Air Force/Hughes design.

Boiler plate cells based on each of the designs have been fabricated. They are in the process of being evaluated in a continuing cycle life test.

INTRODUCTION

As part of an overall effort to advance the technology of nickel-hydrogen batteries for possible use in an energy storage system, in low earth orbit (LEO), improved advanced designs for individual pressure vessel (IPV) cells have been conceived. The purpose of this effort is to improve the cycle life at deep depths-of-discharge (DOD). The approach has been to effect cell improvements through a continuing combined in-house and contractual effort. Contemporary IPV nickel-hydrogen cell designs and results of cycle life tests conducted in-house and by others were reviewed to identify areas where improvement could result in a longer cycle life. A component improvement effort directed towards the physical properties of each of the individual components was initiated and improvements will be factored into the cell as evolved. Design philosophies have been developed related to oxygen and electrolyte management requirements. Existing technology was utilized where possible to minimize development cost and time.

The contemporary design cells (Air Force/Hughes, Comsat) are adequate for the geosynchronous orbit (GEO) applications, where not many cycles are required over the life of the storage system. However, for the demanding LEO applications, the current cycle life at deep depths-of-discharge (2000 to 8000 cycles) is not acceptable (1,2). Some investigators report that this limited cycle life is mainly due to degradation of the nickel electrode. However,
there are also indications that modifications to the contemporary designs should result in an improved cycle life (3). Some possible causes of degradation are: density changes of the active material during cycling which could cause fatigue of the nickel plaque (4) and structural damage to itself resulting in capacity loss; active material could flake or extrude from the electrode causing a loss of capacity and possible shorting of the cell (1,5). Extrusion of active material may also cause channeling of oxygen generated during charge. This could lead to "popping" caused by large concentrations of oxygen reacting with hydrogen at the hydrogen electrode (5) which could damage the electrode (4). Blistering of the nickel electrode during cycling could cause capacity loss (6). Change in pore distribution and electrode surface area can also result from active material expansion and contraction, which could effect electrolyte distribution and performance. It has been reported that the nickel electrode expands significantly during cycling (3). This could cause compression of the separators, drying of the stack, rupture of the polysulfone core and cell failure. This failure mode can be eliminated by modifying the cell design to accommodate expansion.

In this report advanced designs for IPV nickel-hydrogen cells are described. Initial cycle life performance of boiler plate cells, based on each of these designs, is presented and compared to the Air Force recirculating design.

EXPERIMENTAL

TEST FACILITY

The test facility used to cycle life test the nickel hydrogen cells is illustrated in Fig. 1. The facility design incorporates two main features: safety and versatility. Since the nickel-hydrogen cells are precharged with hydrogen and also generate hydrogen during charge, special attention was given to personnel safety. The cells were located on top of the instrumentation cabinets. There were two cells for each cabinet. Each cell was located within a cylindrical shrapnel shield in case of the improbable event of an explosion or rupture of the cell pressure vessel. During a test, the cylindrical shield was purged with nitrogen to create an inert atmosphere. The nitrogen gas, and hydrogen gas if any, would be exhausted from the test laboratory through a hood located above the cells. If the exhaust fan would fail or the nitrogen purge would become interrupted, the test would be automatically terminated. A test can also be terminated on a preset upper and/or lower limit of cell voltage, current, pressure, and temperature.

The facility's versatility allows for testing over a wide range of cycle regimes. A geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) cycle regime can be run in real time using a programmable timer. Various accelerated GEO and low earth orbit cycle regimes can be run using a Texas Instrument timer. The cell discharge current is controlled by an electronic load, which can be varied from 0 to 100 amps. The charge current can also be varied in the same range. Test data are printed out locally using a Fluke data collector. Strip chart recorders are
used to record cell voltage, current, and pressure as a continuous function of
charge and discharge time for selected cycles. A maximum of twelve cells can
be tested at the same time.

TEST CELL DESCRIPTION

**Air Force Design Cell**

The Air Force cell is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of a stack of
nickel electrodes, separators, hydrogen electrodes, and gas screens assembled
in a non back-to-back electrode configuration. The stack is packaged in a
cylindrical pressure vessel, with hemispherical end caps. This is made of
Inconel 718 and lined with zirconium oxide which serves as a wall wick. The
components are shaped in a "pineapple" slice pattern. The electrodes are
connected electrically in parallel. In this configuration electrodes of
different types directly face each other. Hence, since a high bubble pressure
separator is used, the oxygen generated at the nickel electrode on charge is
directed to the hydrogen electrode of the next unit cell, where it recombinates
chemically to form water. The fuel cell grade asbestos separators are
extended beyond the electrodes to contact the wall wick. Hence, electrolyte
which leaves the stack during cycling will be wicked back into the stack. The
nickel electrode consists of a sintered nickel powder plaque containing a
nickel screen substrate which is electrochemically impregnated with nickel
hydroxide active material by the Pickett process. The gas screens are
polypropylene. The electrolyte is a 31 percent aqueous solution of potassium
hydroxide. The stack configuration is referred to as a recirculating design.

**NASA Advanced Cells**

*Overall Designs* - Two different but similar advanced design IPV
nickel-hydrogen cells have been conceived. They are illustrated in Figures 3
and 4. One is referred to as the catalyzed wall wick and the other as the
recombination capsule design. They differ only in the method of oxygen
recombination. Initially the nickel electrodes, hydrogen electrodes, gas
screens, pressure vessel, and potassium hydroxide electrolyte concentration
will be identical to the ones used in the state-of-the-art Air Force/Hughes
cells. However, a component improvement effort directed towards the physical
properties of each of the individual components has been initiated and
improvements will be factored into the cells as they evolve. For both designs
the electrode configuration is back-to-back as is the case for the Comsat
cell. Both designs also use a wall wick, however portions of the wall wick
are catalyzed for the catalyzed wall wick design.

Features of the advanced designs which are new and not incorporated in
either of the contemporary cells are: (1) use of alternate methods of oxygen
recombination; (2) use of serrated edge separators; (3) and use of an
expandable stack. The designs also consider electrolyte volume requirements
over the life of the cells, and are fully compatible with the Air Force/Hughes
design.
Boiler plate cells of both designs are in the process of being cycle tested to verify design feasibility.

Oxygen Management – During the later part of charge and on overcharge oxygen is evolved at the nickel electrodes. For both contemporary designs oxygen management consists of chemically recombining the oxygen generated during charge on the catalyzed hydrogen electrode surface to form water. This chemical reaction is very exothermic; hence care must be taken to limit the rate at which these two reactants come together. If a separator is used which has a pore size distribution that permits a certain degree of gas permeability, oxygen bubble buildup occurs and "popping" results as these accumulations of oxygen abruptly recombine. This can result in sintering of the catalyzed surface and/or local melting of the Teflon/catalyzed agglomeration that makes up the hydrogen electrode. If high bubble pressure separators are used in the back-to-back electrode configuration (Comsat design) the oxygen must travel along the face of the nickel, leave the stack and then reenter to recombine on the hydrogen electrode. In this case, the recombination would be expected to take place around the outer perimeter of the electrodes. The concentration of chemical reactants could result in damage to the electrocatalyst surface of the electrode.

An improved method of oxygen recombination is to use a catalyzed wall wick. The oxygen evolved on charge between the back-to-back nickel electrodes to the catalyzed wall wick where it recombines. The water formed is wicked into the stack because the asbestos separators are in contact with the wall wick. An oxygen seal is used at the inner edge of the nickel electrodes to preclude oxygen from bypassing the catalyzed wall wick by escaping into the stack core, and reentering to recombine at the hydrogen electrodes. The asbestos separator pore size distribution is such that it has a high bubble pressure, thus denying the oxygen a direct path to the hydrogen electrode.

The catalyzed wall wick is fabricated by first depositing a thin zirconium oxide layer of wicking material on the inner surface of the pressure vessel, as is the case in the Air Force design. A platinum Teflon mixture is coated in stripes onto the zirconium oxide surface. The mixture is similar to that used to fabricate SOA hydrogen electrodes, and is cured in the same manner.

The advantages of using a catalyzed wall wick are (1) aids thermal management, as the heat of oxygen recombination is deposited at the pressure vessel wall rather than at the hydrogen electrodes in the stack, and (2) prevents damage to the hydrogen electrode due to concentrated bubbles of oxygen reacting (popping problem).

Another method of oxygen management would be to use oxygen recombination capsules between the back-to-back nickel electrodes. The high bubble pressure asbestos separator directs the oxygen into the capsule, which consists of recombination sites catalyzed with platinum. They are encapsulated with a vapor permeable coating to allow passage of the gases in and water vapor out, but remain hydrophobic to liquid. The coating must also isolate the catalyst.
electrically, otherwise it will react with the nickel electrode as a parasitic reaction. The water formed within the capsule is returned to the nickel electrodes in the vapor form. This method of oxygen management benefits the overall electrolyte management scheme, and helps prevent damage to the hydrogen electrode.

**Expandable Stack** - The SOA electrochemically impregnated nickel electrodes expand significantly due to cycling at deep depths-of-discharge compressing the separators. The electrolyte forced out is absorbed by the increased pore volume of the nickel electrodes. Hence, expansion of the nickel electrodes affects electrolyte volume (as a percentage of stack saturation) and electrolyte distribution. This failure mode applies to the Comsat cell, which does not use a recirculation stack. In the Air Force cell, the proper electrolyte volume should be maintained by the recirculation stack design. However, it has been reported by others that the Air Force cell has also failed due to nickel electrode expansion (7). In this case, the expansion was so great (about 1/2 in., 40 electrode stack) that the polysulfone core of the stack ruptured. This failure mode can be eliminated by modifying the cell design to accommodate expansion.

To accommodate the nickel electrode expansion and improve cycle life, an expandable stack has been proposed. One way of implementing this is to use Inconel 718 Belleville disc springs at each end of the stack between the end plates and tie rod nuts. The springs will maintain stack compression throughout the life of the cell. Another way is to share the accommodation with the separator. The spring constant can be selected so that some of the electrode expansion is absorbed by the asbestos separator. A 10 mil separator, which is the standard thickness used in contemporary nickel-hydrogen cells, can be compressed to about 5 mils without any performance degradation provided it has adequate electrolyte. In SOA cells, the asbestos separators are initially compressed 1 mil to insure good component contact. As a matter of fact, the performance of the separator may improve due to the decrease in thickness. However, this could be offset by a change in tortuosity due to compression. The separator can be thought of as a spring in series with the Belleville spring. The relative deflection will depend on the respective spring constants.

An effort has been initiated in-house to investigate the effect of separator compression on resistance and electrolyte content.

**Serrated Separator** - The separators are made of beater treated asbestos (BTA) rather than conventional fuel cell grade asbestos. BTA is reconstituted fuel cell grade asbestos that has 5 percent by weight butyl latex binder added (8). The sheet is formed in one ply and is approximately 7 mils thick. The properties of BTA are comparable to those of the fuel cell grade asbestos (resistivity, electrolyte retention, porosity, pore size, bubble pressure). In addition, the BTA is more uniform and stronger. The edges of the separator are serrated to facilitate gas movement inside the cell. The (duty cycle) of the serration is about 25 percent. Hence, 75 percent of the separator edge will still be in contact with the pressure vessel wall for electrolyte management.
Electrolyte Management - Cell performance is very sensitive to stack electrolyte volume and distribution (9). There are many factors which effect this quantity, and some are difficult to control. However, by good design, proper electrolyte volume can be maintained over the life of the cell for good performance.

One way of maintaining the proper electrolyte volume is to provide extra electrolyte in the bottom of the cell (about 20 ml) and a means of transporting it to the stack as required. This can be done by extending the separators beyond the electrodes to contact the wall wick, which is in contact with the electrolyte reservoir, as is the case in the Air Force design.

MEASUREMENTS AND PROCEDURE

For this experiment the quantities measured for each cell at the end of charge and discharge, and their accuracies were: Current (+0.3 percent), voltage (+0.5 percent), pressure (+1 percent), temperature (+10 C limit of error), and charge and discharge ampere-hours capacity (+0.5 percent). Charge-to-discharge ampere-hour ratio was calculated. Cell current, voltage, and pressure were recorded continuously as a function of time, for selected cycles, on a strip chart recorder.

Cell charge and discharge currents were measured across a shunt, using an integrating digital voltmeter. Cell voltage was also measured using an integrating digital voltmeter. Cell pressure was measured using a conventional pressure transducer. Temperature was measured using an iron-constantan thermocouple located on the center of the outside pressure vessel wall. Charge and discharge ampere-hours were measured using a conventional ampere-hour meter. Charge-to-discharge ratio (ampere-hours into cell on charge to ampere-hours out on discharge) was calculated from the ampere-hour measurements.

Prior to cycling the cell, the ampere-hour capacity loss due to self discharge after a 72-hour open circuit voltage stand was measured for all cells.

Three, 6 ampere-hour boiler plate cells of each design will be cycled to failure. In addition, one 4 ampere-hour boiler plate cell of the catalyzed wall wick design will also be cycled to failure. The cycle regime will be a LEO regime. The depth-of-discharge will be 80% of name plate capacity. For this test cell failure was defined to occur, when the discharge voltage degraded to 0.9 volts during the course of a constant current 35-minute discharge at the 1.37C rate. For the first test cycle, the cells were charged for eighteen hours at a C/10 rate (0.6 amps) followed by discharge at the 1.37C rate for 35 minutes. Then the normal LEO charge/discharge regime was initiated which consisted of charging the cells at about a constant 0.96C rate (5.76 amps) for 55 minutes immediately followed by discharge at a constant 1.37C rate (8.2 amps) for 35 minutes. The charge-to-discharge ratio was set at 1.10.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SELF DISCHARGE

The average percentage ampere-hour capacity loss and confidence interval (standard deviation about the mean) for three cells of each design is summarized in figure 5. The capacity loss was measured after a 72-hour open circuit voltage stand. The cell temperature was not controlled during the measurements. Room temperature was 25°C. The spread in the data indicates no significant difference in the average percentage capacity loss. This suggests that the new designs do not introduce any new self discharge mechanisms.

CYCLE PERFORMANCE

The effect of cycling on the end of discharge voltage for the best cell (least voltage degradation) for each design is shown in figure 6. There was no apparent difference between the performance of the oxygen recombination capsule design and the Air Force design cell (control). The voltage for both designs was stable and relatively constant throughout the test. At cycle 1500 the end of discharge voltage was about 1.14 volts for each design. The catalyzed wall wick design cell exhibited a beginning of life variability in end of discharge voltage (not shown in figure 6), and then stabilized. Once stabilized, it showed relatively little degradation in voltage and was about 1.08 volts at cycle 2800. This lower voltage compared to the Air Force control cell (cycle 1500) is probably not inherent to the catalyzed wall wick design. It could be due to several factors such as; high contact resistance between cell components due to inadequate stack compression; maldistribution of electrolyte; or partial passivation of the hydrogen electrodes. The oxygen seal used in this design was tested in 31% potassium hydroxide, which was used as the electrolyte, and was partially soluble. This could have been a source of passivation. A cell with a different oxygen seal material, that is not soluble in KOH, has been fabricated and will be evaluated.

The cycle test of these cells will be continued until failure. A post-cycle cell teardown and failure analysis will be conducted to evaluate the cause(s) for failure. This information be factored into further improving the cell design.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Advanced designs for IPV nickel-hydrogen cells have been conceived, which could have a longer cycle life at deep depths-of-discharge. The features of the designs which are new are: use of alternate methods of oxygen recombinations, use of an expandable stack to accommodate nickel electrode expansion, and use of serrated edge separators to facilitate gas movement within the cell while still maintaining required physical contact with the wall wick. The designs also consider electrolyte volume requirements over the life of the cells, and are fully compatible with the Air Force/Hughes design.
Boiler plate cells of both designs have been fabricated and are in the process of being cycle tested to verify the design feasibility.
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Figure 1. Nickel-hydrogen Cell Test Facility

Figure 2. Illustration of Air Force/Hughes Design Individual Pressure Vessel Nickel-Hydrogen Cell.
Figure 3. NASA Advanced Design IPV Nickel-Hydrogen Cell-catalyzed Wall Wick

Figure 4. NASA Advanced Design Nickel-Hydrogen Cell—Oxygen Recombination Capsule
Figure 5. Self Discharge—Average Capacity Loss and Confidence Interval After 72-hour Open Circuit Voltage Stand

Figure 6. Effect of Cycling on End of Discharge Voltage of Best Cell of Each Design
ACCELERATED AND REAL-TIME GEOSYNCHRONOUS LIFE CYCLING TEST PERFORMANCE OF NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERIES

Robert S. Green
RCA Astro-Electronics
Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

RCA Astro-Electronics currently has four nickel-hydrogen storage battery modules (11 cells each) on test in simulated geosynchronous life cycle regimes. These battery modules are of identical design to those used on the GSTAR (GTE Satellite Corp.) and Spacenet (GTE Spacenet Corp.) communications satellites as previously reported.1

The batteries are being tested using an automated test station equipped with computer-controlled environmental chambers and recording equipment. The two battery types, 30 ampere-hours and 40 ampere-hours (GSTAR and Spacenet, respectively), are being electrically cycled using identical 44-day eclipse sequences at 5°C and vary with respect to depth of discharge, recharge ratio, duration of accumulated suntime, and the use of a reconditioning sequence. This paper outlines the test parameters and presents the preliminary test data and results.

INTRODUCTION

As part of RCA Astro-Electronics development and qualification of the nickel-hydrogen energy storage system for the GSTAR and Spacenet communications satellite programs, three 30 AH nameplate battery modules (GSTAR type) and one 40 AH nameplate battery module (Spacenet type) are currently being tested in a simulated geosynchronous life cycle, both real-time and accelerated (reduced suntime) regimes. This test sequence is being performed to demonstrate satisfactory performance of the batteries over the mission life of their respective spacecrafts. All depth-of-discharge (DOD) values are given as a function of actual measured capacity at 10°C unless otherwise noted. The C/2, C/20, and C/60 rates are based on nameplate capacity values.

EXPERIMENTAL

TEST EQUIPMENT

All electrical performance testing of nickel-hydrogen batteries at RCA is performed using an automated battery test system. This test system consists of three major units:

1. Test Station - Combining environmental control chamber, charge power supply, and discharge load
2. Computer System - Providing parameter control, monitoring, and data acquisition

3. Operator CRT and printer for command-control and programming

ELECTRICAL

44-day Eclipse Season

All four battery modules are operating using the same 44-day geosynchronous eclipse simulation, as shown in Table 1. The 30 AH GSTAR modules 005, 006, and 007 are represented as test modules A, B, C, and the 40 AH Spacenet module is represented in test as module D. Note here that the charge time at C/20 is directly proportional to the recharge ratio selected, and that the C/60 charge rate is used to "top-off" and maintain the battery at full state-of-charge.

Suntime: Real-Time vs. Accelerated

The suntime is defined as that period of time when the spacecraft is not in eclipse. One battery in test (Module C) is operating in real-time, that is, there are approximately 3200 hours between eclipse seasons. Because station-keeping maneuvers use the batteries and are performed every 3 to 4 weeks during this period, this module is operating as detailed in Table 2A.

The three remaining modules (A, B, D) are operating in a reduced suntime test. Here the suntime has been reduced to approximately 5% of real-time (Tables 2B and 2C). The simulated stationkeeping discharges have been reduced to 1 per season, and are placed at the beginning of the suntime.

Reconditioning vs. Non-Reconditioning

Reconditioning is that sequence of events when the battery cells are all discharged and drained of all their capacity, immediately followed by a full charge. This usually occurs 1 to 3 weeks prior to beginning a new eclipse season.

The NiH2 batteries on board the GSTAR and Spacenet spacecraft have the capabilities of being reconditioned should the need arise. Of the four battery units in test, only module A is being reconditioned. This started at the commencement of eclipse season 5.

Depth-of-Discharge and Recharge Ratio

When the full load on the GSTAR and Spacenet spacecraft is applied to the batteries, a depth of discharge of approximately 52% of actual capacity is expected. This being the case, three of the modules (A, C, and D) are operating in constant current discharge mode to 52% DOD (60% of nameplate capacity). In addition, these three modules have a 1.2 recharge ratio at the C/20 rate followed by C/60 for the duration of the daily charge time.
Table 1. 44-DAY ECLIPSE SEASON DAY-BY-DAY ECLIPSE DURATION, RECHARGE TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day No.</th>
<th>Day No.</th>
<th>Discharge Time (hours)*</th>
<th>Total Charge Time (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>23.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>23.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>23.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>23.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>23.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>23.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>23.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>23.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>23.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>23.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>22.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>22.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.110</td>
<td>22.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>22.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>22.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>22.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>22.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.167</td>
<td>22.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.183</td>
<td>22.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.183</td>
<td>22.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.183</td>
<td>22.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.183</td>
<td>22.817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The total charge time is divided into charge time at nominal C/20 rate and charge time at the nominal C/60 rate. The duration of the C/20 charge is dependent upon the recharge ratio selected, and the remaining time is used to trickle charge the battery at C/60 rate.

*Discharge current determined from average spacecraft load, nominal C/2 rate.
Table 2A. REAL-TIME SUNTIME, MODULE C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Discharge</td>
<td>11 Amperes</td>
<td>1.5 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Charge</td>
<td>C/20 (1.5A)</td>
<td>13.2 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Charge</td>
<td>C/60 (0.5A)</td>
<td>307 Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Repeat Step 1-3 10 times, totaling 3217 hours of suntime.

Table 2B. ACCELERATED SUNTIME*, MODULES A AND B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Discharge</td>
<td>11 Amperes</td>
<td>1.5 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Charge</td>
<td>C/20 (1.5A)</td>
<td>13.2 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Charge</td>
<td>C/60 (0.5A)</td>
<td>166 Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Approximately 5% of real-time

Table 2C. ACCELERATED SUNTIME*, MODULE D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Discharge</td>
<td>16.5 Amperes</td>
<td>1.5 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Charge</td>
<td>C/20 (2.0A)</td>
<td>14.9 Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Charge</td>
<td>C/60 (0.67A)</td>
<td>166 Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Approximately 5% of real-time
Battery module B was originally operating at 70% DOD (80% of nameplate capacity) with a 1.2 recharge ratio. Although no test difficulty was encountered (e.g., cell reversal), the DOD was reduced to 65% (approximately 75% nameplate), because the minimum voltage requirement of 25.0 volts was being exceeded at the higher DOD. The recharge ratio was increased to 1.4 to overcome charge inefficiency and maintain uniform end-of-charge pressures at the relatively high DOD.

ENVIRONMENTAL

All four test units are each in an environmentally controlled chamber. The chamber is temperature controlled to 5°C ±2°C using dry nitrogen. The real-time test, Module C, operates at 10°C (increasing 1°C every year) during the long suntime operation. There is, in addition, a hydrogen sensor in the chamber monitoring for the lower explosion limits of hydrogen, and can abort the test and alert the operator of a potential hazard.

DATA

Module A (GSTAR 005) is operating in an accelerated test regime with a reconditioning sequence prior to each eclipse season (beginning with season 5) at 5°C. The end-of-discharge voltage versus eclipse day for seasons 1, 3, and 5 are shown in Figure 1. At 52% DOD for the 72-minute maximum eclipse period, no degradation has been observed to date. The addition of a reconditioning sequence at the beginning of season 5 appears to have no appreciable effect at this time. The relative uniformity of the end of charge voltages for seasons 1, 3, and 5 can be observed from Figure 2.

Module B (GSTAR 006) is currently being tested in an accelerated test regime at a high depth of discharge at 5°C. During the first two simulated eclipse seasons, this battery was discharged at 70% maximum DOD during the longest days. The charge return for the first half of season 1 was 120% and was increased on day 20 to 130%. Season 2 operated with 140% charge return. The end-of-discharge voltages for seasons 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3. An increase in end-of-discharge voltage was observed with a 140% charge return in season 2.

Beginning with day 20 of season 3, the depth of discharge was lowered to 65% (for programmatic reasons), and a 1.4 recharge ratio maintained. Figure 4 shows significant voltage increase of approximately 0.7 volt for season 3 when the DOD was reduced from 70% to 65%. Note here the relatively uniform EOD voltages for seasons 4, 5, and the latter half of season 3. Uniform end-of-charge voltages were observed regardless of DOD and recharge ratios, as seen in Figure 5.

Module C (GSTAR 007) is proceeding through test in a real-time test regime, 52% DOD. The approximately 3200 hours of suntime are broken up into ten test portions, each beginning with a simulated stationkeeping maneuver that discharges the battery at approximately a C/3 rate to a DOD of approximately 47%. The 1.2 recharge ratio is maintained for all discharges in this battery.
Figure 1. GSTAR Module 005, Accelerated Life Test, End-of-Discharge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day

Figure 2. GSTAR Module 005, Accelerated Life Test, End-of-Charge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day
Figure 3. GSTAR Module 006, Accelerated Life Test, 70% DOD, End-of-Discharge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day

Figure 4. GSTAR Module 006, Accelerated Life Test, High DOD, End-of-Discharge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day
The test temperature is 10°C for sun time (increase 1°C/year) and 5°C during eclipse simulation. Figures 6 and 7 are the EOD and EOC voltages versus eclipse day for seasons 1 and 2, respectively.

The fourth nickel-hydrogen battery in this test is Module D (Spacenet 005), a 40-AH qualification unit identical to that launched in the Spacenet F1 spacecraft. Operating in a 52% maximum eclipse day DOD accelerated test mode employing a 1.2 recharge ratio, two simulated eclipse seasons have been witnessed to date. The uniformity of both the EOD voltages and the EOC voltages during the simulated eclipse seasons can be seen in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

DISCUSSION

All three modules being evaluated at 52% DOD are operating normally. End-of-charge voltages are as expected, above 32 volts/battery (1.46 volt/cell) at the trickle rate of C/60, and the end of discharge voltages are above 25 volts/battery (1.18V/cell) at the C/2 rate for 72-minute discharge.

The nickel-hydrogen energy storage system is clearly capable of being discharged to a 70% DOD on the maximum eclipse day at the C/2 rate. The end-of-discharge voltage is above 23.1 volts/battery (1.05V/cell) without any test difficulty.
Figure 6. GSTAR Module 007, Real-Time Life Test, End-of-Discharge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day

Figure 7. GSTAR Module 007, Real-Time Life Test, End-of-Charge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day
Figure 8. Spacenet Module 005, Accelerated Life Test, End-of-Discharge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day

Figure 9. Spacenet Module 005, Accelerated Life Test, End-of-Charge Voltage vs. Eclipse Day
CONCLUSION

The database for the terrestrial testing of nickel-hydrogen batteries in terms of expected life in geosynchronous orbit is still quite small (compared to nickel-cadmium battery technology), and the in-orbit data even smaller. With the successful launch and deployment of the Spacenet F1 spacecraft and the launch of other NiH₂-equipped GSTAR and Spacenet spacecraft in the near future, in-orbit data will be obtained to increase this database. Demonstration of these nickel-hydrogen batteries to perform satisfactorily over their respective mission lives is well under way, and further data and results will be presented periodically.
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LIFE CYCLE TEST RESULTS OF A BIPOLAR NICKEL HYDROGEN BATTERY

Robert L Cataldo
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a history of low earth orbit laboratory test data on a 6.5 ampere-hour bipolar nickel hydrogen battery designed and built at the NASA Lewis Research Center. During the past several years the Storage and Thermal Branch has been deeply involved in the design, development, and optimization of nickel hydrogen devices. The bipolar concept is a means of achieving the goal of producing an acceptable battery, of higher energy density, able to withstand the demands of low-earth-orbit regimes.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years the NASA's Lewis Research Center has been actively engaged in the development of a bipolar configured nickel hydrogen battery. Several studies have pointed out that battery simplicity and weight savings can be realized by employing bipolar construction techniques. The actual weight savings compared to conventional nickel hydrogen designs is in the neighborhood of 20 to 30 percent, and is largely dependent on the particular mission and its specific requirements. The aspect of modularity, where the complete system of storage and heat rejection is integrated into one package, provides the ability to accommodate the growing needs of large systems with little or no impact on the whole system.

In August of 1982, a concept verification program was initiated. A 6.5 ampere-hour 10 cell battery was placed on test. The battery was successfully cycled on a low-earth-orbit regime at 80 percent depth-of-discharge for 2000 cycles. At this point the battery was disassembled and components evaluated for early failure mechanisms.

A second battery was assembled in November, 1983 and has now accrued over 4000 low-earth-orbit cycles.

The remainder of this paper will summarize the performance characteristics of this second stack design that is currently under test.
DESIGN FEATURES

Several special features are found in this battery that are not common to the more conventional nickel hydrogen cells made to date. These features are as follows: electrolyte reservoir plate, that aids in the function of both oxygen and water/electrolyte management; oxygen recombination sites other than the hydrogen electrode (Ref. 1). Figure 1 shows the layout of the cell components.

Some components and the method of electrolyte activation were changed from the first battery built and the one currently on test. Table I displays these modifications. These changes were made as a result of the teardown analysis performed on Build I (Ref. 2) and the battery performance during those 2000 cycles. For example, the chemically impregnated nickel electrode expanded about 50% in thickness. The bipolar plate was edge coated with teflon to eliminate shunt currents that developed within the manifolds after 1000 cycles in the first stack. The activation process was changed because the vacuum backfill method was difficult to carry out and posed problems in electrolyte clean up.

TEST DATA

The stack was assembled in November of 1983. A series of formation tests were performed to establish an actual battery capacity. The charge ampere-hour input was increased from 8.6 Ah to 9.6 Ah over 13 cycles, charging at 3.75 A for appropriate times. The discharge current, 1.875 A remained the same for each discharge. The ampere-hours discharged to 0.5 V (lowest cell) increased from 7.82 Ah to 8.1 Ah. The nominal capacity asymptotically reached 8.1 Ah as the charge ampere-hours was increased. The capacity discharged to 1.0 V of the weakest cell was 7.8 Ah as shown in Table II, and this value was used as "C" for the characterization tests.

The characterization test matrix contained charge rates of C/4, C/2, and C and discharge rates of C/4, C/2, C and 2C, as well as one 10C discharge. The results are shown on Figure 2 and compared to similar results of Build I.

LEO cycling to 80 percent depth (based on the 1.6C rate capacity of figure 2) at the 9.6A rate was started following the characterization tests. Twenty cycles were performed with decreasing end-of-discharge (EOD) voltages. A decision was made to pull a vacuum on the vessel. A hard vacuum was pulled on the vessel because we had not done this prior to pressuring the vessel with hydrogen. During Build I we found electrolyte in the vessel and thought that evacuating the air from the vessel prior to the hydrogen fill expelled
electrolyte from the stack. The battery EOD voltage increased by 1.0 volts as shown in Figure 2. The vacuum was thought to have relocated some electrolyte into the smaller pores and into the hydrogen electrode. The battery degraded about 0.5 volts in fifty cycles and then stabilized. The stack was removed from the vessel and vacuum back filled with electrolyte. This procedure had a longer lasting effect on EOD performance; however, voltages were still degrading.

The performance of Build II was not as good as Build I. Some design changes had been made as indicated in Table I. At this point it was decided to rebuild cells 1, 2, and 3 to try to determine the effects of the changes that had been made.

Cell 1 received all new components. The hydrogen and nickel electrode were vacuum filled prior to assembly and 21 mils of separator was used. Cell 2 only received a vacuum filled hydrogen electrode and 14 mils of separator. Cell 3 got a change of separator from 14 mils to 21 mils. These modifications were made in an attempt to isolate the design changes that were not improvements. However, the following cycle data did not provide a basis for any judgements, other than a vacuum filling of the hydrogen electrodes is necessary. A performance increase was noted in the other 7 cells that were undisturbed.

A performance increase was observed by doing several LEO rate discharges to 0.5 volts of the lowest cell. The deep discharge reconditioning made a significant increase in battery voltage for 20-30 cycles and also decreased the rate of degradation of EOD voltages.

Several times during cycling the stack was deep discharged and electrically shorted out overnight. This procedure also provided marked improvements in EOD voltages. Several self-discharge open circuit stands were performed. No shunt currents were observed and a 30 percent loss in the C/4 capacity was recorded in a 3-day period with the hydrogen pressure a constant 400 psi. This proved the teflon edge coating of the bipolar plate provides a means of prohibiting shunt currents from forming.
After 2800 cycles were run, a 4 mil nickel shim was added to each cell. The shim was added to increase the stack component compression. Compression tests on various materials and separator thicknesses indicated that our stack pre-load was not sufficient to compress the separator and provide good contact with the bipolar plate. Table II shows the individual cell voltages for over 300 cycles prior to and after the installation of the shims. It is of interest to note that all the cells had declined in EOD voltage prior to the shim installation; however, six cells increased and four cells decreased in voltage afterward. Again, the results are not clear about the merit of increased compression.

The nickel electrode was removed from cell 10 during the shim installation and replaced with a new electrode. The cycled electrode expanded 3-4 mils or 10 percent of the original thickness, which further increases the compression. It is possible the cells with reduced voltage have been over compressed, which may have forced electrolyte from the active areas.

Table II displays the C/4 capacities measured to 1.0 volts throughout battery cycling. A loss in capacity is noted in all cells. Cell 6 has experienced the greatest decline, 35 percent, while the other cells have degraded about 30 percent. The nickel electrode removed from cell 10 at 280 cycles measured a loss of about 15 percent in capacity at C/4 rates and 25 percent at the 2 C rate in flooded capacity tests while the electrodes under cell conditions at 3350 cycles showed a 20 percent decrease. In the span of cycles 3100 to 3860 the depth of discharge was adjusted to 70% corresponding to their original capacity as noted in Figure 3. Following the last C/4 capacity discharges at cycle 3906, the depth of discharge was resumed to the 80 percent level. The ampere-hours discharged is almost 90 percent of the actual electrode capacity.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Over 4100 LEO cycles have been established on a ten cell battery. It seems that any perturbation on normal cycling effects the cells performance. Explanations and theories of the battery's behavior are varied and widespread among those closely associated with it. Deep discharging does provide a reconditioning effect and further experimentation is planned in this area.
The battery watt-hour efficiency is about 75 percent and the time averaged, discharge voltage is about 1.26 volts for all cells at both the C/4 and LEO rate.

Since a significant portion of the electrode capacity has degraded, the LEO cycle discharges are approaching depths of 90-100 percent of the high rate capacity. Therefore, the low end-of-discharge voltages occur precipitously after the knee of the discharge curve and is more an indication of electrode capacity and is a lesser indicator of overall cell performance.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickel Electrode</th>
<th>Build I</th>
<th>Build II</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemically Loaded</td>
<td>Electrochemically</td>
<td>Electrode expanded 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1g/cc</td>
<td>Loaded 1.6g/cc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Electrode</td>
<td>Fuel Cell Type</td>
<td>Fuel Cell Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-backed</td>
<td>Non-backed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separator</td>
<td>Asbestos 21 mils</td>
<td>Asbestos 14 mils</td>
<td>Need to vacuum fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte Reservoir</td>
<td>5% Binder</td>
<td>5% Binder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nickel Foam</td>
<td>Nickel Foam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombination Sites</td>
<td>H₂ Electrode</td>
<td>H₂ Electrode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Gortex</td>
<td>Sealed Gortex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold Plated Nickel</td>
<td>Gold Removed,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar Plate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teflon Coated Edges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vacuum Fill Nickel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation Process</td>
<td>Vacuum Backfill</td>
<td>Electrodes; Metered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with KOH Drain</td>
<td>Amount Added to Each Cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.
**Table II. DISCHARGE CAPACITIES TO 1.0 V AT THE C/4 RATE OF 1.9 A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYCLE #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16°</td>
<td>7.8a</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
<td>8.0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2363c</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.6a</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2364c</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.3a</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3350d</td>
<td>6.5b</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.5a</td>
<td>6.5b</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>6.5b</td>
<td>6.5b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3862d</td>
<td>5.9b</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.7a</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.9b</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9b</td>
<td>5.9b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390bd</td>
<td>5.6b</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.4a</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6b</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.6b</td>
<td>5.6b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a = first cell to reach 0.5 Volts
b = cells not reaching 1.0 Volts before event a
c = charge; 8 A-H; 4 A for 2 Hrs.
d = charge; normal LEO cycle interruption
e = charge; 9.1 Ah
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CELL NO</th>
<th>2410</th>
<th>2800</th>
<th>ADDED</th>
<th>CYCLE NO.</th>
<th>2807</th>
<th>3167</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHIM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.173</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>-.044</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>1.162</td>
<td>+.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>-.039</td>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>-.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>1.095</td>
<td>-.061</td>
<td>1.096</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>-.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>-.047</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>1.158</td>
<td>-.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>1.173</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>1.187</td>
<td>-.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>1.112</td>
<td>-.063</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>1.109</td>
<td>-.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.192</td>
<td>1.139</td>
<td>-.053</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>-.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.139</td>
<td>1.097</td>
<td>-.042</td>
<td>1.092</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>-.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.186</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>-.059</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.154</td>
<td>-.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.168</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>-.047</td>
<td>1.112</td>
<td>1.178</td>
<td>+.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET</td>
<td>-.491</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. CELL VOLTAGES BEFORE AND AFTER ADDING SHIM TO EACH CELL
Figure 1. Cell Component Layout
Figure 3. End of Discharge Voltage vs. Cycles for Build II
ABSTRACT

Three prototype 50 ampere-hour (AH) nickel-hydrogen cells of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) design have been cycled to failure by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-St. Louis Division (MDAC-STL). A summary of the life cycling tests and failure analyses of the cells are presented in this paper. The cells were cycled in a simulated low earth orbit regime at depths of discharge ranging from 25 to 80 percent. Trend data, such as end of discharge voltage and cell capacity, was recorded during test. Cells 1, 2, and 3 completed 17,167, 2473, and 10,080 charge/discharge cycles, respectively, prior to failure. All failed due to internal shorts, and were disassembled to determine cause of failure.

INTRODUCTION

Three NiH₂ cells rated at 50 AH were provided to MDAC-STL by AFWAL for a test program consisting of parametric tests followed by life cycling in a simulated low-earth orbit regime. Two of the cells had a zirconium-oxide, single-layer square weave separator (Cell 1/SN104 and Cell 2/SN133), and the third had asbestos separators (Cell 3/SN148). All cells were manufactured in 1978 by Hughes Aircraft Company and contained Yardney positive electrodes made with a slurry process sinter and electrochemically impregnated. Figure 1 shows the cell general arrangement. MDAC-STL began the test program in November, 1979, concluding with failure of the last surviving cell in August, 1983. Test progress and interim results have been presented in earlier Goddard Space Flight Center Battery Workshops beginning in 1980. A summary of the life cycling tests and cell failure analyses are discussed in this paper.

During test, the cells were mounted horizontally in a fixture which gripped the cell about the cylindrical section and permitted heat to flow from the cell to the aluminum clamp and then to a supporting aluminum plate. Figure 2 shows the three cells in the test fixture. The one-inch aluminum baseplate was cooled by a circulating liquid coolant bath to provide temperature control of the cells. To assure that all heat was removed from the cells by conduction through the mounting clamp to the temperature controlled baseplate, insulation was applied completely around the cells. Temperature measured at a point on the side of the middle cell near the support fixture was used as the control point for temperature control.
LIFE CYCLING TESTS

Objectives of the cyclic tests were to obtain life data in a low-earth orbit regime and to identify and evaluate cell performance degradation. The cells were cycled by discharging into a fixed resistor such that the desired depth-of-discharge (DOD) was achieved in a 35-minute discharge period, followed by charging at approximately 50 amperes to a voltage limit, which was then held constant while the current tapered for the balance of the 55-minute charge interval. Cycling was controlled automatically to permit unattended operation. In order to prevent cell damage due to equipment malfunction, alarms were provided to shut down the test (open-circuit the cell) for over/under voltage, excessive discharge current, overtemperature, overpressure, and loss of facility power. At approximately 500 cycle intervals, cell capacity was determined by discharging at 25 amperes to a 1.0 volt cutoff. Capacity checks were accomplished immediately after a normal cyclic charge interval. Data was recorded at one-minute intervals during the capacity discharge and for one cycle at roughly 200 cycle intervals. For intervening cycles, data was recorded at 10- to 20-minute intervals as an aid to reconstruct anomalies, should they occur.

Cell 1 was cycled independently and Cells 2 and 3 were cycled in series. The control point temperature was set to 80°C for the first 2000 cycles, and to 23°C subsequently. Figure 3 shows energy removed on discharge as a function of cycles completed for these cells. The desired depth of discharge (DOD) for Cells 2 and 3 was 80 percent of rated capacity. However, this resulted in low end of discharge (EOD) voltage and DOD was reduced to 70 percent after 585 cycles. Further reduction occurred subsequently, again in response to low EOD voltage. Cell 1 DOD was reduced to 25 percent early in the test for 500 cycles to obtain data to support another study then in progress. It was then returned to 50 percent DOD to cycle 15706 at which time it was reduced due to low EOD voltage.

Cycling test trend data is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Cell 2 had recurring problems with low EOD voltage. At cycle 2473, cycling was stopped to perform a capacity check. Following the capacity check, Cell 2 failed to recharge. Three days later, a 5-ampere charge was again attempted, but Cell 2 failed to respond. Apparently an internal short had developed and the cell was removed from test. Cells 1 and 3 continued to cycle with relatively few problems. Degradation of EOD voltage and reduction of measured capacity was observed, as noted in Figures 4 and 5. Cell 3 failed abruptly after completing 10,080 charge/discharge cycles. Evidently, a massive short had developed, as evidenced by a high cell temperature. At this point, the cell was disconnected electrically, but physically left in the test fixture.

Cell 1 lost a significant portion of its hydrogen gas when a leak developed in a pressure fitting, which attached a pressure transducer to the cell at Cycle 6229. The loss of hydrogen caused shutdown of Cell 1 cycling due to an undervoltage alarm during discharge. During investigation of the failure, the cell was shorted for several weeks. The leak in the external plumbing was corrected and the cell was backfilled with 50 psi of hydrogen several times to replenish the cell. When the cell was recharged, it showed good voltage recovery and was returned to cycling. As shown in Figure 4, the reconditioning effect on EOD voltage was soon diminished and remained relatively stable for several thousand cycles after the anomaly occurred.
At Cycle 11891, Cell 1 was inadvertently overcharged for 20 hours, with a total input energy of 118.4 ampere-hours due to an equipment malfunction. There was no apparent cell damage; therefore, the cell was returned to cycling after equipment repair. The effect of this long overcharge can be seen in the increase in measured capacity after Cycle 12015. Measured capacity was 59 ampere-hours at this point.

Cell EOD voltage was degrading on Cell 1 at approximately 15,000 cycles. The charge limit voltage was increased slightly, but the voltage continued to degrade and an undervoltage alarm caused shut down at Cycle 15690. At this time, the cell was recharged and a capacity check was performed. Measured capacity was only 23.9 ampere-hours, so the discharge energy was reduced from 25 to 15 ampere-hours. The effect on EOD voltage is reflected in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 5, measured capacity improved considerably after the low reading of 23.9 ampere-hours. Reasons for the behavior are not known. Cycling continued smoothly until failure occurred at Cycle 17168. Failure occurred about 20 minutes into the discharge of Cycle 17168 and was accompanied by a high-cell temperature pulse.

FAILURE ANALYSES

Each of the cells was dissected to determine the cause of failure. A dry nitrogen purge was used prior to disassembly to eliminate any residual hydrogen. Then the cell was cut open with a lathe just below the weld toward the negative terminal (see Figure 1). The negative end of the pressure vessel was then removed, exposing the electrode stack assembly. Figure 6 is a sketch of the electrode stack assembly. For purposes of identification, the electrodes are numbered consecutively from the positive end of the cell (weld ring end). Elements of the electrode stack assembly were removed individually, and photos, observations, etc. were accomplished as the disassembly progressed.

CELL 2

Cell 2 (SN 133) failed after 2473 charge/discharge cycles. This cell had a Zircar separator. Cells 2 and 3 were connected in series during cycling, and were discharged in series during a capacity check after 2473 cycles. Cells 2 and 3 delivered 27.3 and 46.9 ampere-hours to a one-volt cutoff, respectively. The discharge characteristic for Cell 2 showed a second voltage plateau at approximately 0.85 volts, and the continuing discharge of Cell 3 drove Cell 2 into reversal at -0.06 volts. It remained reversed for 14 minutes until Cell 3 reached one volt. After the discharge, Cell 2 remained at an open-circuit voltage of 0.004 volts for three days before a five-ampere recharge was attempted and the voltage failed to recover.

After Cell 2 was cut open and the polysulfone nut was removed to free the stack, a voltage measurement of 0.908 volts was observed indicating that the short was removed as electrode stack compression was relieved. Disassembly of the electrode stack revealed no obvious evidence of a mechanical short. Three anomalous areas were found where active material had bridged through burnholes from a positive electrode to an adjacent negative. If this material
was conductive, it could have provided a shorting path when the stack was tightly compressed. Tests by Hughes Aircraft Company have shown that such a bridge will remain nonconductive for at least 1500 cycles. If these anomalies were formed early enough for sufficient positive material to be reduced to conductive nickel, it would account for the condition. This seems the most likely failure mechanism. Numerous gas screens and negative electrodes had tiny burn holes randomly spaced due to rapid oxygen recombination (popping). The damage was most noticeable on the gas screens and the teflon surface of the negative. However, this phenomenon was not a contributing factor to the observed failure.

CELL 3

Cell 3 (SN 148) completed 10,080 charge/discharge cycles prior to failure. Cell failure analysis was discussed in detail at the 1983 Battery Workshop. Therefore, this discussion will be somewhat abbreviated. At approximately five minutes into the charge period of cycle 10,080, a cell overtemperature was sensed and, on the next data scan a few seconds later, the voltage was less than 0.5 volts. The automatic circuitry open-circuited the cell. When the next data set was recorded 18 minutes later, the highest temperature was 89.6°C, measured at the top of the cylindrical section furthest removed from the coolant bath. Intermediate data points were not recorded, and the peak temperature excursion is not known. The cell was disconnected electrically after failure, but physically left in the test fixture for approximately 11 months before the failure analysis was done.

Something loose could be heard rattling within the pressure vessel prior to dissection. After the negative end of the pressure vessel was removed, the ceramic insulating washer at the negative terminal was found broken into four pieces, which accounted for the rattling noise. The shoulder at the end of the polysulfone core had fractured completely around the intersection with the central part of the core. This allowed the electrode stack to relieve, leaving the first negative roughly flush with the broken end of the polysulfone core. The shoulder, belleville washer, and honeycomb end plate were loose on the negative leads. The reservoir had melted across the annular section in the area of the negative tab and the electrode stack was indented. Forces applied to the plates by the negative tabs when the stack relieved may have caused this indentation.

The electrode stack assembly was disassembled, element by element. Shorting of adjacent positive and negative plates was found at the inner perimeter of the plates in the area of the negative tab. In many cases, active material from the positive plate was imbedded in the adjacent negative. Gas screens and reservoirs between negative and positive plates had melted and shrunk and were fused to the teflon-coated side of the negative electrodes. Damage was observed to extend from the negative end of the electrode stack to plate set 27, with the most extensive damage seen in plate sets 34 to 37. The heat pulse generated when the shorting occurred appeared to discolor and swell the polysulfone core, such that a ribbed appearance was created and a black deposit was left where the positive plates restricted this swelling. The dimension from the end of the core to the first indentation caused by a positive plate
was less than the combined thickness of the end plate and belleville washer, which implies that the end of the core fractured prior to the occurrence of the short. Positive plate thicknesses were measured during disassembly and, assuming each was fabricated at the maximum dimension, electrode stack height increased 0.395 inches during cycling.

We have concluded that positive plate growth during cycling was the primary reason for cell failure. A chronological history of the failure can be postulated as follows:

- Positive plate growth during cycling causes fracture of the shoulder from the polysulfone core.
- Forces applied to the electrodes when the stack expands creates pressure points between adjacent pairs of electrodes, most pronounced at the tab attachments.
- A short occurs at a pressure point after some period of time.
- The heat pulse and mechanical forces generated by the short cause the failure to propagate to adjacent plate sets.

**CELL 1**

Cell 1 (SN 104) completed 17,167 charge/discharge cycles prior to failure. Failure occurred on 23 August 1983, at about 20 minutes into discharge of cycle 17,168. Cycling was terminated by an undervoltage alarm which open-circuited the cell, but it continued to self-discharge and heat up. The bottom of the cell reached 183°C seven minutes after shutdown, indicating a short circuit. At thirty minutes after failure, cell temperature was 115°C. During an automatic shutdown, active cooling is terminated. An hour after shutdown, the voltage had dropped to zero and the pressure fell to approximately 100 psi. A five-ampere, five-minute recharge was attempted without success. The cell was left in the test fixture until the failure analysis was begun on 17 October 1983.

On the basis of our failure analysis of Cell 3, we decided to X-ray Cell 1 prior to disassembly to determine whether a similar condition existed. Inspection of the radiographs showed the belleville washer and end plate were free and that the electrode stack assembly had relieved. Also, loose parts could be heard rattling inside the pressure vessel.

The ceramic washer from the negative terminal was found fractured into five segments inside the cell when the negative end of the pressure vessel was removed, which caused the rattling noise. Again, the shoulder of the polysulfone core had fractured completely around the intersection with the core. The shoulder, end plate, and belleville washer were retained by the negative leads. The electrode stack had relieved with the first negative electrode extending slightly past the fractured end of the core. Also the
electrodes were indented along an axis corresponding to the axis in which the plate tab to positive and negative leads is made. This depression is believed to have been caused by forces exerted through the leads when the stack relieved. Figure 7 is a view of the electrode stack prior to disassembly showing the indentation. Also, the negative reservoir had shrunk and necked in at one point, probably due to heating. Visual examination of the fractured end of the core showed striations similar to that seen in fatigue failure of metals.

An electrode-by-electrode disassembly revealed shorting of adjacent positive and negative plates at the inner perimeter of the plates in the area where the negative leads attach. Active material from the positive plate was imbedded in the adjacent negative in many cases. Also, the gas screen between negative and positive plates had melted and shrunk and was fused to the teflon coated side of the negative plate. Most severe damage to the gas screen was at a point where shorting had occurred at the negative lead to plate attachment. As the gas screen shrunk, it apparently fused to the outer periphery of the negative plate and peeled the teflon backing away from the underlying screen structure. Figure 8 is a photograph of negative plate 35 showing active material from positive plate 34 imbedded at the inner periphery where the negative lead attaches to the tab. Note also how the gas screen peeled back the teflon coating as it shrunk due to heating. Gas screen shrinkage, melting, and fusing to the negative plate, and shorting of positive and negative electrodes extended throughout the stack assembly. Pin holes were found in many of the negative plates, indicating that "popping" occurred. As disassembly progressed toward the positive end of the electrode stack assembly, the plates became more planar.

Examination of the polysulfone core after disassembly showed the discoloration and swelling which is apparently caused by the heat pulse generated when shorting occurs. Figure 9 shows the polysulfone core attached to the positive hemisphere after the electrode stack elements have been removed. The degree of discoloration is believed to be proportional to the heat generated at that point. Applying that premise, the short is believed to have occurred first at a point approximately one-third of the stack thickness from the positive end and progressed outward in both directions. The swelling of the core causes a ribbed appearance and a black deposit is left where the positive plates restrict the swelling. The dimension from the fractured end of the core to the first indentation caused by a positive plate is less than the combined thickness of the end plate and belleville washer, which implies that the shoulder fractured from the end of the core prior to the occurrence of the short.

Positive plate thicknesses were measured during disassembly and ranged from 0.038 to 0.048 inches. Assuming that each positive plate was fabricated at the maximum dimension of 0.032 inches, the thickness of the electrode stack assembly increased by 0.451 inches during cycling. the cell failed in a nearly identical manner to Cell 3, and we believe the failure history was also the same. Positive plate growth of this magnitude cannot be accommodated; and, after the stack relieves, a short occurs at a pressure point between adjacent pairs of electrodes which ultimately results in the massive internal damage observed.
CONCLUSIONS

The prototype cells tested do not exhibit the cyclic life necessary for spacecraft power systems operating in low-earth orbit. However, when one considers the high depth of discharge used for the cyclic tests, the performance of Cell 3/SN148 and Cell 1/SN 104 are certainly respectable as compared to nickel-cadmium cell life. Cells used for these tests are prototypes, and do not represent a mature technology. Also, considerably more data needs to be acquired to obtain a statistically significant data base for low-earth orbit applications. The most significant cause of failure is the positive plate growth experienced with these early design positive electrodes. More recent positive electrodes show significantly less growth with cycling, and should retard or eliminate the type of failure seen in Cells 1 and 3. Testing of current generation cells incorporating the improved positive electrodes, as well as other design improvements, are required to obtain necessary cyclic life data. MDAC-STL plans to test a 2l-cell, nickel-hydrogen battery in a simulated low-earth orbit regime in the near future.
Figure 1. 50 Ampere-Hour Nickel-Hydrogen Cell
Figure 2. Nickel-Hydrogen Cells Mounted in Test Fixture
Figure 3. Discharge versus Cycles
Figure 4. Cell End-of-Discharge Voltage versus Cycles
Figure 5. Cell Measured Capacity versus Cycles
Figure 6. Electrode Stack Sketch
Figure 8. Cell 1 Negative Plate 35 and Gas Screen
THE FAILURE MECHANISM OF A NICKEL ELECTRODE IN A NICKEL-HYDROGEN CELL*
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ABSTRACT

Studies on a number of types of nickel electrodes after cycle failure in a Ni/H₂ cell showed that the failure is due to the loss of high rate discharge capability rather than an absolute capacity loss. The failure mechanism is speculated to be a combination of migration of the active material away from the current collecting nickel sinter, increased porosity of the active material caused by cycling, and an electrical isolation process of the active material during discharge.

INTRODUCTION

Nickel-hydrogen cells are used for spacecraft energy storage systems which require a long cycle life and low weight batteries. The useful weight and cycle life of the cell are closely related to each other. When the depth-of-discharge (DOD) of the cell operation is increased, the effective cell weight is decreased in an inversely proportional manner; however, the cycle life will also decrease. The cycle life and the weight of a Ni/H₂ cell can be exchanged for a lighter weight if necessary.

Nickel electrodes have been recognized as key life-limiting components of the Ni/H₂ cell. Therefore, understanding the failure mechanism of the nickel electrode is of paramount importance for understanding the limitations of the Ni/H₂ cell and for further improvements of the cell.

NICKEL ELECTRODE TYPES AND TEST CELLS

All electrodes used in this study were sinter type of various designs. The details of electrode types and test cells have been described elsewhere (Ref. 1-3), except for those electrodes used for BET surface area and the sinter damage studies. The electrode samples for these studies were typical flight quality nickel electrodes for Ni/H₂ cells of the standard Hughes/USAF design. These electrodes were evaluated before and after a 6400 cycle life test at 80% DOD in a Ni/H₂ cell.

CHANGES OF ELECTRODE CAPACITY AND RATE DEPENDENCE DURING CYCLE LIFE TEST

The change in nickel electrode capacity by cycling is shown in Figure 1 in terms of the active material utilization. The utilization is defined as

*This work was partially supported by NASA-Lewis Research Center under Contract No. NAS 3-22238 (Contract Manager, John Smithrick).
the ratio of the measured capacity to the theoretical capacity which represents the total amount of the active material in the electrode. The capacity or utilization decreased gradually as the electrode was cycled. Capacities of a Ni/H₂ cell before and after a 12960 cycle test are shown in Figure 2 as a function of discharge rates. The capacity of the cell was limited by the nickel electrodes.

The capacity depended on the discharge rate showing decreased capacity at an increased rate. The average difference in the initial capacities of 19 cells between the discharge rates of 2.74C and 0.5C was 3.3%. After the cycle life test this dependence increased markedly, in addition to the overall capacity decrease, as shown in Figure 2. The cell capacity decreased sharply as the discharge rate increased. The average capacity at the discharge rate of 2.74C was 19% less than at the 0.5C rate. At a very low discharge rate (C/10 rate) the cell capacity after the cycle test approached its initial value, indicating that the absolute cell capacity did not decrease significantly. These results also indicate that the cycling failure of a Ni/H₂ cell is due to this loss of high rate discharge capability in nickel electrodes rather than an absolute loss of the electrode capacity. In summary, these results indicate that the electrode degradation involves a gradual loss of the high rate discharge capability as the electrode is aged by cycling.

CHANGES OF NICKEL ELECTRODES AFTER CYCLE LIFE TESTS

Many changes of nickel electrodes have been observed after a cycle life test of various Ni/H₂ cells. These changes include dimensional (thickness) expansion, rupture of sinter structure, loose black powder formation, increase of BET surface area, change of pore distribution, increase of pore volume, and active material migration as described below.

The thickness of the electrode expands as the electrode is cycled. The degree and the rate of the expansion depend strongly on the level of the active material loading in the electrode, as shown in Figure 3. This electrode expansion often accompanies the rupture of the substrate sinter structure, as shown in Figure 4. Loose black powder of the active material was observed on the surface of nickel electrodes and other cell components adjacent to the electrode in cycled cells. The powder on the gas screen and back side of a hydrogen electrode from a cycled cell is shown in Figure 5.

The BET surface area of a nickel electrode increased after cycling. The increase of the surface area appears to be mainly in the pore range of 50 to 100 Å, as shown in Figure 6. Direct measurements of the pore distribution using a mercury intrusion porosimetry also showed a large increase of pores in the same pore radius range, as shown in Figure 7. These increases in pore volume and surface area indicate that the active material expands with the formation of additional pores in the range of 50 to 100 Å as the electrode is cycled.

The expansion of active material inside the porous sinter structure inevitably leads to active material migration, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. The light dots and the large circular area in the picture are nickel sinter
and nickel wire mesh substrate, respectively. The grey area represents the active material. New electrodes have a relatively uniform pore structure of sinter in which the active material is impregnated. Because of this uniformity, the active material in the new electrode is distributed more closely (roughly within 10 μm) to the current collecting nickel sinter particles. In cycled electrodes, however, the distribution of the active material is no longer uniform due to the migration of the active material. The change is readily noticeable, regardless of the active material loading level, sinter structure, or degree of the electrode expansion (Figures 8 and 9). All of the changes discussed above were apparently the result of irreversible active material expansion which occurred during cycling (Ref. 4). As the active material expanded inside the pores of the nickel sinter, a portion of the active material was extruded out of the pores to the outside of the sinter or into void pockets of the sinter. This extrusion appeared to occur without sinter damage in a large pore (16 μm) sinter such as 2540 type plaque (Ref. 1). However, when there was an insufficient amount of void volume (e.g., in heavily loaded electrodes) and the extrusion was restricted by small pores of the plaque, the active material expansion fractured the sinter structure, often into layers along the plane of the electrode, as shown in Figures 4 and 8. Regardless of whether the sinter was ruptured or not, the extrusion of the active material resulted in a migration in which a significant portion of the active material moved away from the vicinity of the current collecting sinter.

FAILURE MECHANISM OF NICKEL ELECTRODES

Although several physical changes have been observed, as discussed above, only two of these are apparently related to the failure of the nickel electrode at the high rate cycling of a low earth orbit regime. These two are the active material migration away from the current collecting nickel sinter particles and the density reduction of active material by the increase of the pore volume in the pore radius range of 50 to 100 Å.

Other changes such as the dimensional expansion and the rupture of the sinter structure were not observed with every failed electrode, indicating that these changes are not a necessary condition of the failure. In addition, some failed electrodes with severe expansion and sinter rupture cycled much longer than those without such changes. The formation of black powder in varying degrees, was observed in all failed electrodes. However, the amount of the black powder material was estimated to be fairly minor portion of the active material. In addition, the capacities of some failed electrodes were close to the initial capacity when measured at a very low discharge rate (Figure 2), indicating that the capacity loss due to the black powdering is relatively small. An increase of the BET surface area was also observed with all the failed electrodes. However, the magnitude of the increase varied depending on the number of cycles to the failure, lacking a consistent value for the failure.

The active material migration away from the current collector and the pore volume increase (density reduction) of the active material were observed with every failed electrode. It appears that the failure mechanism has to be
closely related to these two changes. An explanation of the capacity decrease at the high rate discharge has been speculated to be a combination of an electrical isolation mechanism of charged active material during discharge (Ref. 5-7) and the presently observed migration and density reduction of the active material. The mechanism of the charge propagation through the active material may be complex (Ref. 6-7), especially in view of the porous nature of the active material. For example, no information is available on the polarization of electrolyte in the micropores of the active material and the tortuosity of the pore structure. However, a rough model is offered below to explain the capacity reduction, assuming that the polarization of the electrolyte in the micropores is not the major factor in the propagation of the discharge reaction.

In a new electrode the active material is relatively uniformly distributed in the vicinity (roughly within 10 μm) of the current collecting nickel sinter, as illustrated schematically in Figure 10(a) and 10(b). In an electrode cycled to failure, however, a significant portion of the active material has moved away from the sinter, as shown schematically in Figure 10(c) and 10(d). When a new electrode is charged and discharged the active material is more or less fully and uniformly utilized. In a cycled electrode, as shown in Figure 10(c) and 10(d), however, the active material is expected to be fully charged, but a portion of the active material may not be fully discharged (Figure 10(d)). This is because the active material in the charge state is a good conductor (Ref. 8) while the one in the discharged state is a poor conductor (Ref. 6). The active material in the vicinity of the current collector may be discharged before the portion away from the current collector has a chance to be fully discharged because of the potential drop across the porous active material. When this occurs the undischarged active material will be electrically isolated from the current collector.

The electrical isolation process of the charged active material is expected to depend on the discharge rate. The anticipated discharge rate effect of a microscopic area of the electrode (Figure 11) is illustrated in Figure 12. As the active material becomes more porous by cycling, the electrical isolation process will occur more readily because the overall conductivity of the material will be reduced progressively. Although we do not fully understand the pressure behavior of Ni/H₂ cells during cycle tests (Ref. 2), this overall scheme of the speculated failure mechanism of the nickel electrode appears to be consistent with the physical changes of the electrode after cycling.
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1. Active material utilization of various nickel electrodes as a function of number of cycles. Electrode types: A; 8740M, B; 8770M, C; 8755M, D; 5540M, E; 5555M, and F; 5570M. The utilization was measured by discharging Ni/H₂ cells to 1.0 V at 1.37C rate after charging for 80 min. at C rate.

2. Capacities of a Ni/H₂ cell (BP13 of Ref 1) at various discharge rates before and after a cycle life test.

3. Nickel electrode expansion as a function of the number of 80% depth-of-discharge cycles. Active material loading level of the electrode is indicated by various symbols.

4. Cross sectional view of nickel sinter substrate of a new nickel electrode (A) and a similar electrode after 6400 cycles. The samples were prepared after the active material was dissolved out.

5. Photograph of the gas screen and back side of the hydrogen electrode from a cycled Ni/H₂ cell.

6. Change of BET surface area of a nickel electrode by cycling.

7. Cumulative pore volume distribution of various new and cycled nickel electrodes by a mercury intrusion porosimetry.

8. SEM cross sectional view of new (A) and cycled (B) (12,960 cycles) nickel electrodes (8740M) with 1.52 g/cc void of active material loading.

9. SEM cross sectional view of new (A and C) and cycled (B: 2330 cycles and D: 2340 cycles) nickel electrodes of various types. (A) and (B): 2540L type; 1.37 g/cc void loading. (C) and (D): 2540H type; 1.64 g/cc void loading.

10. A schematic illustration of nickel electrode capacity decrease.

11. A schematic representation of a microscopic portion of a nickel electrode.

12. A schematic illustration of discharge rate dependence of electrode capacity.
Figure 1. Active material utilization of various nickel electrodes as a function of number of cycles. Electrode types: A, 8740M; B, 8770M; C, 8755M; D, 5540M; E, 5555M; and F, 5570M. The utilization was measured by discharging Ni/H₂ cells to 1.0V at 1.37C rate after charging for 80 min. at C rate.
Figure 2. Capacities of a Ni/H₂ cell (BP13 of Ref. 1) at various discharge rates before and after a cycle life test.
Figure 3. Nickel electrode expansion as a function of the number of 80\% depth-of-discharge cycles. Active material loading level of the electrode is indicated by various symbols.
Figure 4. Cross sectional view of nickel sinter substrate of a new nickel electrode (A) and a similar electrode after 6400 cycles. The samples were prepared after the active material was dissolved out.
Figure 5. Photograph of the gas screen and back side of the hydrogen electrode from a cycled Ni/H₂ cell.
Figure 6. Change of BET surface area of a nickel electrode by cycling.
Figure 7. Cumulative pore volume distribution of various new and cycled nickel electrodes by a mercury intrusion porosimetry.
Figure 8. SEM cross sectional view of new (A) and cycled (B) (12,960 cycles) nickel electrodes (8740M) with 1.52 g/cc void of active material loading.
Figure 9. SEM cross sectional view of new (A and C) and cycled (B: 2330 cycles and D: 2340 cycles) nickel electrodes of various types. (A) and (B): 2540L type; 1.37 g/cc void loading. (C) and (D): 2540H type; 1.64 g/cc void loading.
Figure 10. A schematic illustration of nickel electrode capacity decrease.
Figure 11. A schematic representation of a microscopic portion of a nickel electrode.
Figure 12. A schematic illustration of discharge rate dependence of electrode capacity.
AN INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT SURVEY: A NICKEL-HYDROGEN TESTING DATA BASE

Charles Badcock and Martin Milden
The Aerospace Corporation

ABSTRACT

The government and industry were surveyed to determine the level of testing of nickel hydrogen (NiH₂) battery cells and to evaluate the demonstrable capabilities of the couple. Only flight-type cells undergoing ground test were incorporated in the data base, no boilerplate cells or flight batteries were included. Both USAF design and COMSAT design cells as well as a few cells produced by SAFT were listed. The USAF design is in test in both high and low earth orbit simulations, whereas the COMSAT design, intended specifically for high orbit applications, is being tested predominantly in high orbits. The data from over 400 cells show that the reliability and capability of both designs for high orbit applications are reasonably established out to ten years in geosynchronous orbit and to approximately 3000 cycles in other high orbit applications. However, the data base is weak and incomplete for applications of the USAF cell in low earth orbit. This probably arises because of the harsh testing environment to which these cells have been subjected as well as various minor design questions that were not resolved when these cells began testing. It must also be pointed out that most of the testing data base is constructed from cells that were developmental in design or manufacture (all cells purchased for a test are used, even if performance is questionable) as contrasted to a flight program where it can be assumed that many of the failures listed would have been rejected prior to either life test or to use in a flight battery.

INTRODUCTION

A survey of the testing data base for nickel-hydrogen (NiH₂) battery cells has been performed. The objective of this survey was to evaluate the status of testing of cells in general and of the Air Force design nickel-hydrogen cell in particular. Sufficient detail was sought so that a critical evaluation of the test results and of cell performance could be made. Realizing that subtle differences in test conditions can result in large differences in cell performance, an effort was made to define the actual test environment as closely as possible. These data were obtained in the time period February to May 1984, and reflect the status of tests at that time. Periodic updates of the information are planned.
THE DATA BASE

Potential sources of test data in the United States and Canada were asked to provide results of testing of any and all NiH$_2$ cells. These sources were provided with a questionnaire that was either completed by the respondent or by the interviewer from data received by telephone. These inputs were supplemented by reviewing IR&D reports and reports in Proceedings of the IECEC and the GSFC Battery Workshop. COMSAT Laboratories testing is not included in this report. This omission results in the loss of a significant portion of the COMSAT design NiH$_2$ cell data base.

In this survey the term USAF design applies to cells with annular electrodes, leads placed on the inner perimeter of the electrodes, and generally, a recirculating stack. Electrolyte has a net flow within the recirculating stack, wherein the negative and positive plates alternate in the plate pack so that the gas screen separates the rear of the positive and negative plates. The front faces of the plates are separated by asbestos or zirconia fabric (Zircar) separators. The gas screen provides for delivery of hydrogen gas and for transport of oxygen gas during overcharge, directly across the screen from the adjoining positive to the catalytic negative. The COMSAT design indicates cells with circular electrodes with chords removed for leads on the outer perimeter and a back-to-back plate pack design. In this design two positives are placed back-to-back, separated by asbestos from negatives that are also back-to-back with a gas screen separating them; during overcharge oxygen escapes from the positives along the plate pack edge to the backs and sides of the negative. This design does not produce a net electrolyte flow. Th COMSAT cell was designed for high orbit use and is not a high rate, high cycle frequency cell. The USAF cell was originally designed for high rate, high cycle frequency, low earth orbit (LEO) use however, it can be used in any less stressful orbit.

The data obtained relate to some 412 cells from several generations of both COMSAT and AF designs. Thus, some of the longest tests and most impressive data are from cells of earlier designs. Differences in designs are, for the most part, evolutionary in nature: changes in seals, improvements in positive electrodes, and minor changes in construction are typical. From a performance standpoint the most significant change in cell design in this data base was the introduction of the wall wick for electrolyte management in the USAF design. The earliest test data are for cells without this feature. All cells manufactured in the U.S. included in this survey utilize electrochemically impregnated positive plates. Ten Saft cells manufactured in France and included in the COMSAT grouping may utilize chemically impregnated positives and a different separator system than the asbestos used universally in the COMSAT design.
The distribution of cells in test by design shows that at least 192 cells of the COMSAT design are either in test, in preparation for testing, or have been tested. All but four of these have been tested in some type of high orbit simulation. Of the 271 USAF cells tested, in-test, or in preparation for testing, well over half have been subjected to, or are planned to be tested in simulated low earth orbit regimes. No "boiler plate" test data were included in the data base because of the questionable relevance of such data to flight type cell performance. Generally "boiler plate" data are applicable but instances of rework during test and variation in electrolyte quantity, pressure and plate-to-volume ratios compared to flight-type cells are sufficiently common that these data cannot readily be evaluated.

DISTRIBUTION OF FAILURES AND TESTING

Figures 1 through 4 present summaries of the data on the distribution of test durations and failures in bar graph form. The definition of failure is taken from the data reviewed. Most failures are defined as the inability of the cell to maintain a minimum of 1.0 V during discharge. Less than one-half of the failed cells shorted. The rest were low voltage failures without confirmed shorts. No cells were reported to have failed open circuit. If a test was terminated without cell failure, it is reported as a discontinued test.

Figure 1 summarizes all low earth orbit test experience for the USAF design cell. These data are skewed somewhat by 20 of 21 cells that have experienced over 8000 cycles and the 20 of 21 cells that exceed 10,000 cycles from the two ground test batteries of the Air Force Flight Experiment. These cells are of an older design (ca. 1975) and do not represent current state-of-the-art; they used back-to-back electrodes and had no wall wick. Only one cell in each group of 21 failed early. The remaining 20 cells are either continuing in test or were discontinued without additional failures. Removal of these Flight Experiment test batteries from the distribution results in the distribution shown in figure 2. The data for the USAF design in low earth orbit suggest that a significant difference in performance exists between cells tested predominantly at 80% depth of discharge (DOD) and those tested at less than that depth. There are insufficient data to make a finer distinction. The cross-hatched bars indicate cells tested at 80% depth of discharge in figures 1 and 2.

Figure 3 summarizes the experience for both USAF cell design in high orbit simulations. Figure 4 shows similar data for the COMSAT cell design except that the testing is all for simulated geostationary orbit conditions. Both accelerated and real time testing are combined in both of these figures. There is no apparent difference between 80% and lower depths of discharge in the performance under these conditions. Most failures, ten for the COMSAT design and one for the USAF design, can probably be attributed to workmanship or design defects that have since been corrected or would not have been included in a flight cell selection process.
DISCUSSION

The data available at this time suggest that both the USAF and COMSAT cell designs can be used in high orbit with high reliability. This assumes that the observed failures were for the most part manufacturing defects and activation problems that have been solved or would be screened out in a flight program. Certainly the number of cells that have survived at least 1000 cycles (ten year geostationary orbit) at up to 80% DOD is impressive at so early a point in the technology development cycle. Taking total numbers and including both high and low orbit testing for the USAF design, some 148 cells have been tested to 1000 or more cycles at DOD's greater than 50%; there have been seven failures prior to reaching 1000 cycles. A similar comparison for the COMSAT design shows that at least 65 cells have provided 1000 cycles or more with seven failures. The failures that have occurred must be considered to be from development lots of cells; the failures would be reduced or eliminated in an actual flight program. It must be pointed out that these data do not support use at 80% DOD because no contingency for acceptable degradation or system failures has been included. The ultimate capability of the cells from which power system designs can be derived is, however, demonstrated.

Low earth testing has not demonstrated the long life at the great depths of discharge that the USAF-design cell promises. Examining the data and coupling it with other information suggests that several elements may well serve to cause premature failure of cells. The stresses in low earth orbit can be much greater, particularly at greater depths of discharge. First, recognizing that the nickel electrode is inherently the weakest component of the cell, steps must be taken to minimize the possible stresses. Second, designs and procedures that might prove satisfactory for high orbit use, but that may not permit cell performance to be maintained over the more than 25,000 cycles required for LEO must be scrutinized. Finally, the charge procedures (the discharge is largely dictated by mission considerations) and thermal environment must be adjusted to assure that these do not limit cell life. It is important to note that the capability of NiCd batteries to perform for more than 3 years at 20 to 25% DOD has been developed over the years by a better understanding of how the cells work, by improvements in cell components, and by fine tuning of cell designs. Similar attention to NiH$_2$ batteries could result in very significant improvements.

The positive electrode is subject to stresses due to charge-discharge cycling and especially to overcharge. These are caused by molecular volume changes between the various phases of charged and discharged material, by relaxation of these phases, by oxygen gas evolution, and by a host of design variables involved in the plate manufacturing process. Research and
development can certainly lead to more stress-resistant and efficient nickel electrodes. Similarly the stresses can be mitigated by minimizing overcharge, by limiting charging and discharging that cause high strain rates, and by keeping temperatures low so that electrode efficiency is maximized.

The design and production of NiH$_2$ cells is still evolving. Improvements in design such as those shown by MANTECH will continue to make the cells that are under test less than the state-of-the-art. Recent problems with asbestos separators in both cell designs and the historic problems with pinholing of the negative electrode in Zircar separated cells suggests that a better separator material is needed. The test data show that neither separator is superior in terms of life or performance. However, it may be that both separators are satisfactory and that activation or other handling procedures are deficient. The performance of some recently manufactured cells may be related to testing or specific manufacturing problems because other cells produced near the same time with similar materials have not shown similar anomalies. Careful review of past procedures and of any proposed changes must be made and acceptability demonstrated by test.

The electrical environment must also be adjusted to minimize stress. Overcharge, particularly at high rate, must be avoided. Constant voltage charging does not appear to be an acceptable charge control procedure because the slope of the voltage vs capacity-returned curve is shallow in NiH$_2$ cells and the abrupt voltage rise near the end of charge characteristic of NiCd cells may not be reliable in NiH$_2$ cells. Tests have given good results using constant voltage charge; however, the variations in the charge return indicate that the better control of overcharge may be useful. The easiest way to minimize the quantity of overcharge required is to maintain the cells in a cool environment. By minimizing the thermal gradients in the cell and keeping the temperature low, the charge efficiency is maximized and the necessity for large charge return ratios is eliminated. Although it is enticing to treat NiH$_2$ batteries as "super" NiCd batteries, the cell is a different couple with unique charge control and environmental requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The testing data collected from most North American sources indicates that the basis for use of NiH$_2$ cells in high orbits is firm. Results from over 227 cells have produced only 14 failures up to 1000 cycles. The failures are of the type that have either been corrected or would be screened out in a flight program. Recent flight experience appears to support this position.
The data base is very weak and insufficient for low orbit applications. Few cells have more than 8000 cycles (1.4 years in low orbit) before failure or test discontinuance. However, tests have generally been run under unrealistically harsh conditions of high depth of discharge, large charge return ratios, and temperatures near ambient. A particular problem is that the charge return ratios that have been used appear small until it is realized that even 105% charge return results in a large quantity of extra charge at high DOD's. In comparison, a typical NiCd run with 107% charge return at shallow DOD receives much smaller quantity of extra charge. It is such problems as these, coupled with minor design and procedural changes that may not have been beneficial, that lead to the lack of sufficient, demonstrable capability for NiH₂ cells in low earth orbit. A carefully controlled low earth orbit test using reasonable conditions with properly specified and quality-controlled cells would appear to be mandatory in order to demonstrate life.
FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Distribution of testing and failures for all USAF design cells (128 cells) in low earth orbit (LEO) simulations is shown. Cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells tested at 80% depth of discharge. Asterisks indicate the major contribution from cells in the two USAF Flight experiment batteries.

Figure 2. Distribution of testing and failures for USAF design cells in LEO simulations excluding those 42 cells in the two Air Force Flight Experiment test batteries. Cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells tested at 80% depth of discharge.

Figure 3. Distribution of testing and failures for USAF design cells in high earth orbit simulations are shown for 66 cells. The cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells in elliptical orbit simulations.

Figure 4. Distribution of testing and failures for COMSAT design cells in geostationary orbit simulations are shown for 132 cells.
Figure 1. Distribution of testing and failures for all USAF design cells (128 cells) in low earth orbit (LEO) simulations is shown. Cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells tested at 80% depth of discharge. Asterisks indicate the major contribution from cells in the two USAF Flight experiment batteries.
Figure 2. Distribution of testing and failures for USAF design cells in LEO simulations excluding those 42 cells in the two Air Force Flight Experiment test batteries. Cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells tested at 80% depth of discharge.
Figure 3. Distribution of testing and failures for USAF design cells in high earth orbit simulations are shown for 66 cells. The cross-hatched bars are numbers of cells in elliptical orbit simulations.
Figure 4. Distribution of testing and failures for COMSAT design cells in geostationary orbit simulations are shown for 132 cells.
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This document contains the proceedings of the 17th annual Battery Workshop held at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland on November 13 to 15, 1984. The workshop was attended by manufacturers, users and government representatives interested in the latest results in battery technology as they relate to high reliability operations and aerospace use. The subjects covered included advanced energy storage programs, lithium cell technology, nickel-cadmium technology, testing and flight experience, and metal hydrogen technology.
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